Public Comments on Proposed Group Living Code Amendments
Dec. 16, 2020 to Feb. 4, 2021

Note: This document contains written comments provided to CPD between Dec. 16 2020 (the due date for comments to the Council’s Land Use, Transportation and Infrastructure Committee) and 12 p.m. Feb. 4, 2021.
Dear Mayor and Denver City Council,

Thank you for the opportunity to voice my opposition to the proposed Group Living zoning code amendment. While I am a strong advocate for more unrelated adults permitted to live together, and a strong advocate of certain Residential Care Facilities, I object to this amendment for the following reasons:

1. The one-size-fits-all allowance of 5 unrelated adults in a home does not reflect the impact this will have in the many neighborhoods with smaller, two-bedroom homes – not just with the number of people but also with parking. We can do better – and choose numbers proportional to conforming bedrooms.

2. Allowing 10 person (plus staff) homeless shelters in any residential neighborhood vastly alters the character of that neighborhood. These are NOT the “small” residential care facilities currently allowed – as portrayed by Denver City Council. This is a 25% increase from what is currently allowed and twice the number of unrelated adults allowed in the new proposal.

People in Denver who purchased their homes made their investment based on current zoning – not what you are proposing. They didn’t buy thinking there would be 10 unrelated adults next door. We can do better!

3. The current proposal removes buffers from schools for both correctional facilities (where allowed) and homeless shelters. Again, people move into neighborhoods with the expectation of certain safety standards and removing these buffers changes the standards and invites serious risks.

Amanda Sandoval in a LUTI meeting last year portrayed the Independence House corrections facility in District 1 as a plus. She failed to mention that police reports show that over the last three years there were on average seventy (70), 2-3 car police callouts per year for serious incidents (more than one per week). Serious incidents include shootings, suicides, burglaries, assaults, fights, disturbances and police transport to medical care, detox or jail. This is the rest of the story that Denver City Council does not want to share.

4. Also deceptive is how Councilmembers portray this updated proposal as a compromise based on what constituents asked for and therefore acceptable. Actually, this proposal was made public last year on December 18th and approved by LUTI on December 22nd, allowing just 4 days for constituent review and feedback. Concluding this proposal is acceptable is both presumptive and faulty – and this process of limiting feedback is flawed.

5. I believe this proposal, well-meant by many, will do the OPPOSITE of what it is intended to do. I think it will further divide our City because major components rely on investors and developers – many of whom do not and will not live here. The homes that will be bought for rentals, homeless shelters and correctional facilities will be in the lower cost neighborhoods in Denver – and this creates a disproportionate impact. As relayed in a meeting last year with Councilwoman Jamie Torres, District 3 was hard hit during the 2008 financial crisis when many homes foreclosed and became poorly maintained rentals. I don’t think disproportionate impact is what is intended – but it is what will happen.

My recommendation is to scrap this amendment and write one that first addresses more adults per residence, proportional to home size. Evaluate its impact. Continue to foster RCFs as currently allowed. And please complete the ten-year-plus effort of uniting Denver under only one zoning code.

Thank you,

Karen McGuire

Denver Resident for ~ 40 Years
Dear Andrew Webb and Members of Denver City Council,

I am writing to express my full-hearted support of the proposed changes to Denver’s Group Living Amendment. I write as a member of a limited equity housing cooperative in District 10, where I have lived for the last five years.

I first understood the power of housing cooperatives in graduate school at University of Oregon in 2008-2010. I lived in the Janet Smith House with 14 other grad students (it was a very large home on frat row), and I paid $390 per month for rent, utilities, maintenance AND organic food. This allowed me to save money in the short term and return a portion of my student loans, which saved me money in the long term.

I was in awe — **someone had planted a tree more than fifty years back, and now I was getting to sit in its shade.** I resolved that I, too, wanted to be someone who created longterm assets that benefited people in the future.

That same spirit informed my commitment to cofound Queen City Cooperative, a limited equity housing co-op that does not comply with the current zoning code. Because of our commitment to permanent affordability, our lower-middle income members are able to pay below-market rate rent AND build equity that they can take with them if they ever leave the co-op. This will allow **people who couldn’t otherwise access Denver’s housing market to be able to afford their own homes.**

We believe these changes to group living are much needed and overdue and hope that you will consider expanding the city-wide maximum beyond 5 to the GLAC-proposed 8 adults. Our opposition has created lots of noise, but ultimately, they are bearing down on a fearful anti-neighbor position. We believe we can create broader, more inclusive neighborhoods rooted in trust and mutual aid. These are values that can guide us forward as a city, and we hope you will use them as you vote on this amendment.

In Cooperation,

C. Paul Bindel
To the Group:
I am writing to let you know that I am very much opposed to the new zoning regulations allowing up to 5 unrelated families (plus children) to live in a single family or duplex residence. Nothing in the published information I’ve been able to read, addresses the question of health regulations to accompany the new zoning regs....How many single-family affordable homes in Denver have 5+ Bedrooms and 5+ full bathrooms to accommodate 5 unrelated families?? Are you saying it will be more like a hostel where everyone shares the bathrooms??

Assuming you take a typical 4 bedroom home and chop it up to make 5+ bedrooms (and by the way, if there are children in each family where are they going to sleep???) there will be on average 2-3 bathrooms, not all of which will have a shower or tub.

To have proposed these zoning changes in the middle of a Pandemic demonstrates to me how little forethought has gone into the planning from a basic health care point of view.

Then there is the question of ownership: Are you saying that an owner of a 4 bedroom single family home can rent it out to up to 5 different families? Has anyone checked with Title Companies and Lenders to see if they think this
is feasible from an insurance & monetary standpoint?

I appreciate your time in providing me with answers to my questions-
Patsy Brown
Berkeley Regis United Neighbors, Inc  
4949 Lowell Blvd, Denver CO 80221  
BerkeleyRegisNeighbors.org

February 4, 2021

Community Planning and Development | City and County of Denver  
201 W Colfax Avenue  
Denver, CO 80202

Re: BRUN Comments on Proposed Group Living Text Amendment - REVISED

To: Denver City Councilwoman District 1, Amanda Sandoval  
Denver City Councilwoman At-Large, Deborah Ortega  
Denver City Councilwoman At-Large, Robin Kniech

Berkeley Regis United Neighbors (BRUN) is a registered neighborhood organization with the City of Denver located in Council District 1. The RNO’s boundaries are Federal Blvd to the east, Sheridan Blvd to the west, 38th Ave to the south, and 52nd Ave to the north. Membership is available to households and businesses within BRUN’s boundary. Information is shared with the neighborhood regularly through email blasts and postings on various forms of social media as well as on our website, berkeleyregisneighbors.org. Broadcasts include notices of upcoming meetings and summaries of those past. General meetings with the BRUN Board are held monthly and are open to the public.

On July 21, 2020, BRUN’s monthly public meeting was convened virtually by the BRUN Board of Directors. On the agenda for this meeting was discussion on the proposed Group Living Rules Amendment. This discussion was based upon the description of changes outlined in the proposed Group Living Draft Text Amendment issued 07/17/2020. Following a thorough analysis of the information and a unanimous vote of the BRUN Board of Directors, BRUN issued a position letter to Community Planning and Development (CPD) on 08/10/2020 that in short did not support the text amendment in its then current form.

In response to the outcomes from meetings of the Denver Planning Board (DPB) and preliminary meetings held by Denver City Council’s Land Use, Transportation, and Infrastructure Committee (LUTI), BRUN initiated an online survey designed to solicit feedback on the Group Living (GL) Proposal from our membership. BRUN’s ‘Survey on Proposed Changes to Denver Group Living Rules’ was conducted 12/02/2020 through 01/11/2021. An invitation to participate was sent to all of BRUN’s membership with encouragement to be shared broadly to residents of Denver Council District 1. BRUN’s position letter of opposition dated 08/10/2020 was circulated along with the survey questions. There were 182 respondents to this survey. A summary of the survey results can be found attached, (see BRUN GL Survey Summary: 02/01/2021). After thorough review of the GL Survey results and further analysis of final revisions to the GL Proposal by Denver’s LUTI Committee, BRUN’s Board of Directors conducted an online vote 02/01/2021 thru 02/03/2021 where, by a vote of 12 in support and 0 opposed, the following position statement was confirmed:

Although recognizing the City-wide need for affordable housing, BRUN remains concerned with a number of passages within the proposed ‘Group Living Text Amendment’ that will have negative planning and economic impacts on Berkeley Regis neighborhoods, and is overall bad planning policy. BRUN’s concerns range from the general, including the proposed revisions to both Household and Residential Care Regulations to the specific revisions of building forms.
OVERVIEW SUMMARY

Household Regulations
• Defining the maximum number of people (adults and minors) in an SU or TU structure cannot solely be determined by the square footage of a structure. There must be consideration of inhabitable and uninhabitable space. Otherwise Dining Rooms, Living Rooms, and unfinished Basements will be used as sleeping accommodations. BRUN recommends more of an alignment with US HUD and United Nations standards.
• The increase in the Household density, although reduced from the original amendment text, would foster an unpredictable environment within the Community. This is contrary to one of the basic purposes of a zoning code – establishing a level of future development predictability for both existing residents and developers.
• The increase in density over time in SU and TU districts, and their neighborhoods, would result in the impacts to services and infrastructure:
  • Utility Services – Water, Sewer, Power;
  • Trash Service
  • On-street Parking
• There are many opportunities throughout the City, and within the BRUN district, to increase density along appropriate corridors with proper utilities, transportation, and support services, that would also preserve the quality of its SU and TU neighborhoods that so many in Denver have come to enjoy.
• With the vast majority of properties being offered for this group living scenario being rental, by either private or commercial users, there continues to be no defined mechanism for regulation. Denver INC has proposed, and BRUN supports, a registry of SU and TU properties that would be offered as this group living type, along with defined regulation, so that these properties do not become a burden to their neighbors. Responding to such issues cannot be left to a reactive approach of reporting bad behavior after the fact. BRUN further supports the City’s direct involvement, along with other appropriate stakeholders, in development of specific “non-profit housekeeping unit” lease language.
• BRUN recommends development of guidelines and standards for Neighborhood Inspection to proactively address possible code issues and to verify occupant count.

BRUN feels that the opportunities and constraints of this part of the Group Living proposal are not being fully analyzed. Although there have been a number of options for calculation discussed and recommendations brought forward in the LUTI meeting, there is no assurance at this time as to what the final proposed text amendment language will be that the Council will be considering. BRUN still feels that the underlying reasons for the definition change is to promote a certain agenda that, however noble to the cause, is detrimental to the Denver community as a whole. Without a more logical revision to the proposed Household Regulation formula BRUN cannot support the current proposed revised language change to the definition of Household.

Congregate Living Uses:
In the Summary Overview placement of this use within SU and TU zone districts is not noted, but in DZC Section 5.4.4 this use is allowed in RH -3A zone districts. The specific uses under the heading of Congregate Care constitutes allowing a business to be established within a residentially zoned neighborhood. Regardless of the size of the dwelling, or size of lot, these facilities will require a staff, as well as regulatory improvements, that will be in conflict with the neighborhood environment. Imbedding this use within a residential neighborhood also brings a level of uncertainty to adjoining neighbors, similar to the uncertainty created by increasing the definition of Household. Over time, as imbedding increases, this unpredictability will have a negative effect on property values for existing residents – many of whom their home is their greatest asset.
Other Congregate Living considerations:
• Neighborhood service and infrastructure impacts noted in “Household Regulations” above.
• Will Residents be prohibited from owning cars? If not, this is an added burden to the Neighborhood.
• Have Common Interest Community (CIC) covenants been considered?

Residential Care Uses:
The specific uses under the heading of Residential Care, whether Type 1 or 2 uses, again still constitutes allowing a business to be established within a residentially zoned neighborhood. With the allowance of these facilities in all SU and TU zone districts, and regardless of the size of the dwelling, or size of lot, these facilities will require a staff, as well as regulatory improvements, that will be in conflict with the neighborhood environment. Imbedding this use within a residential neighborhood also brings a level of uncertainty to adjoining neighbors, similar to the uncertainty created by increasing the definition of Household. Over time, as imbedding increases, this unpredictability will have a negative effect on property values for existing residents – many of whom their home is their greatest asset. Other considerations:

• Neighborhood service and infrastructure impacts noted in “Household Regulations” above.
• Will Residents be prohibited from owning cars? If not, this is an added burden to the Neighborhood.
• Have Common Interest Community (CIC) covenants been considered?
• The “up to 100 Guests” for Type 1 facilities, regardless of length of stay, is unacceptable.

Allowing Type 1 and 2 Residential Care uses within SU and TU zone districts in many parts of Denver will be contrary to CPD’s own statements of placing these facilities proximate to transportation, shopping, medical and social services, and employment. Given the pressure being placed on CPD by Residential Care stakeholders, BRUN sees little chance that the stated public meeting and Staff review (ZPCIM) will prevent development of this use type from moving forward throughout Denver.

For Type 1 and 2 development within SU and TU zone districts, BRUN would like to see a more robust criteria established for site location. Yes, this criteria would be limiting in allowable site areas, but the end result would be more beneficial to the Residential Care residents. Without such criteria written into the zoning language, as well as other recommendations noted above, BRUN cannot support the current proposal.

Denver Zoning Code
Since there has been no revision to the original text amendment based on (DPB) and (LUTI) recommendations, the following still remain a concern of BRUN:

Article 5 – Urban (U-) Neighbor Context
Page 5.3-7 / Page 5.3-9 / 5.3-17 – Proposed to allow Residential Care Uses in SU, TU, and RH zone districts. How is this development envisioned – new vs. existing structures; single lot vs. assembly? For the overall reasons stated above BRUN would prefer that this use not be allowed in all SU, TU and RH zone districts, but rather in defined geographic areas throughout the City based on proximity criteria noted above. Likewise, Congregate Care facilities should not be allowed in RH-3A districts for similar reasons.
Page 5.4-3 – Parking requirements should reflect the number of units, not the total structure square footage, if Residents/Guests are allowed to have cars. If Residents/Guests cars are prohibited, then parking minimum should be based on number of staff or current language, whichever is greater.
Page 5.4-5 – For clarity the defined sub-uses should be carried forward in the proposed language.
Article 10 – General Design Standards
Page 10.4-9 – The Alternative Minimum Vehicle Parking Ratio chart, for “Shelters”, under “Applicable Zone Districts”, notes the section applies to “All Zone Districts”. This implies, indirectly, that Shelters are allowed in SU, TU, and RH districts. This language should be revised to reflect only the districts that Shelters are allowed – not SU, TU, and RH districts.
Page 10.9-1 – Does section 10.9.3.1 speak to off-street parking? If not, it should.

Article 11 – Use Limitations and Definitions
Page 11.2-6 – Section 11.2.7.1 – Limitations Applicable To..., B-2 – Non-paroled Correctional Care facilities should not be embedded in SU, TU, and RH zone districts. Site location would be based on geographical criteria noted under “Residential Care” above.
Page 11.2-6 – Section 11.2.7.1 – Limitations Applicable To..., B-3 – Residential Care facilities, less-than-24 hours, should not be embedded in SU, TU, and RH zone districts. Site location would be based on geographical criteria noted under “Residential Care” above.
Pages 11.2-9 thru 11.2-12, and 11.3-1 thru 11.3-4 – In overview of these sections there is language in these proposed deletions that should be carried forward in the proposed language. It is naive to think that all the aspects of these sub-uses have been covered in the proposed language.
Page 11.12-8 – Section 11.12.2.1 – Definition of Household Living Use Category, B-2c – As per comments above under “Household Regulations”, the word “any” relating to “number of persons related to each unrelated adult” creates a mechanism for technically unlimited number of people living in any one Structure. Without a specific limiting definition this will be an untenable situation for SU, TU, and RH neighborhoods. BRUN recommends “any” be replaced with a numerical cap based on the size of the structure and number of “units” within the structure.

SUMMARY
In summary, BRUN supports the cause of increasing affordable housing and density throughout Denver. However, these goals should be achieved in a measured way, with proper oversight, and not be achieved at the sacrifice of viable, established neighborhoods. Policy and zoning regulation cannot be established that are in conflict with basic tenets of Blueprint. The proposed Group Living Text Amendment does not meet BRUN’s expectations on a number of levels, and unfortunately cannot be supported.

Furthermore, it is BRUN’s request that passage of any Group Living zoning change be preceded by a minimum 18-month testing period. Application for the various uses could be taken during such a testing period, but they should not be processed until after the testing period is complete and any unintended consequences have been addressed through applicable revisions to a final text amendment.

Sincerely,

Steven Teitelbaum, President
Jeffrey Sjöne, Chair of Zoning and Planning Committee
Berkeley Regis United Neighbors

Cc: Andrew Webb, Senior City Planner
Denver INC, President, Lorella Koehler
BRUN Board of Directors
1. Are you a member of BRUN?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>34.07%</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>65.93%</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
<td><strong>182</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Do you reside within the boundaries of BRUN?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>79.67%</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>20.33%</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
<td><strong>182</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:**
BRUN boundaries are Federal Blvd to the east, Sheridan Blvd to the west, W 38th Ave to the south and W 52nd Ave to the north.

Locations of respondents outside BRUN boundary is unknown.

3. Do you live within the boundaries of Denver Council District 1?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response:</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>88.46%</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>11.54%</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
<td><strong>182</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:**
Locations of respondents outside BRUN boundary is unknown.
4. Are you familiar with the General Living (GL) Proposal?

- Yes: 57.69% (105)
- No: 42.31% (77)

Total: 182

5. Do you feel that you understand the benefits / consequences of the GL proposal if approved?

- Complete Understanding: 32.42% (59)
- Some Understanding: 41.21% (75)
- No Understanding: 26.37% (48)

Total: 182


- Utility Services - water, sewer, power: 62.09% (113 of 182)
- Trash Services: 65.38% (119 of 182)
- On-street Parking: 85.16% (155 of 182)
- Property Values: 64.84% (118 of 182)
- No Impacts: 13.74% (25 of 182)

Comments: 58

NOTES:
New regulations allow a substantial increase in population density in established neighborhoods. Household size would increase from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus extended family for SU & TU zone districts where the home area is less than or equal to 1800 sf.

ACTUAL QUESTION:
Do you feel there would be negative impacts on neighborhood infrastructure?
ALL answers picked from a list of options.
SURVEY RESULTS

7. Are you in favor of the gross area of a house being the only limiting factor for the number of people allowed to live there?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>19.23%</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>68.13%</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td>12.64%</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Do you agree or disagree with the GL proposal to allow Residential Care Facilities (RCF) in SU, TU and RH zone districts with no permit?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>22.53%</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>62.64%</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td>14.84%</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:**
A 2,800 sq ft house = max 10 adults plus family

**UPDATE:** Proposed GL Amendments have been changed since this survey was taken. Please see revised Denver Zoning Code Text Amendment #8.

9. Would you support requiring ALL Residential Care Facilities (RCF) to have special use permits with regular renewals?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>60.44%</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td>25.27%</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:** Type 1 & 2: 1-10 guests or <100 guests for no more than 130 days/yr in SU, TU & RH.

Examples of RCF:
Shelters, Halfway houses, Sober living facilities, Rehab facilities, Assisted living, Nursing homes.

**UPDATE:** Proposed GL Amendments have been changed since this survey was taken. Please see revised Denver Zoning Code Text Amendment #8.
SURVEY RESULTS

10. Allow Congregate Living Facilities (CLFs)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>25.27%</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>62.09%</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td>12.64%</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of CLFs:
- Room and Board
- Dorms and other student housing
- Tiny homes

NOTES:
- Allowed only in MX, MS, MU, CMP zone districts, not in SU, TU, & RH.
- No special zoning or variance review required.

11. Would you support requiring ALL Congregate Living Facilities (CLF) to have special use permits with regular renewals?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>65.93%</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>15.38%</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td>12.64%</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UPDATE:
- Proposed GL Amendments have been changed since this survey was taken. Please see revised Denver Zoning Code Text Amendment #8.

12. Would you support dividing the GL proposal into three separate amendments to regulate:
   1) Household living
   2) RCF and 3) CLF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>65.93%</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>19.23%</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td>14.84%</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes
- BRUN opposes the GL proposal as currently written and issued an opposition statement 08/10/2020.
- Summary of opposition:
  - Revising the definition of Household based only on the overall square footage of a particular dwelling. We strongly encourage the city to consider other factors, such as the potential impacts on utilities and parking within residential neighborhoods (SU, TU, RH). BRUN opposes, as proposed, embedding RCF within all residential neighborhoods throughout Denver since such placement will NOT address the three main goals of the GL proposal: 1) close proximity to mass transit, 2) close proximity to employment, and 3) close proximity to support services.
- Actual Question:
  - Would you support dividing the GL proposal into three (3) separate amendments that outline regulations for:
    1) Household regulations
    2) Residential Care regulations
    3) Congregate Living regulations.
13. Do you agree or disagree with the BRUN Board’s position that maximum occupancy should not be defined solely by the square footage of a structure?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>75.27%</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>18.13%</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td>6.59%</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>182</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14. Do you agree or disagree with the BRUN Board’s position opposing the imbedding of Residential Care Facilities (RCF) in all residential neighborhoods?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>69.23%</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>22.53%</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td>8.24%</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>182</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UPDATE:**
Proposed GL Amendments have been changed since this survey was taken. Please see revised Denver Zoning Code Text Amendment #8.

15. Do you agree or disagree that BRUN should continue to oppose the proposed Text Amendments, as outlined in BRUN’s August 2020 letter?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>57.69%</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>14.84%</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>8.24%</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>9.34%</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>9.89%</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>182</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dear Mayor Hancock and City Council representatives:

As you may now know, I became involved in learning about this Group Living Amendment as I care about our city and have loved living here in Denver for the past 30 years. I moved here on my birthday and immediately felt like “I finally came home.” I joined others in Safe and Sound Denver like myself, that love our city. Safe and Sound Denver (SSD) is purely a grassroots collaboration of Denver neighbors that came together from across the city representing very diverse backgrounds and political learnings, all working to understand the City’s massive 200+ page Group Living Zoning Code Amendment. SSD neighbors throughout the city have worked very hard to build awareness and express opposition to this Group Living Amendment. Our diversity offers a variety of personal priorities on the many issues in this significant zoning change, but we all come together in opposition along with disappointed on how CPD managed the entire process.

Since each of your roles as an elected official is to represents the wishes of Denver neighbors, and as such, it is important to consider the hundreds of personal and detailed stories submitted to you over the past year. Many homeowners made the decision to purchase in the City of Denver with their hard-earned money, representing their largest lifetime investment; their home and neighborhood is a very personal and valued place! These Denver neighbors shared passionate comments about experiences related to group living, personal violations of crime/assault, continued unresolved enforcement violations and challenges with increasing density, and all the area plans coming from CPD. These letters are all available for your review on the Denver Gov Group Planning website. These letters have been submitted by long-time Denver neighbors (and some that have recently arrived or returned) that have help build and invest in making this a great city to live and work. Please also take a moment to review at the thousands that have signed the Change.org petition and read their respective comments related to this proposed amendment.

This is the time to please ask yourself: is this really the right and best solution for Denver, does this truly represent what most Denver neighbors desire for our city, will this enhance or diminish the many unique and diverse neighborhoods throughout the city; does this vote embody why your constituents voted into your City Council/Mayor position; how those that invested over many year in their home, neighborhood, community or business believe that this amendment adds value to their choices and decisions?

Thousands of Denver neighbor are opposed to the Group Living Amendment. They love our City and the neighborhood they chose to live, invest, donate and thrive in. On behalf of my family and all Denver neighbors that have reached out to you over many months, please vote NO on the
Group Living Zoning Code Amendment #8 on February 8, 2021. Thank you!

Sincerely,

Paige L. Burkeholder

4022 S. Newport Way, Denver, CO 80237  Cell: 720-371-6198
February 4, 2021

Dear Mayor Hancock and City Council representatives:

As you may now know, I became involved in learning about this Group Living Amendment as I care about our city and have loved living here in Denver for the past 30 years. I moved here on my birthday and immediately felt like “I finally came home.” I joined others in Safe and Sound Denver like myself, that love our city. Safe and Sound Denver (SSD) is purely a grassroots collaboration of Denver neighbors that came together from across the city representing very diverse backgrounds and political learnings, all working to understand the City’s massive 200+ page Group Living Zoning Code Amendment. SSD neighbors throughout the city have worked very hard to build awareness and express opposition to this Group Living Amendment. Our diversity offers a variety of personal priorities on the many issues in this significant zoning change, but we all come together in opposition along with disappointed on how CPD managed the entire process.

Since each of your roles as an elected official is to represents the wishes of Denver neighbors, and as such, it is important to consider the hundreds of personal and detailed stories submitted to you over the past year. Many homeowners made the decision to purchase in the City of Denver with their hard-earned money, representing their largest lifetime investment; their home and neighborhood is a very personal and valued place! These Denver neighbors shared passionate comments about experiences related to group living, personal violations of crime/assault, continued unresolved enforcement violations and challenges with increasing density, and all the area plans coming from CPD. These letters are all available for your review on the Denver Gov Group Planning website. These letters have been submitted by long-time Denver neighbors (and some that have recently arrived or returned) that have help build and invest in making this a great city to live and work. Please also take a moment to review at the thousands that have signed the Change.org petition and read their respective comments related to this proposed amendment.

This is the time to please ask yourself: is this really the right and best solution for Denver, does this truly represent what most Denver neighbors desire for our city, will this enhance or diminish the many unique and diverse neighborhoods throughout the city; does this vote embody why your constituents voted into your City Council/Mayor position; how those that invested over many year in their home, neighborhood, community or business believe that this amendment adds value to their choices and decisions?

Thousands of Denver neighbor are opposed to the Group Living Amendment. They love our City and the neighborhood they chose to live, invest, donate and thrive in. On behalf of my family and all Denver neighbors that have reached out to you over many months, please vote NO on the Group Living Zoning Code Amendment #8 on February 8, 2021. Thank you!

Sincerely,
Paige L. Burkeholder
Hello -

I'm emailing to express my support for the amendment to the group living situation to allow up to 5 adults to live together in households where not all residents are related; currently, only 2 two unrelated adults are allowed to live together in a house and 4 in a duplex or apartment.

Keeping this at only 2 unrelated folks more greatly affects and disadvantages low income, alternative families and individuals in Denver, which is the last thing we need when so many folks are experiencing hardships due to covid 19. I would want to be able to let a friend stay in my guest bedroom if they were in need, but based on the rules today, that would not be allowed because I also currently live with my partner and we are unrelated and not yet married.

Thanks,
Courtney Allen
80209
Hi there, my name is Hamilton Reed and I’m a Software Developer currently living in District 7.

I’m emailing to express my strong support for the Group Living Code Amendment coming before City Council.

In the five years I have lived here the simple cost to rent a 1 bedroom apartment has doubled, yet wages remain practically stagnant. Every time I have to drive somewhere in the city I see more homeless encampments scattered around. **We need to expand housing options for Denver residents to offset housing cost increases over the past decade.**

Because of this, I’m asking Denver City Council to increase the number of unrelated people that can live in a home, and to make it easier for shelters and residential living facilities to operate and support our community members.

Thanks,
Hamilton Reed
This is a terrible proposal. It conflates traditional residential housing with rehab/halfway house/felony housing. These two forms of housing are distinct and dissimilar.

Re traditional residential housing, i.e. rental roommates, the current limit is not 2 unrelated adults. The current limit is 3 unrelated adults with a readily available waiver. Sure, go ahead and increase the unrelated roommate limit to 3 without a waiver and 4 with a waiver. From 2 to 3 is a 50% increase. A 50% increase in the supply of any good or service is an enormous increase. That should be plenty.

Re rehab/halfway house/felony housing, this is an entirely different form of housing than traditional residential housing. To foist this upon stable established residential neighborhoods is an unasked for and destructive policy. Framing it in racial and social equity terms is disingenuous, misleading, and simply untrue. There are federal laws outlawing housing discrimination. These laws have been on the books for decades. You’re marketing this as an antidote to past redlining is counterproductive and unwarranted. Denver is not a racist city. Denver is not a sexist city. Denver is not a homophobic city. A racist homophobic sexist city would not elect a lesbian woman of color as a council person.

The process developing this proposal has been secretive and guarded. It has been deliberately kept from the public eye. Your assertions re community outreach are simply untrue. The meeting I attended was an informational meeting, NOT a meeting actively seeking feedback from residents. It was a marketing meeting using race shaming, income shaming, and gender shaming as emotional leverage against any opposition. The vast majority of neighbors I speak with have NO idea that there is a GLA. They know nothing about it. When they learn the particulars they are aghast. They are dumbfounded by the breadth and scope of it. They often simply do not believe it. That’s how outlandish it is. And they oppose it.

Both the process and the substance of the proposal are so deeply flawed and biased that it cannot be adopted. There is nothing fair or equitable about this proposal. It serves the narrow self interests of a tiny number of individuals. It is a great disservice to the citizens of Denver and the neighborhoods in which we have chosen to establish our lives. Claims that we who oppose simply need to be “educated” are both specious and belittling. We are rational adults. We are capable of reading and understanding. We oppose this proposal Because of what it proposes, not because we are ignorant.

The opposition to this is apolitical. The opposition includes citizens of all political affiliations. This opposition is not political. It is not liberal opposition, or conservative opposition or democrat opposition or republican opposition, or white opposition, or person of color opposition, etc etc. It is opposition by the VAST majority of stakeholder citizens whose common cause is the stability and livability of the neighborhoods we live in. The neighborhoods we call home, the neighborhoods we have literally bought into, the neighborhoods that we have equity.... financial equity, emotional equity, relationship equity. This proposal destroys this equity which we are so fully invested in.

With the utmost sincerity,
Samuel Hargraves
Five Points

smh

smh
Good morning,

From the beginning I have not concurred with the Group Living Amendment and what it proposes to do. I have gone to public meetings and reviewed comments to try and understand how this could be even a little bit beneficial. Even with the changes that have been made, this amendment will change the very fabric of our neighborhoods. It is not fair to homeowners that have purchased homes in single-family residential zones to do a sweeping wide zoning change (oh yeah, except for Mayor Hancock’s home that is in a small area that is except). Our infrastructure is barely sufficient now (Denver Water is in our neighborhood almost weekly repairing sewer lines), and is definitely not up to capacity needed for the Group Living Amendment.

This is politics. The group that originated this amendment has vested financial interests (to benefit). Those of us that own homes in Denver also have vested financial interests (and we will lose).

Many many people have written letters and gone door to door to educate people and get people involved. Safe and Sound Denver is working hard at the grass roots level to get people informed. There is little to no press on this amendment. My point is people are trying to work in a nonviolent, diligent, educated manner. I hope the City Council is paying attention to this form of communication. I urge you to VOTE NO and save what is left of the Denver we love! Our neighborhoods.

Melissa Russ
303-956-4171
Denver, CO
Hi Andrew -

Thank you for compiling comments on the Group Living Amendment. I live in Park Hill and believe that the Group Living Amendment should be approved. First, the current rule is difficult to enforce absent complaints from neighbors. As we know, when public complaints determine enforcement, there is likely to be significant bias against non-white groups in enforcement. Second, we have a shortage of high-density housing and affordable housing, and this rule change, while not anywhere near sufficient, will go to alleviate some of the burdens housing insecure folks face. Finally, I believe that this actually ought to benefit home-owners, as the "cost" of allowing more non-related families in the same household will be countered by increased options for use of housing. Thank you.

Best,
Mark

Mark Rosenberg
He/Him/His
markgrosenberg@gmail.com
708-218-1337 (c)
720-379-6245 (w)
The current group living laws in Denver are awful. Cost of living is way up, people are chronically unemployed and underemployed, homelessness is way up, we are about to go through a massive eviction crisis, and we are in the middle of a global pandemic.

The only arguments to keep the group living laws as-is are racist, NIMBY trash.

Do the right thing and allow for folks who want to live together to live together. Enough with the nonsense.

Justin Morgan
Resident of District 9
City Council: NO Group Living Amendment! And "unlimited" cars?   NO NO NO
Carol Steele, Kevin Flynn's district
Mr. Webb:

The Group Living Amendment stinks. Even in its revised form, it stinks. As an analogy, if a category F-5 tornado is reduced to an F-3, it still causes a great deal of destruction. Please listen to the overwhelming urgent pleas of Denver residents who live in the neighborhoods, not to the demands of special interests who stand to profit from the amendment. The GLA will significantly damage our neighborhoods and the quality of life all over the city. Please don’t let this happen.

Thank you.

Steve Oltman

Denver
Please read the following attachment
Hello Andrew Webb, and Denver City Council Members,

I would like to convey my STRONG SUPPORT for the Group Living Text Amendment. It is important that we continue to change as a City, do all that we can do to make Denver more equitable, combat historical injustices in our residential zoning laws, and offer real solutions to address the growing housing crisis.

That said, I would like to also request changes to the Amendment as it is currently proposed.

1. Preferably, I would like the words “Unrelated Adults” to completely be removed, and there to be no Hard Cap of Adults in the home, but rather be a flexible cap related to the square footage of the home. There are already numerous homes that are sub-plexed allowing 2 per individual unit. There are examples all over Denver where there are as many as 6-units thereby already allowing for 12 unrelated adults to live in the home, where a house directly across the street of the same size is limited to only 2. Stands to reason, that the single family home could accommodate the same number of people, but without requiring the need to sub-plex the home.

By the admission of the City Planner, enforcement of the Unrelated Adults rule is inherently racist in practice. By removing the language of “Unrelated Adults”, we would end the practice of BIPOC being disproportionately reported to City of Denver inspections, or being given fewer options for housing than white people out of concern of being reported, or potentially being required to move out during what is an unprecedented housing crisis.

However, should a Hard Cap be required to gain support to pass the Group Living Text Amendment, I strongly urge the Cap to be raised at least to Eight, preferably Ten unrelated adults. By stopping at a total of 4 or 5, we are essentially eliminating the opportunity to form co-ops or for the existing co-ops to become legal. There are unofficially many co-ops existing around Denver, but they are unable to officially register due to the current limitations of Unrelated Adults, and the proposed changes will not be sufficient to allow them to become legal.

Furthermore, in the presentation to Denver City Council, Andrew Webb explained a
slide of Denver Peer Cities. Despite having various caps ranging from Two to Eight Unrelated Adults, all of the Peer Cities still averaged fewer than three unrelated adults per household. Thus, Denver likely will not see a significant change in our average household size whether the cap of Unrelated Adults is 5 people or 8 people.

2. I would also like to request Denver City Council to consider easing the restrictions on Residential Care Facilities. In the presentation by Andrew Webb, it was clear that there were no significant issues from the existing facilities that were in existence prior to their original exclusion. As such, it seems that any concerns regarding these facilities are rooted in fear not evidence-based. With this in mind, we request that that some of the restrictions added to the Amendment at the final LUTI Committee Meeting be rescinded to allow for more people in the smaller facilities serving up to 12 people, as well as allowing similar sized Community Corrections facilities within single-unit and two-unit zone districts, so long as they are within a reasonable distance to public transit.

Allowing citizens transitioning from the carceral system to join our communities will help both those within the facilities to be supported by their families, as well as give their loved ones greater access to them while they reside in the facility. This crucial nexus of social support will enable more of these citizens to successfully reintegrate into our larger community, thereby being better for everyone involved.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Regards,

Laura Ferré
951 S Dahlia St, Apt 206
Denver, CO 80246
District 6
Dear Sir,

Please vote NO on this amendment. It has many easily foreseeable negative consequences.

--Thomas Uebbing, Denver
I am opposed to this amendment primarily based on physical health and mental well being issues. Please read the following commentary for my specific concerns.

I am a licensed professional engineer. I was employed by the City and County of Denver from 1990 to when I retired in 2006. I retired as the Director of the Design and Construction Management Division, which is now defunct. During my tenure with the City, for about ten months, I was the acting Director of the Building Department as it was commonly, but inaccurately, called. The Building Department is charged with the enforcement of the Denver Building Code and exists to protect the life, safety and health of the occupants of buildings. The Building Department sometimes had occasion to interact with the Zoning Department.

Recently, I have become aware of a proposed amendment to the Denver Zoning Code through a group called Safe and Sound Denver. I have reviewed the summary of the proposed zoning amendment on the City’s website. The web site is commendable for noting several life safety issues and making references to other regulations by sister City agencies that need to be considered for an increased level of occupancy. The proposed amendment has several issues that concern me. My concern is primarily about single family residences, but could equally apply to group homes and half way houses. My concerns are as follows:

Trash: Based on say a household with four adults, there would be an increase in the amount of solid waste when the occupancy could possibly more than double from four adults to maybe nine, as an example. The EPA has reported that nationwide per capita generation of solid waste is 4.51 pounds per person per day. For a family of four, this equates to 126 pounds per week. If another five persons were to be allowed to occupy the same residence, the solid waste generation would now be 284 pounds per week, which is a 225% increase. This increased amount of trash will not fit into the City provided 65-gallon trash carts that are typical in my neighborhood. (Other neighborhoods may have different trash collections systems.) This means that the surplus trash will have to wait for the next "large item pickup" day, which now is scheduled for every eight weeks. In the interim, any bags of trash stored outside will attract insects and vermin, which in turn may spread to diseases to humans and pets.

Fresh Air Ventilation: The proposed zoning amendment makes reference to fresh air ventilation requirements via the Denver Rules and Regulations for Housing. These rules require a window or other means of ventilation. Opening a window for fresh air, when the outside temperature is around 20 degrees does not seem like a good option. Forced mechanical ventilation through an air to air heat exchanger would most certainly be better. However, this would be costly and may be unaffordable. It should be noted that restaurants and schools are updating their ventilation systems to combat the Covid-19 virus. Without forced air ventilation to bring in fresh outside air, airborne diseases will be more easily spread.

Hot Water: The proposed amendment only requires a 35-gallon water heater, which is totally inadequate. Even a 50-gallon water heater would not be sufficient to serve a household of say nine people. Based on a water heater’s first hour rating calculation, a 50-gallon water heater could only serve eight occupants.

Overcrowding: The proposed zoning amendment would allow as many as eight unrelated adults and all of their relatives and an unlimited number of children to live in a single-family residence. From a human quality of life issue, this is unconscionable and a dereliction of duty by government to protect the life, health and safety of its residents. Overcrowding leads to the spread of disease, domestic violence, lack of storage space, depression, anxiety, stress, loss of individual privacy, disruptions of sleeping arrangements and patterns, among other adverse effects. For more information see http://england.shelter.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/39532/Full_house_overcrowding_effects.pdf. This is a report done in England about how overcrowding affects families. The report states what is considered to be an acceptable standard for occupants based on what one bedroom can accommodate, which are: a married or cohabiting couple, a single person over 21 years old, pairs of children under 10 years old regardless of gender, pairs of children aged 10 to 21 years old of the same gender and a person aged 10 to 21 with a child under 10 of the same sex. Any occupancy level greater than this, constitutes overcrowding. The Denver rules for family day care centers would not allow for an unlimited number of children in a facility.
Although it appears that the authors of this amendment have done some coordination with the Building Department and the Fire Department, much more needs to be done – especially in the area of community involvement and interagency cooperation.

Thank you for your consideration,

Dave Bufalo
Denver
303 337 3202
Hello,

As a homeowner in District 8, I just wanted to voice my support for the group living changes to increase the cap. As shown in your presentation, code enforcement for these laws is not unlike the dog breed laws in that they are hardly enforced other than when they are weaponized, usually in a discriminatory manner against the same communities. The example you provided shows how little an effect the cap was locally and in comparable cities was very informative that despite how high the cap is, it has had little effect on the actual occupancy numbers per household. Like much of the campaigns you see around this city, like those in favor of the camping ban, it has been very disappointing and downright disturbing to see propaganda riddled with misinformation being circulated by Safe and Sound Denver. At a time when our city and it's elected officials have emphasized their support for legislating with an equity lens, I hope our council can find it within themselves to vote in favor of raising the cap, especially with an eviction crisis looming. If we want to show our commitment to the people of Denver, we should be flexible in the multiple tools we are willing to utilize to address our housing problem. It may not have a major effect in and of itself, but in concert with other work could contribute to helping Denver residents continue to live here as we are forced to continue to tighten our belts throughout the rest of the pandemic and the years of recovery after.

Thank you for your time,

Gregory Verzosa
Andrew Webb,

Denver's housing crisis is really damaging the fabric of the city. People who aren't wealthy are really frozen out of neighborhoods with jobs and amenities.

And it's getting worse. Look at the home price increases of the last year (and decade). Who does this actually help? Nobody that isn't in the upper half of the income distribution for the most part.

Please pass these reforms.

Max Nardo
maxnardo@gmail.com
150 W Bayaud Ave
Denver, Colorado 80223
My name is Warren Niffenegger and I’m an unemployed Denver resident. I’m emailing to voice my support the Group Living Code Amendment coming before City Council. Denver is quickly becoming completely unaffordable for many of the people who work in the city, adding to that the looming housing crossing resulting from Covid-19 it is clear that the time has come to change this antiquated law. We need to make Denver more accessible not less so we can build stronger more diverse communities. Because of this, I’m asking Denver City Council to increase the number of unrelated people that can live in a home, and to make it easier for shelters and residential living facilities to operate and support our community members.

Thank you,

Warren Niffenegger
Dear Mr. Webb and City Council:

My husband and I are homeowners at 780 York Street in Denver (District 10). I am an elected board member for the 7th Avenue Neighborhood Association RNO. I oppose the Group Living Zoning Amendment (GLA) and urge you to vote in opposition to the GLA on February 8.

Mayor Hancock’s office recently communicated that the GLA would address "the dire need for housing that the pandemic has made even more important, and the national focus on issues of race and social justice." I believe that the GLA masks major changes to our City’s zoning for private or undisclosed interests under the guise of these two important issues; however, I do not believe that the GLA would actually address the social justice needs of our city.

In my professional life, I help support a community of Chief Operating Officers at companies with $10B+ in revenue. Following George Floyd’s murder and the resulting marches and protests, many of these leaders sought to engage with their workforce in a series of "Courageous Conversations" to find ways to use their companies as platforms for social justice and real change. As a result of what they learned, these leaders are now reworking their employee engagement, leadership, hiring, and retention practices to truly foster inclusion, equity, and diversity among their workforce and the communities they support.

The key to their success to date has been engagement. TRUE engagement is missing from the GLA process. I would wager that 9 out of 10 voters in Denver are unaware of the GLA, the arguments for/against, and the impact it would have on the city. The public hearing process does not drive the type of engagement that City Council needs to pass the GLA in good faith. As the GLA was not proposed before the last election, voters did not give City Council the mandate needed to enact such a major change to our city. I hope you will not abuse the public trust by leveraging the power of your vote to support such a radical initiative without allowing voters the power to weigh in properly.

Sincerely,
Kristin Bahnsen

780 York Street
Denver, CO 80206
Dear Mr. Webb:

I OPPOSE the group-living amendment as it affects single-family neighborhoods for the following reasons:

1. Private developers or organizations, who have no stake in the fabric of a neighborhood, can convert single-family homes into multi-family units…unalterably changing the character of the neighborhoods that families have moved into to raise their children. Increased traffic, noise and “renters” vs “home owners” will also make a cohesive neighborhood more transient, and, I suspect, make a neighborhood less safe. This isn’t supporting a healthy community… it is diminishing it!

2. Buffer zones between schools and homeless shelters and the incarceration industry (private and government run) seems to be non-existent in this plan! The well-being of children should ALWAYS be the first priority in any decisions about shelters and half-way houses. Unfortunately, the people who need these services are having a hard time, but why potentially endanger the well-being of a child who has a hopeful future in order to help a much smaller portion of our society? I am all for helping and support these adults in need (in November, I voted to increase taxes to support them!). There are plenty of places that can more easily support shelters and half-way houses that do not endanger children.

Please, think about the overall well-being of the MAJORITY of Denver citizens. The much smaller portion of those in need is important to address, but the group-living amendment does not make sense.

I OPPOSE the group-living amendment.

Thank you,
Meg Ryan Sippel
Congress Park
Dear Mr. Webb,

I'm a Denver resident contacting you today to voice my support for the Group Living Amendment. It's absurd in a city with high rent and housing prices to police whether roommates are related or not, especially during a pandemic. Until affordable or free housing is available to all, common sense steps like the Group Living Amendment must be made to allow people shelter.

Sincerely,
Brian Mann
Dear Mr. Webb,

I write to thank you for your work and to voice support for the Group Living Amendments. I was born and raised in Denver and have lived here most of my life.

I believe these amendments are wonderful and long overdue. I am especially supportive of the increase from 2 unrelated adults to 5 unrelated adults-- this is an evidence-based policy that will contribute to affordable housing, environmental sustainability, and safety. I also think there are great mental health benefits from being able to live with others; however, to make living with others an affordable option for many people, more than 2 unrelated adults must be able to share a home.

I am also a big proponent of expanding the available land for community corrections. If Denverites are serious about criminal justice reform and rehabilitating offenders, then this is a great step.

I imagine that you and other city planning staff have been harassed by NIMBYs who fear monger about a "loss of community" and "uncontrolled density." Please know that many Denverites appreciate your work. We believe that community is not measured by how many single family homes there are in a neighborhood, but rather by how a community treats all of its residents.

In support of the Group Living Amendments,
Ethan Greenberg
There are simply no words to describe the complete and utter frustration of YET AGAIN for the current administration to try and stuff through a ludicrous zoning change such as the GLA.

This city, the city I am a native of and have lived in all my life, gets increasingly more dense and built over every day. That being said, the GLA is a very bad idea.

If, *like the city and Andrew Webb claim*, citizens agree and want this GLA so badly, **why not just put it to a vote as a ballot measure?** That is because most people DO NOT want it, but per usual this administration will ramrod this through and punish the many to serve the few.

Thank you,

Vicki Kelley
Introduction
I'm asking you to vote NO on the the Group Living Zoning Code Amendment.

These are the reasons I oppose the Amendment:

Increased density in single family homes is incredibly unsafe in a pandemic. Parking is already an issue in Denver, where will these new residents park? This will also negatively impact the environment with an increase in resource use (water, gas, electricity), and will increase the need for city services, which currently do not seem to be well-funded.

The buffer for homeless shelters in residential neighborhoods and around schools is unacceptable. Where will we find room for homeless shelters in residential neighborhoods?

This is not an appropriate solution. I urge you to vote NO and to find other approaches.

Thank you.

Lori Goldman
Dear Council Members,

Please vote no on the Group Living Proposal. While the number of unrelated adults in home should be changed, it needs to be a separate issue from this proposal. The items of zoning, density, homeless shelters, and buffer zones should not be included in one amendment with no additional funding or oversite on how to enforce this proposal. At the current time, the proposed amendment also does not apply to all neighborhoods. This proposal promotes corporate and political gain at the expense of Denver homeowners. Again, vote NO on the Denver Zoning Code Text Amendment #8 – Group Living Text Amendment

Sincerely,

S. Perez
Rosemary Way
Denver, CO 80237
District 4
Dear City Council members:

The City of Denver’s plan to send 750+ convicts into Denver neighborhoods is a reckless endangerment of our safety and lives. The US Department of Justice provides the most accurate data on recidivism and that is 76%.

Please consider the danger to victims of crimes, children, and unprotected households.

Please remove the correctional facility and halfway house inclusions in "residential care" uses and retain the 1500 feet protective buffer in our zoning code for schools and residential neighborhoods.

Denver City Planners promote a 2% recidivism rate as rational for placing correctional facilities in residential neighborhoods. This is flawed data.

Please read the Department of Justice comprehensive report I have cited below.

- Safety

The U.S. Department of Justice has provided the most comprehensive, recent study on Recidivism: (rearrests, re-incarcerations). With and without halfway houses:

The number of released prisoners who are arrested again is very high:

43.4% in year 1
59.5% within the first 2 years
67.8% within the first 3 years
73.0% within the first 4 years
76.6% within the first 5 years

Most offenders were likely to be rearrested regardless of their offense by the end of the 5-year follow-up period:

82.1% of property offenders
76.9% of drug offenders
73.6% of public order offenders
71.3% of violent offenders

*Bureau of Justice Statistics 2005 Recidivism study following 404,638 prisoners released in 30 states for 5 years (2005-2010), this study represents ¾ of all prisoners released in the U.S. in 2005 and is the most current comprehensive study

Dear City Council members:

Homeless shelters in neighborhoods will destroy people’s lives…without solving our homeless problem. Housing isn’t the issue…

**Homeless drug culture**

“These encampments are not a product of the economy or COVID. They’re not a product of rental rates or housing. They are part of a drug culture.” That culture, he says, involves mostly young adults that, he says openly use meth, heroin, and cocaine while lots of well-meaning people provide money, food and other necessities that sustain them… Coffman says many of those he met are from out of state.

Source: Aurora Mayor Michael Coffman, following his 7 days and nights living on the street undercover with the homeless. CBS4 January 5, 2021

**Insufficient oversight**

While the shelters he stayed in don’t allow drug use, (Aurora Mayor) Coffman says, most of them don’t search residents either. He sent CBS4 a picture of hypodermic needles on the floor of a bunk beneath him.

**Property values plummet**

The addition of homeless shelters in residential neighborhoods reduced home sale prices 6-25% in a New York study “How Homeless Shelters affect property values” New York Times, September 25, 2019

**No recourse for neighbors**

311 calls are ignored and problem properties continue to languish. Neighbors contend with drug abuse, public defecation and harassment from aggressive people. Police and neighborhood inspectors are understaffed and cannot respond to the volume of calls.

**Drug addicts compromise safety**

In 1998, parolee Donta Paige, attending a residential rehab program near Cheeseman Park, was kicked out of the program and shortly after broke into Peyton Tuthill’s home, sexually assaulted and murdered her.

Please remove homeless shelters and drug addiction facilities from the proposed residential care uses. They destroy neighborhoods and the lives of people in those neighborhoods.

We can work together, with citizen input, to find workable solutions which benefit everyone.

Barbara Humphries
NO to the Group Living Amendment!

B de Cameron
748 Steele St
Denver CO 80206

303.263.5565
As a long time resident of Denver, I am strongly opposed to the proposed group living amendment. I am also dismayed that the City appears to be moving ahead with this unpopular proposal even in the face of clear opposition from Denver residents and neighborhoods.

I have emailed all City Council members urging them to listen to their constituents and to vote NO on Feb. 8. Please don’t put special interests and politics ahead of Denver residents who love their city and their neighborhoods.

Karen Libby
6795 E. Bethany Pl.
Denver, CO 80234
303-648-0240

Sent from my iPhone
Hello - While I know that Denver needs to address the needs of the homeless in our community, I think that the Group Living Amendment is not adequately thought out and will have unintended repercussions on the community that we all value in Denver.

I urge you to not support this until different aspects of the proposal can be addressed and thought through with an eye to all in our city. This is not a case of NIMBY as we all can share in addressing the needs, but it needs to be thought through more completely and loopholes resolved.

There are provisions that can be made while still providing housing for the homeless and those needing the half-way houses to reintegrate into our community.

Please continue to work out a program that will really work for all concerned.

Sincerely,
- Tracy Dunning
659 Williams St.
Denver
Dear City Council members:

Homeless shelters financially devastate homeowners. Losses will exceed $100,000 per family for nearby residents.

The average Denver family, living in a home adjacent to a new residential homeless shelter, will lose $113,313 through the lost value of their home. This places an undue burden on working people who cannot afford this hardship. What compensation is the city providing for those families who will be hit hardest by these zoning changes?

1. Nearby properties lose 25% of their value (Source: “How homeless shelters affect property values” New York Times, Sept 25, 2019)
2. The Denver median home price exceeds $453,250 (Source: Denver Real Estate Market, Nov 2019)
3. 25% of $453,250 = $113,313.
4. Aurora Mayor Mike Coffman has clearly demonstrated that housing is not the issue for people living in encampments. It is the drug culture. Moving this population into residential neighborhoods will harm the residents and not help the homeless population either.

Please vote NO on homeless shelters in residential neighborhoods. We can work together to find better solutions for everyone.

Barbara Humphries
District 7
Good morning Ms. Aldrete & Mr. Webb,

Please make note of our vehement displeasure with the proposed GLP Zoning Code Changes to be voted upon by our City Council this coming Monday the 8th of February, 2021. It is our contention for the first two years in this process the Public, Residents/ Taxpayers of the City and County of Denver, were kept uninformed as to the Zoning Code changes being formulated for implementation by the Mayor, his hand picked GLAC and the Office of Community Planning and Development. That Committee was heavily represented by Commercial Developers who stood to gain financially should the proposed Zoning Code Changes be implemented. This behind closed doors effort, where even documents for the initiation of this effort had to be obtained from the Mayor’s through the CORA and involved lengthy litigation, was not representative of the concerns of Citizens and Neighborhoods residing in the City and County of Denver.

Now as we are fast approaching the final City Council Vote on the proposed GLA Zoning Code changes there are glaring issues and matters of inequity which have gone unaddressed. Neighborhoods with traditional single family residences, in Single Family Zoned Neighborhoods, are being asked to drastically increase the unacceptable overcrowding and concomitant problems that accompany multiple families in homes with one kitchen and one to two bathrooms. Housing five unrelated adults, and their families, in houses intended, built and designed for single family occupancy are not equipped to handle these numbers. We anticipate infighting, safety, sanitation, trash, excessive parking shortages, and all at a time when our Zoning Department, and their ZNIS Inspectors are shorthanded. Our Zoning Department has gone so far as to state they won’t be enforcing issues of noise, trash, overcrowded parking, and lack of property maintenance. Various Chapter 59 Zoned Neighborhoods will be exempt from the proposed changes. Further more affluent Neighborhoods, with excessive property values and where distressed houses are not the norm will also be exempt. Neighborhoods, on the other hand, where residents are struggling and houses not as well maintained as might be the case, will
be an open invitation for Absentee Landlords to swoop in purchase houses, complete minor renovations and then rent to multiple families all to maximize their own profits. The new residents in these houses will not have the incentive to maintain or upgrade the house where their tenancy is short term.

On the Group Living aspect of these proposed changes, Homeless Shelters, Halfway Houses, and even Department of Corrections Facilities, housing Felons, in certain sectors of our City will add crime, fear for residents to move about and parents forbidding their children to enjoy the outdoors. Our Parks are already overcrowded, ill maintained and provide insufficient acreage for our Denver’s exponentially expanding population. Denver is really at its limits, our infrastructure has not kept pace with the demands of growth. Community and Urban Planners need to back up and look at the overall picture of traffic patterns, park and open space capacity, mass transit, crime rates, and help design a City that works for its Residents. Taking homeless populations out of their encampments, where drug use, theft and disregard for sanitation are rampant. Moving this Homeless Population into the Neighborhoods where decent law abiding, tax paying and Community minded Residents call home is not the answer for our Mile High City.

Please make note of and record these concerns for the CPD, the Office of Mayor, who does not respond to Citizens concerns, and the unscrupulous Absentee Landlords whose vision of our City is one of crime and a constantly diminishing quality of life. These concerns, I can assure you, are not why Residents and Families, including ours, have decided to relocate, remain or move back into our Fair City.

Thank you very much in advance for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Derek D. Cocovinis
Winston Downs, Denver, CO - Long Time Resident
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Aaron Montgomery
amont123@gmail.com
877 E 7th Ave
Denver, Colorado 80218
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

anna schoen
aksschoen@gmail.com
1313 s clarkson st
denver, Colorado 80210
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Mikey Hinshaw
mikeyhinshaw@gmail.com
1580 east 97th court
Thornton, Colorado 80229
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Jamie Perkins
perkins.ja@gmail.com
473 s Pennsylvania St
Denver, Colorado 80209
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Timisha Dudley
leahdudley411@gmail.com
16986 E 106th ave
Denver, Colorado 80022
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Jeremiah Bebo
ciaosjer@gmail.com
891 14th St #907
Denver, Colorado 80202
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Al Estroff
mtnstroff@aol.com
1860 N Washington St.
Denver, Colorado 80203
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Nicole McSpirit
mcspirits@gmail.com
1684 Grape St
Denver, Colorado 80220
Andrew Webb, 

Councilman Herndon, 

I am writing to voice my support for the Group Living text amendment. I know this issue is controversial, but believe much if it is fabricated from accidental misunderstanding or deliberate misinformation. We do know that Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

I believe equity is the responsibility of all of us, and every neighborhood needs to step forward to do their part. Personally, as a resident of the Central Park neighborhood I would welcome group living homes, shelters or any of the other controversial topics in my neighborhood. Diversity of all kinds builds a stronger neighborhood. Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not in our best interests. And the zoning code should not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods-as it has been for far too long.

Please pass these reforms. And thank you for your leadership in doing so.

Matt Shawaker 

mshawaker@gmail.com 

2569 Wabash Street 

Denver, Colorado 80238
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Jonathan Pitocco
pitoccojc@gmail.com
1514 Newton Street
Denver, Colorado 80204
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Shontel Lewis
shontellewis@gmail.com
1585 Roslyn Street
Denver, Colorado 80220
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Justin Petaccio
jpetaccio@gmail.com
2920 Elm St
Denver, Colorado 80207
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Adam Estroff
amestro06@gmail.com
361 Elati St
Denver, Colorado 80223
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing. I personally pay around 50% of my income on housing costs and I have what most people would call a great job.

I also just want to say I fundamentally reject the notion that any one of my neighbors (or people neighborhoods away that are trying to influence this) gets to have any say on who I live with or how many. They have no authority over me or my house and it is honestly insane that the city of Denver is going to allow these wealthy little tyrants to extend their authority past their own property. Where does this extension of authority beyond where I live stop? Do I get to decide how they live their lives? Is that extension even afforded to someone like me or are you reserving that exclusively for these wealthy little tyrants?

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis? Are you guys really still valuing property over peoples lives? That’s seriously your priority right now? Do better for ALL the people of Denver. We all deserve better than this. Pass the best group living reform that has come across your desks. Not something watered down and useless. Please use your power to change things for the better. The wealthy home owners of Denver aren’t the only people that matter. They will be fine. After all, they will still have their houses.

Ailyn Havens
a.weenie77@gmail.com
2317 Stout Street, N High St
Denver, Colorado 80205
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. One way people are surviving is doubling and tripling up with other families. Just making this not illegal is a start to what could stabilize and support our neighborhoods such as coooeratibe and group living efforts.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

In order to achieve equity you have to stand up for it.
Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Nola Miguel
nolamiguel@gmail.com
4930 Vallejo Street
Denver, Colorado 80221
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Sarah Wells
wells.sarah@gmail.com
901 N Clarkson
Denver, Colorado 80218
Andrew Webb,

I hope this passes but I was supportive of the first version. Am very discouraged that we've added back the distinction between related and unrelated households. Retaining underlying discriminatory structures does NOT earn a job well done. I do think this is better than nothing and I know many have put in tons of time and effort, but I expect my representatives to do better. Thanks!!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Kirstin Michel
kirstinmichel@gmail.com
43 s Sherman st
DENVER, Colorado 80209
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Andy Pendl
andypendl@hotmail.com
3625 North Williams st
Denver, Colorado 80205
Andrew Webb,

As a mother, I watch the families of my kid's friends struggle to meet the very basic needs in Denver. Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."
It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Kate Matthews
kateloyd@gmail.com
1020 Madison St.
Denver, Colorado 80206
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Darren Jolly
iculus333@yahoo.com
9729 Castle Ridge Cir
Littleton, Colorado 80129
Dear Mr. Webb,

I'm writing as a resident of Denver to express my support for the group living amendment and the proposals your office is making to city council. The number of unrelated adults allowed to live in the same building must be increased and your proposed changes to zoning requirements for residential centers will hopefully increase the availability of transitional and supportive spaces to live. As thousands of Denverites struggle to pay rent and stay housed, now is precisely the time to allow for greater flexibility for housing and living arrangements. I thank you and your colleagues for your work on bringing this important issue before city council and the public.

Solidarity,
Diego Bleifuss Prados
Hi Andrew,

I’m writing to share my support for the group living amendment. As someone whose life was saved by group living situations countless times, I can’t help but enthusiastically promote a crucial update to an archaic rule.

I grew up with a single mother who at the time had undiagnosed schizophrenia. We struggled for housing often and ended up in situations scary for a woman and her daughter. If it wasn’t for the ability to go to places like the Safe House, which was walking distance to resources we needed to find our own housing, I know we would have ended up on the streets and likely in a much more scary position.

I hope that people opposed to this update realize that many of the groups “educating” them have been running “campaigns” based on fear and fear alone. They say shelters will overrun the city when a. There are many more barriers preventing shelters from being built and even with the group living update there will be very few places they can go. They say rehabs and prisons will follow, an argument to which the same logic can be applied.

Let’s say in our wildest dreams their uninformed logic was applicable. I hope they’ll think about the people they’re denying livelihood in the name of a parking spot. You see, I don’t buy the safety argument. Again, even if more of these facilities pop up (and sadly many worn) they would be providing support and healing for those struggling. Support for people...including children and their parents...who would otherwise be wandering the streets with untreated illness, mental and physical.

How does denying stability to others promote safety? It’s absolutely a farce, and one a simple housing solution can not go down for...especially with the state the city is in.

So what happens if this rule passes, according to many city’s experiences, the hard work and research of planners like yourself, and the support of a couple people from the city?

Those living in shared housing can feel okay calling the landlord for maintenance on their home (an appeal to property values for those who care more about that than people). And some rehabs and other places with people ready to start a new chapter can live in one place, where caseworkers can easily find them and they can get to work (oftentimes at jobs ALL of us receive goods and services from).

That’s it! Parking in Denver will stay the same. Kids will be arguably more safe, as the ones struggling will be able to go to school and the other kids who are well off are surrounded by more people being given a shot at life that they were likely denied from birth.
To: Denver City Council members, Mayor Hancock, and Mr. Andrew Webb

I ask that the Denver City Council table the Group Living Amendment as currently written until the following concerns are resolved.

First, I applaud the planning board for limiting the total number of adults in any size home to five. But why make exceptions to this ruling by allowing Type 1 facilities to have ten residents, and Handicap and Senior facilities to have eight residents? Why not cap these facilities at five? Why can Type 1 facilities be allowed 100 guests for up to 130 days (what do you even mean by this?), scattered throughout every neighborhood, except the Mayors, and several City Council members neighborhoods, as they live in Ch 59, HOA, or Denver Metropolitan District neighborhoods that are conveniently excluded. How can you possibly cram 100 guests into a 1600 sq ft residence or even a large 5000 sq ft residence? Would you want a house next door to you to have 100 guests for 130 days? The rental next door to us housed five unrelated adults (illegally) for a year and it was a nightmare for us and the surrounding neighbors. In neighborhoods, we like to get to know our neighbors. Can you imagine having a revolving door of 10 ex-felons (and up to 100 for 130 days/year) hanging out next door? Would any of us in our right mind buy a house knowing these are our new neighbors? If I want constantly changing neighbors, I would move to an apartment building. Why allow three of these Type 1 facilities within every mile radius? Could all three land on my block?

Secondly, why has the Denver City Council punted on including all Ch 59, HOA and Denver Metropolitan Districts into the Denver Zoning Code that 77% of the city must abide by (Chapter 59, Article X)? I ask that City Council attend to this prior to approving Group Living for the remaining 77% of us. "Legislative conversion to the New Zoning Code could be completed in approximately two and one-half years for an upfront cost of $571,000." Denver Auditor's Report, page 18 (from Safe and Sound Denver email, Jan 25, 2021). These areas should be under the same zoning BEFORE the new Group Living Amendment is voted on, otherwise city-wide inequities remain. Without doing this, the old neighborhoods will be holding the burdens of the city, while the newest Ch 59 neighborhoods, like Green Valley Ranch, Stapleton, Lowry, Southmoor, Northfield, live out their days in their developer designed cocoons, unburdened and oblivious to correctional facilities, halfway homes, and group living homes as next door neighbors.

Thirdly, I view these zoning changes with huge trepidation. I have invested in this city for 42 years by paying property taxes and mortgage payments on my home(s). I do not want my investment vanquished because the Mayor and City Council rushed to pass zoning changes with little concern of voices from the very residents these changes will impact. Saying that people in Type 1 facilities benefit by placement in
single unit zoning is a false narrative. The committee was blinded by their own commercial investment needs to develop facilities and did not acknowledge or rigorously solicit input from community neighborhoods that will be impacted. Because the committee lacked diversity and widespread neighborhood representation, I ask that the City Council LISTEN TO RESIDENTS CONCERNS and TABLE THE GROUP LIVING AMENDMENT until residents concerns are thoroughly incorporated into the zoning changes.

Fourthly, as a homeowner who has followed this relatively closely, I find much is lacking in communicating the changes to the community. It has been difficult to read through the changes in the zoning code. I ask that this amendment be tabled until there are new widely advertised community meetings with presentations across Denver that review the zoning changes. There needs to be more time for residents to learn about the proposed changes, absorb the potential impacts on their neighborhoods, to share feedback and for the Planning Board and City Council to incorporate the additional feedback. PLEASE DO NOT RUSH A VOTE WITHOUT FURTHER INPUT.

In conclusion, I ask that the Group Living amendment be tabled until the concerns above are addressed and the following criteria are met:

1. All the HOA's, Denver Metro Districts and Ch 59 regions are regulated within the Denver Zoning Code.
2. The committee should include more neighborhood representatives and incorporate more diversity.
3. City Council members hold their own district meetings with the Denver Planning Board making presentations on the zoning changes and solicit neighbors input. (These may need to be zoom meetings).
4. The Denver Planning Board and Denver City Council acknowledge that the community is very opposed to the current zoning changes and need to slow the process and commit to following the citizens' needs.

Please TABLE THE GROUP LIVING AMENDMENT as currently written.

Respectfully,

Amy Wright
Andrew Webb,

Dear Council Members and City Planner,

When I was 13 years old, my family came to Denver, and I fell in love with our city. We didn't expect to visit long; we were coming here to pick up my grandparents from the bus. I was born in Mexico and grew up in Nebraska, and the only bus that could transport my grandparents to come to visit was a bus that stops here in Denver. So we all took the trek from Nebraska to Denver to pick them up. We arrived on a snowy winter night, and I fell in love with this city. Growing up in rural Nebraska, I had never seen tall buildings full of light, and I had never seen streets with so much life.

It was then that I decided that I wanted to end up here. Fast forward eight years, I had recently finished college and remembered that I wanted to move to Denver. I didn't have much money; I had a job offer at the Colorado Immigrant Rights Coalition and $500 they gave me to relocate. The only rent I could afford was in a group living facility. I was told about the arrangement from a friend. A large unrelated group of people had a big building dubbed "The 27 Club," on the first floor, there was a print shop, and on the second floor, there were two apartments, one of them boasted a large kitchen, three refrigerators, and 9 bedrooms. With my $500, I gave my first month's rent for one of those rooms ($300) and still had money left to feed myself ($200).

The 27 Club was located at 2727 W 27th Ave, in North Denver. Landing there allowed me to pursue my goal of doing good for the world and living in the place I wanted to live. I met amazing folks doing incredible work, and I felt inspired every day to do the same.

Our sweet arrangement was not available for long, with the rising costs of North Denver, as more affluent people moved into the neighborhood, our building was sold a year after I arrived there. I was lucky that they bought out the rest of our lease and got some money to move out. The building was torn down, and a 5-story luxury apartment building now stands in its place. For the "affordable" price of $1,698.00, one can rent a studio apartment.

I am currently working as a communications consultant; if I wanted to go back and enjoy my life in that neighborhood, I would not afford it. I missed the days when I was able to walk to Araujo's Restaurant nearby and grab a breakfast burrito for $1.50 right before jumping on the bus to work. I missed the days when I was surrounded by inspiring people and sharing a home, regardless of our familial status.

I urge you all to support group living for unrelated consenting adults. It is the only way someone like me, full of dreams and lacking wealth, can afford to choose Denver as his home.
Best Regards,

Juan Gallegos  
Denver Resident

Juan Gallegos  
yogallegos@gmail.com  
501 East 11th Avenue, Apt 3  
Denver, Colorado 80203
Dear Councilman Clark:

Again, I write to you to Vote NO on the upcoming GLA vote.

I know Denver well for I am a Denver native. Voting Yes will be a determinate to Denver’s neighborhoods and the future of Denver.

The change in code will...

- Increase traffic, put extreme pressure on our infrastructure such as sewers, water pipes and trash as well as enhance our brown cloud (aka air pollution).
- Negatively impact already limited street parking.
- Create an unsafe environment for our children by placing correctional facilities and homeless shelters near schools.
- Finally, taxpayers will have no say or rights if a group home, homeless shelter, and/or correctional facility is placed in their neighborhoods.

More than 90% of the Denver taxpayers have opposed your code changes!!!!!!! Listen to your constituents. VOTE NO!

This code change is not equal to all of Denver. Several City Council members as well as our Mayor are exempt because they live in Chapter 59 neighborhoods. Chapter 59 neighborhoods represent 23% of Denver. Chapter 59 neighborhoods will retain their value while the rest of Denver will plummet and decay. VOTE NO!

Additionally, those who benefit are the developers who created this new code! Council Members who are developers/realtors or whose spouses are developers/realtors should recuse themselves from the vote as having a conflict of interest as well as those who live in the protected neighborhoods.

GLA is a prime example of a government who has lost touch with their constituents. Councilmen and the Mayor should be working for their citizens and not the Developers/Realtors who will make extraordinary profits on the new code change. Neighborhood representatives, your constituents, need to be included in the planning of their future Denver. VOTE NO!

Additionally, home values would depreciate and erase-built equities and future retirements. I do know first-hand about depreciation of home values. My mother’s...
home was depreciated by more than $200,000 because a group home was placed across the street. She is 90 and $200,000 represents at least 2-3 years of assisted living expenses. Because City and County of Denver mandated a group home in her neighborhood, we now must put off placing her in a senior assisted living home. Your unforeseen consequences impacted my family immensely. **VOTE NO!**

I do not believe you would like a correctional facility, group living, or a homeless shelter next door to your house, so why would you vote for GLA? Your family’s safety as well as your financial security and future would be in dire jeopardy. **VOTE NO!**

I implore you to **VOTE NO!** Save Denver as well as save other taxpaying families dealing with Denver Governments unforeseen consequences.

**VOTE NO!**

Susan Evans  
372 S. Ogden Street  
Denver, CO 80209  
A Denver Native
To: Andrew Webb
My wife, Marti Judson, and I, Frank Judson, vote in opposition to the Group Living Amendment.
662 Josephine St., Denver, CO 80206
From: Nancy L
To: Webb, Andrew - CPD City Planner Senior
Cc: contact@sanadenver.org
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Vote to Oppose the Group Living Amendment
Date: Thursday, February 4, 2021 8:38:00 AM

My name is Nancy Laird and I live at 630 Milwaukee Street, Denver, CO 80206.

I OPPOSE the passage of the GLA addressed to the Denver City Council and All Council Members.

Nancy P. Laird
My husband and I are voting to oppose the group living amendment.
Danielle Sanson and Timothy Doherty
3720 east 7th avenue parkway
No !! To the group living amendment
SML
As a Colorado native, life long Denver resident, and graduate of Denver Public Schools I am contacting you today as a concerned citizen. I urge you to vote no on the Group Living Zoning Amendment. This is not good for Denver and not good for Denver residents.

This is not going to make Denver a better city. If this passes we will see property values across the city decline. This amendment will commercialize single-family neighborhoods. It will label them as service providers. Investors will be driving the market and single families will leave.

This will allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home. This will cause crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems and more likely more crime.

Please...I urge you to vote no on this. This is not good for Denver or for our neighborhoods. Do the right thing and vote NO!

Sincerely,

Kristin

A concerned citizen
Andrew,

Thank you for letting me know. I have attached a copy of my original email below.

Begin forwarded message:

From: Linda West <cuveewest@icloud.com>
Date: August 12, 2020 at 1:08:05 PM MDT
To: andrew.webb@denvergov.org
Cc: Linda West <lawest4@gmail.com>
Subject: Commenting on proposed zoning change for group living

I am always surprised at the lack of creative thinking and the knee jerk -quick solution thinking when it comes to problem solving. **Penalize one group to advance another group.**

In this case, penalizing home and property owners- good tax payers- who chose their neighborhood because of the **established neighborhood community**, characteristics, charm, architecture, location, residents, cleanliness, crime rate, parking etc.

Now this choice is in jeopardy- so as to try and solve another problem of low cost housing needs, detention and rehab homes and the other proposed zoning changes. Doesn't take a rocket scientist to know this solution will only create another set of problems to soon be solved. This is short sighted problem solving. Check it off the list.

Denver is currently a top destination to live and has been since pot was legalized. I have lived here for 61 years and can hardly believe the changes. Do you think the increase in population is directly related to the problem you are trying to solve????? More people does not mean anything but more challenges and problems for a city that can’t geographically grow anymore. But I know you want the taxes $$$$ the immediate reward - another short term goal- no strategy -no vision -no planning here. Just waiting for the problem to develop -then try and solve after the fact. Hardly inspiring.

Where are the concerned Denverites in government that want to preserve this great city and all it offers?

I don’t pretend to have the solutions for the problem you propose to solve but the answer is NOT by forcing your way into established Denver neighborhoods with the group living arrangement. I already cannot have my family/friends visit me in Platt Park because of all the multi/use dwellings that you have approved and there is currently no where to park.

Someone needs to have some vision and see into the future before this beautiful city just becomes another big city with big city problems that ultimately will drive the good citizens away. Just look what’s going on now in all the great American big cities.

It clearly doesn’t work.

Please protect this great city and its’ established neighborhoods.

Kindest regards,

LINDA WEST
Concerned Denver citizen
I am writing this to you to voice my concern regarding the Group Living Amendment and how this is being pushed through the approval process.

I am very concerned about the impact this will have on many neighborhoods that are not designed for this type of density. Also, the commercialization of residential property will sacrifice our safety and quality of living. I’m particularly concerned that the City seems to be selectively choosing anecdotal information regarding crime statistics in order to refute concerns about crimes associated with corrections-based group living homes.

I strongly suggest the City Council slow the process on such a major code revision and allow more research and community involvement. This is especially important as COVID protocols have had such a major impact on effective group meetings. It seems very reasonable, with the U.S. starting to turn the corner on COVID (hopefully) that greater and more effective community engagement will soon be possible.

Please slow down, research and listen to Denver’s citizens on this very important matter.

Thank you.

Denise Oakland
154 S Monroe St
Denver CO 80209
To Whom it May Concern:

The Platt Park People’s Association (3PA) is writing to express its objection to the Group Living Amendment as currently drafted. We understand it has undergone many revisions, but we remain concerned with the breadth of the amendment, the practical eradication of single family zoning within the entire City of Denver, the lack of Platt Park residents and 3PA opportunity for input and this zoning amendment which affects nearly every tax paying homeowner in Denver happening during a global pandemic. While 3PA has not been able to hold a public, in person meeting with its constituents since March (which is also part of the concern), we have received numerous emails from Platt Park residents who strongly oppose the Group Living Amendment. As a Board, we voted to oppose this zoning amendment and request that if City Council is forced to a vote--that you vote NO. We understand that some RNOs were involved in the process--Platt Park and its neighboring RNOs were not invited to be a part of that process and were not a part of that process. From what I understand, most of the RNOs that were a part of the process already contain zoning that allows for things like group living, community corrections facilities and halfway houses. The residents of those neighborhoods who spent money buying homes made a choice to live there. Likewise, the residents of areas like Platt Park that are largely zoned single family made a choice to stay in the City, but to invest in their largest purchase (a home) in a single family zoned neighborhood or street. It is beyond comprehension that City Council or the City of Denver Planning Department would take it upon themselves to now pull a bait and switch---without a vote of the people--on something that affects not only our day to day living, but for most people--our largest investment of money. We urge you to listen to the residents (and taxpaying homeowners) of Denver and vote no.

3PA Board,

Ashley Arroyo
I’m writing to voice my displeasure about the proposed Group Living Amendment and the manner in which it is being rushed through the approval process.

I’m particularly concerned that the City seems to be selectively choosing anecdotal information regarding crime statistics in order to refute concerns about crimes associated with corrections-based group living homes. Safe & Sound Denver paints a very different picture indicating crime is a likely a more significant issue than the City has disclosed. The truth is likely somewhere between those two positions and the City owes it to their citizens to carefully research and honestly present the facts.

I strongly suggest the City Council slow the process on such a major code revision and allow more research and community involvement. This is especially important as COVID protocols have had such a major impact on effective group meetings. It seems very reasonable, with the U.S. starting to turn the corner on COVID (hopefully) that greater and more effective community engagement will soon be possible.

Please slow down, research and listen to Denver’s citizens on this very important matter.

DeAnna Mayes  
93 S. Monroe St  
Denver CO 80209
I’m writing to voice my displeasure about the proposed Group Living Amendment and the manner in which it is being rushed through the approval process.

I’m particularly concerned that the City seems to be selectively choosing anecdotal information regarding crime statistics in order to refute concerns about crimes associated with corrections-based group living homes. Safe & Sound Denver paints a very different picture indicating crime is a likely a more significant issue than the City has disclosed. The truth is likely somewhere between those two positions and the City owes it to their citizens to carefully research and honestly present the facts.

I strongly suggest the City Council slow the process on such a major code revision and allow more research and community involvement. This is especially important as COVID protocols have had such a major impact on effective group meetings. It seems very reasonable, with the U.S. starting to turn the corner on COVID (hopefully) that greater and more effective community engagement will soon be possible.

Please slow down, research and listen to Denver’s citizens on this very important matter.

Patrick O’Toole
93 S Monroe St, Denver
peotoole@gmail.com
(303) 524-2412
Hello LUTI members,

You will be voting on the revised Group Living Amendment tomorrow. It has been clear since comments to Planning Board that the majority of Denver residents are opposed to the GLAC’s egregious for-profit changes to land use. There has not been time for residents to have their questions and concerns addressed regarding the revised proposal. Starting over counting public comments is not fair. Not accepting a petition of verified Denver residents is not fair. Denying/delaying an open records request is not fair.

And to remaining Council members,

Either listen to the majority constituents or take this to the voters. I checked this morning and the only 2021 election is School Board in November unless a “rumored recall” is scheduled. Given some LUTI members would have passed the original proposal, this will probably be passed on tomorrow. This affects all Denver residents. I’m requesting City Council schedule a special election on the revised amendment or all members be forthcoming on where you stand to give constituents time to comment.

Thank you,

Kate Adams

District 6 resident
Dear City Councilmembers:

Ahead of tomorrow morning’s LUTI meeting and vote on the Group Living zoning update, I’m writing to share a letter of support for the amended proposal. The attached is signed by 37 organizations and three individuals. (This effort did not proactively seek individual endorsements, but we did not want to exclude anyone’s voice.) Endorsers are representing not only their organizational principles, but also the interests of the collectively thousands of Denverites whose lives they touch every year.

I’d like to highlight some key points in this letter for your consideration:

- City Council has not heard as often from many of the communities who stand to benefit most from these changes for many reasons—not because people don’t care, or because the outcomes aren’t important. For instance, many of our most marginalized neighbors—and the organizations that represent and serve them—have been overwhelmed in meeting basic needs throughout most of 2020 due to the pandemic. And many individuals cohabitating in violation of current code also fear potential retribution for appearing before government officials.

- Endorsing organizations support both: 1. increasing the number of unrelated adults who can live together, and 2. expanding where in the city all types of residential care facilities can be located. Both are needed steps forward in overcoming systemic, oppressive barriers to accessing opportunity and more equitable neighborhoods. Some do not believe the current proposal goes far enough, but support positive steps forward.

- The letter expresses disappointment that the proposed update recently changed to prohibit community corrections from single family and duplex-zoned areas, out of concern this will not enhance residents’ access to services or fully overcome restrictions that disproportionately impact BIPOC neighborhoods.

- Signing organizations call on City Council to take decisive action in this unprecedented moment and proactively remove some of the barriers standing against Denver’s most marginalized individuals and families, while looking ahead to the continued work of advancing housing justice in the city.

Thank you for considering these perspectives as you vote on this important proposal.
Sincerely,
Kinsey

**Kinsey Hasstedt**
Director, State and Local Policy
**Enterprise Community Partners, Inc.**
1035 Osage Street, Suite 1125, Denver, CO 80204
o: 303.376.5413 | c: 720.352.3284 | khasstedt@enterprisecommunity.org
Pronouns: she, her, hers
December 21, 2020

Dear Denver City Councilmembers:

We, the undersigned, support the City of Denver’s efforts to update regulations in the Denver Zoning Code that govern group living as described on Group Living Rules Update project site and detailed in the December 1 Community Planning & Development (CPD) presentation to Council.

We hope this letter elevates some of the supportive voices that have not been able to participate more fully in this process. Some who stand to benefit most from these overdue changes live in households deemed illegal by the city and rightfully feel threatened by the prospect of appearing before governmental bodies to plead their case. Others are among our most marginalized neighbors, who are daily overburdened just to meet their and their families’ basic needs. We already ask so much of the organizations that represent and serve these individuals, which are typically under-resourced and stretched thin. The frightening realities of the COVID-19 pandemic have only made matters worse for these individuals and organizations. In this health- and life-threatening time, the people’s immediate needs have taken precedence over advocating for the group living rules update. However, that does not mean these changes do not matter. On the contrary—the end goals and outcomes of this policy change are much-needed in our communities.

And so, we support both components of the proposal before you: allowing residential care facilities to be situated in more areas of the city and increasing the number of unrelated adults who can legally live together. Adopting these updates—and doing so at the same time—will most effectively simplify and modernize the zoning code and meaningfully advance equity in Denver’s housing options.

First, the current code problematically segregates residential care into certain parts of the city. This effectively keeps many of the people seeking such supported living situations away from the very transportation, employment opportunities, social service supports and community benefits necessary for their livelihood. BIPOC communities are most affected. Black Denverites experience homelessness at nearly five times the rate of the general population, and American Indians at about eight times the overall rate. As such, these groups disproportionately turn to the city’s shelter system. The same is true for BIPOC communities and the criminal justice system, with Hispanic, Native American, and especially Black individuals disproportionately represented among those who are incarcerated statewide, including residential community corrections.

Moreover, residential care sites and services are often concentrated in low-income and BIPOC communities throughout Denver. This places disproportionate strain on the public systems and services in these communities. Notably, while we support the overall update, we are disappointed in the amendment to prohibit community corrections from single family and duplex-zoned areas. We are concerned this will not enhance residents’ access to services or fully overcome restrictions that disproportionately impact BIPOC neighborhoods as originally intended. And current requirements make it difficult to expand the number of congregate care facilities to serve residents in need. While all this belies deeper systemic injustices, we should at least address zoning barriers to greater opportunity and engage more Denver communities in providing for our most vulnerable.

1 Metro Denver Homeless Initiative 2020 Point in Time Denver County Dashboard
2 2019 Colorado Community Corrections Annual Report, 2019 U.S. Census Colorado Quick Facts
Second, Denver lags far behind peer cities in how we contemplate and regulate households. The current cap of permitting just two unrelated individuals to live together is a product of outdated and discriminatory views that continues to disproportionately impact already marginalized people. For instance, many LGBTQ people, single parents, immigrant individuals and low-wage earners find economic stability, safety, shared childcare, and community in living with their peers—not their biological relatives. Our zoning code should not have any say in what makes a family.

The current code also stands to harm large biologically related families even though it does not regulate them by giving inclined neighbors grounds to file a complaint and prompt a city inspection. Most often, these are BIPOC families. According to a recent analysis, Black and Hispanic households comprise 30% of all Denver households but 72% of those with five or more adults, making these folks five times more likely to live in a 5-person or larger household compared to their white counterparts.

We beg the question of what—and who—we as a Denver community value today. We look to you as our elected leaders to take decisive action in this unprecedented moment and proactively remove some of the longstanding systemic barriers standing against our marginalized individuals and families, helping to make stable housing options connected to opportunity a reality for more Denverites.

We urge your support of the proposed revisions to the City’s group living zoning code and look forward to continuing the valuable work of advancing housing justice with you in the future.

Sincerely,

Organizations
All In Denver
B-Konnected.LLC
Chacalit.com
Chaffee Park Neighborhood Association
Colorado Center on Law and Policy
Colorado Children’s Campaign
Colorado Coalition for the Homeless
Colorado Cross-Disability Coalition
Colorado Village Collaborative
Colorado Young Leaders
Combi Taco
East Colfax Community Collective
Enterprise Community Partners
Fax Partnership
Globeville Elyria Swansea (GES) Coalition
Interfaith Alliance of Colorado
JKK Places.PBC (Social Impact Real Estate)
Mile High Connects
Mile High Ministries
Monarch Sober Living Homes

---

3 https://www.denvergov.org/content/dam/denvergov/Portals/646/documents/Zoning/text_amendments/Group_Living/Group_Living_Zoning_History_Equity.pdf
4 Root Policy Research analysis of 2018 American Community Survey data
Mothers Advocating for Affordable Housing
Neighborhood Development Collaborative
One Colorado
Our Front Porch
Raíces Brewing Co.
Re:Vision
Reclaim the Eastside
Rodfei Tzedek, social justice team of Congregation Rodef Shalom
Second Chance Center, Inc.
Servicios de La Raza
St. Francis Center
The COVID-19 Eviction Defense Project
The Empowerment Program
Together Colorado
Tribe Recovery Homes
Warm Cookies of the Revolution
YIMBY Denver
Young Invincibles

**Individuals**
Melissa Jones, Co-Chairwoman of the Consumer Advisory Board, Colorado Coalition for the Homeless
Gianina Horton
Lisa Zuniga Ramirez, Retired Investment Professional
Hello Andrew,

Please add the email below from Kristin MacArthur to the GL comments for LUTI. It was sent to DENCC on December 15th, 2020.

Thank you,
Karen McGuire

----- Forwarded Message ----- 
From: Kristin <klmacathome@aol.com>
To: Karen McGuire <karenmcguire@q.com>
Sent: Sat, 19 Dec 2020 09:53:36 -0500 (EST)
Subject: Fwd: Please do not ruin our lives

Here is the actual email.

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

> From: Kristin <klmacathome@aol.com>
> Date: December 15, 2020 at 7:59:20 PM MST
> To: dencc@denvergov.org
> Subject: Please do not ruin our lives
>
> Dear Denver City Council Members,
>
> All Denver residents rely upon the City Council to represent them fairly. When citizens moved into residential neighborhoods, they paid for their homes at market prices that reflected the zoning of the area and the protections that that zoning provided. What you are doing by removing those protections is unfair at best and will have a significant negative impact on both home values and quality of life for neighborhood residents.
>
> It is unfair that you are intentionally misleading the public about these impacts by failing to disclose the facts such as the crime statistics that occur with this zoning and that you are not fully informing the public before making these changes.
>
> The City Council is no doubt aware that if these changes and their impacts were brought to a vote of Denver residents, that they would be strongly opposed. Making these extremely harmful changes to zoning that will bring crime and destruction to residential neighborhoods are a dereliction of your duty as City Council Representatives to protect the interests of your constituents.
>
> Please do not ruin the lives of so many people with this unwise and unfair action.
>
> Regards,
>
> Kristin MacArthur
> 569 E. Iliff Ave
> Denver, 80210
>
> Sent from my iPad
Please include this for the LUTI committee.

Everyone knows that 90% of the affected homeowners are against this rezoning effort known as Group Living. And yet, in spite of this, the city council pushes on.

You would not believe the time and anguish that we the constituents have had to invest and endure. I call it “self righteous indignation” on the part of city council and the GLAC. Just look at the GLAC membership and follow the dollars.

Instead of representing the taxpaying constituents, council wants to force this incredible overreach of government on each and every homeowner in the city - except those that are exempt (Chapter 59). And then they give themselves congratulatory pats on the back.

This whole process has been cloaked in secrecy, disinformation, a lack of information (Chapter 59), a lack of communication, a lack of reason… AND NO VOTE FOR THE CITIZENS.

We constituents are in the process of having to sue just to get the records of who and how this mess got started.

There are well over 200 people in the planning department who have nothing to do but plan. At some point it has to be planned to death. BUT NO! We plan by asking what is being done in Portland, Seattle and Minneapolis.

They don’t want this in Montbello, Green Valley Ranch or Park Hill. Where do you think these halfway houses are going to popup. My guess is Montbello, Green Valley Ranch and Park Hill, not to mention Five Points. There goes your “North Star” to collaborative equity.

City Council’s lack of constituent representation is exactly why Mary Beth Susman and Albrus Brooks were voted out of office.

Nancy Bell
Denver 80220
Good Afternoon Members of the Denver City Council LUTI Committee;

All In Denver is a non-profit advocacy organization that believes an equitable city is where all people have the opportunity to prosper and thrive.

Attached, for your consideration, is a Statement in Support of Revisions to Denver’s Group Living Rules from All In Denver that the LUTI Committee will be considering on Tuesday, December 22. We supported the original package of revisions proposed back in the spring, and while the revised package has been diluted, we support it since it’s 1) a significant improvement over current regulations and 2) we respect the spirit of compromise that has produced the revisions.

Please contact me or any of our board members for additional information or support.

**Brad Segal**
Co-Founder
**All In Denver**
1201 E. Colfax Avenue, Suite 201
Denver, CO 80218
Direct Tel: 303-997-8754
Direct Email: brad@pumaworldhq.com

[www.allindenver.org](http://www.allindenver.org)
Statement in Support of Revisions to Denver’s Group Living Rules
December 17, 2020

All In Denver is a non-profit advocacy organization that believes an equitable city is where all people have the opportunity to prosper and thrive. In recent years, we have supported Denver’s efforts to address the shortage of affordable, accessible housing. In March of 2020, we distributed a statement supporting proposed changes to Denver’s group living ordinances. Our Pandemic Recovery Action Plan released in May reinforced the urgency for the City to move forward with these changes.

In alignment with All In Denver’s stated goals of supporting equity, affordability, accessibility, and diversity in housing solutions, we are expressing our qualified support for revised group living rules being considered by the City Council’s LUTI Committee on December 22.

All In Denver recognizes that while Denver has embraced multiple housing solutions, there are continued challenges many Denverites face when it comes to finding affordable, accessible housing. Current Denver Zoning Codes and outdated regulations restrict needed, innovative approaches to housing options across the city.

1. All In Denver supports increasing the number of unrelated adults who can legally live together from a maximum of 2 to 5.

While this amendment goes a long way for Denver to catch up to its peer cities, it continues to limit the various housing types and ownership models’ homeowners can employ to help provide affordable housing in their communities such as co-housing, cooperatives and other group housing models. By setting a “cap” on the number of unrelated individuals allowed to live together legally, we ignore differences in housing types and restrict innovative ownership models, thereby perpetuating racist and discriminatory policies. We will continue to advocate for more flexibility in this restriction.

2. All In Denver supports allowing residential care facilities in more areas of the city.

All in Denver supports the amendment but is concerned that prohibiting community corrections from single-family and duplex-zoned areas will again not enhance access to the most at-risk residents in need. Last month City Council voted to re-insert language in the East Area Plan that ensures current communities zoned “single-family” can remain primarily single-family. If this practice sets precedent for future neighborhood plans, residential care locations will continue to remain segregated. This segregation goes directly against the intent and ideas behind Blueprint Denver and the group living changes.

Statement approved by the All In Denver board of directors
–visit www.allindenver.org for a board roster and additional information

1201 EAST COLFAX AVENUE • #201   DENVER, CO 80218   ALLINDENVER.ORG
Community Planning and Development is doing our part to support social distancing recommendations. Please help us in this effort by doing business with us online instead of in person: www.denvergov.org/cpd.

From: ivan.london01@gmail.com <ivan.london01@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 6:18 PM
To: dencc - City Council <dencc@denvergov.org>; Weigle, Elizabeth K. - CPD City Planner Senior <Elizabeth.Weigle@denvergov.org>
Cc: Herndon, Christopher J. - CC Member District 8 Denver City Council <Christopher.Herndon@denvergov.org>; Kashmann, Paul J. - CC Member District 6 Denver City Council <Paul.Kashmann@denvergov.org>; denvercouncil5@denver.org; District 9 <District9@denvergov.org>; District 1 Comments <DistrictOne@denvergov.org>; jamie.torres@denver.org; Clark, Jolon M. - CC Member District 7 Denver City Council <Jolon.Clark@denvergov.org>; Flynn, Kevin J. - CC Member District 2 Denver City Council <Kevin.Flynn@denvergov.org>; kniechatlarge <kniechatlarge@denvergov.org>; Mayorsoffice <mayorsoffice@denvergov.org>; Hancock, Michael B. - MO Mayor <Michael.Hancock@denvergov.org>; Deborah Ortega - Councilwoman At Large <OrtegaAtLarge@Denvergov.org>; Gilmore, Stacie M. - CC XA1405 President Denver City Council <Stacie.Gilmore@denvergov.org>; Hinds, Chris - CC Member District 10 Denver City Council <Chris.Hinds@denvergov.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Comment on Nov. 16, 2020 Public Hearing and Vote on Whether to Adopt the Draft East Area Plan
Councilpersons, Mayor and other Public Officials:

Because CPD has refused to post the revised draft Amendment until Friday, 12/18—which is after today’s comment deadline—and I cannot confirm the current version of the Text Amendment, I am re-submitting my prior comments for the 12/22 meeting:

City Councilpersons and Ms. Weigle,

I am writing to comment on and support the proposed amended to the draft East Area Plan, which the Council will vote on today. My wife and I live in Congress Park in the East Central Area, and we are very worried about the precedent that the Council would set for all of Denver’s residential neighborhoods if the Council were to reject the proposed amendment. Accordingly, we respectfully urge the Council to adopt the amendment and add back into the EAP (at p. 39 Recommendation L6 of the current draft) the language and strategy that the Planning Board misguidedly deleted on October 7, 2020: “Single unit areas should remain primarily single unit.”

We further hope, and here request, that the Council would include similar amendatory language to the Zoning and Regulations Strategy Recommendation L6(A) in the East Central Area Plan (at p. 42) and its Congress Park plan (e.g., at pp. 237, 239, 241, 243).

Like the East Central Area and our Congress Park neighborhood, the East Area features beautiful, historically significant, urban neighborhoods characterized and enriched by single-family housing. Unfortunately, and under the pretense of promoting affordable housing, the Mayor and Planning Board have evidently pushed forward a multiyear campaign to drive families out of these areas and neighborhoods by devaluing (and underappreciating) the importance of single-family homes. The campaign is demonstrated in both the area plans and the promotion of the “Group Living” text amendments to the Zoning Code.

We hope that the Council will act for Denver’s families, and will take steps to end this campaign against them. Adopting the amendment to the EAP and adding back the language that the Planning Board removed on October 7 would be a step in the right direction, demonstrating that the Council cares about Denver’s families—and wants to keep them in Denver.

In further support of this comment for the November 16, 2020 vote, I will also include the two comments that we have submitted to the Council and Planning Board regarding the proposed “Group Living” text amendments to the Zoning Code. I understand that the area plans are meaningfully different from the proposed text amendments. But both the area plans and the proposed text amendments are intended to further the campaign against single-family housing and against Denver’s families. I respectfully submit these further comments in furtherance of urging the Council to act for Denver’s families.

***
Councilpersons, Mayor, Public Officials:

I am writing separately to submit as my public comment the comments we have previously submitted to Mr. Webb and the Planning Board. I am strongly opposed to the Text Amendment that would change the Group Living and related standards.

We live in Congress Park. We submitted public comment objecting to all proposed changes that would relax household and group-living standards during the prior comment period. This comment builds on our prior comment, and we continue to be against the City’s proposal to relax the household and group-living standards by amending Article 11 of the Zoning Code.

First, the Comment Log demonstrates that the clear majority of the public comments oppose the proposed relaxation of the household and group-living standards. In the media, those of us who care about our downtown Denver neighborhoods have been characterized as elitist, racist, unsympathetic “NIMBY” complainers. But it is disappointing, incorrect and misleading for the City Council and Planning Board to smear the downtown-neighborhood residents this way. Even worse, the Planning Board has continued this tactic on its website. For example, in response to well-reasoned comments that demonstrate a heartfelt disapproval of the proposal to increase the number of criminals that reside near children in Denver’s residential neighborhoods, the Planning Board has chosen to state, “Zoning shouldn’t discriminate based on type of person.” Of course zoning should not discriminate based on type of person. Primarily, Zoning Code Article 11 requires the Planning Board to “Promote continued economic development while mitigating the potential for adverse impacts on surrounding properties, surrounding residential uses and neighborhoods, and the physical environment.” The residents of downtown neighborhoods—including those who made public comments disapproving the relaxation of the standards—care about this intent, and the Comment Log reflects that care. They have chosen to live in Denver’s already densely populated,
diverse, urban neighborhoods rather than homogeneous suburban neighborhoods. It is inappropriate and unacceptable for the Planning Board intentionally to mischaracterize the well-meaning residents as bigots to delegitimize their earnest, meaningful and well-reasoned concerns.

Second, the Planning Board has provided no evidence that the proposed relaxation of standards will ensure relief to persons experiencing homelessness. Denver’s downtown residents are not preventing or trying to prevent the City from addressing and ending homelessness. Based on Denver’s experience—rather than abstract national studies—there is no reason to believe that relaxing Denver’s household and group-living standards in its downtown, residential neighborhoods will get “those experiencing homelessness, trying to get sober or who have other special needs” into homes. The Planning Board provides no argument otherwise.

Third, emergent needs from the current COVID-19 pandemic further demonstrate that the community needs healthy and safe residential housing. The Planning Board cites the COVID-19 pandemic as a reason for putting more unrelated persons into houses (indoors, in close proximity to each other) together. That is unbelievable. Instead of being believable, the Planning Board’s recitation of COVID-19 as a basis for relaxing household and group-living standards appears opportunistic. And, in that regard, it is embarrassing.

The proposed relaxation of household and group-living standards will allow landlords to prey on the upcoming wave of evictions and place more than five unrelated adults and any number of relatives into each house. The crowding will lead to additional COVID-19 illnesses and deaths in Denver. It does not provide safe living spaces for children. If the Planning Board is being sincere in its attempt to address COVID-19, then it must come up with a plan that will not allow predatory landlords to pack their rental units with those who have become most vulnerable during this heartbreaking, incredible time of economic instability. Our most vulnerable, underserved persons deserve more from the City.

Fourth, we are worried that the Planning Board and media have intentionally dropped the community-corrections issues from coverage of the proposal to relax the household and group-living standards. And we continue to be troubled by the Planning Board’s insistence that the proposal to relax the standards is about affordable housing when it is really about the City’s inability to deal with its community-corrections troubles. Among other things, drug use continues to be a significant problem in Denver, and the City Council and Planning Board should address it outside of this proposal. The Planning Board’s willingness to create hubs for criminal activity near children and schools in Denver simply is not the solution. The people of Denver said so years ago when they demanded a moratorium on new community-corrections houses in downtown Denver neighborhoods. Denver’s downtown residents are right to be worried about the amount of transient community members that may have drug,
criminal or sex-offender backgrounds. It is shocking that the Planning
Board would willingly introduce known adverse impacts to Denver’s
children in their residential neighborhoods.

Fifth, the current proposal neglects to meaningfully explain how this
regulation would be enforced, and it does not provide a funding plan for
enforcement. If the City will not enforce its current household and group-
living standards and must relax them (according to the Planning Board),
then why should Denver’s residents expect the City to enforce even the
relaxed standards? Denver’s residents deserve more.

Sixth, to understand better how Denver enforces its current safe-housing
regulations, we respectfully request that the Planning Board post all of the
safe-housing violations cited in 2019 and, if any are available, 2020 on its
Group Living website. We are worried (especially in light of the Planning
Board’s own statements as reflected in our prior comment) that the City
does not implement true oversight of the household, group living and
other safety standards that are already in place. And a refusal to police the
current standards is no reason to relax them. Denver’s residents deserve
more.

Seventh, it is misleading for the Planning Board on its website to cite the
State’s group-home statute in support of relaxing the City’s household and
group-living standards. That statute rightly focuses on providing the
needed care for “persons with intellectual and developmental disabilities,”
“persons sixty years of age or older” and “persons with behavioral or
mental health disorders.” It focuses on special classes of persons who
need special care; but even the Denver camping-ban case did not find that
persons experiencing homelessness are a special class of person, and the
statute does not invite a chaotic wholesale relaxation of household and
group-living standards.

Eighth, we continue to be puzzled by Planning Board’s insistence that
Denver should aspire to the same futility in dealing with homelessness as
its so-called “peer cities.” The “research on group living in peer cities”
provides no explanation why this is a basis for change in Denver, or how
this aspiration would benefit Denver. If the Planning Board is holding out
these “peer cities” as successfully ending homelessness, then the Planning
Board should also explain how these “peer cities” have ended homelessness.

Ninth, for reference purposes, I will restate our prior comment below and
request that the board completely answer all questions that were included
in the INC ZAP letter dated March 27, 2020

We are against the City’s proposal to relax the household and group-living
standards by amending Article 11 of the Zoning Code.

Here is our prior comment:
We are against the City’s proposal to relax the household and group-living standards by amending Article 11 of the Zoning Code.

First, there is no good reason to relax the standards. The primary intent of Article 11 (reflected in section 11.1.1.1(A)) is to promote economic development in Denver “while mitigating the potential for adverse impacts on surrounding properties, surrounding residential uses and neighborhoods.”

The City proposes to relax the standards “to reflect the evolution of lifestyles” and provide housing for vulnerable populations, not to promote economic development or mitigate adverse impacts to residential uses. The City’s Overview and Frequently Asked Questions documents do not mention economic development at all, and provide only a circular, conclusory statement that “treating eight unrelated adults living together substantially differently from eight related adults living together does not result in reduced impacts.”

Further, the City’s Open House presentation undermines the argument that there is an “evolution of lifestyles.” According to that document, “89% of Denver households contain just one or two adults – this follows national trends and is not expected to change dramatically…. Census data shows there are currently approximately 72 homes with 8 or more people in Denver. We do not expect a major change in the way people choose to live together.” (emphasis mine). The City’s own statements indicate that there is no “evolution” to address. And they suggest instead that the City is merely catering to a small group of persons who may be violating the current rules, but that the City has no intent to enforce the current rules. That is not good.

Accordingly, the City has not shown a justification for relaxing the household and group-living standards in the Zoning Code, or that its stated justification is reasonable.

On the other hand, there are clear concerns that relaxing household and group-living standards will result in “adverse impacts on surrounding properties, surrounding residential uses and neighborhoods.” The proposal would adversely affect single-family neighborhoods in many ways, including:

- increased crime,
- increased noise,
- increased traffic and resulting threats to children and other pedestrians and bicycle-riders,
- increased trash and vandalism, and
- reduced parking availability.

For example, if the City permits more people to live in a constrained space like one of Denver’s urban, residential neighborhoods, then there will necessarily be more traffic, resulting in more threats to the safety of children in the neighborhood. The City has made no statements in its publicly available documents that it has any meaningful intent to mitigate
the potential for this and the other certain adverse impacts. Sadly, the proposal would surely reduce the likelihood that neighborhood residents—including families in neighborhoods like ours, Congress Park—are invested in the long-term successes of their communities.

The City’s publicly available documents waive off these concerns. For example, the City’s response to noise and maintenance concerns is that “Noise and maintenance and other potential issues stemming from a larger household will continue to be governed by the Denver Revised Municipal Code and will not change.” Similarly, with respect making the already-bad parking problems worse, the City says only that it will “find solutions as problems arise.” But there is no logical basis for ignoring these concerns or just putting them off. All the City has really said is that the City will not “evolve” its zoning enforcement commensurate with its relaxed zoning standards. That is not a satisfactory explanation or outcome.

Further, the City’s suggestion that it should relax the household and group-living standards because other Western US cities have relaxed standards is also unpersuasive. The Peer Cities Table shows, for example, that “Most California Cities” do not limit the number of adults in a single-family home, that Seattle allows 8 adults, and that other West Coast cities (like San Diego) allow 6 adults. But Denver should not aspire to be like those cities. Those cities’ “decades of misguided and faulty policies” have made homelessness a serious problem, leading to “open-air drug markets in San Francisco, crowded encampments in Los Angeles, and tent cities in Seattle.” And California’s creation of the “Rehab Riviera” has pushed families out of residential neighborhoods. We do not want Denver to model itself after these California and other West Coast cities, which have collectively become the epicenter of homelessness and futility.

Second, we simply disagree with the City’s statements that this proposal will not “give an opening to unscrupulous landlords to buy up large houses and rent out rooms.” That is exactly what it will do. This proposal will incentivize landlords to maximize their profit per square foot without regard to long-term goals of neighboring homeowners who are deeply invested in the quality-of-life in their neighborhoods. And cramming multiple people into shared spaces while purporting to help them has not provided a solution to homelessness, it has just led to abuse of vulnerable populations.

Third, we understand that the Zoning Code also sets forth the City’s intent to “Accommodate the special housing needs of segments of the resident population.” Of course, zoning codes should not (and cannot) discriminate. And we applaud the City’s attempts to address its growing homelessness problem by promoting affordable housing. But the City cannot pursue this intent by imposing adverse impacts on surrounding properties, surrounding residential uses and neighborhoods. And the proposal to relax the household and group-living standards in the Zoning Code is not really about affordable housing. This proposal is really about enabling the City to permit more halfway houses in its residential
neighborhoods because (1) current zoning limits new locations and (2) existing halfway houses are non-conforming. The City should be clear about its intent and the unintended circumstances: *we do not believe that increasing the number of criminals that reside near children in residential neighborhoods serves the City’s permissible intent.* It specifically disserves the City’s intent in Article 11 to mitigate the potential for adverse impacts on surrounding properties, surrounding residential uses and neighborhoods. Despite their potentially well-meaning missions, halfway houses bring criminal activity into neighborhoods. That is why the City prohibited new halfway houses from beginning operations in Denver residential neighborhoods a decade ago. That has not changed.

The City’s publicly available documents do not reflect any serious intent by the City to mitigate the certain adverse impacts that new halfway houses would have on Denver’s beautiful residential neighborhoods. Nor do they reflect how increasing the number of halfway houses in Denver’s residential neighborhoods will serve the primary goal of the community-corrections program, which is to *improve* public safety. Yet anecdotally and observationally, it appears that there is little funding in Denver for oversight of halfway houses, and police do not appear to take seriously the current property-crime and drug-crime problems in Denver’s central residential neighborhoods. Deregulation is not an acceptable substitute for promoting safe cities through policing. The City has crossed this bridge before as reflected in Zoning Code section 11.2.10.1(B). But if the City crosses back, then families will flee to the suburbs, which would only create more socioeconomic challenges in Denver. Essentially, the proposed amendments reflect a changed value judgment by the City of Denver: rather than seeking to keep families in the City’s residential neighborhoods, the City now wants to relocate the City’s families away from the City’s residential neighborhoods in favor of halfway houses. This change in values is saddening.

Lastly, we are concerned that the text of the proposed amendments to the Zoning Code does not appear to be available through Denver “Group Living” website, [https://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/community-planning-and-development/zoning/text-amendments/Group_Living.html](https://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/community-planning-and-development/zoning/text-amendments/Group_Living.html), last accessed Feb. 26, 2020, and [https://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/community-planning-and-development/zoning/text-amendments.html](https://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/community-planning-and-development/zoning/text-amendments.html), same. Our understanding is that the proposed amendments will be available to review on that website “in late February/early March.” The Planning Board absolutely should not take up or consider in any way the merits of the proposed amendments until the effected communities have had a full and fully informed opportunity to review the text of the proposed amendments to Article 11 and any other articles in the Zoning Code.

On Wed, Aug 26, 2020 at 9:41 AM Laura London <lkvlondon@gmail.com> wrote:
My husband and I live in Congress Park with our three young children.

There are too many changes in this single proposal providing little opportunity for the impacted community to understand the impacts holistically. We ask for you to vote NO to this Amendment.

The Planning Board has provided no evidence that the proposed relaxation of standards will ensure relief to persons experiencing homelessness. We continue to be puzzled by the Planning Board’s insistence that Denver should aspire to the same futility in dealing with homelessness as its so-called “peer cities.” If the Planning Board is holding out these “peer cities” as successfully ending homelessness, then the Planning Board should also explain how these “peer cities” have ended homelessness.

The proposed relaxation of household and group-living standards will allow landlords to prey on the upcoming wave of evictions and place more than five unrelated adults and any number of relatives into each house. It does not provide safe living spaces for children. Our most vulnerable, underserved persons deserve more from the City.

The Planning Board’s willingness to create hubs for criminal activity near children and schools in Denver simply is not the solution to correctional facility demands. The people of Denver said so years ago when they demanded a moratorium on new community-corrections houses in downtown Denver neighborhoods. It is shocking that the Planning Board would willingly introduce known adverse impacts to Denver’s children in their residential neighborhoods.

We are against the City’s proposal to relax the household and group-living standards by amending Article 11 of the Zoning Code.

Thank you,
Laura London

Ivan London

(o): (303) 866-0622
(c): (405) 249-6691
Dear Denver City Council and Mayor Michael Hancock,

Here is a front page, excellent and very note worthy article from the front page of yesterday’s Denver Post discussing the lack of greenspace in our beloved city. There was also article in The NY Times about the water supply impacting not just Denver but the entire state of Colorado.

Both of these important issues should be discussed and vetted in the discussion about the proposed Group Living Amendment that is going to be voted on by City Council on 02/08/2021. This type of information would have been included in an Impact Study on the GLA.

Therefore, I ask yet again and I hope that each of you do the same:

Where is the Group Living Impact Study that should have been completed? And if it was NOT completed, WHY WASN’T IT?

It is wonderful that is now a movement and hopefully a long term commitment to increase the greenspace, that we all took for granted, in our wonderful Denver community.

Please add this email to the Staff Report. Thank you again for addressing these very important topics that impact the future of OUR City of Denver and the future Denver residents!

Warmly,
Paige

Paige L. Burkeholder
Jim Burkeholder
4022 South Newport Way
Denver Post - Unpaving Denver

The city looks to trees to provide needed shade as heat islands grow and new greenspace proves elusive

By Bruce Finley The Denver Post

Denver leaders who for two decades have backed densification, paving over greenspace with concrete and asphalt to accommodate more people in the city, now are turning to trees for relief from worsening heat islands that amplify climate warming.

But urban ecologists and city officials say trees alone won’t be enough to keep Denver habitable as temperatures increase. They urge a far more ambitious expansion of greenspace.

“And concrete is definitely getting poured faster than we are planting trees,” city forester Mike Swanson told The Denver Post.

Heat islands — dense urban areas that are much warmer than their surroundings — have widened, data show, with Denver emerging as one of the nation’s most “impervious,” or paved-over, cities. Older neighborhoods where houses have yards may be more resilient, researchers have found: Compared with redeveloped parts of the city, these landscapes don’t radiate as much heat.

Tree-planting “is going to be our focal point” for beating the rising heat, Denver Parks and Recreation planning director Gordon Robertson said, acknowledging the heat island problem.
Doubled funding of $1 million will bolster tree-planting on public access property and existing parks, concentrated downtown and in “low equity” neighborhoods, Robertson said.

Creating open greenspace with trees, grasses and plants — instead of heat-radiating pavement — can help cool residents along sun-scorched streets, draw down heat-trapping carbon dioxide and clean the air.

However, Denver since 1998 has veered from its founders’ vision of being “a city within a park,” falling behind most other major cities in greenspace. Approximately 8% of Denver’s 155 square miles has been designated as parkland, compared with 21% in New York, 23% in San Diego, 15% in Minneapolis and 13% in Los Angeles, data from the Trust for Public Land show.

This means climate warming hits harder here. And Denver has faced rising temperatures, a record 75 days above 90 degrees this year, with projections showing 20 to 35 days a year topping 95 degrees by 2050.

**More greenspace needed**

Denver climate office director Grace Rink has called for more “connected greenspace” to help mitigate heat islands.

And Denver voters repeatedly have demanded re-greening. In 2017, they passed a green roofs initiative requiring developers to install gardens atop new buildings, which city leaders later relaxed to allow alternatives such as funding off-site solar energy projects. In 2018, voters passed an open space tax to create more and better parks that raises $37 million a year.

Since then, city leaders have purchased a few parcels for new parks, covering less than 5 acres overall. They say they’ll acquire more land. Robertson said officials this month were negotiating to purchase 10 acres along Sand Creek.

Establishing new greenspace has proved difficult because well-funded developers compete for practically every parcel and City Council members have directed only a portion
of the open space tax revenues for land acquisition — $20 million in 2018 and now about a third of that each year.

“And if we acquire 1 acre downtown, we blow through $10 million to $15 million,” Robertson said.

Denver imposes few fees on developers. There’s no requirement, as in other cities, to fund or install greenspace. While housing and commercial projects covering more than 10 acres in Denver must include some space designated as “open,” it needn’t be green.

The greenspace crunch reflects a worldwide challenge as United Nations demographers project 70% of the planet’s 9.7 billion people in 2050 will be living in cities, up from 55% now — straining habitability as temperatures rise. Denver’s population has increased by 47% since 1998, from 498,402 to 734,134, and density has reached 4,789 residents per square mile, census data shows, with projections for 857,000 people per square mile by 2040.

**Hotter neighborhoods**

Heat islands jack up daytime temperatures, reduce cooling at night, worsen air pollution and exacerbate heat waves, Environmental Protection Agency scientists have determined. This contributes to heat-related deaths, general discomfort and illness including respiratory ailments, cramps, heat exhaustion and strokes, the EPA says.

From 2004 to 2018, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recorded 10,527 heat-related deaths nationwide. Colorado health data showed 475 heat-related emergency room admissions statewide in 2018. Colorado Health Institute researchers have found people living in poverty, children, the elderly and those with diseases such as asthma suffer disproportionately.

“Tree-planting alone is inexpensive and often politically palatable. But it is a drop in the bucket. … You’re not going to make a dent in the heat that way,” said Vivek Shandas, a Portland State University ecologist and member of Portland’s forestry commission, who co-
authored a national study of heat dynamics in cities that was published this year in the science journal Climate.

“We see a green squeeze in most cities. We want to do dense development, put in more housing units, because we see more people moving in. … so there’s not available space any more. You’re left with this tiny little strip between the sidewalk and the street,” Shandas said.

Politics have pitted urban affordable housing advocates who support new construction in the belief this will lead to lower prices against climate action advocates who prioritize public health, ecological integrity and long-term quality of life in a hotter, drier world.

Meanwhile “there are all these developers maximizing profits by building over the entirety of lots,” Shandas said. “It’s very easy to take out greenspace and put in gray space. It’s harder to take out gray space and bring back greenspace — not only costly but politically challenging to take out a parking lot or a street,” he said, urging a rethinking of urban design organized around natural space.

The heat islands study measured surface and air temperatures in 108 cities, including Denver, and has found that radiation of heat from asphalt landscapes amplifies temperature by up to 20 degrees. In the relatively pavedover parts of Denver, summer temperatures measured 12 degrees hotter than in older neighborhoods with trees and lawns.

Average temperatures measured highest in areas once “redlined” by the government to restrict financing for disenfranchised residents, which now have been redeveloped, such as the apartment complexes northwest of Coors Field, where trees cover 1.5% of the area and 70% of surfaces are paved. The study found that residents in South Park Hill, with a 25% tree canopy and 25% imperviousness, faced average temperatures more than 10 degrees lower.

**Looking for relief**

For computer software programmer Mike Lipsitz, who moved from New York to Denver
seeking better opportunities to be outdoors cycling and walking his dogs, the Coors Field neighborhood offered luxurious living, but he searched for greenspace. Last summer, he moved to Baker, south of downtown, where houses have yards.

“There’s more shade. Just walking from sun to shade, that’s the biggest difference. Now, we get more shade,” Lipsitz said. “This is definitely nicer. And, as for the virus, it’s nicer that we run into fewer people on walks than we did downtown.”

University of Colorado Denver biologist Diana Tomback, who studies forest ecology, walks her dogs in parks on the east side of Denver and has observed more people than ever flocking to parks during the pandemic. Tomback links this with mental health and human evolution as a species tied to nature, and doubted tree-planting alone can ensure habitability as the population grows.

“If we are concerned about heat islands, it is not going to be enough to do things like make people install rooftop greenery. We ought to have more open space,” Tomback said. “Parks are important, not only to counter the heat island effect but psychologically for people.”

At least, last-remaining riparian areas along rivers must be preserved, she said. “It is absolutely essential that we keep the greenspace along the South Platte River. It is a biodiversity corridor for wildlife.”

Developers with city support plan a “River Mile” complex for 15,000 residents with apartment towers up to 59 stories on the 62acre former Elitch Gardens property in the Platte Valley. However, city parks officials indicated they’re engaged in a complicated challenge of encouraging innovative development while also protecting mental and physical wellbeing.

“What this challenge may mean is jack-hammering out un-needed parking lots,” Robertson said. “It’s not going to happen overnight.”

Large parks covering more than 150 acres, of the sort city leaders established in the 19th
century, have been seen as politically unlikely under pro-development Mayor Michael Hancock, possibly with the exception of the 155-acre former Park Hill Golf Course, where a conservation easement purchased by Denver taxpayers blocks development. Westside Investment Partners paid $24 million for that property and plans development on up to 95 acres. City attorneys say the City Council has the power to change the easement.

“It is our hope that a portion of the Park Hill Golf Course becomes a significant park,” Robertson said.

Another option: expanding greenspace along the newly established “shared streets” around the city, closed to vehicle traffic during the pandemic, so that residents could walk safely outdoors maintaining physical distance.

Grassroots petitions have surfaced to make these permanent, and Robertson said he has proposed converting shared streets to greenspace by removing asphalt and planting native vegetation. “I would love to go in with water-quality folks and really enhance these — plant trees.”

This would address an emerging challenge in the current treeplanting strategy for managing heat islands — simply finding enough space.

Concrete and asphalt is spreading as city crews, with many volunteers, work to establish more trees, said Swanson, the city forester. “This is increasing the heat islands. It eliminates tree-planting sites,” he said.

“It also will increase your storm-water bills. It will increase your heating and cooling bills. It creates more pollution. It makes for a sterile environment.”

**Shade will help**

Over the past few years, city crews have been planting about 6,700 trees a year (mostly oak, elms and Kentucky coffee trees), achieving survival rates as high as 90%. Their goal is to expand Denver’s overall tree canopy, which currently shades about 13% of the city, to 20%.

By blocking sunlight, trees help reduce the absorption of heat, and trees’ retention of and
release of moisture cools surrounding areas, particularly when there’s wind.

Hotter, drier conditions threaten trees. City crews have been looking for heartier species that can endure extremes from traditional winter cold snaps to scorching hot summers.

The emerald ash borer beetle is spreading, threatening the ash trees that make up 15% of Denver’s current canopy. By 2040, the paved-over surfaces that city records show covering 49% of Denver’s urban landscape may expand to 69%, and pavement covers 90% of newly developed areas, University of Colorado urban design and land use professor Brian Muller and a team of researchers have determined.

Denver leaders have turned to tree-planting before to try to maintain quality of life. Former Mayor John Hickenlooper, who became Colorado’s governor and recently won a seat in the U.S. Senate, declared a “Mile High Million” goal in 2006 of planting 1 million new trees by 2025. Swanson said 260,000 have been planted.

Although more trees won’t entirely offset heat island intensification of climate warming, shade will help, the city forester said.

“But we ought to be planting at least 10,000 trees a year,” Swanson said. “This is a community problem — heat. Everybody needs to be part of the solution. Or else we will have more asthma. More heart disease. It just gets bad. Nobody will want to live in Denver. Yes, Denver needs more trees. And we need to stop pouring concrete.”

Bruce Finley: 303-954-1700, bfinley@denverpost.com or @finleybruce
Greg Martinez, left, and Gerrardo Pacheco of Denver Parks and Recreation prepare to plant trees Dec. 10 in the sidewalk at the Denver Skate Park. Over the past few years, city crews have been planting about 6,700 trees a year to help combat urban heating from paved spaces. Hyoung Chang, The Denver Post
Hello John,

Thank you for reaching out and sharing your support. I am copying the program manager, Andrew Webb, so your comments can be recorded.

Take care,
Gina

---

Amanda Sandoval, Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate. While we can't go back and fix that issue, we can take the needed steps to fix the results.
Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for the privileged to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

John Wilker
john.wilker@gmail.com
4960 Stuart St
Denver, Colorado 80212
Hi Denver City Council,

I want to voice my strong support for the group living changes in the zoning code, as well as voice my displeasure that the proposal keeps getting watered down to appease fearmongering neighbors. Removing the current group living restrictions is a huge positive step towards fighting high housing costs, homelessness, poverty, crime, and discrimination citywide.

Please reverse the proposal updates and allow up to 10 unrelated residents in homes with larger square footage. People get concerned about their privilege to store private vehicles in the public right of way, but if the city continues to prioritize free parking for cars over housing for people, we will not be able to make any progress. Parking is a separate issue that can be solved with paid permit programs.

Please restore legalization of all residential care facilities (including community corrections) in SU, TU, and RH districts. This is privileged discrimination at its finest, shoving the burden onto other neighborhoods. It seems that the neighbors against the proposal would rather have people thrown out onto the streets. We have a huge issue with homelessness and housing costs here, so residential care facilities are crucial to keep people off the streets and in stable housing, preventing them falling into poverty, crime habits out of desperation, and homelessness.

Thank you for your consideration,
Ian Frasch
Platt Park resident
I am wondering what you people are hiding that all this is kept hidden. Make all public and accessible so we know the goings on here of what will affect all the citizens of the city and their neighborhoods.

Or is there a deal in the small print that the mayor and individuals of his staff will get a life time cut from those entities that will make money off of us and our neighborhoods. Things in hiding will always be viewed as done for self serving interests and not the interests of the whole.

From a Vietnam Vet who was heavily fired upon in combat.

--
Ron Dreher
Dear Council Members,

I appreciate having the opportunity to express my thoughts regarding the large package of changes you will be presented with soon. Others are much better writers so I am leaning on them to help me get my thoughts into this email.

Here’s are quotes from The Denver Gazette 13 Jan 2021 and below that a short clip regarding only one district of Denver. You know there are too many to read in one sitting and I know each of you is busy!

“Bottom line: A case has yet to be made for such an ambitious rewrite of zoning rules — especially when there never was community demand for it in the first place. It appears to be an abstract daydream of urban visionaries that could backfire on residents in very real and troubling ways.”

“Does it ever really make sense to impose a citywide rewrite of a zoning code — which so intimately affects so many people’s quality of life — all at once on a city as big and diverse as Denver? A one-size-fits-all schematic in that context inevitably will wind up fitting almost nobody.”

“In other words, start small and approach the public openly, at the grassroots level. It might surprise some at City Hall just how supportive the community can be.”

None of the discussions coming from the planners about this package ever mention anything but their perceived positive assessments. They all know that homes for the homeless located in SU and Duplex neighborhoods in going to create more dangerous atmosphere especially for families with young families and our oldest folks who would like to live out their last years in the home purchased because it was in a family oriented neighborhood. None ever mention that druggies often return to drugs and turn to thievery to support their habits.

The proponents know that the great majority of Denver Residents are opposed to their plan. They know the police records but choose to gloss over them as if they didn’t
even live in our neighborhoods – oh yeah, I forgot – some of them don’t; or they live in areas excluded from these proposals. They have seen the likes of the following from District 3 only:

“District 3 Officers In Action – End of year highlights...

On November 16th Officer Linn Officer LeFebre were assisting the Narcotics Detectives while they performed surveillance on a residence A male known to the officers was observed by Det Sandoval outside the house The subject had 2 felony warrants for his arrest One out of Colorado Department of Corrections for parole violation, and another out of Denver Marshal’s Office for failure to appear on an auto theft charge The male was observed parking his vehicle in the driveway behind a stolen vehicle Officer Linn Officer LeFebre approached the male and began giving him commands to stop as he began to walk away carrying a backpack over his shoulder The male then began to run to the rear of the residence The officers gave chase into the back yard guided by Det Costin who was also surveilling the residence The officers observed the male throw a backpack into the yard and he attempted to enter the residence through the back door, however, he could not get inside Officer Linn held the male at gunpoint while Officer LeFebre was able to take him into custody Officer LeFebre retrieved a handgun out of the suspect’s front right pocket The gun recovered was a Sig Sauer 380 semi-automatic pistol The suspect was found to be a convicted felon per his criminal history report A sweep was performed in the back yard of the residence after discovering the zipper on the backpack was unzipped A rectangular tin container was located, and inside the container was a brown powdery substance in a Ziplock baggy suspected to be Heroin

While on proactive patrol Officer Shannon Davis observed a suspicious party going through the interior of a vehicle near the intersection of E. 5th Ave and Pennsylvania St. Officer Davis observed the party removing a tent from the backseat of the vehicle and attempted to make contact with him. Upon contact, the suspect took off running and tripped while being pursued on foot. Officer Davis caught up to the suspect and was able to take him into custody. It was found that the vehicle and its contents did not belong to the suspect and he was jailed for First Degree Criminal Trespass and Theft.

Officer Cory Stuper was dispatched to 355 N Logan St. on a burglary in-progress. Dispatch related that a male wearing a red hooded sweatshirt, red beanie and dark pants is trying to gain access to the parking garage of the Bromwell apartments. Dispatch also advised the suspect’s vehicle is a white station wagon parked in the handicap parking spot. Officer Stuper arrived on scene and observed a Hispanic male matching the description run and hide in front of his vehicle on the ground. The male was ordered out from behind the vehicle and placed into custody. Upon clearing the license plate of the suspect vehicle, it was discovered that the listed plate belonged on a white in color 2007 Acura. The plate that was affixed to the rear of the vehicle had an ATL for burglary. A clearance of the VIN revealed the vehicle was reported stolen out of Denver. The suspect was also found to have a warrant out of the Department of
Correction for a parole violation in regard to a burglary conviction.

If you have read this far, please turn down the whole lot of these ideas and start over with a group of Denver folks who actually understand and will admit to the dangerous consequences of these ideas. Our neighborhoods should be kept beautiful and safe. Were these amendments passed, who would enforce them? We all know there are no plans to increase our Inspections Department personnel. They are overworked now.

Thank you from one who has lived in Harvey Park for 35 years; raised our children here and hope to die here.
Dan Foster
Dear Council Members,

Group Living Proposal
I am concerned as to the “rush” to finalize this neighborhood makeover. In the past 3 years this has been a “living” document that has undergone many changes in verbiage. Before a vote is taken, there needs to be as many meetings as scheduled in the past to let citizens understand the final document.

In the midst of trying to change Group Living rules, the Covid crisis erupted. Needless to say, our citizens are grappling with testing and now vaccines. It has, and continues to be, unsettling times with constant changes in work, education, travel, sports, entertainment and health protocols. Is this really a good time to add more anxiety to an already stressful climate?

There have been so many changes/adjustments to the proposal that it stands to reason that the populace is confused. When articles/comments are posted it appears only partial “truths” are printed. Questions and uncertainties abound. Is it 5 unrelated adults only? Do numbers change with square footage? Is it all relatives of the unrelated adults or does it include just minors? Numbers in halfway houses? Locations/occupants of halfway houses in regard to schools, elderly? Guidelines for enforcement? Guidelines for placement in regard to current senior living residences already in place? Who will have authority to follow through? Where will we be able to go in case there appears to be infractions? Why are so many issues packed into one proposal? Should the exempted districts/areas be changed first to avoid exclusivity? There still seems to be more questions and not enough answers.

Why can’t you submit a clear and concise numbered document that LISTS the proposals exact current wording without biased or misleading statements? Seeing a list of the numerous proposals without the added bias of the committee would eliminate the uncertainty. The surveys are worded with confusing rhetoric and makes taking them a challenge.

There are many components in this bill and confusion abounds as to why they are put together. We need a listed document that just says the proposed actions, not the reasoning. Then, we need another round of meetings with all the neighborhood associations and groups to discuss this now FINAL version. Rushing into a vote in February with folks still attempting to get tested, get vaccines, trying to get back to a work, getting students back in classrooms, etc. does appear to be out of sync.

The city council needs to give everyone a chance to weigh in on this issue with as much gusto as they had in the preliminary stages. Show clearly the final document in a concise format. If it took 3 years to get input, then another year of round robin meetings and presentations is not asking too much. Do the right thing and give the communities a chance to get healthy and address the issues with a clear document.
Andrew,

I am writing on behalf of the Clayton United RNO.

At our meeting on 12 January, 2021 The RNO members voted unanimously to officially support the Group Living Amendment.

Several members expressed regret that the number of unrelated adults had been reduced from the original proposal, but did not want that concern to hinder the adoption of the proposal.

thank you,

Fred Glick  
on behalf of Clayton United RNO
Dear Mayor Hancock and City Councilmembers,

Why did the City of Denver put out a Tweet video supporting GLA that benefits a private business (Queen City Cooperative), which is fundraising and could potentially profit by the approval of the proposed Group Living Amendment zoning code. https://twitter.com/cityofdenver/status/1349740808031899651?s=21

- Yes, the woman in this video has every right to live in Denver or wherever else suits her, within the financial constraints of her income.
- She could have also picked another profession that pays more so she afford better accommodations, but she chose not to.

**Queen City Cooperative Fund Raising:** https://wefunder.com/coownco

- Sarah Wells and her partner, Paul Brindel, who own Queen City Cooperative were both on the Group Living Advisory Committee. How do these conflicts of interest even happen? They should not and do not represent all homeowners.
- Is the City willing to help Denver neighbors make a video showing Denver neighbors and homeowners with the opposite point of view? If not, then representative equity is lacking in this process?

**Before moving.** I looked up the cost of living in to see if my salary would be sufficient for me to afford to live there.
I concluded the salary offered for jobs in some cities was insufficient to cover the cost of living there. **Subsequently I did not move to those cities, (this is a no-brainer)!**

I can’t afford to live in Lodo, Cherry Creek, the Country Club, Stapleton, West Wash park or Wash Park, Park Hill, Highland, University, Lowry and dozens of other areas in the Denver metro area. (I can’t and so I don’t.)
I would never move somewhere in the USA that I could not afford, and then pressure and demand the City and its existing homeowners and residents change its zoning laws to accommodate my desires to live there.

But that is exactly what is happening with regard to the Group Living Amendment (GLA) and Queen City Cooperative and YIMBY Denver. The YIMBY Denver movement is one that caters primarily to young, white, adults who want to live in the Denver, AND who also want to have
plenty of disposable financial income to spend on a ‘lifestyle’ they cannot afford. Their motives are **not** altruistic and they continue to use **false pretense** to try to convince City Council members otherwise.

I furthered my post-secondary education over many, many years. The last two degrees set me back $33,000 by graduation and after many years I finally paid it off, about four years ago. How did I do it? **exercised personal financial responsibility.** To give you a glimpse of just one (of many) examples: I bought my **used** car when it was 2 years old and it is **now 28+ years old.** (No, it is not a collectable.)

Citizens that have adopted immediate gratification mentality are a part of the problem. We all have choices. Our choices matter. Choose wisely.

Regards,
Donna Krentz
S. Lincoln St.
Andrew Webb and City Officials,

Per request, the following statements reflect why I object the current initiative is in the best interest of the citizens of Denver to resolve fairly questions of homelessness, reentry of felons back into society and affirming the quality of life of single-family homeowners in the City and County.

1. The initiative has failed miserable in convincing the initiatives will be properly enforced. The current state of enforcement of zoning guidelines are woefully enforced now.
2. The initiative totally disregards the feelings of single-family homeowners who have done the right things in acquiring a home, upkeep of a home and who have been long time residences who have been considered an acceptable casualty to resolve issues of others not currently living in these neighborhoods.
3. Well established neighborhoods of residents that have raised their families and wish to live peacefully in their homes are threatened by the influx of strangers creating clogged streets, elevated noise and potential threats of newly established halfway houses close to schools, playgrounds, and their homes.
4. Finally, the lack of confidence in this zoning initiative also stems from the impression no other options beyond impacting single family homes were given the effort for acceptance like the current one. It seems the city is duty bound on this no matter the desires of the people directly impacted.

Many feel that the city council already approve of this zoning change above the objections of many city citizens. I feel there is some form of political influence on the council from outside as well as inside actors driving this initiative beyond the desires of the citizens. In my opinion, these suspicions can be alleviated by voting disapproval or placing the question to the people. Let us vote!

Lawrence Murray
Montbello Golden Age Club, VP
Dear City Officials,

Just in case you missed seeing this article in the Denver Post (January 12, 2021), I am forwarding it to you.

Mike Coffman: What I learned immersed in a homeless community
The Aurora mayor has received criticism for his decision to stay in shelters and an encampment

Aurora Mayor Mike Coffman decided he could better understand homeless communities by staying at shelters and an encampment

By MIKE COFFMAN
January 12, 2021 at 12:11 p.m.

By now, you have likely heard about my decision to immerse myself into the metro’s homeless community for a week. Like many of you, I had never experienced life in an encampment or a shelter. To better understand those challenges and have more informed discussions about resolving them, I wanted to live them and feel them to the extent possible.
Denver Mayor Michael Hancock’s office had reached out to me earlier in December to see if I was interested in working with him, and Lakewood’s Mayor Adam Paul, to jointly develop a metro-wide approach to the growing regional problem of homelessness. I am grateful for the invite and believe we will not solve this crisis by operating in silos.

During my experience, I presented myself as a homeless veteran (I am a veteran) and stayed in one shelter in Aurora, two shelters in Denver, and in an encampment in the vicinity of Lincoln and Speer in downtown Denver.

To the credit of the shelters, every time I went to a new one, I was asked if I wanted help from a menu of services ranging from mental health therapy to drug and alcohol counseling to job placement. I was impressed by the range of services offered to anyone wanting to improve their circumstances. In the shelters, I observed three categories of people experiencing homelessness: the mentally ill, the chronically homeless suffering from drug and alcohol addictions, and those displaced by economic circumstances who were finding work and using the shelter as a temporary means to save enough money to get back on their feet.

In the encampments, the experience was entirely different.

What was surprising to me about the shelter population and the encampment inhabitants was that I found them to be two very distinct groups that never intersected. I never found a shelter person who had stayed in an encampment and an encampment inhabitant who had ever stayed in a shelter.

The encampment inhabitants tended to be much younger than those in the shelters. Many of them reminded me of the counter-cultural hippie movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s where “dropping out” of society and living in a communal setting, with the common denominator being drug use, defined their movement. Only for that generation, it was largely marijuana and hallucinogenic drugs. For the encampment generation today, the drug use is much more serious with the dominant drug being crystal methamphetamine. It was common to see these young people shooting up or smoking meth in glass pipes.

The advocates for the encampments want us to believe that the reasons why the encampment inhabitants never access shelters are because they are afraid of the congregate living arrangements during a pandemic, are concerned about having their few possessions stolen, or fear for their safety. Nothing could be further from the truth. In the shelters, I always felt safe, I was always required to wear a mask, was constantly reminded about social distancing, and I never had anything stolen from me. In the encampments, I never felt safe, no one ever wore a mask or even concerned themselves with social distancing, and I had a number of items stolen.

The real reason why the encampment inhabitants refuse to access the shelters is simple — the shelters have rules. One rule, in particular, keeps the encampment inhabitants out of shelters and that rule is that drugs and drug use are prohibited.

I know that my observations of the encampments hit a raw nerve with many of the so-called advocates for people experiencing homelessness because they did not comport with their narrative that these individuals are there through circumstances beyond their control and that the
encampment lifestyle is not a choice. I disagree. My observations about the encampments have reinvigorated an important debate because we will never be able to solve the problem of the encampments if we cannot first accurately describe the problem.

Mike Coffman is the mayor of Aurora, Colorado
To send a letter to the editor about this article, submit online or check out our guidelines for how to submit by email or mail.
As a resident of the City of Denver and District 10, I support the proposed Group Living text amendment to the Denver Zoning Code. I am disappointed that the measures as proposed by Group Living Advisory Committee have been diluted and don’t reflect the inclusive and equitable vision for Denver that we aspired to. The text amendment as proposed is a small step in the right direction, but we still have a long way to go.

James “JR” Ronczy
1699 Downing St. #103
Denver, CO 80218
303-906-5808
The Denver City Council will be voting on the GLA in the near future. I feel that it is, one more time, important to ask city council members to vote a resounding NO on this initiative.

The process leading up to this amendment has been flawed and unduly influenced by vested interests since the beginning. The people of Denver have not had an opportunity for direct and honest dialog with officials over this critical change and efforts to do so have been thwarted at every turn. The recent court ruling compelling the city of Denver to release GLA documents to citizens of Denver has revealed that special interests, and personal interests of committee members, was first and foremost in crafting the GLA.

The vast majority of Denver residents oppose the Group Living Amendment and are outraged that city council and the Mayor’s office continue to assert that this Amendment is in the best interests of Denver and its residents.

Many of the issues the GLA is supposed to address are real, and we must have open and transparent dialog about the issues, and potential solutions, that include citizens and city representatives. This is the proper way for the process to work on an issue this important in order to ensure success and acceptance by our citizens.

We have also seen a major shift in society in the past year that should be taken into consideration before the amendment is voted on. COVID, telecommuting (enabling people to live in surrounding communities outside of Denver proper) are real and permanent. There is a large influx of people moving from San Francisco and other California communities to Denver due to the poor planning and policies of city governments surrounding homeless communities, addiction, sanitation and the impact to the city and its citizens. We do not want to follow that same path.

I ask you to individually, and collectively as city council, to vote no on the Group Living Amendment for Denver.

Respectfully,
Gail Sykes

Sent from my iPad
I am absolutely appalled at this spend on our dollars. I object and am outraged the city would misrepresent this GLAC like this.

It puts people at risk in heretofore great neighborhoods. While I know there is an obvious war on anyone who owns a home in Denver, I cannot for the life of me understand why. YOU at COUNCIL tore down the affordable home units to please developers. If this passes and a homeless shelter comes here, I have to move less I lose all the equity that I planned for my long term care. I indeed could not remain here with a shelter because it would devalue this area or any it goes into.

This plan is not timed well, not written well and is being forced on the City by those who benefit even though the comments back have been 80% negative. Pushing this during a pandemic is even worse. But, I note the new marijuana legislation follows closely so guess we are all suppose to smoke up and stone out and say nothing????

Yep, I'm upset at the makeup of the committee, the audacity of the City to spend dollars sorely needed in a deficit budget time on pro ads and the glossing over of the details that residents will have to make do with complaint driven 311 and understaffed 911 to keep a modicum of safety, sanitation.

This is emotional for me as I thought I was set here until I aged out into a senior home. Your plan will FORCE me to move- that is taking away my freedoms and I resent that you'd do that to anyone. Why do I say forced? Because home values will decrease as soon as "too many" or homeless come to neighborhoods.

I would ask that you remove Homeless from this plan and rethink a better management. A CHUIN leader told me the only reason they support the plan is so the riff raff moves and spreads out in Denver so others can see how horrible the situation is for them. Geez -

Hope you will not vote for this. It's not done well. It's not ready and it is not playing to the bulk of neighborhoods. Why not work on transit plan and homeless plan that makes sense instead of this?

Residential Care needs a rewrite. I can accept 5 unrelated which is what you wanted originally anyway, but take out residential care until you study this in a more qualified way.

Jane Lorimer
Dist 5

-----Original Message-----
City Promotes GLAC Members' Business

Owners Part of Influential Group Living Advisory Committee

Three days after a District Court Judge ordered the Mayor’s office to release hidden documents about the Committee’s origins, the City tweeted a promotional video for Queen City Cooperative, one of the businesses who will profit from the Amendment.
The 48-member Group Living Advisory Committee (GLAC) drafted the massive Group Living Zoning Code Amendment, a sea change from Denver's current zoning. The Committee was formed by the Mayor's office and filled with those who will benefit from the Amendment.

QCC owners Paul Bindel and Sarah Wells were voting members of the GLAC. Wells is also Director of Sales for The Co-Own Company. Jason Lewiston is Co-Own's founder, develope, and YIMBY Denver member. Co-Own's Technology Officer, Dmitrii Zavorotny, is a YIMBY Denver Board member. Gosia Kung, a Mayoral appointee to the Denver Planning Board, who voted for the Group Living Amendment in August 2020, is listed as architect for The Co-Own Company and is also a member of YIMBY Denver.
The Co-Own Company is raising investment funds through WeFunder and private investors. The funding goal for a King Street project in northwest Denver with 6 suites, has been met. A project in the Hilltop neighborhood, with 7 townhouse units (4 suites/unit) and ADU is listed on MLS.

The Co-Own Company, LLC was registered in June 2020 and offers cooperative housing opportunities, currently illegal in Denver due to the number of co-housed unrelated adults needed to be profitable. Queen City Cooperative has been in violation of the zoning code since its establishment in 2016, with no repercussions from the City. "We've been pretty public that we are in violation of the zoning code," Bindel admitted to Westword.

The promotional video, hashtagged #IAmDenver, was produced with taxpayer dollars by Denver's Office of Storytelling. Denver's Chief Storyteller previously served as Mayor Hancock's Chief Communications Officer (2012-2015) and as the Mayor's Senior Advisor (2015-2018). The video's featured resident is an elementary school art teacher for the Adams 12 school district.

"Providers of services really drove this process. The imbalance is way too obvious to ignore. The process was dominated by self-interested providers of commercial services in residential neighborhoods." Councilman Kevin Flynn

Action Needed
The Mayor, City Council, and Community Planning and Development are selling out Denver neighborhoods and favoring some businesses over others. Let them know what you think about their actions!

Contact Your City Council Person by clicking HERE.
NO Group Living Zoning Code Amendment!

Sign the petition and join our mailing list.

Twitter  | Facebook  | NextDoor  | SafeandSoundDenver.com
In advance of the February meeting regarding the Group Living zoning, I wanted to reiterate my opposition to the committee's changes being proposed.

I don't see how this can be about affordable housing when the city has been overrun by widespread building that, obviously, is not so affordable. At some point, a city that sees itself as a premier place to live and work, targets a demographic that suits their future vision for that city. So, while Denver was growing and changing neighborhoods, why didn't the planning committee figure out a way to incorporate these "inclusive" ideas into that planning? Now, is it just easier to say, if we allow many more people to live under one roof, we solve a problem we overlooked before? Is it fair to chastise Denver homeowners who chose their neighborhoods for values, security and stability by a potential negative impact to their serenity? Is it not dishonorable to peg those that oppose racists? Don't the voices of the thousands of Denver residents mean anything to the committee? Is it just too late for you all to regroup and start over? Who would be upset by doing so?

Of course these questions are rhetorical and don't warrant or need a response. The only line in this that matters is - I OPPOSE.

Enough said,
Regards,
Meg Kenny
The recent court decision against Mayor Hancock shows that the aims of this movement are not what they are presenting to the public. The movement needs to be more transparent and honest with the residents of Denver. I assume you have received their most recent documents. If not I will be happy to forward them to you.

In one sent in the last few days it indicates that photos uploaded by citizens regarding NIS complaints cannot be viewed by the NIS inspectors. According to my councilperson's office, that is substantially true. At the office, they are in a different system and not easy to view, but in the field they cannot be accessed. This is not a good situation and needs to be fixed along with other deficiencies in the system, mainly the plethora of planners and the dearth of inspectors.

The CPD department tried to correct the issue of the photos not being available easily and readily to the inspectors, but a long standing and reliable member of the city council staff refutes that. Just ask your inspectors. Ask them if they are sufficiently staffed to meet the needs of the public now? Ask them about the staffing needs to regulate the new amendment.

This committee needs more citizen input and less input by those who propose to make money from proposed changes.

Changes in society in evident since the CoVid19 outbreak has affected all of us worldwide. One of those changes in the move by so many to work and shop from home. Many existing large office buildings and retail sites can be rezoned and used to densify, and not gentrify, and meet the needs of a growing Denver. We can have a mix of housing. How many of you live in a small apartment? How many of you live in a single family home? I bet I can guess the answers.

This amendment needs major amendments in the truest sense of the word, that is, improvement.

Thank you.
Dear Mayor Hancock, Denver City Council Representatives and Sr. Planner Mr. Webb:

The following article has been forwarded to Safe and Sound Denver by many concerned Denver neighbors over the past day. Denver neighbors throughout the City would like to make sure that the Denver City Council is very aware of the issues outlined in this article below and will decide to VOTE NO on the proposed Group Living Amendment on February 8th.

Thank you!

From Your Friends at Safe and Sound Denver

From The New York Times: EDITED FOR BREVITY INCLUDING REMOVAL OF PICTURES

‘We Are Forced to Live in These Conditions’: In Los Angeles, Virus Ravages Overcrowded Homes

Perhaps nowhere else in America can the unequal toll of the virus be felt more dramatically. Suburban sprawl and freeways demarcate the neighborhoods of the haves and the have-nots.


By Tim Arango

- Jan. 23, 2021

LOS ANGELES — Betty Rivera was the first in her household to fall sick, early last month. To protect her family, she locked herself in the bedroom she shares with her grandson. Her daughter left chicken soup and herbal remedies of ginger and garlic and rosemary outside her door. But it was impossible to stop the spread, not with three generations crammed into a one-bedroom apartment in one of Los Angeles’s most overcrowded communities. Her three-story brick building is wedged between Koreatown and Pico-Union, neighborhoods filled with immigrants who stock groceries and drive buses and where the streets are dotted with businesses that serve the underprivileged — 99-cent stores, check cashing outfits that dole out payday loans, pawnshops. These days, the wail of ambulance sirens never seems to fall silent. “It’s all day long,” Ms. Rivera, 69, said in a recent interview in her living room, where her family sleeps and where the fireplace is jammed with toys. Ms. Rivera’s daughter was the next to fall ill, and then her son-in-law and two of her grandchildren. Even Chloe, the black-and-white dachshund and Chihuahua mix scurrying around the apartment, became sick, she said.
Los Angeles may not have the population density of New York, may not have as many skyscrapers or high-rise apartment buildings or jam-packed subways, but the county does have a higher percentage of overcrowded homes — **11 percent, according to the U.S. Census Bureau** — than any other major metropolitan area in America.

**Overcrowded housing is defined as more than one person per room, excluding bathrooms**. (EMPHASIS ADDED) If you drive across the vastness of Los Angeles County, starting at the ocean and going east, the shifting landscape tells the story of the housing inequality that has fueled the virus surge. Mansions give way to smaller, single-family homes, and finally to the immigrant areas like where Ms. Rivera, who moved here from El Salvador almost 40 years ago, lives, six people in a tiny one-bedroom. In some areas, like Westlake, where street vendors line the sidewalks near MacArthur Park, close to 40 percent of homes are considered overcrowded.

It is this Los Angeles, of tight-knit families, of streets packed with food vendors from Central America and Mexico, of encampments of homeless residents, where the virus has spread ferociously, bringing so much sickness and death. Early in the pandemic, many hoped that Los Angeles — at least the Los Angeles of the popular imagination, with nice houses and backyard pools and everyone in their cars — would somehow be protected from catastrophe. Now, **the hospitals are overrun**, and Southern California has become one of the **centers of the nation’s outbreak**, with alarming daily death tolls. In communities across Los Angeles County, the nation’s largest with a population of more than 10 million people, it is clear those **early hopes were misguided**.

Perhaps nowhere else in America can the unequal toll of the virus be felt more dramatically than in Los Angeles, where suburban sprawl and freeways demarcate the neighborhoods of the haves and the have-nots. And now that the virus is coursing through the city’s densest neighborhoods, it has underscored the crisis in economic inequality and housing affordability that, even before the pandemic, was one of the region’s most pressing issues. The problem has been most visible in the growing number of homeless encampments across the state, but also in some ways hidden, with so many people living in crowded homes. “I think that L.A. was extremely vulnerable and has been vulnerable all along,” said Anne Rimoin, an epidemiologist and professor at the University of California, Los Angeles’s Fielding School of Public Health. “L.A. is extremely large and it’s extremely complex. There is a lot of overcrowding and I think that is very critical to thinking about how the virus spreads.”

Consider **the number of coronavirus deaths** Los Angeles County has registered through Thursday in wealthy, predominantly white neighborhoods on the Westside: Brentwood, nine; Bel-Air, two; Venice, 13; the city of Beverly Hills, 21. There, where life feels almost normal, ambulance sirens are not a constant intrusion and many people are able to work from home. Now consider the death tolls in overcrowded, more populated neighborhoods to the east, like the one where Ms. Rivera lives: Westlake, 202; Pico-Union, 146; Boyle Heights, 187; the city of Compton, 147. On one quiet street in Pico-Union, Bob Armstrong runs a business that has been in his family since 1903, first in Canada and then, starting in the 1920s, in Los Angeles — the Armstrong Family Malloy-Mitten Mortuary. He has never been busier. There are new refrigerated units out back to store the growing number of bodies received from hospitals. He has pulled all his advertising off the internet. “Everyone in our industry is swamped right now,” he said. “We’re turning away business. I’ve been in the business for 45 years and this is the most challenging situation we have ever seen.”
The virus often leaves economic devastation in its wake because so many people who fall ill are working in jobs that provide no health benefits or sick pay. Ms. Rivera, who works in child care, lost income when she got sick; so did her son-in-law, who missed shifts at a textile factory. To pay their $1,500 monthly rent, Ms. Rivera had to pawn off the gold necklace her daughter received for her quinceañera. She got $500. She hopes to get it back, but after just a month, she already owes $200 in interest. They have relied on charity to leave food boxes outside their door. “Even if we don’t have enough to eat we have a roof over our head for the kids,” Ms. Rivera said.

In South Los Angeles, Hilda Rodriguez-Guzman was lucky enough to buy a house about 20 years ago in the neighborhood where she grew up. But as housing prices have skyrocketed in the region, homeownership is out of reach for her children. So now, there are four generations living in her small three-bedroom house, which has one bathroom. Her adult son sleeps on the couch. There are grandchildren running around. Her father recently came to live with her after being hospitalized for Covid-19. For a time so did her godson, a veteran who was homeless and suffering from PTSD. We are forced to live in these conditions where we’re basically all on top of each other,” Ms. Guzman said. “There’s no privacy.” Nearly everyone in the house has come down with Covid-19. Ms. Guzman believes that the infections started when her daughter attended a small dinner party in June, after the initial coronavirus restrictions were lifted. Ms. Guzman had the worst of it, and was hospitalized for nine days last summer. She needed supplemental oxygen for months afterward.

In richer and whiter neighborhoods, she said, people who get sick can easily isolate and they often have jobs that provide benefits and allow them to work from home. “We can’t do that,” she said. “We don’t have that luxury. And it says a lot about the inequity that does exist and the racism. This pandemic has made the disparities all the more clear.” With so many people in the house, and so many falling sick and missing work, money became tight. Utility bills skyrocketed and so did food costs, as quarantined family members relied on delivery apps like Postmates. “Luckily we had a little bit saved up but all of it is gone now,” she said.

And still, as Los Angeles officials parse the daily drumbeat of cases and deaths, looking for any sign that the surge is slowing, Ms. Rivera keeps hearing the sirens. With each passing ambulance, Ms. Rivera pauses, wondering who is sick this time. Her lingering effects from the virus include loss of smell, and she is scared about getting reinfected. Before she gets on the bus for work each morning, she says a short prayer, asking God to keep her safe. But she does not leave it all in God’s hands. For protection, she always has extra face masks, passing them around on the bus to those who need one.

Ana Facio-Krajcer contributed reporting. Tim Arango is a Los Angeles correspondent. Before moving to California, he spent seven years as Baghdad bureau chief and also reported on Turkey. He joined The Times in 2007 as a media reporter. @tarangoNYT

A version of this article appears in print on Jan. 24, 2021, Section A, Page 1 of the New York edition with the headline: Virus Ravages Cramped Homes in Los Angeles.
Thank you for submitting a comment to the Denver Planning Board. Your input will be forwarded to all board members as well as the project manager. For information about the board and upcoming agenda items, visit [www.DenverGov.org/planningboard](http://www.DenverGov.org/planningboard).
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Jennifer Qualteri

**Address**
3253 W. Conejos Place
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Denver
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Colorado

**ZIP code**
80204

**Email**
jenennifer.qualteri@gmail.com

**Agenda item you are commenting on:**
Text Amendment
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Project</th>
<th>Group Living Amendment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Would you like to express support for or opposition to the project?</td>
<td>Strong opposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your comment:</td>
<td>I am writing today in hope that you will vote against the Group Living Amendment that is going before City Council on February 8th. Here is why I think the amendment is not in the best interest of Denver. It seems to just be a way to keep rents high and does not solve our housing problems forcing families to double and triple up because rates are always going to stay unaffordable. This is also forcing people to live in spaces that might mean a family lives in 200 square feet or people having 100 square feet of privacy. Shared living spaces will be more foreign than welcoming. What about children, should they have to be at risk of being abused by an unrelated adult? Charges like this are so difficult to press. I have always heard that if one is going to error it is better to air on the side of the child. What about green space in the cramped conditions? It won't be like communal living for the most part. There is not enough land. Organized gardens like we find in an affordable housing unit won't be there because this will be disorganized housing. Also, the Mayor seems to be acting in bad faith and without transparency. He is using taxpayers money with his storytelling unit to trick the citizens of Denver. YIMBY is involved, but their board is packed with the owners of QCC and officers of Co-Own Company, so that organization is definitely experiencing conflicts of interest from big money. I am certain this is a bad idea for the resident's in Denver. I feel this YIMBY is hiding behind in a guise of acting socially just, but rather they are unjust and not looking to the greater good of the community, They are most interested in their bottom line profit. By forcing people to live in subpar conditions they are acting as masters, and the community is now in servitude. Additionally, this amendment seems like it will have an adverse effect on folk's property values, and then what happens to upscale Development has to adhere. Does it become Slum development? The number of non-related people living in a home should be limited to what it is now. If someone has an extra bedroom they can always take in a roommate and cost share where everyone wins.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Zoning has been disregarded as well, and blatantly. Quote from QCC owner Bindel "We've been pretty public that we are in violation of the zoning code," Bindel admitted to Westword. Honestly we should be able to expect better ethics from our partners. This is a case in point where our leadership should think this is bad behavior Bindel appears to think he is above acting in good faith with our city government.

Again I don't think if property owners will benefit either. Yes they might be able to get a higher rent, but it also seems that it will allow for different personality types to be housed together. I wonder if it will ultimately trash their properties, and put undue stress on our police officers and other city resources.

I think that affordable housing is a better solution. Giving a family or individual a hand up and the confidence that a poor citizen can enjoy amenities and break a cycle even experience wealth and then an ability to give back to the community. In an affordable housing situation at least services are offered and the people are better organized to get what they need to thrive. This is disorganizing those individuals and will have lifelong consequences. Again a way to keep the community at the masters will, it is a form of slavery.

The Mayor has sold out Denver neighborhoods and is favoring a few businesses over the majority of businesses. Small business will be preyed upon, strangled of sorts and forced to sell for a fraction of what their business and livelihoods are worth.

Please vote NO not on the group living amendment it is a trick and fraught with injustice.

Thank you,
--
Jennifer Qualteri

PS. if this is not a text amendment please let me know to resubmit or you have my permission to recategorize to the correct agenda item area.
Good morning,

I am a resident at 561 Steele St Denver, Co 80206 and am against the group living text amendment.

Regards,

Stephanie Costonis
TO: Andrew Webb, Senior City Planner  
Denver City Council Members  

RE: Group Living Text Amendment  

Hello Andrew Webb, and Denver City Council Members,  

I would like to convey my STRONG SUPPORT for the Group Living Text Amendment. It is important that we continue to change as a City, do all that we can do to make Denver more equitable, combat historical injustices in our residential zoning laws, and offer real solutions to address the growing housing crisis.  

That said, I would like to also request changes to the Amendment as it is currently proposped.  

1. Preferably, I would like the words “Unrelated Adults” to completely be removed, and there to be no Hard Cap of Adults in the home, but rather be a flexible cap related to the square footage of the home. There are already numerous homes that are sub-plexed allowing 2 per individual unit. There are examples all over Denver where there are as many as 6-units thereby already allowing for 12 unrelated adults to live in the home, where a house directly across the street of the same size is limited to only 2. Stands to reason, that the single family home could accommodate the same number of people, but without requiring the need to sub-plex the home.  

By the admission of the City Planner, enforcement of the Unrelated Adults rule is inherently racist in practice. By removing the language of “Unrelated Adults”, we would end the practice of BIPOC being disproportionately reported to City of Denver inspections, or being given fewer options for housing than white people out of concern of being reported, or potentially being required to move out during what is an unprecedented housing crisis.  

However, should a Hard Cap be required to gain support to pass the Group Living Text Amendment, I strongly urge the Cap to be raised at least to Eight, preferably Ten unrelated adults. By stopping at a total of 4 or 5, we are essentially eliminating the opportunity to form co-ops or for the existing co-ops to become legal. There are unofficially many co-ops existing around Denver, but they are unable to officially register due to the current limitations of Unrelated Adults, and the proposed changes will not be sufficient to allow them to become legal.
Furthermore, in the presentation to Denver City Council, Andrew Webb explained a slide of Denver Peer Cities. Despite having various caps ranging from Two to Eight Unrelated Adults, all of the Peer Cities still averaged fewer than three unrelated adults per household. Thus, Denver likely will not see a significant change in our average household size whether the cap of Unrelated Adults is 5 people or 8 people.

2.

I would also like to request Denver City Council to consider easing the restrictions on Residential Care Facilities. In the presentation by Andrew Webb, it was clear that there were no significant issues from the existing facilities that were in existence prior to their original exclusion. As such, it seems that any concerns regarding these facilities are rooted in fear not evidence-based. With this in mind, we request that that some of the restrictions added to the Amendment at the final LUTI Committee Meeting be rescinded to allow for more people in the smaller facilities serving up to 12 people, as well as allowing similar sized Community Corrections facilities within single-unit and two-unit zone districts, so long as they are within a reasonable distance to public transit.

Allowing citizens transitioning from the carceral system to join our communities will help both those within the facilities to be supported by their families, as well as give their loved ones greater access to them while they reside in the facility. This crucial nexus of social support will enable more of these citizens to successfully reintegrate into our larger community, thereby being better for everyone involved.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Regards,

Bryan J. Wilson
1250 Saint Paul Street, Denver 80206
District 10
Hello Andrew Webb, and Denver City Council Members,

I would like to convey my STRONG SUPPORT for the Group Living Text Amendment. It is important that we continue to change as a City, do all that we can do to make Denver more equitable, combat historical injustices in our residential zoning laws, and offer real solutions to address the growing housing crisis.

That said, I would like to also request changes to the Amendment as it is currently proposed.

1. Preferably, I would like the words “Unrelated Adults” to completely be removed, and there to be no Hard Cap of Adults in the home, but rather be a flexible cap related to the square footage of the home. There are already numerous homes that are sub-plexed allowing 2 per individual unit. There are examples all over Denver where there are as many as 6-units thereby already allowing for 12 unrelated adults to live in the home, where a house directly across the street of the same size is limited to only 2. Stands to reason, that the single family home could accommodate the same number of people, but without requiring the need to sub-plex the home.

By the admission of the City Planner, enforcement of the Unrelated Adults rule is inherently racist in practice. By removing the language of “Unrelated Adults”, we would end the practice of BIPOC being disproportionately reported to City of Denver inspections, or being given fewer options for housing than white people out of concern of being reported, or potentially being required to move out during what is an unprecedented housing crisis.

However, should a Hard Cap be required to gain support to pass the Group Living Text Amendment, I strongly urge the Cap to be raised at least to Eight, preferably Ten unrelated adults. By stopping at a total of 4 or 5, we are essentially eliminating the opportunity to form co-ops or for the existing co-ops to become legal. There are unofficially many co-ops existing around Denver, but they are unable to officially register due to the current limitations of Unrelated Adults, and the proposed changes will not be sufficient to allow them to become legal.
Furthermore, in the presentation to Denver City Council, Andrew Webb explained a slide of Denver Peer Cities. Despite having various caps ranging from Two to Eight Unrelated Adults, **all of the Peer Cities still averaged fewer than three unrelated adults per household.** Thus, Denver likely will not see a significant change in our average household size whether the cap of Unrelated Adults is 5 people or 8 people.

2. I would also like to request Denver City Council to consider easing the restrictions on Residential Care Facilities. In the presentation by Andrew Webb, it was clear that there were no significant issues from the existing facilities that were in existence prior to their original exclusion. As such, it seems that any concerns regarding these facilities are rooted in fear not evidence-based. With this in mind, we request that that some of the restrictions added to the Amendment at the final LUTI Committee Meeting be rescinded to allow for more people in the smaller facilities serving up to 12 people, as well as allowing similar sized Community Corrections facilities within single-unit and two-unit zone districts, so long as they are within a reasonable distance to public transit.

Allowing citizens transitioning from the carceral system to join our communities will help both those within the facilities to be supported by their families, as well as give their loved ones greater access to them while they reside in the facility. This crucial nexus of social support will enable more of these citizens to successfully reintegrate into our larger community, thereby being better for everyone involved.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Regards,

Justin Swanstrom  
5121 E Yale Ave Apt 402  
Denver 80222  
District #4

--
Justin Howery Swanström  
Pronouns: he/him
this is part of what is in this proposal. I urge a no vote. Karen and Ron Dreher

From: "Safe and Sound Denver" <safeandsounddenver@gmail.com>
To: "rdreher" <rdreher@q.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 5:08:35 PM
Subject: School Buffer Zones Removed
Denver's Zoning Code is about to change and it will affect schools! One of many major changes in the massive, 200-page Group Living Zoning Code Amendment is the removal of buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities.

The current Code requires a 1,500 ft buffer zone. The Amendment removes that protection, in conflict with the Denver Comprehensive 2040 Plan's values and vision of safe communities. [Strong and Authentic Neighborhoods; Goal #9 Ensure All Neighborhoods are Safe]

Without that protection, schools in commercial or industrial zones will be at-risk of being located proximate to a community corrections
Example | Rocky Mountain Prep - Creekside
Do you know a student or family with children who attend Rocky Mountain Prep Creekside Academy? Under the proposed Amendment, a community corrections facility can be placed in any of the shaded purple areas, with no buffer from schools.

Example | Highline Academy
How about Highline Academy? Again, surrounded by options for easy placement of community corrections facilities, with no buffer from schools.
Homeless shelters allowed in all neighborhoods
Homeless shelters, previously restricted to non-residential areas, will be allowed in all residential neighborhoods. Type 1 shelters, with 1-10 guests, are specifically allowed in single-family neighborhoods.

These changes will affect schools in Denver -- public, private, charter -- and will take effect in February if the Amendment is approved.

We thought you should know!
There are approximately 94,000 students in Denver Public Schools, and thousands more in Denver private schools and home schools. We think parents and schools should be aware of this changing environment. Denver Public Schools, Denver Community Planning and Development, and City Council have not made an effort to inform our school communities. Please share with anyone who has a school-aged children in Denver.
Final City Council Public Hearing and Vote
Monday | February 8, 2021 | 5:00 p.m.
Register HERE

Contact your City Councilperson HERE

Twitter  | Facebook  | NextDoor  | SafeandSoundDenver.com
Hello,

As a 6th generation native and “Denverite”, my husband and I respectfully and vehemently oppose the proposed Group Living Amendment.

This is quite a concerning amendment that will greatly disintegrate some of the already dissolving greatness of Denver.

PLEASE do not go through with this proposal.

Thank you,

Evyn Schulze
All- I am writing to ask that you vote against this amendment that is up for vote on February 8. I have lived in the City of Denver for more than 30 years and love the neighborhood we are in. Obviously I've seen changes over the years - some better than others - and have appreciated the fact that our neighbors and neighborhood have remained a stable, safe place to raise families and feel connected to each other. I believe the changes proposed by this amendment will introduce negative consequences that will change our neighborhood drastically. Please reconsider your vote on this amendment.
Dear Councilman Hinds, Denver City Council and Andrew Webb:

I am a resident of District 10.

**I am writing to ask you to REJECT the Revised Group Living Amendment.**

I would put forth three reasons:

1. My family bought our house on the 700 block of Madison because we wanted to live in a quiet, single family environment. I do not want the possibility of up to 5 unrelated adults + their relatives living next door to me. That is not what I signed up for.

2. The Group Living Amendment has put forth for improve affordable living - but affordability will only improve for those seeking to rent a room in a house. For those seeking a single-family living environment - i.e. couples, families, etc, the Group Living Amendment would reduce affordability of single family homes within the City of Denver.

3. City Council does not have the moral authority, or a mandate to make this change. The GLA will have a huge impact on our city. The changes contemplated via the GLA were not debated in our last election, and if this Council seeks to make these wholesale changes, for which they do not have a mandate, I ask you seek one via a referendum on the contemplated changes.

Chris and I corresponded via a recent live-stream about affordability. Chris disagreed when I asserted that GLA would reduce affordability, and then went into Econ 101 about why it would improve affordability.

The question is "IMPROVE AFFORDABILITY FOR WHO"?

Chris pointed to Cap Hill as the goal - I don’t WANT to live in Cap Hill. I want to live in Congress Park, a single family neighborhood. That's where we bought, that's where we want to live.

Affordability for those seeking to live in a group living environment should not be provided on the backs of those of us who have spent a lifetime working, scrimping, saving and
sacrificing to provide the environment we chose to live in.

I urge you to reject the Group Living Amendment.

Sincerely,

Jason Fellows  
The Fellows Family  
740 Madison St.  
Denver, CO  
80206  
t: 303-909-8936

Sent from Outlook
I'm writing in opposition of this amendment. I believe this issue requires a more regulated approach and should not be forced upon residents in the manner it currently is. This is too aggressive and may result in many, many problems for many, many residents in many, many neighborhoods.

I request/suggest to please postpone the vote scheduled for Feb 8 and work to arrange more community discussion, organizing, etc. in this time of pandemic that is limiting the ability of many to participate. City Council and GLAC pushing this onto neighborhoods is not a fair way to handle the issues that need to be addressed.

Please advise.

Respectfully,

Irenka Hammell

hutt0999@gmail.com

Please consider your environmental responsibility. Before printing this e-mail message, ask yourself whether you really need a hard copy.

CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION: This email message and any attachment may contain privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which the email is addressed. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, that person is hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us as soon as possible by telephone (collect calls will be accepted). Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
As a resident of Southmoor Park since 1980 I cannot urge you strongly enough to vote "NO" on GLA (Group Living Amendment) on February 8, 2021. To vote for this amendment shows that you do not understand your constituents and their wants and needs.

Mary Jean Sederberg
James H. Sederberg
PLEASE vote NO on changing the zoning to allow group living scheduled for Feb 8!

Sent from my iPhone
Hello,

As noted in my previous communication with Mr. Webb and Ms. Black, I vehemently OPPOSE the group living modifications you are pushing on us. I believe the process is extremely flawed, and that these changes do not reflect what the majority of tax-paying Denver residents support. I believe these extreme modifications will cause an exodus of long-term residents from the city (please see my prior email regarding my personal experiences) which will erode the tax base and exacerbate the current problems.

I’m so disappointed in the process and the lack of meaningful engagement and consideration of opposing views.

Sincerely,
Amy McGarrity
Denver, CO
80237
Dear Mr. Webb, the Denver Planning Committee and City Council,

As I listen to many arguments against the Group Living Code Amendment, I often ask why the assumption about those that may (or may not) choose to move into various neighborhoods are negative? Why is it assumed that these additional non-related adults will not improve the community? That they will not respect their property, pick up their garbage, enjoy the benefits of slower traffic, less noise, clear sidewalks? Why is assumed that these new residents will not be additive to the community and good neighbors that we should all appreciate and respect?

When I hear people talk about their fears over this amendment, it is fear of the unknown that guides their disapproval. They talk as if only the worst type of neighbor who wishes to have a dozen family members with endless cars living with them. There is no data to show that this is what happens or that this is what people want for themselves. Adults want to be able to pay their rent. Some want to live with friends in order to pay their rent. Most of us have done this at some point in our lives.

There is a movement for people owning fewer cars, not more. Large buildings are being built around the city without parking under the assumption that young adults don’t want to hassle with car ownership. We shall see if this is the case and if Denver invests in improved public transportation. Many adults want access to the bus lanes, the bike lanes, and they want access to grocery stores that sell fresh produce. Not every Denver neighborhood offers this at the moment.

I am of the mindset that Denver’s Group Living Code is outdated for where Denver wants to go as a growing city. And I am aware that Denver’s Planning Committee has been working on this proposal for over 3 years. In order for adults to be able to live in the city where they are able to find work, where they are able to access the services they need and be near the services that a city should provide, many adults will need to live together in order to pay their rent and mortgage.

I understand the fear regarding over crowding in the best schools. The best schools are full as families choice into them from other neighborhoods where they do not have a decent performing public school. This is very much a DPS issue and a funding and administrative issue for Denver public schools. But this should not deter an improvement in the Group Living Code. We have seen some underperforming neighborhood schools improve once their neighborhood family base decided to get behind their school. This happens when there is economic support in a community. Allowing people to more easily afford where they live allows them the opportunity to help their neighborhood school.

I ask my fellow neighbors and community members to not be driven by fear when they think of more adults living together and to not assume the worst. I ask that they assume that we are a community of hard working adults trying to do our best in this world regardless of race, religion and sexual orientation. With whom we choose to live, how we are able to find a reasonable solution to pay our rent/mortgage is on each of us to solve every day. In addition, we should also take pride in supporting people in our community in group or elderly homes that are doing their best to transition to a better life or finish their lives with integrity and grace.

Thank you,
Dina Bleecker
Kendra,
From its inception 3 years ago this zoning amendment has LACKED TRANSPARENCY:

The GLAC Committee was hand picked by the Mayor’s office and the two council members who are sponsors of the Amendment.

Further, of the 47 members, 40 were providers of group living services and stand to benefit from it passage.

Twelve of the members didn’t even live in Denver and 6 of the 12 Council Districts had no representation.

Denver residents were not at the table for the first 2 years in the development of the Residential Care and Congregate Living Amendment, resulting in no real input from Denver residential property owners.

Community engagement and communication was not solicited until March 2020, coinciding with the COVID-19 pandemic, making reach out very challenging. My bet is most Denver residents, if surveyed, would still be unaware of it.

I urge you to VOTE NO on this AMENDMENT. Thank you.

Carol Ward
Andrew --

All In Denver is a non-profit advocacy organization that believes an equitable city is where all people have the opportunity to prosper and thrive.

Attached, for your consideration, is a Statement in Support of Revisions to Denver’s Group Living Rules from All In Denver that the City Council will be considering on Monday, February 8. We supported the original package of revisions proposed back in the spring, and while the revised package has been diluted, we support it since it’s 1) a significant improvement over current regulations and 2) we respect the spirit of compromise that has produced the revisions.

Please contact me or any of our board members for additional information or support.

**Brad Segal**  
Co-Founder  
**All In Denver**  
1201 E. Colfax Avenue, Suite 201  
Denver, CO 80218  
Direct Tel: 303-997-8754  
Direct Email: brad@pumaworldhq.com

[www.allindenver.org](http://www.allindenver.org)
1. Removing school buffer zones. Remote is terrible for the community's children. They need to interact to learn as well. Hopefully this CoVid vaccine becomes as simple as a flu shot and we all go back to being closer to each other. What we don't need is the children being put at risk of modeling unhealthy behaviors and like it or not, correctional facilities and half-way houses are still housing people in recovery mode.

2. YIMBY is a trick. They are pushing the amendment and getting buy-in from in a political manner organizing with those who have learned to bond together for acceptance and inclusion, when they should find equity, diversity, inclusion as natural consequences of us all acting in an ethical manner. Two companies QCC and the Co-Own company pack YIMBY board under the guise of caring, but business decisions drive this group. The decisions this non-profit pushes is good for some businesses in Denver and bad for others.

3. 23% of the zoning code is still in Chapter 59 making it unequal for neighborhoods so developers can negotiate with the city for special deals. Can't we just stay the course and stop mili-tasking with two different zoning agendas? The developers on 17th and Sheridan are not even considering affordable housing as an example.

4. The market is not normal because supply and demand are not working. Rents will always be artificially high.

5. Sex/drug trafficking are real in Denver. This will give an opportunity for like minded individuals to live together. This will not always be a good thing and create a hostile and dangerous environment in some neighborhoods.

Thank you,

Jennifer Qualteri
3253 W. Conejos Pl
Denver, CO 80204
Dear All, I originally wrote this version of my comment to my own council woman several days ago. I needed to edit it because I now realize that I need to write not just to Jaimie Torres, but all of the City Council. This version will remove my council district and replace it with the word Denver. Apology for the confusion.

I am writing today in hope that you will vote against the Group Living Amendment that is going before City Council on February 8th.

Here is why I think the amendment is not in the best interest of Denver. It seems to just be a way to keep rents high and does not solve our housing problems forcing families to double and triple up because rates are always going to stay unaffordable. This is also forcing people to live in spaces that might mean a family lives in 200 square feet or people having 100 square feet of privacy. Shared living spaces will be more foreign than welcoming. What about children, should they have to be at risk of being abused by an unrelated adult? Charges like this are so difficult to press. I have always heard that if one is going to error it is better to air on the side of the child. What about green space in the cramped conditions? It won't be like communal living for the most part. There is not enough land. Organized gardens like we find in an affordable housing unit won't be there because this will be disorganized housing.

Also, the Mayor seems to be acting in bad faith and without transparency. He is using taxpayers money with his storytelling unit to trick the citizens of Denver. YIMBY is involved, but their board is packed with the owners of QCC and officers of Co-Own Company, so that organization is definitely experiencing conflicts of interest from big money. I am certain this is a bad idea for the resident's in Denver. I feel this YIMBY is hiding behind in a guise of acting socially just, but rather they are unjust and not looking to the greater good of the community. They are most interested in their bottom line profit. By forcing people to live in subpar conditions they are acting as masters, and the community is now in servitude.

Additionally, this amendment seems like it will have an adverse effect on folk's property values, and then what happens if Development has to adhere. Does a development for example Sloan's
Lake become Slums Lake development? The number of non-related people living in a home should be limited to what it is now. If someone has an extra bedroom they can always take in a roommate and cost share where everyone wins.

Zoning has been disregarded as well, and blatantly. Again I don't think if property owners will benefit.. Yes they might be able to get a higher rent, but it also seems that it will allow for different personality types to be housed together. I wonder if it will ultimately trash their properties, and put undue stress on our police officers and other city resources.

I think that affordable housing is a better solution. Giving a family or individual a hand up and the confidence that a poor citizen can enjoy amenities and break a cycle even experience wealth and then an ability to give back to the community. In an affordable housing situation at least services are offered and the people are better organized to get what they need to thrive. This is disorganizing those individuals and will have lifelong consequences. Again a way to keep the community at the masters will, it is a form of slavery.

The Mayor has sold out Denver neighborhoods and is favoring a few businesses over the majority of businesses in Denver, small business not in alliance with YIMBY will be preyed upon, strangled of sorts and forced to sell for a fraction of what their business and livelihoods are worth. This is a common scam in real estate. Buy low and sell high, no matter who has to suffer the consequences.

Please vote NO not on the group living amendment it is a trick and fraught with injustice.

Thank you,

--

Jennifer Qualteri
3253 W. Conejos Pl
Denver, CO 80204
303-238-2730
From: Qualteri, Jennifer <jennifer.qualteri@gmail.com>  
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2021 9:15 PM  
To: Planningboard - CPD <planningboard2@denvergov.org>; dencc - City Council <dencc@denvergov.org>  
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment Group Living Amendment 2 of 2

I am writing today in hope that you will vote against the Group Living Amendment that is going before City Council on February 8th.

Here is why I think the amendment is not in the best interest of Council District 3. It seems to just be a way to keep rents high and does not solve our housing problems forcing families to double and triple up because rates are always going to stay unaffordable. This is also forcing people to live in spaces that might mean a family lives in 200 square feet or people having 100 square feet of privacy. Shared living spaces will be more foreign than welcoming. What about children, should they have to be at risk of being abused by an unrelated adult? Charges like this are so difficult to press. I have always heard that if one is going to error it is better to air on the side of the child. What about green space in the cramped conditions? It won't be like communal living for the most part. There is not enough land. Organized gardens like we find in an affordable housing unit won't be there because this will be disorganized housing.

Also, the Mayor seems to be acting in bad faith and without transparency. He is using taxpayers money with his storytelling unit to trick the citizens of Denver. YIMBY is involved, but their board is packed with the owners of QCC and officers of Co-Own Company, so that organization is definitely experiencing conflicts of interest from big money. I am certain this is a bad idea for the resident's in Denver. I feel this YIMBY is hiding behind in a guise of acting socially just, but rather they are unjust and not looking to the greater good of the community. They are most interested in their bottom line profit. By forcing people to live in subpar conditions they are acting as masters, and the community is now in servitude.

Additionally, this amendment seems like it will have an adverse effect on folk's property values, and then what happens if Sloans Development has to adhere. Does it become Slum Lake development? The number of non-related people living in a home should be limited to what it is now. If someone has an extra bedroom they can always take in a roommate and cost share where everyone wins.

Zoning has been disregarded as well, and blatantly. Again I don't think if property owners will benefit.. Yes they might be able to get a higher rent, but it also seems that it will allow for different personality types to be housed together. I wonder if it will ultimately trash their properties, and put undue stress on our police officers and other city resources.
I think that affordable housing is a better solution. Giving a family or individual a hand up and the confidence that a poor citizen can enjoy amenities and break a cycle even experience wealth and then an ability to give back to the community. In an affordable housing situation at least services are offered and the people are better organized to get what they need to thrive. This is disorganizing those individuals and will have lifelong consequences. Again a way to keep the community at the masters will, it is a form of slavery.

The Mayor has sold out Denver neighborhoods and is favoring a few businesses over the majority of businesses in CD3, Those folks on Federal will be preyed upon, strangled of sorts and forced to sell for a fraction of what their business and livelihoods are worth.

Please vote NO not on the group living amendment it is a trick and fraught with injustice.

Thank you,

--

Jennifer Qualteri
3253 W. Conejos Pl
Denver, CO 80204
303-238-2730
With all due respect, though you did not respect the process by employing actual Denver residents and homeowners,

Many Denverites are just now finding out about this disastrous attempt to decimate our neighborhoods with overstuffing, crime, noise, etc, by putting in multi-use and overcrowding in a single home. Even bringing 10 unrelated people down to 5 + family is still overcrowding. How dare you call this "equity?"

**How could you allow this to happen?** You are supposed to plan to make our lives better, not to enrich congregate business providers!

I bought a home between a behavioral addiction center and a correctional halfway house, and I don't even go anywhere after dusk. I was planning to sell and use the equity to move to a neighborhood that is safe, and does NOT contain these neighborhood-ruining businesses. Now, every neighborhood will be an equal-opportunity pay-to-play zone, with group homes and addiction centers, which as you know, are big money. Why were these the people chosen to be on the committee to approve themselves? They don't even live in Denver. How is this even LEGAL?

I am flyering my neighborhood today. We are majority Latino, and while having an extra person or two in our homes might help with the financial end, we won't have a neighborhood worth living in once this GLA is in full-swing. The cost to our neighbors will be devastating. Out of 8 RNO board members, **I was the ONLY person that was even aware of the GLA, until this week. That is NOT representation.**

I urge City Council to vote NO on this effort to allow businesses to take over and destroy our Denver neighborhoods.

K.Pinella
I am a Denver resident. I **ask you to vote "NO" on the Group Living** proposal residential "density" element for these reasons:

1. I believe the Group Living Advisory Committee was "stacked" with people who were predisposed to approving this change. In fact, some of the advisory committee members will see a financial gain from its passage. When you start out with a biased committee, it really doesn't matter how many hours, weeks, months or years they spend on a proposal. It will still be biased. And, it will not solve any homeless or affordability problems. It will not achieve "equity."

2. This proposal should be put on the ballot to allow Denver voters - the people you were elected to represent - to decide. I was told by my council member that putting it on the ballot "was never discussed" by council members. Why not? Is it because you are worried about the voters rejecting this proposal? Despite what proponents may be telling you, I think the majority of Denver homeowners oppose this proposal. Such a sweeping, substantive change which could affect the value of our homes should be voted on by the people affected.

3. Vote "NO." And if you still wish to pursue this, put the residential density element on the ballot.

Erik Dyce  
Denver Resident
Dear Council Members:

I am a Denver resident. I ask you to vote "NO" on the Group Living proposal residential "density" element for these reasons:

1. I believe the Group Living Advisory Committee was "stacked" with people who were predisposed to approving this change. In fact, some of the advisory committee members will see a financial gain from its passage. When you start out with a biased committee, it really doesn't matter how many hours, weeks, months or years they spend on a proposal. It will still be biased. And, it will not solve any homeless or affordability problems. It will not achieve "equity."

2. This proposal should be put on the ballot to allow Denver voters - the people you were elected to represent - to decide. I was told by my council member that putting it on the ballot "was never discussed" by council members. Why not? Is it because you are worried about the voters rejecting this proposal? Despite what proponents may be telling you, I think the majority of Denver homeowners oppose this proposal. Such a sweeping, substantive change which could affect the value of our homes should be voted on by the people affected.

3. Vote "NO." And if you still wish to pursue this, put the residential density element on the ballot.

Pete Meersman
Denver Resident
I sent you the last one. Andrew Webb took issue with some of it. I sent that email to Florence Sebern, who ably refuted him.

Please consider this when you vote. This is a big change for Denver in which few of Denver citizens (the ones impacted) has a say.

Thank you.
'Racist' zoning? Past councils thought otherwise

The current council would do well to heed the obvious appreciation their predecessors had for the character and integrity of Denver’s diverse neighborhoods. They had an interest in protecting what makes Denver’s single-family neighborhoods desirable, not turning quiet, peaceful neighborhoods, where neighbors know each other and kids can safely play, into a high-density maze of rentals, multi-occupant owners and homeless shelters, with criminal correctional facilities nearby.

There are numerous things to dislike about the Group Living Amendment now before the Denver City Council and scheduled for a vote on Feb. 8. One of the most glaring is the statement made by the city’s Department of Community Planning and Development (CPD) in its presentation material when the Group Living Proposal was first submitted for public review. It read: “We have exclusionary regulations with roots in classism and racism.”

That seemed to me to be a rather harsh and unreasonable statement being that, when I first took up residence in the neighborhood where I’ve lived for 45 years, I was not informed about the racist/classist nature of the neighborhood nor did I become aware of that state of affairs until the truth of the matter was revealed, thanks to CPD.

However, sometimes declaratory statements of that nature can be deceptive, not pertinent to current conditions, and the reason for making such a statement is an attempt to influence and justify a cause of action. I believe that to be the case here, as I have not experienced or witnessed the “exclusionary regulations” claimed to exist by the CPD. In fact, I have observed the opposite, with many homes occupied by a diverse mix of residents.

If the “exclusionary regulations” do exist, as claimed, the blame most certainly can be directed at the City Council in existence in 2010, when the current zoning code was adopted. Just 10 short years ago, that council had the opportunity to remedy the “classist/racist” Denver zoning code. Instead, it overlooked what must have been obvious flaws and, in a unanimous 13-0 vote June 21, 2010, approved the current Denver Zoning Code. Obviously they must have fallen short in their comprehension of the situation because CPD says that, at this very moment, we have exclusionary regulations with roots in classism and racism.

So, who were the members of this insensitive and callous council? Among them were Charlie Brown, Jeanne Faatz, Marsha Johnson, Peggy Lehman, Doug Linkhart, Paul Lopez, Carla Madison, Judy Montero, Chris Nevitt, Jeanne Robb, Michael Hancock and Carol Boigon. How could this wayward group make such a profound error in judgment, especially with several minority members? To further illustrate the
utter disregard for the disparities that must have been overlooked and dismissed as irrelevant, Council President Jeanne Robb stated the new code was “an affirmation of Denver neighborhoods...,” and Council member Michael Hancock, now Mayor Hancock, said it was, “the greatest economic development decision this council will make at the turn of the century.” To think that they could have corrected the great injustice that existed and failed to do so. Shame. They were so “unwoke.”

Obviously, my comments about the former council are a cynical reaction to the current state of affairs. The current council would do well to heed the obvious appreciation their predecessors had for the character and integrity of Denver’s diverse neighborhoods. They had an interest in protecting what makes Denver’s single-family neighborhoods desirable, not turning quiet, peaceful neighborhoods, where neighbors know each other and kids can safely play, into a high-density maze of rentals, multi-occupant owners and homeless shelters, with criminal correctional facilities nearby. Residents of Denver’s single-family residential neighborhoods live where they do because it’s the type of neighborhood and housing they prefer. It’s a lifestyle issue and has nothing to do with classism or racism.

To suggest otherwise is is an affront to the good people living in these neighborhoods who overwhelmingly oppose this amendment, as demonstrated by 80%-90% negative public commentary throughout this process. It’s obvious from scrutiny of the makeup of the Group Living Advisory Committee that this amendment is an endeavor to accommodate the wishes of the various special-interest groups, city staff and city officials who participated in this group, and not the values of the Denver residents who will be affected.

Denverites don’t want what the Denver Group Living Amendment is offering. This is a “social engineering” experiment that promises to divide, alienate and compromise the unique neighborhoods of Denver. The current City Council should uphold the integrity and good judgment of the council of 2010 and vote “NO” on this poorly constructed, unwanted and unneeded amendment. On Feb. 8 will the will of the people be upheld or, to quote F.D.R., will it be a day that will live in infamy?
Hi

Thank you both for the information on the zoom call today.

Regarding the survey, the neighborhood location didn't include Miller Park, where I live, so I don't know how the Miller Park RNO members and/or residents answered regarding location within District 10.

Feedback - apologies that I didn't fill in the survey. Thank you for mentioning that it's okay to forward an email to express feedback.

- I support the proposed changes but would like the following to be included:
  - I do not feel it's equitable to exclude any populations from accessing group living. If I were to shift to Strongly Approve (rather than Approve), it'd be because the measure, in current form, doesn't fully address issues around a lack of equity that we see across Denver. I am aware that there's issues regarding what some call the school to prison pipelines that disproportionately affect black, indigenous and students of color. I hope that future endeavors seek to ensure that nobody is excluded from group housing. I hope that neighborhoods cannot continue to use this as a way of excluding group homes and any resident requiring services.
  - Regarding unrelated adults able to live in a rental property. I approve this measure. Through this process, concerns I've had are allayed (regarding inadvertently pushing rent upwards because 5 unrelated adults can afford to spend more on rent than related adults cohabiting in a household that includes children). Overall, if the proposed measures work to better rental opportunities and more affordable housing options, then I Approve.
  - Regarding survey results and community engagement - I am no longer a member engaged with my local, small, RNO because I didn't feel that it was willing to adequately represent my views. My opinion and belief is that the survey results I saw today may have been skewed by actions similar to that of my own neighborhood's RNO. RNOs made an effort to communicate and gather feedback which may have contributed to over representation by some neighborhoods, types of dwelling (eg single house on lot residences) and age demographics (eg over 65 yo). The RNO's intention may not have been to become a gatekeeper of feedback but I do feel it may have had an impact in that regard. Here are my other concerns regarding community engagement and feedback, when it arrives via RNO prompting:
    - Are RNO's demonstrating diverse views around background and history regarding these changes? For example, I do not recall my neighborhood RNO ever mentioning the history of redlining in Denver and the potential impacts on views regarding affordable housing and the proposed changes.
    - I did not see visible evidence that RNO was reaching out to every household in my community to balance and ensure adequate representation of views. Yet, it still presented views anyway (eg, without being explicit as to how those views are valid/reliable).
    - I felt the RNO appeared to have drawn a viewpoint, then presented information within that lens. (Hence my separate communication to ensure that there's a range of voices represented
- I submit the above points as my own opinion, recent experiences, and in regard to today's survey results shown. I wish this to be included regarding the process of gaining community feedback and my own interaction with a neighborhood RNO, who initially raised the group home/unrelated adults proposed changes, and first brought it to my attention.

Many thanks,
Mandianne Berg
Miller Park Resident
Group Linvingoodsing Amendment:
Please not approved this amendment.
At least of 2 of the people in the original committee were going to gain from the passage of this amendment. Why were they included in the formation of anything that had do with this agreement? They should have not have been a part of the decision. Those who do not have any effect from the decision should not have any say with the outcome of the vote. They should recuse them selves.
What a mess you are voting upon. Keep our streets safe and our neighborhoods welcome.
I know that many of our citizens are suffering. Destroying the existing neighborhoods is not the solution.
Andrew Webb,

As a nonprofit affordable housing developer in Denver and a resident of District Nine, I am writing to support the passing changes to group living. Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. When I was in my early 20s, there is no way I could have gotten my footing in the city without the option to make rent more affordable with multiple roommates.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Brian Reilly
b.reilly212@gmail.com
1620 Fillmore St. Apt 423
Denver, Colorado 80206
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Sarah McGregor
smcg21@hotmail.com
2886 Emporia
Denver, Colorado 80238
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

David Pardo
davidpnut@gmail.com
3340 Wyandot St
Denver, Colorado 80211
Dear Council and Mayor,

News reports suggest that this initiative was introduced by the corrections industry and other businesses benefiting from ruining stable neighborhoods.

Let's be clear while providing services is a good thing it is a BAD THING to do it at the cost of ruining our neighborhoods.

Furthermore it is will monetize single family homes making individuals compete with Wall Street and other big money to buy homes. Allowing every bedroom to be rented out will create income properties that will discourage/compete with individuals from home ownership. If you like the boarding house model that ruined Capitol Hill in the post war years you will love the unlimited density initiative.

This will hurt society not help it. It is the tail wagging the dog. How could the bureaucrats behind it be so hostile to stable families and individuals who are the tax payers supporting them?

STOP THIS IRRATIONAL ATTACK AGAINST STABLE FAMILIES & NEIGHBORHOODS.

Regards,

Steve Weil, President & Chief Creative Officer

WE PUT THE SNAP IN WESTERN SHIRTS <> CELEBRATING 75 YEARS
(303) 629-7777 <> 1626 Wazee St., Denver, CO 80202 <> steve@rockmount.com
Andrew:
Please put me on record as against the above referenced zoning amendment:

- The committee consisted of many who stood to profit from its passage, some on the committee did not reside in Denver and half of the Council districts were not represented. Further when the Amendment was introduced to the public it was during the pandemic.
- The Amendment is very complex and lengthy, making its contents extremely difficult to understand.
- Even with the modifications to unrelated persons in a home, 5 adults and unlimited minor children in homes less than 1500 square feet (of which there are many in Denver) is not only unreasonable but unsafe and not sanitary.
- Parking issues surrounding this increase will be untenable, leading to a drop in property values and neighborhood desirability.
- Given that this Amendment does not affect 20% of Denver due to Chapter 59 Zoning, why wasn’t this issue fixed first. There has been 10 years to fix this.
- There is no funding mandated for the increased costs that will come from the passage of this zoning amendment, i.e trash, public safety, code infractions, etc. This is flat out irresponsible government.

THERE IS A BETTER WAY TO ACCOMPLISH THESE OBJECTIVES THAN THE PASSAGE OF THIS COMPLEX, INEQUITABLE AMENDMENT. I OPPOSE ITS PASSAGE. THANK YOU.

Respectfully submitted,
Carol A. Ward
Denver Resident
Council District 4
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Liz Fuselier
lcooperfuselier@gmail.com
1033 Humboldt Street
Denver, Colorado 80218
To Mayor Hancock, CM Hinds, Denver City Council and Mr. Webb,

My family and I reside in District 10. I am writing today to register my objection to the Revised Group Living Amendment.

I request you VOTE NO on Group Living, for the following reasons:

1. **Andrew Webb does not believe the GLA will be effective**
   Andrew Webb stated this on January 29, 2021 via a Facebook Livestream with CM Hinds when he asserted that the GLA will not result in increased density, thereby defeating its purpose.
   
   *If the experts responsible for designing this plan don't believe this profound change will achieve its purpose - the GLA should not be passed.*

2. **City Council does not have a mandate for this profound change to our City**
   This profound change to our city was not significantly discussed or debated during the last election.
   there is significant opposition to the original plan, and the revised plan.
   If City Council wishes to rezone 75% of our city, please seek a mandate to do so via election.

Please vote no!

Sincerely,

Jason Fellows
740 Madison St.
Denver, CO 80206
303-909-8936

Sent from Outlook
Dear City Council, Mr. Webb and Mayor,

I am opposed to the Group Living Amendment to the Zoning Code.

City Council members, please vote NO.

Thank you,
Karyn Karlson
Mayfair Neighborhood
Good afternoon.

I am writing to express that I do not support the upcoming vote to change zoning codes.

Firstly, I do not think that this is the safest, most effective way to help the homeless issue in Denver. Make no mistake, I believe we need to assist our homeless - but this seems ill thought out and detrimental to many.

Is this driven by profit? It certainly feels to be.

I think working to push such a far reaching change during a pandemic feels very underhand and unfair, I do not feel confident that Denver residents were made sufficiently aware of it. People may be working many more hours, balancing life/work in an unprecedented way. Zoom meetings are difficult at best and also exclusive. Not everyone has the access to the technology.

Did you include community members, listen to feedback. We are people that you all claim to work on behalf of.

I believe removing buffer zones around schools and the like is amoral. There is no way that communities would agree to this if they were aware. Who is benefiting from this? I have a strong suspicion that none of you will live in areas that will be affected by this. Your children will not be exposed to the same risks.

It feels very unsettling to me.

Again I want to state my opposition to the GLA vote.

Gemma Marshall
Dear Mr. Webb:

It is my understanding that most members of the City Council support the current version of the Group Living Amendment. I find this very disturbing.

I continue to oppose this amendment in its current form because:
- Five unrelated persons plus family members in a 1500 square foot home such as mine is too many. This will negatively change the character of the neighborhood.
- This amendment will result in increased traffic and street parking problems.
- I am convinced that persons in group living arrangements will have less invested in the upkeep of their homes similar to the problems we already have with absentee landlords and rental homes.
- While I have no problem with small assisted living facilities, I am totally opposed to community corrections and halfway houses in neighborhoods such as mine.
- This amendment will not affect all neighborhoods equally. Those still under the old zoning will not be affected. Is that fair?
- It has become evident that this amendment is being pushed by special interests, especially those wanting to invest in group homes as a profit making business.
- I resent that some people are characterizing opposition to this amendment as "racist". We have a number of black families in our neighborhood. I think most of us welcome racial and ethnic diversity - the more, the merrier as far as I'm concerned.
- For some reason, the City Council seems to be ignoring the concerns of many residents who will be affected by this change.

Sincerely,
Will Mahoney, M.A., P.G.
8353 E. Kenyon Drive
Denver, CO 80237
303-770-1690
Councilmember CdeBaca,

I saw a comment you made recently:

“I am here to tell The People what is being done in their name without their knowledge. Period.”

Why didn’t you tell the people of Denver what was being done “in their name” for 18 months regarding the Group Living Proposal? Yes, you came in after the start which was strategically between two councils so 5 members may not have been aware of the formation providing representatives to GLAC? Did your district have a representative? When and how did you begin learning about GLA? I believe you were in office when the “committee” voted to move to Planning Board and a quorum was not required, because it was a “committee”, not a “real” voting group.

Maybe “The People” means one thing to you and another to “the people” living all over Denver?

Regardless, on February 8, this bill needs a NO vote, whether because I believe, it is still too egregious, or you believe, it is not the original.

Thank you, if you read this.

Kate Adams

Denver resident
Please vote NO on this proposal as there are no restrictions on the closeness of housing the homeless and the recently released inmates to schools. There is a safety issue with the number of seniors as to congestion of increased vehicles, the number of committee members who have a vested financial interest in its passage vs. citizen safety and concern.

Thanks You
Chris Reich
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Stephen Polk
stephen.polka@gmail.com
901 N Clarkson St
Denver, Colorado 80218
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This needs to be addressed as effectively as possible.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Larger households have a smaller carbon footprint. There is not really any reason for it to remain illegal for more than 2 unrelated adults to share a household. It happens anyway. I wish the people camped out in my neighborhood had an easier path to housing affordability. Legalizing group living would offer one pathway to that.

Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Claudia Woodman
claudia.woodman@gmail.com
608 E. 12th Ave #202
Denver, Colorado 80203
Andrew Webb,

Dear Denver City Council,

I'm a climate scientist. I know that average carbon footprint of people living in the US is 8-15 times what is should be for us to avoid catastrophic impacts of climate crisis. All of our calculations show that group living decreased carbon footprint of each person living in shared housing.

Denver is also in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Warmly,
Kritee

Kritee Kritee
kriteek@gmail.com
3655 Smuggler Place
Boulder, Colorado 80305
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Amy Lynn Herman
amherman@gmail.com
1331 E. 14th Ave
Denver, Colorado 80218
Andrew Webb,

Greetings, Peace, Health, and Courage ~

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. I speak this not only alongside a collective of organizers, but as someone who is in numerous relationships that feel and live this crisis all hours of the day.

Walking away, staying neutral, and giving up on environmental and equity goals keeps us (all of us) so far from honoring a more just, loving, and **sustainable** future. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms and also analyze the deeply problematic/toxic culture that resulted in activists, service providers, and community members carrying thousands of hours of labor for the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Please be of a loving, courageous, and equitable way... pass group living.

Jonathon Stalls
jonathonstalls@gmail.com
2800 Forest Street
Denver, Colorado 80207
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Please support this legislation.

Respectfully,
Maria Talero

Maria Talero
mariatalero@hotmail.com
4750 W. 37th Ave
Denver, Colorado 80212
Hello,

On Friday's Zoom call Councilman Hines indicated that the "against" GLA response in the survey he sent out skewed older and from certain neighborhoods. He noted that the average age in District 10 is 35, implying that the 'against' results were not indicative of the population as a whole.

We should remember that many, many of the younger people living in the district are renters, many of whom do not plan to stay in their apartments or even the district forever. (for example Capitol Hill) and therefore would not have such a vested interest in the subject.

It should also be remembered that the respondents to the survey were the ones who CARED, and their views should certainly be represented by their Councilman.

While we're at it, what on earth do you plan to do about the large encampment at 13th and Pearl? I walked by there this morning and there were tents actually BLOCKING the sidewalk, which I thought was illegal.

Thank you.
Barbara Lencicki
Cap. Hill resident 30+ years
Andrew,
I am emailing you again (3rd email) to register my opposition for the Group Living Amendment. You have only responded to my 2nd email saying you never received my 1st email. I then forwarded the original email and you have never responded.

As the PM you are a trusted public figure. We need you to acknowledge that you hear us.

Major Hancock's irresponsible behavior ended in a lawsuit and now we all have the details of this senseless project. It is not in the best interest of Denver homeowners and our cherished neighborhoods.

Let us know you hear us.

Linda West (Gigi)

Gigi
Andrew Webb,

Hello Councilwoman Sandoval ~

I support the expansion of zoning for group living in the City of Denver. As a 303-native for four decades (Over half of which I've been a Denver resident), I have seen —as all us old-timers have— the astronomical changes that have occurred in our city’s development. I'm a single mother of a school aged child; rent is ALWAYS on my mind. I unfortunately missed out on getting my own Denver home after the 2008 financial crisis, and- after a divorce- I’m paying triple what was considered humane ten years ago. Some months, especially in COVID, I'm putting 80% of my income towards keeping a roof over my head. Despite the close quartered proximity, I simply MUST rent a bedroom to others unrelated, so that I can literally stay above water. That’s a bedroom I can’t give my eight year old just yet b/c we’re still figuring out how to make ends meet every month.

Because our housing market is so inflated, as wages stagnant and austerity measures are levied (and all the rest), living together is really the only option forward. And a soulful one, largely, in my opinion! Group living, housing cooperatives and similar co-housing models ARE legit frameworks for re-engineering our society to be more regenerative. Especially as COVID shrinks our ability to commune in public — let us at least develop micro-communities where we can help meet one another’s needs through mutual aid. Single family homes and the zoning that supports it, is completely out-of-tune to these times.

It is inflammatory propaganda to assume that nothing but negatives will result. It is a very NIMBY attitude that projects these fears. Generally, people need affordable, safe, nourishing places to live. Living with others is essential. Yes, even halfway and sober-living houses. I understand why they would not feel ideal, but we have a very serious displaced-persons population in this city. The sweeps are inhumane and fail to acknowledge or address the serious structural dimensions that aggravate our problem of homelessness. As long as we NIMBY our way through city governance, we continue to do violence to ourselves, as a society. People need places to live. They need to be able to afford them. Unless you all want to consider a more humane landscape for all us renters, we GOTTA live together, just to survive being here!

I hope you consider voting FOR this proposal. Future-forward cities understand the importance of designing for co-living, and humane density-living. Help Denver be the progressive city it always wants to shout about!

Thank you for your vote ~ Melissa Strasser, 5301 W 51st Ave, Denver 80212
Melissa Strasser
mastrasser@gmail.com
5301 W 51st Ave
Denver, Colorado 80212
I am requesting a change to the group living arrangement. It is ridiculous and absurd that a major city, one that boasts multiple colleges and universities and has been growing at such a significant rate, should limit household size in the way. Finding a place for multiple young professionals to live borders on the impossible, even though each of us has a separate stable income and is contributing to our communities. It is wildly inaccurate to think that all people living in a group setting are partiers, homeless, or even poor-- it's just that Denver has a housing crisis and people enjoy community. And what if it were the case that people wanted to live together to escape homelessness or stabilize their bank accounts? Wouldn't that be a win for everyone in the city as well?

Thank you,

Marie Giezendanner
Andrew Webb,

Please pass the new housing reforms proposed. In today’s economy it is imperative that we have cohousing to help make housing affordable for myself and friends.

Thank you, Khira

Khira Korpi
showingpeace@gmail.com
6854 Winona Street
Westminster, Colorado 80030
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

L Salvo
livsalvo44@gmail.com
36 McLean st
Highland park, Michigan 48203
Dear Andrew Webb and Denver City Council,

I would like to convey my strong support for the Group Living Text Amendment.

Today there is virtually unlimited demand to live in Denver. Short of building a Trumpian border wall, the city faces two choices: 1: Accomodate more people in both new and existing buildings or 2: Keep the zoning status quo and passively watch the city turn into a playground for the rich. There are no alternatives and the downsides of inaction are much worse than the fears of the naysayers, most of whom are privileged enough to already own a house. Group living is a win-win because it incentivizes the preservation of our existing buildings while also putting roofs over more heads.

That said, I do not believe the proposed changes go far enough and I displeased that the original proposal has been watered down. The phrase “unrelated adults” should be struck, as this distinction is arbitrary and unenforceable. There should also be no hard cap of adults in a home, but rather be a flexible cap related to square footage. There is no good reason not to allow efficient use of Denver's many large houses to comfortably accommodate more people. The middle and lower classes can no longer afford to buy a single family home in most Denver neighborhoods. The sooner we adapt to this reality the better off we will be.

I would also like to request Denver City Council to consider easing the restrictions on Residential Care Facilities, including the community corrections variety. Restrictions added to the amendment at the final LUTI Committee meeting should be rescinded to allow for more people in the smaller facilities serving up to 12 people, as well as allowing similar sized community corrections facilities within single-unit and two-unit zone districts.

Allowing citizens transitioning from the carceral system to join our communities will make it possible for the residents to connect with their families. This crucial nexus of social support will enable more of these citizens to successfully reintegrate into our larger community.

One of the reasons I love Denver is because this is a progressive and thriving city that is accepting to all. However our zoning code is a conservative byzantine relic. The impact of land use law on our lives and prosperity is hard to overstate, and if Denver is to live up to its proprotuded values our city's zoning must catch up with the times.

I urge council to pass the proposal before them and to revisit it down the road to loosen these restrictions further.

Sincerely,

Ryan Keeney
1121 N Ogden St Apt 303, Denver CO 80218
Council District 10
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Amalthea Aelwyn
Amalthea@pobox.com
12150 W 38th Ave
Wheat ridge, Colorado 80033
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

roshan.bliss@gmail.com
901 W 10th Ave
Denver, Colorado 80204
Andrew Webb,

Please support changing zoning laws in Denver to better support group living. Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Iris Kolberg
iris.jean.kolberg@gmail.com
1609 Adams Street
Denver, Colorado 80206
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Niko Kirby
nikirby@yahoo.com
3600 Ivanhoe st
Denver, Colorado 80207
Denver is benefitting from the migration patterns from the coastal cities (SF, NY, etc). Why would we adopt the policies that drove those people out?

We absolutely must solve some important problems in Denver. But you can’t do it without funding. If you jeopardize property values, what do you have left to support your programs?

Let's put other options on the table.
Vote to oppose

Lorenzo Harris
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Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Donalyn White
donalyn.white@gmail.com
3336 S. Xenia St.
Denver, Colorado 80231
Andrew Webb,

My wife and I (and our kids) share a large house with 4 other adults. It's illegal for silly reasons. We've been living like this for 13 years and know countless others living "illegally" like this also. We have great relationships with our neighbors and are an asset to the neighborhood and to each other. We're involved in 2 neighborhood churches and the D.U.G.. We currently have a homeless family living with us for 6 months... and they still cant find affordable housing in Denver.

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Aaron Pott
pott.aaron@gmail.com
3554 Marion St.
Denver, Colorado 80205
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

d petersen
spetersen_67@yahoo.com
2020 Iris St.
Lakewood, Jefferson, CO, Colorado 80215
Andrew,

When the house across the street was a rental, who ever was renting it was sneaking people in the house and the garage late at night and out very early in the morning. The City of Denver doesn’t work at those hours.

After several angry phone calls to the owner who lived in another state he finally evicted them.

In retaliation, they vandalized my brand new car. I had to pay $500 deductible to get a new paint job.
They also climbed on their next door neighbors roof when they weren’t home to make the piñata fly higher. That was the last draw for Mary and Bill. They moved away from the rental.

This is what we lived next door to for six years until recently. There’s yards all over Denver and the city does NOTHING. The Fire Department didn’t fine them when they TWICE lit the fire pit. I told them not to when I saw them bringing wood for a party and they ignored me too. A slap on the wrist not once, but twice.

No fines, just warnings is useless.

I know public comments are not going well for this stupid idea. If City Council passes this in spite of the comments. Paul Kashmann can say goodbye to his thankless position in District 6.

Build more low income apartments. I grew up in them when they were called “the projects”

Terri Takahashi
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Caleb Alvarado
Caleb@calebalvarado.com
3633 N. Race St.
Denver, Colorado 80205
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Shira Weiner
shiraweiner01@gmail.com
1435 Milwaukee st
Denver, Colorado 80206
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Joe Jones
Jjonesdenver@gmail.com
3717 Franklin St.
Denver, Colorado 80205
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Jason Bye
jmbphoto64@gmail.com
2825 East 16th Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80206
Hello,

I am writing to express my concern for the Group Living Amendment. This is an issue that impacts a large number of people in the Denver area and should be a referendum for people to vote on not just a couple constituents. There are a number of implications that need to be weighed by those who would be most impacted by this amendment. It will not in fact lower housing costs for anyone other than individuals still making it hard for families to find affordable housing in the metro area. I encourage you to vote no on this and put it to the people to vote on it if you truly believe this is a viable solution.

Thanks,
Adrienne Casart
772 Garfield St.
Denver, CO 80206
Sir;

Your support for this amendment is objectionable. The resident of Denver should be your first consideration and due to the underhanded and subverted nature of the construction of this amendment which has only come to light in the last few months and which has been in work for 2 years speaks volumes of the integrity (or very much LACK of) of the drafters, city council and major. What I find MOST objectionable is that the residence of the Denver were not included in the advisory board which with recent records show were developers and out of state interests and lacked input from Denver residences. What is even more objectionable is that council person (Chris Herndon) and the Mayor (Michael Hancock) put themselves in excluded areas which wouldn’t be affected by these amendments. The use of having a lawyer present to try to create a basis to withhold the facts of the amendment from the Residence of Denver shows corruption at its worst.

Various parts have little or no intelligence though when it doesn’t take into effect the actual numbers of residence when it includes offspring. It FAILS to take into account social, parking and sanitary conditions in the surrounding area. There is the very real potential for serious increases in crime in those areas. The residence of DENVER have no desire to see Denver turned into a dense urban environment like Manhattan and New York City.

Show some integrity and vote against this mess called Group Living Amendment.

Sincerely;
Richard Boehm

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
I am opposed to this amendment.

Barbara Flanigan
2133 E. 7th Ave Pkwy
Denver CO. 80206
Andrew Webb,

I live in the DU neighborhood (University Park). And on my typical dog-walking route, I encounter well over a dozen homes where students live with roommates. If these living situations are deemed illegal, would it be incumbent on me to report them to the authorities? Because I don’t think I will. When I first came to Denver in the late ’90s to attend college at Metro State, I had no choice but to have roommates just to afford schooling. And that was back when rent was cheap. I have no idea how these kids can afford to live and go to school these days — even with roommates, much less without. So please pass group housing. I don’t want to live in a city where neighbors are reporting on each other like some paranoid fascist utopia. Also, give college kids a chance!

Brian Polk
eliminator2000@hotmail.com
1803 South Madison Street
Denver, Colorado 80210
I strongly oppose the group living amendment...this will not do anything for homelessness which is not caused by an affordable housing shortage but instead by abject neglect and lack of healthcare for mental illness and substance abuse. The city and state must tackle the affordable mental healthcare and addiction crisis and not focus on a red herring that will degrade the quality and affordability of Denver’s neighborhoods for families.

David Wallace
755 S Steele Street
Denver Co 80209
To whom it may concern:

We are adamantly opposed to the Group Living Amendment. These changes will permanently alter the city's desirability, charm and everything that us natives found to be a reason to call Denver home. The GLA will not add affordability, this has been proven in other cities such as Boston. If fact, it will only drive up the prices of single family homes. Making rooms for rent do not increase the value of a neighborhood, more often than not, it will drive families out leaving a more transient population. Home ownership is what builds communities and beautifies homes and neighborhoods. In addition, added density without a plan for parking (you can't pick up your kids from school or go to the grocery store on a bike), school capacity and water is reckless and shortsighted. I have lived in Denver, on 7th Ave Pkwy for 47 years, but Denver no longer feels like home. The changes and development the city continues to make with no regard to impute of its residents, particularly its long term residents are the reason my family and my parents are planning to move out of state. The Group living proposals have widespread opposition, why won't any of you listen?

Matthew & Maury Ankrum
2432 E. 7th Ave Pkwy
Denver, CO 80206
mauryankrum@yahoo.com
Councilman Flynn and Ms. Montano,

Please take a moment to view the below information from CPD regarding the GLP. As a long time Denver resident trying to keep up with the ever changing, but not very well publicized GLP, we have been hearing from many members on City Council who are now saying that since changes have been made in the GLP it is worth voting for. I beg to disagree as the GLP (which has hardly been publicized at all for such a huge change in city codes and planning) changes, public disagreement with it has increased. This entire plan has given the impression of being hidden from Denver residents, planned by parties that stand to make a profit off the plan, even the public documents starting this process were hidden by the Mayor and residents had to sue with money out of their pockets to get what should have been public on day one. This plan is not as initially presented to make more 'equitable' housing when that was never the plan and due to Chapter 59 certainly isn't equitable. This plan's main purpose was to put felons from community corrections throughout ALL of Denver's neighborhoods (see initial goal in Mayor's hidden documents), which to anyone with common sense is a bad idea. And why is it that the city of Denver has to solve the problems from the STATE Corrections. There is no reason that Denver, and only Denver, has to house the majority of the State's felons as they progress to the ends of their prison sentences. Please remember that those felons were responsible for their actions that got them into prison in the first place and don't victimize Denver residents a second time by forcing those felons into almost every neighborhood in Denver while those felons are still serving their criminal sentences. Please look at how opposition to this plan has increased as more residents find out about what changes it will do to our neighborhoods throughout the city. The small changes made due to this opposition has NOT made this plan any better as far as Denver residents are
concerned. Please VOTE NO on the GLP! And work on getting your fellow Council people to also vote no!

Send this plan back to CPD to be broken up into sections to be worked on with publicized changing being done with residents input. We all openly admit that changes can certainly be made in Denver, but destroying every neighborhood in Denver with this experimental plan is not in Denver's best interest. Please let's work together to resolve the Corrections issues without placing Denver residents, and their children, in harm's way. Let's work together to make better changes to the zoning codes by allowing more people to live together without ramming it down every single house in every single neighborhood (except Chapter 59) without any input from the long time Denver residents that live in those neighborhoods. These kinds of changes could much more easily be handled with permits where overcrowding can be addressed on a neighborhood by neighborhood basis. None of the opposing residents are against allowing more than 2 unrelated adults to live in the same house, but don't force it on every single house with a more that 150% increase in occupancy when it could certainly be handled with permits that would allow that neighborhood's input on a case by case basis. Let's face it, more of us want to live in single family homes like the 'American Dream' than want to live in a college dorm type of situation, so why destroy that dream by forcing this plan on everyone. Let's work together to get NIS staffed to handle the zoning complaints being made now, before turning zoning complaints into a nightmare for everyone with this plan. Let's keep people who want to live in single family neighborhoods living in those neighborhoods and let the neighborhoods who want to change, change. Don't force everyone to destroy what they have worked lifetimes to attain!

Respectfully submitted,

John M. Lietz P79042

Denver Police Department Retired
What's the Feedback?
*Who supports? Who opposes?*

**Public comment records**
Did you know Community Planning and Development (CPD) maintains a record of public comments submitted in a legislative process? There are 4 comment logs on the Group Living [webpage](#).
What are the results?

Why is this amendment advancing?
The Amendment originated in the Mayor's office with the help of two at-large council members.

"Providers of services really drove this process. The imbalance is way too obvious to ignore."
The process was dominated by self-interested providers of commercial services in residential neighborhoods.

Councilman Kevin Flynn

Final City Council Public Hearing and Vote
Monday | February 8, 2021 | 5:30 p.m.
More info HERE

Contact your City Councilperson HERE
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The Amendment, if passed will destroy the city we know. I urge those in whose hands this decision is to vote against it.

Sent from my iPhone
Jorge E. Castillo
(303) 472-9242
jecastillo@earthlink.net
655 Vine Street
Denver, CO 80206
Karen McDowell
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Alison Egbers
a.egbers27@yahoo.com
1164 S Acoma Street
Denver, Colorado 80210
Mr. Webb:

In my opinion, the Group Living Agreement is not well thought out from many perspectives and could prove disastrous to older neighborhoods, property values thus impacting the city revenue. Please oppose this idea.

Melinda Couzens
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Michael Parker
sparkshap2@aol.com
2950 south Grape way
Denver, Colorado 80222
Dear Mr. Webb,

My wife and I have been residents of the Congress Park neighborhood for 35 years. We are both EXTREMELY opposed to the SANA or ‘Group’ Home proposal. In our opinion, this plan would immediately reduce property values, overwhelm water and sewers, further choke our streets with parked vehicles, increase traffic, tax Police and Fire protection. The disadvantages are legion. Turning Denver into a vast tenement-like slum will not benefit the people of Denver NOR Denver government.

Yours Sincerely,

John and Mary Prout
636 Madison St.
Denver, CO 80206
I urge a no vote no on this amendment. Although well intentioned, this amendment places an inequitable and expensive burden solely on the residents of Denver. Impressive efforts have been made to provide transportation corridors to communities in the Greater Denver Metropolitan Area. Yet, in contrast, these communities are not required to likewise contribute to the maintenance and continuing vitality of Denver, its core city.

In fact, Denver’s satellite cities have gone to great efforts to insulate and protect themselves from the very elements of Denver’s amendment by enacting restrictive codes and legislation.

Denver’s importance as a concentrated economic center for offices and business has significantly decreased this year because professionals now work from their residences. This, in turn, creates an abundance of offices with no occupants and represents an increasing and substantial economic loss for Denver’s tax revenue.

Additionally, this amendment has the consequence of deterioration of Denver’s quality of life and downgrades its neighborhoods. Residents will choose to leave the city if living conditions become less safe, unstable and crowded. When upper income residents move out of the core city, Denver will be left with a reduced tax base of lower income and homeless individuals, but with the continued responsibility of care and service of these now under served individuals.

It is critical for all constitutes of the greater metropolitan area to share responsibility for the goals of the amendment. Without a shared obligation, the core city will become an unsustainable hole in the universe of its population. We saw this downward spiral happen in Detroit.

Please vote no on this amendment and redirect planning efforts to assure coordination within the entire metropolitan area. Prevent Denver from becoming the “Detroit on the Plains”.

Joyce Redwillow
From: Susan Young <sctyoung@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 2021 12:29 PM
To: Planning Services - CPD <PlanningServices@denvergov.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Group Living Amendment Comment

Yes, there is not enough housing but this is not the way to go. There has been "compromise" with this amendment over the past year but the result is the same: TOO MANY PEOPLE IN A RESIDENCE. Large homes can be divided into single units, as has been done with many large homes in Capital Hill. Why not allow more of that? But to put 5 unrelated adults plus minors in any sized residence is too many.

Speaking of Capital Hill, you will note that parking is at a premium. I bought my home in Park Hill because I wanted the neighborhood, I did not want Capital Hill, it was too crowded for me 38 years ago. This zoning will change my neighborhood for the worse. The impact on the neighborhood for 5 unrelated is much greater on a neighborhood than a family of 5. There will be more cars, more family and friends visiting the residence. More congestion. More noise, which is a pollutant.

Contrary to what I read from CPD, there has been a rule in Denver for cars limited to 1 per adult plus one for the house. That is NOT new. The limit of 6 is new. The video orchestrated by CPD tells the story of a school teacher who works in ADAMS COUNTY. She CHOSE to live in an area that is unaffordable to her.

Chapter 59 and covenant restricted areas are exempt. And don't say you are going to fix it because you have had years to fix it and it remains unresolved. Once this is passed, there is no reason for you to fix it. Those who can afford to live in a covenant restricted area do not have to abide by this zoning. WHERE IS THE EQUITY??

I do not want residences for the homeless in my neighborhood, unless they can be supervised for NO mentally ill; NO drug use and NO alcohol while inside or outside the residence. How will that be accomplished?

How is this going to help homelessness? It sure has not helped it in Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, the list goes on.

I remain opposed,

Susan Young
District 8
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Vann Fussell
vannfussell@gmail.com
513 Pleasant st
Boulder, Colorado 80302
Hello Ms. Dozier,

Thank you for your email on Group Living.

We acknowledge the lack of trust and enforcement the neighborhood has seen from Neighborhood Inspections and Right-of-Way Enforcement over the years regarding zoning violations in District 11, including parking issues, trash, etc. We understand these frustrations, as our office often calls ZNIS to help constituents with the enforcement cases. This is something I have expressed to CPD that needs to be addressed with this proposal, and my Council Office will continue to work on addressing and improving the inspection process.

If there are vehicles parked longer than 72 hours on the street or any properties in violations please let us know. We will work to get those addressed.

Furthermore, I have added Andrew Webb with CPD to the email as he is taking all the group living feedback and your thoughts below.

Thank you and please let me know if there are any questions,

Melissa Sotelo | Council Aide
Pronouns: she, her, hers*
District 11 – Councilwoman Stacie Gilmore
| 720.337.7711 Cell: 720.207.8471
Arie P. Taylor Building
4685 Peoria Street, Suite 215
Denver, CO 80239
Melissa.Sotelo@Denvergov.org |
Dial 3-1-1 for City Services

-----Original Message-----
From: Response Report <report@formassembly.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 2021 10:41 AM
To: Elenz, Magen M. - CC Senior City Council Aide <Magen.Elenz@denvergov.org>; Gil Fonseca, Lynette - CC <Lynette.GilFonseca@denvergov.org>; Sotelo, Melissa N. - CC YA2246 City Council Aide Senior <Melissa.Sotelo@denvergov.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Your form "CONTACT COUNCIL DISTRICT 11" got a response

Your form "CONTACT COUNCIL DISTRICT 11" has received the following response:

Submitted on: 02/02/2021 10:41:15 AM
Completion time: 12 min. 29 sec.

Q. First Name
R. BARBARA

Q. Last Name
R. DOZIER

Q. Email
R. dozierjrgbad42@msn.com

Q. Phone
R. 13038107433

Q. Street Address
R. 5104 Scranton Ct.

Q. City
R. DENVER

Q. State
R. CO

Q. Zip
R. 80239-4021

Q. Subject
R. Group Housing, Feb. 4, 2021

Q. Tell us your thoughts...
R. Once more I am giving my thoughts on Group Housing in Montbello—we already have group housing check out the single family homes with 6-8 cars in driveway and street. Also houses that are subsidized, without inspection (residents change every couple of months), cars on lawns, oversized weeds, trash, etc. I have not worked to see my property values decrease; presently the values in Montbello are the lowest in Denver. Are these group homes in the more affluent areas voting YES? I don't think so. Thanks for reading my rant, resident 44 yrs., B. Dozier, Please vote, NO
I strongly urge the City Council members to vote no on this amendment. Although well intentioned, this amendment places an inequitable and expensive burden solely on the residents of Denver. Impressive efforts have been made to provide transportation corridors to communities in the Greater Denver Metropolitan Area. Yet, in contrast, these communities are not required to likewise contribute to the maintenance and continuing vitality of Denver, its core city.

In fact, Denver's satellite cities have gone to great efforts to insulate and protect themselves from the very elements of Denver's amendment by enacting restrictive codes and legislation.

Denver's importance as a concentrated economic center for offices and business has significantly decreased this year because professionals now work from their residences. This, in turn, creates an abundance of offices with no occupants and represents an increasing and substantial economic loss for Denver's tax revenue.

Additionally, this amendment has the consequence of deterioration of Denver’s quality of life and downgrades its neighborhoods. Residents will choose to leave the city if living conditions become less safe, unstable and crowded. When upper income residents move out of the core city, Denver will be left with a reduced tax base of lower income and homeless individuals, but with the continued responsibility of care and service of these now under served individuals.

It is critical for all constitutes of the greater metropolitan area to share responsibility for the goals of the amendment. Without a shared obligation, the core city will become an unsustainable hole in the universe of its population. We saw this downward spiral happen in Detroit.

Please vote no on this amendment and redirect planning efforts to assure coordination within the entire metropolitan area. Prevent Denver from becoming the “Detroit on the Plains”.

Thanks for your consideration, please vote no to avoid the possible serious consequences for the city and its residents.
Joyce Redwillow
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Erin McCarley
erinmccarley@gmail.com
P.O. Box 113
IDLEDALE, Washington 98004
Andrew Webb,

I'm a Denver resident who has both lived houseless, as well as in a low-income collective house circumstance, due to rent being unaffordable for me. Group living got me out of living in a Honda Civic while attending Metro State, and contributed greatly to my wellbeing (not to mention grades), and my ability to build solutions so I could build toward a better future.

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Shawn Hendrickson
shawnworldwide@yahoo.com
2425 S Acoma St
Denver, Colorado 80223
Andrew Webb,

I live in the five points neighborhood not far from downtown. Over the past few years, I've witness housing prices skyrocket and the amount of homeless people increase dramatically. I believe that any course of action that we can take to make housing more affordable is a good thing for the city.

Please pass these reforms to increase group living.

Matt Rix
matthew.rix@gmail.com
2834 Champa Street
Denver, Colorado 80205
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Jonathan Eli Rutherford
j.eli.r@icloud.com
1146 Humboldt St
Denver, Colorado 80218
Dear Mr. Webb;

I am writing to voice my opposition to the Group Living Amendment that will be the subject of the vote by City Council in the near future. I have previously expressed my opposition to my District 10 City Council Member, Chris Hinds, through his survey as well as at several meetings of SANA, the 7th Avenue Neighborhood Association.

The Group Living Amendment is fraught with significant negative impacts on existing Denver neighborhoods and the purported benefits for such a change in no way serve the vast majority of Denver residents.

Key concerns voiced by other SANA members at recent meetings succinctly mirror my own. Their concerns along with my additional comments follow:

- Increasing the number of unrelated adults permitted to live in the same house from 2 to 5 (with an unlimited number of relatives). This increase would be made irrespective of the size/square footage of the house. This would increase population density beyond what the neighborhoods were constructed to accommodate and create a burden on the infrastructure from parking, schools, water and water treatment as well as increased congestion. All of these have a significant negative impact on our existing neighborhoods.

- Change the distribution of Residential Care facilities throughout the city. Examples of Residential Care facilities include: shelters, community corrections or "halfway houses", sober living, rehabilitation facilities, assisted living, nursing homes, and hospice care. Proponents of increasing the current density of these facilities (in particular community corrections, "halfway houses", and sober living) and dispersing them into established neighborhoods under the auspices of better access to transportation and accessing services is not a sound argument. Work should be pursued to correct the transportation problems, not move the facilities into existing neighborhoods.

- GLA proponents claim that the proposal will improve affordable living. However, affordability will only improve for those seeking to rent a room in a house. For those individuals, couples, families, etc. who are seeking a single-family living environment, for which our neighborhoods were constructed, the GLA would reduce affordability of single family homes within the City of Denver. It would only encourage landlords to convert single family residences into multi-person, multi-family dwelling units and bring with them the negative impacts mentioned above.

- Lastly, City Council does not have the moral authority or mandate from the residents to make such sweeping changes. The GLA will have a huge impact on our city. The changes
contemplated were not debated in our last election and thus City Council should seek a ballot referendum on the contemplated changes before implementing this amendment.

For the reasons stated above, I urge the City Council to vote no on the Group Living Amendment.

Sincerely,

Gayle Reising
610 Clayton St
Denver, CO 80206

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
Andrew Webb,

Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city. As an educator, I know that housing instability and homelessness deeply affect students. As somebody who has consistently experienced rising rents over the past 10 years, I was unsurprised to learn that 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing (I do too!)

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Pass the group living reforms now! And keep going until all of our neighbors are off the streets and in stable, affordable housing.

Hayley Stewart
hayley.stewart.r@gmail.com
702 East 12th Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80203
The group living amendment needs to come to a vote by the residents of the city. There is simply too much controversy over the potential impact for council to act on this proposal.

Robert Dorsey

Sent from my iPhone
Dear City Council Members,

I implore you to vote NO on the Group Living Amendment. It is a radical concept that does not deserve the “light of day!”

If you believe in the ideals expressed in the amendment’s concept, bring it to a vote by the citizens of Denver. The ideas you propose should not be determined by a group of thirteen individuals.

Sincerely,

William Merriken
1230 E 7th Avenue
Denver, CO 80218
Residing in Denver but voting against this Amendment (it does not "fix" the quality-of-life problem) from Greece, Tim Steele
Dear Members of Council,

I support the City of Denver’s efforts to update regulations in the Denver Zoning Code that govern group living as described in public resources on the City’s Group Living Rules Update project site (https://bit.ly/groupliving).

The process to update these regulations has been thoughtful, inclusive, and iterative.

I live in a building in which several households have consistently been breaking the existing rules, and it’s not the end of the world. Would I like there to be a little more parking and a little less noise? Sometimes. But I live in a community; one that’s for all people, not just for me.

In a city like Denver where the cost of housing is outrageous - and where there is a combination of of plentiful big homes on one hand and lots of single people on the other - clinging to an outdated and artificial (and culturally narrow) definition of a “household" creates a weird unworkable mismatch and squanders that precious resource: housing. These ideas are too narrow, as are the current laws which enforce them.

Sincerely,
Maggie Miller
Denver
Dear Mayor H, CM Hinds, City Council and Mr. Webb:

I am a resident of District 10, and I am writing to register my opposition to the revised GLA.

On a recent livestream, CM Hinds mused about the benefits of the GLA and pointed to Cap Hill as an example of what Congress Park could become.

My family settled in Congress Park specifically because we like it as a single family neighborhood, I don't want to live in a Cap Hill environment.

Please vote NO on the GLA.

Jason Fellows
740 Madison St.
Denver CO
80206

Sent from Outlook
Mister Webb,

I'll make this brief. I have lived on Seventh Avenue Parkway since 1993. I've seen the area gradually detiorate over the years due to budget cuts and a lack of law enforcement.

Your Group Living Amendment will accelerate that detioration. My wife and I are opposed.

Jim & Dee Pallasch
2222 E 7th Avenue Parkway
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

John Hyde
johngohyde@gmail.com
3370 Albion St.
Denver, Colorado 80207
We live in Bear Valley and are concerned about several aspects of the subject. Generally, it’s upsetting to me that there has been no transparency and that the committee putting this together has not been adequately represented by constituents. I don’t see an attitude of unity and inclusiveness in this process.

Several of my concerns are outlined below:

- Unlimited number of relatives living together. This is concerning from many different aspects ... quality of life for our community and overcrowding in a neighborhood like ours that is quiet and family friendly. I am concerned about who and how this would be monitored and how one defines “relative”.
- 6 vehicles per house. I can’t imagine 6 vehicles parked at our homes in this neighborhood. Already, we have people paving over their front yards and parking many cars at their home which is unsightly and hurts home values. 6 would be multiplied with friends and family staying at the house and visiting. This neighborhood was never intended to have that many vehicles and I thought there were building codes to allocate certain numbers of parking spots based on the size of the home/business.
- Commercialize single-family neighborhoods. This one is scary that would allow investors to buy up properties. It would be devastating to me to have the house next door to mine be turned into a commercial establishment – already we have work vans parked in many driveways. Again, the fabric of the quiet and family-friendly neighborhood would be eroded.
- Exempt neighborhoods. How did this come about? It would be an interesting exercise to see where all the committee members and the mayor live and how they line up with exempt neighborhoods.

In addition, I would expect that people would look to leave the city of Denver for surrounding cities in the metro.

Please VOTE NO on the Group Living Amendment

Cathy Timm
2857 S Harlan Way
Denver, CO 80227
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Tyson Rasmussen
tyson.ras@gmail.com
2895 N Glencoe St
Denver, Colorado 80207
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Jacqueline Bitner
jvbitner@gmail.com
1306 Elizabeth St, Apt 7
Denver, Colorado 80206
Andrew Webb,

My name is Cynthia, I work for a local nonprofit and I've seen first-hand how a lack of affordable housing has hurt my neighbors who are truly wanting and needing positive change in their lives.

I'd love for this Group Living Reform to pass and for new and creative housing solutions to spring up as a result. I believe our city will be a better place for more people if it happens!

Thank you!

Cynthia Lopez
cynthia.lopez@outlook.com
1101 Rosemary Street, Unit 3
Denver, Colorado 80220
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Kevin Root
kevinroot86@gmail.com
3534 Bruce Randolph Ave
Denver, Colorado 80205
Andrew Webb,

I’m not understanding why it is just fine for me to live with 3 siblings and 2 cousins in one single family house but i cannot live with two unrelated roommates. This law seems to dictate lifestyle requirements which is very unfair and goes to hurt the poor, the young, and folks on the financial fringes who are most in need of support.

Please help overturn the archaic law preventing multiple unrelated people from living together.

Julia Kell
j.kalu@yahoo.com
1005 Cook Street
Denver, Colorado 80206
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.
The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

Kimberly Hyde
kimberly.s.hyde@gmail.com
3370 Albion St
Denver, Colorado 80207-1813
To whom it may concern,
I am a resident of District 11 and have lived in Denver and its suburbs for 30 years. I want to declare my support for the Group Living Text Amendment. This is just common sense. I have attended multiple meetings and heard the concerns of my neighbors.
Issues around parking can be addressed. People need homes NOW and to not promote every measure to get them there because of concerns about where to put cars seems unethical at best. There are reasonable limits on the number of people allowed to keep this from growing too much too fast. Its the right direction to take.
Unrelated people are already living together and the law is aligning with how people live and want to live. Let's align the municipal code with reality.
Allowing more unrelated people to live together helps make mortgage payments easier and we need that more than ever now as Covid impacts jobs and incomes.
Furthermore, insisting on relation doesn't consider the reality of diverse family structures. The nuclear family is a myth and is tied into discrimination and racism. We should encourage our communities to take care of each other. These are just a few reasons I support this measure.
I strongly urge you to approve the Group Living amendment. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Nicole Burke
Andrew Webb,

Seriously, Solutions have to be commensurate with the scope and scale of the problem. Be big!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up.

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please pass these reforms, but analyze the toxic culture that caused you to ask activists, service providers, and community members for thousands of hours of labor so you could do the very bare minimum. Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Do your actions match the gravity of this crisis?

James Duncan
jam_dunc@hotmail.com
2375 Panorama Ave
Boulder, Colorado 80304
Dear Persons,
Thanks for all your back and forth on this issue. However, zoning changes should be a community decision. At least that's how it was when I was a contractor. I had to post a sign to give neighbors the opportunity to object to an eight foot fence. If they did object, as I understand it, I couldn't build it.
What you are proposing far exceeds the encroachment of an eight foot fence and you've received all manner of overwhelming rebuttal to it,
So what's the problem? Do you want to condemn the property rights of an entire neighborhood for the sake of a developer? I thought I read somewhere that that was unconstitutional.
Andrew Webb,

Denver is in the midst of a horrific housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities as well as reduced the tax base that could help solve many of these issues.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." It's retreat, cowardice, and giving up. The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Tonight there are over 1000 homeless DPS students in our city and 1/3 of your constituents pay more than 50% of their income on housing.

Letting a tiny minority hide behind concerns about extra garbage will not solve the major issues facing this city. I hope you are able to rise to the occasion and show leadership.

Nolan Hahn
hahnn12@gmail.com
633 Lipan Street
Denver, Colorado 80204
If I understand the Group Living amendments correctly, half-way houses and multiple non-related people will be permitted to live in residential areas. The potential to place convicted individuals in houses near schools, churches and single family dwellings is unacceptable. Single family neighborhoods are not set-up for group homes, crash pads, flop houses or half-way houses. Approving these changes is a disaster waiting to happen. Given the current pandemic situation these amendments exacerbate a health problem.

I didn't buy a home in Green Valley Ranch to be subjected to decreasing real estate values, noise and chaos of multi person living conditions. **Single family means single family!**

Please reject the Group Living Zoning Code Amendments.

Thank-you.

William Ulmer
18208 E 44 th Avenue
Denver, CO 80249
wjulmer3@comcast.net
The cumulative effect of Covid on tax revenues:
Denver’s importance as a concentrated economic center for offices and business has significantly decreased this year because professionals now work from their residences. This, in turn, creates an abundance of offices with no occupants and represents an increasing and substantial economic loss for Denver’s tax revenue.

The importance of maintaining both a vital and sustainable core city:
At one time, there were no comparable housing options outside of Denver. This is no longer true. Even the briefest look at Zillow shows a vast number of comparable properties available. It is no longer a problem to duplicate desirable living conditions in adjacent communities.

This amendment has the possible consequence of deterioration of Denver’s quality of life and downgrades its neighborhoods. Residents will choose to leave the city if living conditions become less safe, unstable and crowded. When upper income residents move out of the core city, Denver will be left with a reduced tax base of lower income and homeless individuals, but with the continued responsibility of care and service of these now under served individuals. Residential tax revenues will become lower while expenses to provide services will expand. This is what happened in Detroit's spiral into bankruptcy. The core city disappeared and it became a wasteland of poverty and despair.

We must not let Denver become a “Detroit of the Plains”. The lasting legacy of this City Administration and City Council will be Denver's continued example of a vital community. To this end, the concepts in the Amendment must not become a city-wide experiment but taken in small steps to assure that the whole is not destroyed by its parts.

A NO vote on this Amendment will allow the City time to evaluate and adjust its perspective to
determine the best possible results with disrupting the positive qualities it now has. This is especially true and critical in an environment of decreasing tax revenues.

The Forces That Will Reshape American Cities

With No Federal Help Coming, Cities Cling to the Financial Cliff
CityLab University: Understanding Homelessness in America
Is there a Better Way to Collect Data on Homelessness?
Is there a Better Way to Collect Data on Homelessness?

Max Reyes, Kriston Capps

Many communities will forgo a snapshot count of people experiencing homelessness this year. Advocates see a chan...
Dear City Council Members and City Staff,

I do not support the Group Living Text Amendments as it is currently written. With the below additional amendments I would support the Amended Group Living Text.

Particularly, the allowance of 6 cars to a single family home is unacceptable and would overburden our streets that do not have any on-site parking provided. I live in an older neighborhood where many of the houses have garages that were not designed to fit modern size cars. That results in typically all cars on the streets. Also, households ultimately share cars and make due with sharing, thus (less cars) not impacting the rest of their neighbors and their visitors. Allowing 5 adults each to have a car and even one extra will burden our streets and impact the convenience of finding parking for my family and our guests, especially when parking restrictions or trash days are in effect. I don’t find 6 cars for one house parked on our street acceptable for unrelated or related adults. The parking requirement should be altered to reflect a transit oriented attitude, and limit the number of allowable cars and reflect a real household that shares a couple cars and rides transit. Specifically, the one additional car for each household is not necessary and should be removed. Also, for those property owners seeking to have 5 unrelated adults living together (since it is likely they will each have a car), they should be required to modernize their existing onsite parking to provide and utilize a minimum two-car space enclosed garage so their impact would be only 3 vehicles on the street. Often 2-3 parked cars can fit directly in front of one individual lot, thereby, not placing an undue burden on other neighbors.

Separately, I want to ensure that all residential care facilities, even if 10 occupant and smaller, must be required to notify all surrounding residences when applying for a permit. We should all be made aware when these types of services are entering our neighborhood. If a home is to be altered to suit the needs of these individuals they also should be limited by similar parking restrictions as those noted above. Inevitably they will have adults who work there, and some people in transition who drive cars. We cannot have or support more than 3 on street car spaces + 2 onsite garage spaces in our single family home neighborhoods without negatively impacting the rest of us who have only one household living together.

More importantly, community corrections and rehabilitation for drug and alcohol addictions have no place in a single family residential neighborhood. People facing these rehabilitations should be in a more commercial zone so they do not negatively impact the safety of our children and the residential neighborhood we live in.

It is not clear to me that any of these concerns for small residential care facilities have been addressed.

Please do not approve this amendment unless it incorporates the below items:

- Limit number of allowable cars to 1 per each of the 5 unrelated individuals, remove the language allowing one additional car for each household, and require that a 20x20 clear min size 2-car garage onsite shall be required and be maintained and utilized as parking during any
unrelated adult household scenario.

- Require that all residential care facilities regardless of size (even if 10 and under) shall be required to notify all surround residences when applying for a permit.
- Require parking limitations consistent with those denoted directly above for small residential care facilities that may appear in our single family home neighborhoods. Any ratio that would allow more than three cars on our neighborhood streets and two on the lot is unacceptable.
- Prohibit facilities whose purpose is drug and alcohol rehabilitation from being allowed in single family residential neighborhoods. These are not compatible uses to families with small kids.

Sincerely,

Doug Heaton, AIA

2349 Clermont St
Denver, CO 80207
My specific objections are:

- allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% in any size home, during a time of a pandemic. Nutty!

- allow new homeless shelters in all neighborhoods and no buffer from schools and permit up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods. And, homeowners can’t object. What??

- remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities. Geez ... there are signs on I70 not to pick up hitchhikers due to nearby correctional facilities. This proposes no buffer zones. Now, really.

Not sure what the City of Denver is thinking. This resident thinks NO.
Date February 3, 2021

To Michael Hancock, Denver Mayor

All Denver City Council Members

From Bill Shirk - Denver Resident since 1985, Council District 4

Subject: Proposed Group Living Amendment to the Denver Zoning Code

I am OPPOSED TO THE PROPOSED GROUP LIVING AMENDMENT to the current Denver Zoning Code for the reasons as follows:

1. The proposed amendment would allow every house in a single family neighborhood to house 5 unrelated persons plus their dependents. This would change the basic character of the neighborhood from single family zoning to multi-family zoning and would easily create an overcrowded mess in what is currently zoned a quiet single family residential neighborhood.

2. The proposed amendment is an assault on the existing property rights of all single family homeowners and constitutes an illegal TAKING of property rights, as promised to current property owners by the current Denver Zoning Code and by the United States Constitution, without due process or just compensation.

3. The well-meaning goals of this proposal are doomed to fail just as, Forced Bussing caused people to flee Denver and Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society and Bill Clinton’s everyone deserves to own a house programs failed. The problem is that once enacted by Denver the damages done by the proposed zoning changes will have lasting negative effects on many Denver neighborhoods.

AS A WAY FORWARD THE CITY SHOULD CONSIDER:

1. The City needs to find a better way to address the current social concerns without destroying the existing diverse, working and stable neighborhoods of the City. This may not be an easy task but the City should realize that it is not fair or equitable to cause injustices to innocent persons in an attempt to solve actual or perceived past injustices or other social concerns.

2. The City, the Mayor, the City Council and the Denver Community Planning Department have not been fair and impartial advocates for all of the citizens of the City, but have pushed an agenda to enact the proposed code amendment with or without the consent of the citizens.
3. The City needs to acknowledge the limitations of the government’s power and to not trample on the existing zoning rights and the private property rights of the citizens of Denver.

4. The City should send Formal Notice letters to every homeowner to provide legal notice of the proposed changes. In the current connected/disconnected community communication world, the City must at least send a formal notice to all property owners and solicit input from each.

5. The City should put these proposed changes to a vote on a neighborhood by neighborhood, or block by block basis. I understand this is not a standard procedure but this is such a significant change that a special system may need to be implemented. If the changes were approved on a neighborhood by neighborhood, or block by block basis then the change could be welcomed by the people most affected.

6. The City should work to provide a diversity of neighborhood types so people can choose the neighborhood and lifestyle they prefer.

Forcibly changing the nature of peoples’ homes and their neighborhoods is unacceptable.
As a Colorado native, lifelong Denver resident, and graduate of Denver Public Schools, I am contacting you today as a concerned citizen. I urge you to vote no on the Group Living Zoning Amendment. This is not good for Denver and not good for Denver residents.
This is not going to make Denver a better city. If this passes we will see property values across the city decline. This amendment will commercialize single-family neighborhoods. It will label them as service providers. Investors will be driving the market and single families will leave.
This will allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home. This will cause crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems and more likely more crime.
Please...I urge you to vote no on this. This is not good for Denver or for our neighborhoods. Do the right thing and vote NO!
Sincerely,
Kristin
A concerned citizen
TO: Members of the Land, Use, Transportation and Infrastructure (LUTI) Committee
CC: City Council, Mayor Hancock
FROM: Florence Sebern, Virginia Village, 80246
RE: Group Living Zoning Code Text Amendment | Public Comment for Staff Report
DATE: February 4, 2021

I am the author and custodian of the Change.org petition NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment.

Please find attached 3,759 individuals who have signed the petition to date and are Denver residents, verified through voter registration or other public residency databases.

Thank you for your consideration of the 3,759 Denverites who stand in opposition to the Group Living Zoning Code Amendment. We urge a denial of the Amendment.

CLEAR AND CONCISE OBJECTIONS

The revisions, to date, have not adequately addressed all concerns. The Amendment is still a massive over-reach which will have real and lasting detrimental effects on Denver’s neighborhoods.

It is not right or fair to expect Denver residents, who are struggling with COVID restrictions and conditions, to authentically engage in this process while struggling to support their families, school their children, and make ends meet.

The petitioners state straightforward concerns. These are logical, factual concerns for the effects of density on infrastructure, quality of life, health, safety, and enforcement.

CONSISTENT COMMENT TOTALS

Each Comment Log has seen consistent results: Denverites stand in massive opposition to this massive Amendment.

Cumulative Totals | as of 12/16/2020
- 5999 comments received
- 5414 opposed
- 577 support
- 90% opposed
- 10% support

Comment Window #4 | 9/12/20 – 10/7/20 (as of 12/13/2020)
- 157 comments received
- 138 opposed
- 19 support
- 88% opposed
- 12% support
Comment Log #3 | LUTI Briefing 8/19/20 – 9/11/2020 (as of 12/13/2020)**

- 19 comments received
- 18 opposed
- 1 support
- 95% opposed
- 5% support

Comment Window #3 | LUTI Briefing 8/19/20 - 9/1/20 (original)**

- 2271 comments received
- 2262 opposed
- 9 support
- 99% opposed
- 1% support

On December 13, 2020, I checked the comment logs on CPD’s Group Living webpage. The comment log from August to September had been altered and 2,252 comments removed. The records custodian removed those comments without notice, without reason, and without explanation. When asked why the custodian of public records (CPD) removed public records, Andrew Webb’s answer was, “I’m not sure why it was not included in the log that we posted online…” The record was restored after my inquiry.

Comment Log #2 | Planning Board 8/10/20 -8/17/20

- 2049 comments received
- 1859 opposed
- 190 support
- 90% opposed
- 10% support

Comment Log #1 | Planning Board 7/17/20 - 8/10/20

- 1022 comments received
- 752 opposed
- 262 support
- 74% opposed
- 26% support

Comments from Open Houses | Through 4/2020

- 500 entries
- 403 oppose
- 97 support
- 81% opposed
- 19% support
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Florence Sebern

Denver 80246

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anne Delphia

Denver 80222

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

George Byers

Denver 80235

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anna McCaffery

Denver 80206

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Liza Anne DeJulio

Denver 80206

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Martha White

Denver 80230

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melody Christensen

Denver 80206

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joyce Haberkorn

Denver 80224

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Klever

Denver 80206

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jane Berg

Denver 80237

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Allen Shaw

Denver 80246

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jan Kossman

Denver 80206

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brandon Duringer

Denver 80211

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ben Wilson

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Neil Wolkodoff

Denver 80219

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patti Shyne

Denver 80246

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Jermance

Denver 80236

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cindee Moyer

Denver 80207

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods.

* allow unlimited cars per household.

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities.

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only.

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Clare Rothchild

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lynn Ritvo

Denver 80209

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Houser

Denver 80219

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dane Houser

Denver 80219

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Lucas

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Jason

Denver 80206

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paige Burkeholder

Denver 80206

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Waters

Denver 80209

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Debbie Gadomski

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Lundberg

Denver 80219

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Grace Kiernan

Denver 80210

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sue Shannon

Denver 80207

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Bryant

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gail Delaney

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Edward Laurson

Denver 80235

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathy Cozyn

Denver 80206

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Reuben Drebenstedt

Denver 80224

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gary Fancher

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Stokka

Denver 80206

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

TIM DITMER

Denver 80209

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joanne Davidson

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Jacobs

Denver 80224

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tami McMann

Denver 80209

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chuck Thomas

Denver 80231

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

MARY ELLEN SILCOTT
Denver 80207
8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christina Pavlov

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tanya Dyjak

Denver 80209

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kim Merendino

Denver 80206

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Mary Jo Hartwell

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rose Holmes

Denver 80218

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Sarah Murphy

Denver 80222

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Sargent

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

susan miesen

Denver 80219

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Esbenshade

Denver 80237

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth MacDonald

Denver 80230

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathy Durham Delaney

Denver 80205

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Gish

Denver 80209

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Agnes Zahony
Denver 80210
8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vic Proulx

Denver 80207

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Weber

Denver 80218

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Berry

Denver 80238

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Leah Sandoval

Denver 80224

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chase Luedtke

Denver 80237

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katy Luedtke

Denver 80237

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colette Wilbanks

Denver 80204

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Olivia Taylor

Denver 80209

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sandra Levine

Denver 80206

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Hewitt

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Helen Glunz

Denver 80246

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% --** from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Frank Montalvo

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Haley Bortz

Denver 80206

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community Corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kyle Jones

Denver 80224

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joanne Sargent

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Larry Bell

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Bell

Denver 80220

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Eliot

Denver 80205

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Geraldine G. Maier

Denver 80210

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Edward Hornung

Denver 80224

8/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jay Kacik

Denver 80211

8/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Jobin

Denver 80238

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mindy Kaemingk

Denver 80203

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melody Mirbaba

Denver 80210

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Perez

Denver 80237

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Fallon

Denver 80224

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Wesoloskie

Denver 80212

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marlena Smith

Denver 80246

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Evans

Denver 80202

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elaine Gampel

Denver 80209

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura Stuto

Denver 80246

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brendan Sebern

Denver 80222

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diane Wolta

Denver 80222

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Scott Sebern

Denver 80246

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jay Reano

Denver 80238

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Hammond

Denver 80247

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Denise Bennett

Denver 80220

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy McKiernan

Denver 80231

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Wesley Eversole

Denver 80210

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Graham

Denver 80237

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jack Little

Denver 80222

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Cox

Denver 80210

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Valerie Blackburn

Denver 80206

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Harold Severson

Denver 80224

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Sandoval

Denver 80224

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Judith Case

Denver 80210

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Celeste Gamache

Denver 80231

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lila Friel

Denver 80237

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marla Fernandez BENAVIDES

Denver 80238

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Hada

Denver 80237

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Josh Pinkert

Denver 80246

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Clinton Wood

Denver 80224

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Frances Dukehart

Denver 80246

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pamela Bell

Denver 80209

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Garrett Lees

Denver 80209

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Molly Hedrick

Denver 80237

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rita Anderson

Denver 80237

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lee Ann Rodgers

Denver 80222

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Lees

Denver 80209

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

peggy Tynan

Denver 80210

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Virginia Crocker

Denver 80238

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kristine Mottram

Denver 80209

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Renee Law

Denver 80205

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Beth Goodspeed

Denver 80220

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Therese Roth

Denver 80210

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul Casper

Denver 80237

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carla Rowland

Denver 80205

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Yrineo

Denver 80224

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katharine N REDDING

Denver 80209

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cathleen Gillies

Denver 80209

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sally Hodge

Denver 80210

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Josephine Tsao

Denver 80230

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Johnsen

Denver 80218

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lynne Gerken

Denver 80237

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janet OCallaghan

Denver 80209

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sandra Murray

Denver 80220

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Wanda Newman

Denver 80222

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Ursula Schultz

Denver 80207

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vaught Melinda

Denver 80220

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Abbey DeBoyes

Denver 80210

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Giellis

Denver 80209

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sam Newman

Denver 80237

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bill O'Callaghan

Denver 80209

8/7/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

J D Johnson

Denver 80218

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chris Giellis

Denver 80210

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steve Cudzilo

Denver 80203

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Tovado

Denver 80220

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Jo

Denver 80209

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Donna Widmaier

Denver 80206

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Curtis

Denver 80211

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rosina Kovar

Denver 80220

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Judith McDaniel

Denver 80220

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Donna Upchurch

Denver 80220

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% – from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children – in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

ken widmaier

Denver 80206

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Osborne Dykes

Denver 80209

8/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Yvette Newman

Denver 80237

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Clark

Denver 80206

8/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Clark

Denver 80206

8/7/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Callie Vaught

Denver 80220

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Deline

Denver 80237

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Strube

Denver 80202

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle conklin

Denver 80237

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stacie Johnson

Denver 80224

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeff Martz

Denver 80219

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brad Appel

Denver 80203

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angela Miles

Denver 80231

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Miller

Denver 80224

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Duane Hanstein

Denver 80222

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Natalya Wang

Denver 80220

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Celeste Draper

Denver 80228

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth St John

Denver 80220

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Liz Sellyei

Denver 80203

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janet Wheeler

Denver 80206

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Olga Zak

Denver 80210

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathy Smith

Denver 80207

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Wheeler

Denver 80249

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sandra Smith

Denver 80207

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

J Patterson

Denver 80224

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sheila Roach

Denver 80222

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michele Hassold

Denver 80210

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Neirynck

Denver 80207

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Burkeholder

Denver 80237

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joe Brill

Denver 80209

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Alissa Remstad

Denver 80224

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

VASO MARTELLARO

Denver 80210

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Fritschen

Denver 80210

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathy Quigley

Denver 80209

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gina Simonson

Denver 80237

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Judy Berry

Denver 80237

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melanie Buscemi

Denver 80238

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Kady

Denver 80222

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cecelia Simms

Denver 80210

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dee Carsten

Denver 80231

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

shari Scott

Denver 80239

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sue Koscove

Denver 80238

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sara Delavan

Denver 80223

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lois Bradbury

Denver 80220

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Clark

Denver 80209

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ryan Maxwell
denver 80222
8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

RICHARD NICOLOFF

Denver 80211

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Maxwell

Denver 80222

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katherine Lancaster

Denver 80246

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Leslie Honaman

Denver 80222

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Haven Cassidy

Denver 80237

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Martha Ferger

Denver 80210

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Schwartz

Denver 80218

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ann Somers

Denver 80209

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jan Parker

Denver 80203

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Doyle

Denver 80224

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ryan Moriarity

Denver 80210

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dan Moriarity

Denver 80210

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Maxwell

Denver 80222

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jamal Robinson

Denver 80239

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Matthews

Denver 80233

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

lois sollenberger

Denver 80206

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Terry Frazier

Denver 80210

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jill Overton

Denver 80238

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Madison Stewart

Denver 80239

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alisa Emerson

Denver 80237

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Erin Cormany

Denver 80224

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Bergman

Denver 80211

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deb Finnerty

Denver 80260

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul Tate

Denver 80205

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Tessler

Denver 80222

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Judy Kunz

Denver 80237

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara O’Neil

Denver 80224

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lori Lee

Denver 80237

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Douglas McCain

Denver 80210

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Finan

Denver 80209

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paula Suhr

Denver 80237

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vicki Pearson

Denver 80223

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Yamaguchi

Denver 80237

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

N Young

Denver 80209

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stefanie Baker

Denver 80222

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Weil

Denver 80237

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of **150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new **1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to **3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited **cars** per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jerry Doerksen

Denver 80238

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Willliam Brown

Denver 80246

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rita Henry

Denver 80209

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Miles-Lambert

Denver 80219

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

JAMES MILES-LAMBERT

Denver 80222

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kim Kjergaard

Denver 80238

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Timothy Carl

Denver 80237

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Douglass

Denver 80206

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Debra Hodgkin

Denver 80209

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tanya Gelster

Denver 80224

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cliff Foster

Denver 80220

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pam Foster

Denver 80220

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jane Schissel

Denver 80210

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marlene Davis

Denver 80210

8/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Haas

Denver 80222

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen McGovern

Denver 80210

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

EJ Lorimer

Denver 80219

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shawn Emery

Denver 80224

8/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Debbie Frazier

Denver 80224

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joe Cuddihy

Denver 80246

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicole Pokorney

Denver 80224

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ann Brannan

Denver 80211

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colin Joyce

Denver 80211

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Hutton

Denver 80209

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Arnold

Denver 80211

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steve Zizzo

Denver 80224

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dean Flanders

Denver 80227

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ann McBournie

Denver 80210

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Noreen Dahl

Denver 80206

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Konstantina Kotantoulas

Denver 80209

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Werner Stadel

Denver 80224

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ken Somon

Denver 80209

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Tuttle

Denver 80224

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Leslie Whitty

Denver 80222

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Aubert

Denver 80206

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kelly McFadden

Denver 80209

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathy Malik

Denver 80207

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeff Phillips-strain

Denver 80202

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Saiz

Denver 80227

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beth Heiberg

Denver 80222

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

JACKIE WYLDE

Denver 80206

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Rayborn

Denver 80238

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Kacik

Denver 80211

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elvin Heiberg

Denver 80222

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Gillespie

Denver 80222

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Lomonaco Haycraft

Denver 80205

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

George Lilly

Denver 80218

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lauren Serak

Denver 80210

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andy Schnack

Denver 80224

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Heather Sherman

Denver 80224

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sheri Calfee

Denver 80206

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Farrell

Denver 80218

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Bunsness

Denver 80207

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

nathan mattison

Denver 80222

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Shuba

Denver 80220

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark Burgoon

Denver 80211

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennie Doerksen

Denver 80211

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joan Turner

Denver 80210

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Spero

Denver 80220

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patrick Lehan

Denver 80231

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patty Job

Denver 80207

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jameela Khadiwala

Denver 80210

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pamela Buhl

Denver 80210

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Samantha Koch

Denver 80236

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Judy lawler

Denver 80224

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Schooleman

Denver 80205

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sharon Thorson

Denver 80202

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Perkins

Denver 80222

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lynda Butterfield

Denver 80224

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Creswell

Denver 80111

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Tonia Wilson

Denver 80231

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Blair Perron

Denver 80237

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Catherine Ritchie

Denver 80210

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Terry Fowler

Denver 80210

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carlee Kruep

Denver 80210

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

April Friedrichsen

Denver 80246

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Shuba

Denver 80220

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Wendy Lee

Denver 80210

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Thomas Umland

Denver 80231

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Annie Bement

Denver 80209

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Walder

Denver 80231

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bradley Gaylord

Denver 80220

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tanner Hayes

Denver 80222

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bonita Slothower

Denver 80207

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Teresa Gillespie

Denver 80224

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maryalice Rael

Denver 80227

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Lietz

Denver 80123

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Andrews

Denver 80210

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stacy Pahl- Tichy

Denver 80236

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jerry King

Denver 80237

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Esquibel

Denver 80238

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Ward

Denver 80210

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Eaton

Denver 80237

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elaine Brofford

Denver 80231

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Adams

Denver 80246

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Coffman

Denver 80220

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

D'Ree Bobick

Denver 80227

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

J Albertson

Denver 80209

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cris Ann Bowman-Harvey

Denver 80232

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karla Martinez

Denver 80214

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Doug Townsend

Denver 80206

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Quint Bobick

Denver 80227

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Larraine Givens

Denver 80227

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Louise Rouse

Denver 80209

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Edwards

Denver 80227

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Schaer

Denver 80206

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Gates

Denver 80227

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elaine Brofford

Denver 80231

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Durbin

Denver 80231

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stacy Kenney

Denver 80220

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

- **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

- **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

- **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

- **allow unlimited cars** per household

- **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

- **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

- **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Graham

Denver 80209

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Michael Quigley

Denver 80204

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Matthew Martinez

Denver 80227

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Beckwith

Denver 80210

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Basil Katsaros

Denver 80209

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Geraldine Baron

Denver 80227

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Booth

Denver 80205

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Larry Braig

Denver 80237

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Fagan

Denver 80222

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tanis Bula

Denver 80224

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Waldo Lodder

Denver 80205

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Frank Jermance

Denver 80236

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Friedman
Denver 80206
8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dale Chandler

Denver 80220

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katie Whalen

Denver 80238

8/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diana LaCazette

Denver 80222

8/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Blue

Denver 80231

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tommye McLemore

Denver 80209

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Juan Gutierrez

Denver 80246

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Ruscio

Denver 80231

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sara Henry

Denver 80206

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Francis Reich

Denver 80238

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jill Lodder
denver 80205
8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Deckler

Denver 80224

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Natalie Landau

Denver 80238

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brianna Thomas

Denver 80204

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Roth

Denver 80209

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Shenefelt

Denver 80227

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Fellows

Denver 80206

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

karen mccullough

Denver 80238

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christina Glennon

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Christiansen

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Whittemore

Denver 80231

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Ried

Denver 80227

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Arlene Straight

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Faherty

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Betty Carson

Denver 80227

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Fred Hamel

Denver 80209

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

john wyche

Denver 80236

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marie Brown

Denver 80219

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

gail lindley

Denver 80211

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dan Makolondra

Denver 80123

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Fleischer

Denver 80218

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carl Gustafson

Denver 80231

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Ewald

Denver 802227

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lauren Snider
Denver 80210
8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Maes

Denver 80249

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Allan kelley

Denver 80227

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pamela Schaffer

Denver 80219

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sara Montgomery

Denver 80246

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christy Jones

Denver 80212

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nora Roth

Denver 80237

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christina Hicks

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Chavez

Denver 80235

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Humphries

Denver 80209

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Garcia

Denver 80227

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Fry

Denver 80237

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Sapegin

Denver 80110

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Victoria Palmer

Denver 80206

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

MonaRae Hobart

Denver 80123

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bart Glathar

Denver 80230

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ronald Johns

Denver 80237

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jan Kissell

Denver 80207

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janette Cassidy

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Debra Armento

Denver 80236

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Curtis Roberts

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dale Coski

Denver 80227

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steve Shute

Denver 80236

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ruben Beltran

Denver 80206

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mirella Deleon

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Donald Gilworth

Denver 80220

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Williams

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Theresa Lopez

Denver 80227

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Lopez

Denver 80227

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Valerie Wunderlich

Denver 80237

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Remstad

Denver 80224

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul Johnson

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jimmy Gose

Denver 80202

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Reed

Denver 80224

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vivian Nerim

Denver 80206

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Debra Niemiec

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Terri Allsup

Denver 80224

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

JUAN Gras

Denver 80224

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

CAROL MARTINEZ

Denver 80219

8/10/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steve Allison

Denver 80203

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Silva

Denver 80204

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

philip gotlin

Denver 80212

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Peter Garcia

Denver 80227

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kim Ward

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dean Lazzari

Denver 80231

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

P Breese

Denver 80206

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tamiko Giuffrida

Denver 80206

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alex Valderrama

Denver 80219

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melanie Gose

Denver 80219

8/10/2020
The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Martinez

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Irene Dionne

Denver 80209

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Cullerton

Denver 80218

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Courtney

Denver 80238

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

K Stiny

Denver 80224

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Erin Eiselein

Denver 80237

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Ehlert

Denver 80246

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Callie Jakubcin

Denver 80231

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lynn Rich

Denver 80236

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Perfecto Reyes

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

sigrid Barr

Denver 80209

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sharon Sekerak

Denver 80211

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stanley Niemiec

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Stathas

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Aaron Smalls

Denver 80211

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deena Jonas

Denver 80209

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

larry keller

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Clare Cavanaugh

Denver 80220

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

julie zimbelman

Denver 80230

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

kevin delaney

Denver 80205

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Thomas Cavanaugh

Denver 80220

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kristin Des Marais

Denver 80202

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Falvey

Denver 80218

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gordon Reed

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Badger

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Howard Taborsky

Denver 80227

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brenda Cole

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

LEE ADKINS II

Denver 80123

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Veronica Saiz

Denver 80227

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Berkey

Denver 80206

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cherie Oertel

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Lemming

Denver 80246

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tanner Johnson

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Lujan

Denver 80219

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barry Schaer

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julianne Butler

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bernadette Langbein

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Burke

Denver 80204

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eugene McGuire

Denver 80237

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rob Leach

Denver 80206

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Gallegos-Scisney

Denver 80224

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen McGuire

Denver 80237

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Don Lindley

Denver 80211

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Annette Sylber

Denver 80123

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kim Hayes

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Teresa Gibbons

Denver 80206

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Speicher

Denver 80224

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacques Bensard

Denver 80203

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Hierath-Prout

Denver 80206

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diana Lambe

Denver 80209

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul Linton

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Bloom

Denver 80223

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Veronica Marvin

Denver 80214

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark Rich

Denver 80236

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joseph Moore

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Carter

Denver 80123

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Stevens

Denver 80220

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karyl Klein

Denver 80209

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Hooks

Denver 80209

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sue Moore

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Holly Bodine

Denver 80209

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nick Nathan

Denver 80220

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colleen Mackey

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Bokowski

Denver 80238

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

T GOLDHAMER

Denver 80224

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Keith Scisney

Denver 80230

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Battista

Denver 80204

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Grant

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Battista

Denver 80236

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Cecchini

Denver 80224

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Frank Wallace

Denver 80220

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeannie Springer

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sara Christison-Rino

Denver 80206

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Edith Lindsey

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

mike Landa

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jane Prancan

Denver 80206

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rick Skurulsky

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alli Steed Pineda

Denver 80231

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joseph Black

Denver 80235

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Megan Adamson

Denver 80246

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

dale Armento

Denver 80219

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tara Skurulsky

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

greg sauber
denver 80210
8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

dea iannni

Denver 80231

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

MARY DEVINE

Denver 80220

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jody roblez

Denver 80209

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joe Esterak

Denver 80235

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Basse

Denver 80209

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

sandra peif

Denver 80209

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Bryant

Denver 80246

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mhari Doyle

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rob Landis

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah List

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Scofield

Denver 80219

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Black

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

H Paul Cohen

Denver 80220

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Armento

Denver 80219

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dan Montgomery

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kay Schumacher

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Nash

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rita Gibson

Denver 80220

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tom Sund

Denver 80123

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Katsaros

Denver 80203

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

victoria partridge

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jane Scofield

Denver 80219

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lori Trani

Denver 80220

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Wilson

Denver 80231

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Yelena Avramenko

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Hebert

Denver 80210

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Treisa Kennedy

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Newcomb

Denver 80218

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beverly Reilly

Denver 80222

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tim Sweeney

Denver 80220

8/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Weinstock

Denver 80223

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andy Barton

Denver 80209

8/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Larkin

Denver 80209

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bridget Hurley

Denver 80210

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

shel block
denver 80218

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beverly Sherman

Denver 80220

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Salz

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

linda scheurer

Denver 80210

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jade Martinez

Denver 80238

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deidre Shanley

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Sawyer

Denver 80207

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Coe

Denver 80218

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

FRED JOSEPH

Denver 80231

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Lindeberg

Denver 80237

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marcia Lindeberg

Denver 80237

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Thomas Coxhead

Denver 80220

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

ZJ Czupor

Denver 80237

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marta Sipeki

Denver 80237

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lori Henley

Denver 80231

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* _allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%_ -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* _allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods_, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* _allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius_ in single family residential neighborhoods

* _allow unlimited cars_ per household

* _remove buffer zones_ between schools and community corrections facilities

* _prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters_; notification only

* _commercialize single-family neighborhoods_ as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angie Howes

Denver 80220

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dan Wade
Denver 80123

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Fred Wulff

Denver 80209

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joe Vigil

Denver 80211

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeff Vaccaro

Denver 80219

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Bufalo

Denver 80221

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gregory Soneff

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jane Gallup

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rod and Connie Smith

Denver 80220

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Bury

Denver 80210

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

margaret maupin

Denver 80220

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elaine Taniwaki

Denver 80234

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul McKenna

Denver 80231

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kara McKenna

Denver 80231

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sean Innerst

Denver 80219

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Innerst

Denver 80219

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jaylene Keeler

Denver 80218

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

LEIANNA ROUP

Denver 80219

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Thomas Rowe

Denver 80210

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Debbie Blew

Denver 80231

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

shannon johnson

denver 80203

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tracy Killian

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sophia Pipiringos

Denver 80219

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Ryan

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vicki Kelley

Denver 80218

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Brown

Denver 80211

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bridget Rosenberg

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Donna Wojtowicz

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jim Meier

Denver 80221

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jean Gravina

Denver 80219

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joy Ziegler

Denver 80219

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Powers

Denver 80214

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marc Hanna

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Leslie Burget

Denver 80222

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Rowan

Denver 80209

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathy Staiano

Denver 80216

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Donna Ryan

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Georgia Gallagher

Denver 80202

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diane Jones

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Catherine Shopneck

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Gavrilovic

Denver 80222

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sheila Swanberg

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% – from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children – in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shawna Crocker

Denver 80219

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Arlene Perry

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angela Hacker

Denver 80202

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Mitchell

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nanette Raaf

Denver 80220

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gwen Ross

Denver 80226

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

maggie hacala

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea CHRIST

Denver 80231

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Alfini

Denver 80238

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marcia Ausmus

Denver 80236

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chip Duval

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kerri Ginther

Denver 80237

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Marvin

Denver 80238

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janlyn Baylor

Denver 80211

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ronald Crawforth

Denver 80236

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Cory

Denver 80220

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rita Rios

Denver 80231

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joanna Lucas

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joseph Gallegos

Denver 80236

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gail Simon

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Kitchen

Denver 80220

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Schwarz

Denver 80238

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dawne Murray

Denver 80210

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Case

Denver 80210

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paula von Lindern

Denver 80209

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nadine Davis

Denver 80222

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Belinda Nelson

Denver 80220

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nick Pacheco

Denver 80236

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kim Neitzke

Denver 80236

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Bollacker

Denver 80224

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Trish Macaskill

Denver 80210

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nary Bastien

Denver 80206

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Young

Denver 80207

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Scott Hutcherson

Denver 80227

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eva Haykin

Denver 80231

8/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cindy Powell

Denver 80214

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tamara Patzer

Denver 80231

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Miller

Denver 80219

8/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Doug Backman

Denver 80211

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shaun Gleason

Denver 80230

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brady Kolath

Denver 80237

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anna Kaye

Denver 80210

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beverly DeBusk

Denver 80206

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anthony Zarate

Denver 80247

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steve Adams

Denver 80220

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Mauck

Denver 80224

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Taylor Gabel
Denver 80206
8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Frances Daly

Denver 80222

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Williams

Denver 80218

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diego Madrigal

Denver 80218

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

maya mcgann

Denver 80221

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elijah Rodriguez

Denver 80235

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jenifer Schipper

Denver 80222

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Dzabic

Denver 80231

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Wright

Denver 80236

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Timothy McHugh

Denver 80210

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dominique Stewart

Denver 80249

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Lopez

Denver 80206

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jon foreman

Denver 80247

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Barrett

Denver 80206

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kristen Sandersen

Denver 80219

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Roberto Solis

Denver 80229

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Francine Porter

Denver 80220

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark Ryan

Denver 80220

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Grace Torres

Denver 80219

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Gebhardt

Denver 80209

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amanda Burnett

Denver 80211

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Callan

Denver 80237

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Pacheco

Denver 80227

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sharon Johnson

Denver 80220

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brooklynn Miller

Denver 80205

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christina Doyle

Denver 80205

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Judith Morris

Denver 80247

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jannelle Molina

Denver 80231

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Oberfeld

Denver 80206

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Walker

Denver 80202

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Vaughn

Denver 80210

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Boggie

Denver 80222

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Holli Morton

Denver 80210

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lori Roberts

Denver 80227

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,
Kelly OBrien
Denver 80220
8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deanna Klipp

Denver 80206

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Alford

Denver 80212

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Prendergast

Denver 80231

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cameron Stevens

Denver 80205

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kate Green

Denver 80210

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Kniley

Denver 80210

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maria Smith

Denver 80207

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sheila Ashmore

Denver 80220

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Betsy Hernandez

Denver 80204

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alfonso Valdez

Denver 80239

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Infante

Denver 80209

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eric Smith

Denver 80219

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Brown

Denver 80207

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jolene Platz

Denver 80229

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lania Ross
Denver 80209
8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ben Thompson

Denver 80206

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Avery Anderson

Denver 80205

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hillary Laird

Denver 80204

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Roxane Homan

Denver 80220

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lynn Vickers

Denver 80231

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Long

Denver 80202

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stacy Perez

Denver 80222

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Eppler

Denver 80206

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

DB Boardman

Denver 80246

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeff Kwon

Denver 80210

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michele McKinster

Denver 80205

8/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shirley Sarmiento

Denver 80237

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ronald Cardwell

Denver 80223

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Scharnhorst

Denver 80220

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Doyle

Denver 80206

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Keith Brown

Denver 80249

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ryan Cook

Denver 80112

8/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Tom Afman

Denver 80206

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Virginia McGrane

Denver 80219

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katy Priest

Denver 80224

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William McNeely

Denver 80220

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Todd Reynolds

Denver 80123

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shelly Hunter

Denver 80209

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joshua Hernandez

Denver 80205

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sondra Zardus

Denver 80202

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

L Miller

Denver 80231

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

gabriella campos

Denver 80219

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eric Armento

Denver 80236

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colin Lamberton

Denver 80222

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Danelle Bittner

Denver 80231

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mariette Bell

Denver 80224

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cindy Engel

Denver 80237

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mildred Caplitz

Denver 80222

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christina Pino

Denver 80219

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diana Meraz

Denver 80220

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gloria Medina

Denver 80249

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Reina Blea

Denver 80219

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Monica Ayala

Denver 80204

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Clark

Denver 80207

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Juliann Blea

Denver 80222

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Samuel Zubia

Denver 80219

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ronald Messing

Denver 80227

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Eivins

Denver 80209

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jane Hornung

Denver 80224

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tom Turner

Denver 80206

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Estelle Keren

Denver 80222

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

cody campbell

Denver 80249

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Molly White

Denver 80204

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jorge Hernandez

Denver 80238

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Valerie Ruiz
Denver 80249
8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beth Stoffel

Denver 80210

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Hunter

Denver 80230

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Garcia

Denver 80227

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Gonzales

Denver 80237

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beatrice Serna

Denver 80211

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Hanks

Denver 80227

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adrienne Randol

Denver 80238

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicolas Harding

Denver 80202

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Chamberlain

Denver 80228

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mina Reed

Denver 80223

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Lewis

Denver 80222

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Justin Lewis

Denver 80110

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Reynolds
Denver 80219
8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cyndi Lahn

Denver 80220

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Matthew Lahn

Denver 80210

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Caroline Herter

Denver 80221

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Peggy Largent

Denver 80211

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lauren West

Denver 80204

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of **150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new **1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to **3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited **cars** per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark Miller

Denver 80227

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rhonda Balding

Denver 80204

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janice Padilla

Denver 80231

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sherri Doyle

Denver 80207

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** – from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children – in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Austin Moore

Denver 80222

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Langas

Denver 80211

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Casey

Denver 80224

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robin Wilder

Denver 80123

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura Mitchell

Denver 80237

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

George Makolondra

Denver 80230

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kirk Anderson

Denver 80209

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children – in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Olmsted

Denver 80205

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bruce Higson-Smith

Denver 80220

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Geary Anderson

Denver 80224

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ned Carlson

Denver 80220

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Anderson

Denver 80224

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emily Shaw

Denver 80231

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Justice

Denver 80210

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Conwell

Denver 80220

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ron Weiss

Denver 80224

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Lehman

Denver 80209

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Justine Chorley

Denver 80219

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anthony Moreno

Denver 80206

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

George Bodley

Denver 80210

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Roger Schmidt

Denver 80203

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Fiore

Denver 80206

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joe Staib

Denver 80224

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marisa Echaniz

Denver 80220

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

H. GORDON BEAMGUARD

Denver 80224

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeff Vlier

Denver 80224

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stewart Reed

Denver 80224

8/13/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Terry Hostetler

Denver 80206

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Toby Beamguard

Denver 80224

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pat Ison

Denver 80219

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Donna Krentz

Denver 80204

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Krawchuk

Denver 80210

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley Arroyo

Denver 80210

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dina Fanter

Denver 80231

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Fischer

Denver 80218

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stacy Garcia

Denver 80227

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gail Sykes

Denver 80238

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jayne Cordes

Denver 80210

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Berkey

Denver 80209

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alison Strom

Denver 80223

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jaime Jacob

Denver 80208

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eric Bialorucki
denver 80210
8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lori Hartzband
Denver 80218
8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carole Costello

Denver 80238

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diane Duncanson

Denver 80231

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura Agelopoulos

Denver 80220

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rosa Macias

Denver 80237

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

pat myles

Denver 80238

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

marcia finkel
denver 80209

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters,** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Peri

Denver 80210

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lee Berkey

Denver 80204

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

gaylene garbizo

Denver 80218

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

jane herbst

Denver 80209

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alex Moore

Denver 80216

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sandra Butler

Denver 80220

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Arntz

Denver 80231

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Griffin

Denver 80206

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Glenn Siddall

Denver 80206

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alex Boucher

Denver 80206

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adrienne Mulliniaux

Denver 80209

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shannon Walsweer

Denver 80210

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura London

Denver 80223

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James French

Denver 80222

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michele Korver

Denver 80210

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lauren Victor

Denver 80206

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

victoria donovan

Denver 64121

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dona Baughman

Denver 80210

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diana Benedict

Denver 80210

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Ohern

Denver 80206

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Mayfield

Denver 80219

8/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

DAVID KLOOSTERMAN

Denver 80224

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Scharnhorst

Denver 80220

8/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barry Steelman

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Keithley

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Renata Hahn

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vincent Polzer

Denver 80212

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carter Smith

Denver 80206

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Thompson

Denver 80206

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Megan Harry

Denver 80209

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Stevens

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Matt Seibel

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Biro

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anne Chandler

Denver 80206

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kristi Sweeney

Denver 80237

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Giuliana Brunner

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Thigpen

Denver 80218

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa LUTZ

Denver 80230

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Catherine Ferguson-Wyatt

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Karri Smith

Denver 80238

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lynn Josef

Denver 80209

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jami Grier

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Stephens

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Berland

Denver 80206

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Berg

Denver 80218

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Segers

Denver 80218

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pamela Jinkerson

Denver 80209

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicole Wexler

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Annelyn Aficial

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joan Baronberg
Denver 80220
8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Gowen

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maureen McGowan

Denver 80231

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cara Mccarty

Denver 80203

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lonnie Kemp

Denver 80224

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Clark Gestring

Denver 80206

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sandra Schechter

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Neiel Baronberg

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rosa Obrand

Denver 80231

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carrie Lensink

Denver 80247

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Helen Reuben

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anne Howard

Denver 80206

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robin Beery

Denver 80206

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Nargi

Denver 80209

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Logan

Denver 80237

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Duncan

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Ricafort

Denver 80209

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sasha Hernandez

Denver 80212

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ivan London

Denver 80206

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maria Hargett

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only**

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Amato

Denver 80218

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Juli Faber

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ann Ayers

Denver 80218

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tom Hughes

Denver 80237

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Walter

Denver 80218

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jean Butler

Denver 80231

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Catherine Stanton

Denver 80209

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Valerie Lopez

Denver 80231

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Merson

Denver 80230

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hanni Cohen

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Bailey

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kim Flickinger

Denver 80209

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Perry

Denver 80206

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

MaryCaye Johnson

Denver 80206

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Leslie Moroye

Denver 80231

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Scott Perry

Denver 80123

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Noemi Chavez

Denver 80219

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Terrence Richards

Denver 80209

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

liv hanson

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

carolyn andrews

Denver 80237

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

W Moore

Denver 80223

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

susan wallner

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cindy Nolan

Denver 80204

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises "equity" but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Gardner

Denver 80237

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patrick Scanlan

Denver 80211

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tracey Brummett

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hailey Roberts

Denver 80222

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ross Wallace

Denver 80238

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Rydiger

Denver 80205

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Lutz

Denver 80230

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Hensley

Denver 80237

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Okuno

Denver 80231

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Gunn

Denver 80209

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kat Taylor

Denver 80204

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jameson Gregson

Denver 80222

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Lencicki

Denver 80206

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Replogle

Denver 80211

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joseph Tentler

Denver 80222

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Virginia Prochnow

Denver 80204

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Christ

Denver 80231

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Kaufman

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shannon Calhoun

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marvin Crai

Denver 80207

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Justin Prochnow

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joan L. Buresh

Denver 80224

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Barrett

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary E Holmes

Denver 80218

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dawn Martinez

Denver 80209

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% --** from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Naff

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods.

* allow unlimited cars per household.

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities.

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only.

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diana Moon

Denver 80231

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bev Sack

Denver 80223

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Engle

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

J Federico

Denver 80221

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Bass

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** – from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children – in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dawn Dobson

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jane Sklar

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth LaBarbera

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Doran

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Burns

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Scott Watkins

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Edward Wharton

Denver 80223

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Douglas Windes

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Randi Barrett

Denver 80204

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

BRENDA MCHENRY

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Swartz

Denver 80209

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Anderson

Denver 80237

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ronald Naff

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pamela Peros

Denver 80237

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Hiltz

Denver 80209

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura Brenner

Denver 80227

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Richardson

Denver 80218

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Gratiot

Denver 80206

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

George Zepernick

Denver 80209

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Samuel Feld

Denver 80209

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rae Harris

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Migel

Denver 80223

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara tupkelewicz

Denver 80211

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Fred Jorgensen

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jane Oppenheim

Denver 80206

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Norene Donofrio

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
No to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John D’Onofrio

Denver 80220

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Darlene Hurley

Denver 80237

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Schweizer

Denver 80209

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

D. Gurtler

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

ANN KANEKO

Denver 80210

8/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Catherine Moran

Denver 80222

8/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

- **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

- **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

- **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

- **allow unlimited cars** per household

- **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

- **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

- **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Barth

Denver 80209

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

K. Louise Burger

Denver 80219

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Drew Smith

Denver 80204

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jean Grieve

Denver 80218

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gayle LeRoux

Denver 80220

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diane Grove

Denver 80207

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hugo Chavez-Rey

Denver 80212

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lynn Zenoniani

Arvada 80007

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Davy

Denver 80237

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sonja Berdahl

Denver 80237

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Juan Candil

Denver 80231

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Griebel

Denver 80209

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eileen Sullivan

Denver 80212

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marcia Pittleman

Denver 80206

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Avis Clark

Denver 80224

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janie Rausch

Denver 80218

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julian Carpender

Denver 80218

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Brozna

Denver 80220

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bennet Evans

Denver 80222

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lily Herrmann

Denver 80218

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janelle Crowe

Denver 80209

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeri Jo Johnson

Denver 80227

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Winkler

Denver 80227

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Derek Celek

Denver 80219

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shawn Bailey

Denver 80237

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cecilia White

Denver 80236

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Douglas White

Denver 80236

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

CT Fox

Denver 80237

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Fennell

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Devona Messing

Denver 80227

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Tanberg

Denver 80224

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pamela Winsor

Denver 80222

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kimalee Hull

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Luke Hanna

Denver 80237

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alan Kamp

Denver 80219

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bernadette Tanberg

Denver 80224

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hillary Reed

Denver 80206

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tricia Botticelli

Denver 80220

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Martin Garcia

Denver 80227

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Casey Miller

Denver 80209

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Miller

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gina Morlan

Denver 80219

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chris Olson

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chris Floyd

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Olson

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Val Cohn

Denver 80224

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joan McCallie

Denver 80237

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jan White

Denver 80231

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Bouc

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dona Kitto

Denver 80224

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sharon Withers

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pat England

Denver 80220

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Imes

Denver 80222

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Cuerden

Denver 80209

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Theresa JAUDON-BELVIN

Denver 80207

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Annette Sponseller

Denver 80209

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Wendy Morrison

Denver 80218

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Williams

Denver 80203

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Roberta Loeb

Denver 80238

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Roman

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lollie Roduner

Denver 80207

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters,** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

mark rothman

Denver 80218

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Constance Artigues

Denver 80230

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Allison Woolston

Denver 80218

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  --  from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Danny Lewis

Denver 80206

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hastings Woolston

Denver 80218

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Loeb

Denver 80237

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shannon Tracy

Denver 80209

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Heid

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Drohan

Denver 80203

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Hersh

Denver 80207

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Berson

Denver 80218

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Albert Artigues

Denver 80230

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

sylvia nielsen

denver 80206

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

TINA INGERSON

Denver 80230

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Berson

Denver 80218

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Teddy DeBerry

Denver 80220

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only**

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cate Dunne

Denver 80209

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Doug Smooke

Denver 80209

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Shander

Denver 80206

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark McIntosh

Denver 80203

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Judy Wurtzebach

Denver 80235

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Samuel Hargraves

Denver 80205

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Acierno

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Scott Alan Smith

Denver 80222

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Martinez

Denver 80227

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Samantha Bernstein

Denver 80218

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Irmagene VandePol

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alexander Trejo

Denver 80224

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Boyd

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ida Sansoucy

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Holly Hamby

Denver 80230

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Cohn

Denver 80224

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sharon Potestio

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Stewart

Denver 80236

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Flavio Vargas

Denver 80219

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bradley Walden

Denver 80235

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Mitcham

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven MacDonald

Denver 80209

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Liz Green

Denver 80219

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laurence Gilmore

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Levine

Denver 80210

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Nelson

Denver 80238

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colin MacCorquodale

Denver 80209

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dianna Frogge

Denver 80224

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bryan Downey

Denver 80206

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ray Newman

Denver 80235

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cille B. Williams

Denver 80218

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Seery Fosbinder

Denver 80246

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Jones

Denver 80209

8/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

william murray
denver 80210
8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Watkins

Denver 80230

8/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Lane

Denver 80238

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beth Brody

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kim McAleb

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Renee Reinke

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shane Amante

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William McAleb

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

william beery
denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stef Fox

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Blewett

Denver 80203

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dennis Dahl

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colleen Raiford

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eric Molinar

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters,** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Richards

Denver 80220

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Erin Cell

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kim Duncan

Denver 80206

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark Young
Denver 80209
8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Luethy

Denver 80230

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christie Sparr

Denver 80220

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Coats

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gordon Heller

Denver 80231

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura R Reichenberger

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carrie Segura

Denver 80223

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Murphy

Denver 80211

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Segura

Denver 80219

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Umber blythe

Denver 80223

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gillette HANSEN

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charlene Phifer

Denver 80207

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joshua Neil

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Richards

Denver 80205

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah McGowne

Denver 80231

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Greene

Denver 80237

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chris Mcgowne

Denver 80206

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rosellar Louis

denver 80237

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

lilly oravec

Denver 80208

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David R. Callaghan

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

linda cook
denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark Willits

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Bruner

Denver 80238

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Victor Sulzer

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Dutchik

Denver 80218

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Brennan

Denver 80220

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Groves

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Mix

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brandon Fosbinder

Denver 80202

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Liz Callender

Denver 80246

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Anderson

Denver 80220

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anna Fugier

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Natalie DeHerrera

Denver 80237

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sherri Sokolovich

Denver 80224

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Stidman

Denver 80260

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Johnny Sierra

Denver 80218

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sandra Heth

Denver 80239

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Don Nichols

Denver 80235

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark Greenberg

Denver 80224

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle White
Denver 80206
8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jo Greenwood

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Emery

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ken Stevens

Denver 80218

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nick Stormer

Denver 80220

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Russell Scott III

Denver 80246

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hella Gaizutis

Denver 80206

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eric Williams

Denver 80203

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Wendy Segrest

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Annzo Phelps

Denver 80220

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Heather Alcott

Denver 80220

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Thompson

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kerry Kracht

Denver 80238

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Noemi Saenz

Denver 80239

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kelli Murphy

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jill Cowperhwaite

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steve Johnson

Denver 80206

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Edward Harris

Denver 80222

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Denewiler

Denver 80224

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rod Mullins

Denver 80206

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael McCloskey

Denver 80202

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Tolentino

Denver 80239

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Owens

Denver 80239

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Lancelot

Denver 80220

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Kingsley

Denver 80211

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

erin palacios

denver 80237

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

JAMES A LORENZEN

Denver 80220

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Evelinda Urman

Denver 80206

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley Phradestin

Denver 80249

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rachel Most

Denver 80239

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Pluff

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barry Nash

Denver 80224

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Edie Landon

Denver 80224

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Annette Valera

Denver 80206

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jhoseline Vidales

Denver 80218

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

isabel ward

denver 80204

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol OHare

Denver 80220

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Herb Alie

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Siobhan Dove

Denver 80237

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ren Rudnick

Denver 80204

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joshua Stone

Denver 80205

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Jones

Denver 80247

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brenda Riske

Denver 80206

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lori Arias

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ivan Cervantes

Denver 80203

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Zschoche

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

JoAnne Stratton

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Stuckey

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Waldorf

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janet Connell

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mike Williams

Denver 80230

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Aaron Johnson

Denver 80211

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sheri Connor

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Hauser

Denver 80237

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vicki Tomlin

Denver 80224

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Isabel Howard

Denver 80237

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Kultgen

Denver 80231

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Tilton

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Constance Wanke

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katherine Whitcomb

Denver 80202

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Craig

Denver 80206

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Carrizales

Denver 80220

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Merriken

Denver 80220

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Claudia Dillman

Denver 80218

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Scott McLean

Denver 80231

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Rietz
Denver 80209
8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Judy Stapp

Denver 80238

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods**

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steve Weil

Denver 80220

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Callender

Denver 80218

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Raymond Henkel

Denver 80220

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

 gladys Connolly

Denver 80237

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Larry Collins

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marsha Tharakan

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Lyng

Denver 80211

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Petraitis

Denver 80218

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Monics Stamper

Denver 80203

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Willyard

Denver 80212

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angel Saunders

Denver 80204

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Geri Bigum

Denver 80237

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bob Bigum

Denver 80237

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Kay Allen

Denver 80203

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

CT Rippons

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Berger

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diane Gould

Denver 80222

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dee Strong

Denver 80206

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Olga Guerra

Denver 80220

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Theo Agelopoulos

Denver 80231

8/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hanna Goldberg

Denver 80210

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tim Hoops

Denver 80247

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pamela Hansen

Denver 80209

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ralene Reynolds

Denver 80224

8/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jill Taylor

Denver 80222

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Marshall

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marianna Lea

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Bair

Denver 80221

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tina Goodwin

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Lynn DArcy

Denver 80222

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Todd Resig

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bruno Miller

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marisa Showalter

Denver 80224

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Zeikowitz

Denver 80212

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Spera

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stuart Mathis

Denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Lusk

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Meininger

Denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nathan Bryant

Denver 80222

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Brauer

Denver 80202

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Howard Wignall

Denver 80207

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Kathrine Weissner

Denver 80207

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Leona Berger

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nick Oscarsson

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joy Weissner

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amanda Miller-Sarmento

Denver 80219

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kim Zeller

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Georgianna Forbes

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* Allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* Allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* Allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* Allow unlimited cars per household

* Remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* Prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* Commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Gannon

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lizabeth Morrill

Denver 80222

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

- **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

- **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

- **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

- **allow unlimited cars** per household

- **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

- **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

- **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Shawnda Maher

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarie Patterson

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jared Roush

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacalyn Erickson

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Walter

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Rockower

Denver 80218

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Stefanatz

Denver 80237

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

louise hurlbut
denver 80211

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Foerster

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Rutherford

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kyle Zeller

Denver 80237

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anthony Ferolie

Denver 80204

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Platt

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Meghan Zucker

Denver 80218

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

erik zitek
denver 80218
8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Bowlin

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sai Harshini Badugu

Denver 80218

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tish Vigil

Denver 80110

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charlene Parris

Denver 80207

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ryan Sander

Denver 80207

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Roberts

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Neuman

Denver 80204

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alex Hope

Denver 80239

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Allan Striker

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan McIntire

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melinda Douglas

Denver 80218

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Frank Kugeler

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shelbie Berry

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anne Wiedenmayer

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Berzins

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark Windhager

Denver 80218

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

TJ Melvin

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cathy Hart

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Casey

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Boyles

Denver 80224

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Torres

Denver 80205

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Finley

Denver 80228

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Coors

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Hriso

Denver 80246

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stacy Schafer

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Pier

Denver 80222

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Singer

Denver 80223

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Bliss

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tory Warner

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Boswell

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hilary Donnelly

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

charlie luther
denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tim Harrington

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tim Connors

Denver 80218

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

CHRISTIE AUSTIN

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Louis Clinton

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ed Danielson

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dianne Eddolls

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Perkins

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brandon Brennick

Denver 80250

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janice Nelson

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  --  from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Zuckert

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lillian Kanz

Denver 80246

8/17/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kate Johnson

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Clinton

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Brown

Denver 80219

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Olivia Velasquez

Denver 80202

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stacia Freimuth

Denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Helen Morrison

Denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tatyana Coker

Denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Johnson

Denver 80205

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christy Owen

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bill Ryan

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Shea

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tracey MacDermott

Denver 80246

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

kathleen gans

Denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eugenie Waters

Denver 80203

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Thoeming

Denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alyce VanGilder

Denver 80218

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karess Langford Allen

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Griebel

Denver 80237

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dominic DiFelice

Denver 80237

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Molly Coors

Denver 80246

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brady Keenan

Denver 80246

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Luther

Denver 10022

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Doug Wulf

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brown Cannon

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brendan Shea

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

LESLIE EATON

Denver 80211

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gus Tingley

Denver 80246

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jim Harder

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

judy rodine

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joan Bell

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Johnston

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

R. Naiman

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Biljana Hanson

Denver 80202

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Putze

Denver 80246

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Hoskins

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Leslie Beltrami

Denver 80211

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan HIGGINBOTTOM

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Perry

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Sandusky

Denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Powell

Denver 80236

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Shonstrom

Denver 80214

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Roberts

Denver 80218

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Sheedy

Denver 80218

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carla Grant

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Wendy Hession

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jan Smedley

Denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Debra Tulp

Denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Larry Bickle

Denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Blake O’Shaughnessy

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ryan O'Shaughnessy

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kyla Boyd

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brent Jones

Denver 80202

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lauren Brownstein

Denver 80202

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marc Naiman

Denver 80246

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brad Arnold

Denver 80211

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patty McConaty

Denver 80211

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bernie Naiman

Denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nina Sidley

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emilia G Herman

Denver 80218

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Moyski

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kenton Epard

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sandy Hansen

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Fredric Kutner
Denver 80210
8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Russell Rainey

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary E. Von Feldt

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Wolz

Denver 80238

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

MARY LYNN GROVER

Denver 80224

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bonnie McCay

Denver 80207

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Evelyn McLagan

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rick gardner

Denver 80233

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Allen

Denver 80237

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Ben Mendenhall

Denver 80204

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nora Mendenhall

Denver 80205

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patty Job

Denver 80205

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ben Geiger

Denver 80015

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Geoff Babbitt

Denver 80215

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Erin Powell

Denver 80218

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Erin Zitek

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nick Bassett

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ann Devereaux

Denver 80222

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ginny Freyer

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

NANCY MORRISON

DENVER 80222

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeanette Goodwin

Denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Neil McClain

Denver 80237

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emilie Epard

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Farris

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jean Socolofsky

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Anderson

Denver 80205

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

barbara watson

denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robin Farris

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Toltz

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Terry Klap

Denver 80218

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Evonne Edwards

Denver 80231

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gayle Larrrance

Denver 80231

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sue Sparks

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marianne Rabalais Sulser

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Peters

Denver 81620

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sally Gauditz

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Don Larrance

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jan Harding

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gary Noto

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeff Samuelson

Denver 80221

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Miller

Denver 80227

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Freyer

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Walt Lifsey

Denver 80218

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Frank Dorr
Denver 80206
8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

M. Ray Thomasson

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carrie Dorr

Denver 80218

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carmel Corbett

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kate McDonald

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sandra Patterson

Denver 80226

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Jansch

Denver 80233

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Eikenberry

Denver 80211

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dirk Beck

Denver 80210

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Bruno

Denver 80205

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Martyn

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Kropf

Denver 80237

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Karen Westerman

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

April Elliott

Denver 80219

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lily Walters

Denver 80209

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Norma Camarena

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mimi Pomeranz

Denver 80207

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

sean kelly

Denver 80224

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ned Greenwood

Denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Cuprisin

Denver 80224

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jay Roberts

Denver 80220

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary McGrath

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Judith Fahrenkrog

Denver 80211

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maxwell Holtz

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Fanciulli

Denver 80205

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Walker

Denver 80224

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Salmon

Denver 80238

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ellen Sante

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen McDowell

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Catherine Hiner

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Matt Ferlic

Denver 80206

8/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ryan Walker

Denver 80210

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rachel Diedrich

Denver 80205

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Teri Sullivan lutz

Denver 80211

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janeissy Lovera

Denver 80210

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan McFarlane

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Debra Tulp

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brianna Curtis

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Natalie Mozer

Denver 80210

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

George Mazuera

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chad Gauger

Denver 80204

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley Nelson

Denver 80212

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Fried

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emily Franco

Denver 80222

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alan Pomeranz

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michele Mann

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lily Donelson

Denver 80219

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amanda Fernandez

Denver 77079

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Victoria Lee

Denver 80202

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Reece

Denver 80202

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Leigh Gauger

Denver 80212

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Greg Lyon

Denver 80211

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hamilton Belk

Denver 80239

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kerry Sims

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emily Prieto

Denver 80218

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

brad cler
denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Logan Lauterbach

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% – from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children – in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ariel Carroll

Denver 80246

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nina Belk

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eric Gould

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

stefan lauterbach

Denver 80208

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mike Henley

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Corey Wadley

Denver 80231

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ginger Nielsen

Denver 80212

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cary Lyford

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Sue Strathman

Denver 80249

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jim Doyle

Denver 80224

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adam Gentile

Denver 80224

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joe Klinke

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andy Shopneck

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mike O’Shaughnessy

Denver 80246

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara O'Shaughnessy

Denver 80218

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Edward Ziherl

Denver 80218

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vivian Bickle

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marti Judson

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

ken malo
denver 80206
8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vicki Allen

Denver 80212

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara McGrath

Denver 80230

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bill Hardgrove

Denver 80212

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janice H. McGuire

Denver 80226

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lee Goodfriend

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura Cordova

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dana Jones

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Edward Castell

Denver 80239

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

TYLER ROBEN

DENVER 80237

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maureen Roben

Denver 80237

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Timothy Ulfig

Denver 80224

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

catherine hance

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Chahbandour

Denver 80218

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rich Young

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Madden

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tim Custy

Denver 80235

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emily Bosio

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ralph Hubregsen

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joan Emarine

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

THOMAS BENNETT

DENVER 80246

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul Cattin

Denver 80238

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pamela McCreary

Denver 80203

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Iyanna Bolton

Denver 80203

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shelley Coleman

Denver 80202

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rose Pettinger

Denver 80236

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

kathryn frank

Denver 80236

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul Borger

Denver 80238

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Latoya Martin

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diane Brake

Denver 80204

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Dione Benson

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Levi Schryvers

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emma Martz

Denver 80210

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

richard caudle

Denver 80219

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kirk Young

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Danaija Patton

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brett Meeks

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gary Benson

Denver 80219

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Leslie Odell

Denver 80210

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joan Godbolt

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Donald Morrison

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Landau

Denver 80203

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Aurand

Denver 80212

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Blair Taylor

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janet Haglund Shaw

Denver 80207

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sam Bonilla

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Josh Tidwell

Denver 80224

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emily Holben Walker

Denver 80224

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cathleen Nannemann

Denver 80222

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angela Bruskotter

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ash Tucker

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dan Humphrey

Denver 80210

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Justin Roberts

Denver 80201

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rick Blair

Denver 80231

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

david Luebbers

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Courtney Kirman

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Boswell

Denver 80218

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Lucy Chused

Denver 80218

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We haveserious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Meghan Mylott
Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lauren Davis

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Heithaus

Denver 80218

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karyn Karlson

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Court Wold

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gretchen K Lobitz

Denver 80222

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joseph Kiss

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adrian Ramirez

Denver 80219

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Iveth Zapata

Denver 80219

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sonya Trevino

Denver 80203

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jean Merrick

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Zoe Klein

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Dixon

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colleen Lorenz

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Morgan Jump

Denver 80205

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Delilah Alvarez

Denver 80218

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ellen Anderman

Denver 80218

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Josephine Sinclair

Denver 80218

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tom Merrick

Denver 80210

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Berberich

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lee Smith III

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angela Hernandez

Denver 80219

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alben Myren

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tammy Smith

Denver 80210

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacob Long

Denver 80202

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kyle Weber

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Wimbush

Denver 80205

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Sinclair

Denver 80218

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Labrot

Denver 80203

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Natalie Pozatek

Denver 80218

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carlos Rojas

Denver 80249

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods.

* allow unlimited cars per household.

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities.

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only.

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hank Bootz

Denver 80207

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paula Broe

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Rodeno

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Larry King

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Beatty

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Storey

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Cavens

Denver 80207

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anne Close

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Pastore

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Storey

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Roger Pastore

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gary Summers

Denver 80221

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

oscar calderon

Denver 80231

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lauren Brockman

Denver 80296

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Terri Heywood

Denver 80205

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Terri Baldwin

Denver 80231

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Antonio Cisneros

Denver 80221

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

PHILAE DOMINICK

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Payne

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ronald Gotlin

Denver 80207

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

lynn wagner

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Baltz

Denver 80230

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marvin Scheinblatt

Denver 80224

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Duris

Denver 80210

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ché McGuire

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Taylor Kvasager

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lara Merriken

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Martha Linder

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ron Corsentino

Denver 80218

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Peterson

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret LaTourrette

Denver 802324

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emily Sheldon

Denver 80219

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel McAllister

Denver 80211

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angela Oxenreider

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gabriela Ramos

Denver 80231

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mike Oconnor

Denver 80223

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kelsey Marx

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nan Eklund

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steve Roy

Denver 80247

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Concordia

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Keira Wood

Denver 80212

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Frances Williams

Denver

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dale Brown

Denver 80246

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marta Goffredo

Denver 80212

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Ross

Denver 80210

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Candace Benson

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jane Bomba

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Stewart

Denver 80227

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura Duris

Denver 80210

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christianne Molinari

Denver 80204

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Trupti Suthar

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

jim knapp

Denver 80220

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melanie Darden

Denver 80209

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Cowling

Denver 80218

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cheris Berlinberg

Denver 82002

8/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steve Bain

Denver 80218

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rich Itkin

Denver 80206

8/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Rogers

Denver 80202

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Wahlborg

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

ted hendryx

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Young

Denver 80230

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Csrole Jorgensen

Denver 80237

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Whitley

Denver 80221

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Hayes

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lynn Pace

Denver 80238

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* ** commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Terry Van Schwartz

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Edwin Fenwick

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Monica Lengyel

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bob Davidson

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicole Salazar

Denver 80214

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cullen Wold

Denver 80211

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Drew Dutcher

Denver 80216

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Rush

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Disabato

Denver 80247

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Suro

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Helen Devantery

Denver 80202

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Baird

Denver 80247

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcpherson

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pattie Menk

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Helen Valiant

Denver 80237

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Emarine

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steve Swoboda

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Terri Hamilton

Denver 80224

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Crum

Denver 80202

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Powell

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Will Mahoney

Denver 80237

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Weisenburger

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lora Witt

Denver 80202

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

MICHELLE WILHITE

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kristen Miner

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Kelly

Denver 80238

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nita Beckman

Denver 80237

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jane Tannenbaum

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tony Church

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katherine Caskie

Denver 80202

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alberta Sulzer

Denver 80221

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara McLaughlin

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diane Balkin

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Megan Crawford

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeremiah Armijo

Denver 80223

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

G Marshall

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christie Koonse

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Goodson Terry

Denver 80239

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Boyd Van voorhis

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Brown

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adam Strunk

Denver 80233

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ann White

Denver 80239

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christine Fritschen

Denver 80237

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Heather Ehret Faircloth

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

JOHN RYAN

Denver 80203

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jackie Bell

Denver 80227

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pamela Novotny

Denver 80238

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tiffany Silverberg

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Caitlin King

Denver 80219

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Alexander Holtze

Denver 80218

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eric Holtze

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jenene Stookesberry

Denver 80203

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jim Stookesberry

Denver 80203

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Treadway

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kat Taylor

Denver 80221

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amber Humbert

Denver 80219

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Boerger

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anthony Barahona

Denver 80219

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Martinez

Denver 80219

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ardith Barbosa

Denver 80231

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bryan Hurlbut

Denver 80223

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hildy Wold

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Heidi Hoyt

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mia Vera

Denver 80239

8/19/2020
The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods.

* allow unlimited cars per household.

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities.

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only.

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jordan Krentz

Denver 80224

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Morrissey

Denver 80218

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Ward

Denver 80224

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Frank rizo

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elijah Quinones

Denver 80202

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

STEPHANIE FAY

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kellie Shopneck

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ricky Horn

Denver 80227

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alexander Horman

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

CAROL MACBRIDE

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Shopneck

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cheri James

Denver 80246

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Larry Moore

Denver 80227

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark Cramer

Denver 80218

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eric Griswold

Denver 80224

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kyra James

Denver 80246

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sherri Martinez

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anika Alston

Denver 80207

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeremiah Little

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Dent

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Caryl Shipley

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Toni Hamilton

Denver 80203

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Helen Ritzler

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Hotz

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Casias

Denver 80219

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emily Gunlock

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gena Waterman

Denver 80246

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steve Oltman

Denver 80227

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cara David

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jade Gonzalez

Denver 80219

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Veronica Leto

Denver 80227

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacob Snow

Denver 80219

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Wallie Lambrecht

Denver 80227

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Dziecharska

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eric Wade

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

amy barlock
Denver 80220
8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Thomas David

Denver 80238

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **Allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **Allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **Allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **Allow unlimited cars** per household

* **Remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **Prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **Commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sam Reed

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christina Hoffmann

Denver 80224

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John DiCino

Denver 80227

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Madeline Wilson

Denver 80224

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

jennifer laird

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sharon Bates

Denver 80227

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Peter Droege

Denver 80227

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adriana LOPEZ

Denver 80216

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kai Robles

Denver 80211

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Corrigan

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Hatzidakis

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Donald Schaefer

Denver 80227

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol McDermott
Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Felicia Watkins

Denver 80249

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Healy Parks

Denver 80246

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John McStay

Denver 80230

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Allison Perkins

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Teresa Vogler

Denver 80222

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beverly Miller

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Selena Torres

Denver 80249

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Frances L Mattedi

Denver 80227

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Teri Clayton

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ann Rea

Denver 80211

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Be n Blanchard

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Stevens

Denver 80203

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sophia Sanchez

Denver 80219

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** – from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark Beaton

Denver 80231

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kate Nguyen

Denver 80210

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Samantha Harris

Denver 80247

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rivaldo Vargas-Ramirez

Denver 68850

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

mark foseid

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Tighe

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chelsea Williamson

Denver 80227

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Kaufman

Denver 80211

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lindsey McKeever

Denver 80211

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jenny Holtze

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Fitchett

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

joni Caldwell

Denver 80204

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Edward Douglass

Denver 80237

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Smith

Denver 80227

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rosie Wiedenmayer

Denver 80218

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Mucilli

Denver 80218

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Tulp

Denver 80224

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Regan

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey James

Denver 80246

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dirk McDermott

Denver 80207

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura Montoya

Denver 80226

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Medrick

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marc Waage

Denver 80227

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Oltman

Denver 80227

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Allison Craig

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adam Deflorian

Denver 80229

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Danielle Deflorian

Denver 80229

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Neide Stevens

Denver 80246

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maureen Wulf

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bevin Wallace

Denver 80209

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Hannigan

Denver 80219

8/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Clayton

Denver 80206

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

sarah stapp

Denver 80220

8/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

timothy white

Denver 80204

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Betty Croall

Denver 80209

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karin Rutstein

Denver 80207

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Wells

Denver 80237

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Clark

Denver 80209

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gary Biesiadecki

Denver 80210

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Victoria Biesiadecki

Denver 80210

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Libby Perkins

Denver 80220

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Perkins

Denver 80238

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Dixon

Denver 80218

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hildreth Wold

Denver 80220

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Martha Hockensmith

Denver 80209

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gordon Myron

Denver 80203

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christine Hayutin

Denver 80203

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Holschuh

Denver 80227

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Peter Schellhorn

Denver 60025

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melanie Buchanan

Denver 80231

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Theresa Karis

Denver 80211

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carrie Berglund

Denver 80224

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lachelle Sierra

Denver 80227

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Silvesky

Denver 80210

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Yaron Lidor

Denver 80220

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Gilbert

Denver 60534

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Poisson

Denver 80220

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janice Vento
Denver 80206
8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Terry Adams

Denver 80207

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura Johnson

Denver 80227

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sheila Long

Denver 80123

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Allison

Denver 80123

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** – from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Rullo

Denver 80210

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kindra Hochhalter

Denver 80465

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

George Mayl

Denver 80219

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Kenny

Denver 80206

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Bertram

Denver 80209

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Markus Thamm

Denver 80210

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Todd Rullo

Denver 80204

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dale Vodehnal

Denver 80206

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Sharlene Good

Denver 80202

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mike Good

Denver 80231

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jesse Smith

Denver 80228

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lucy O'Shaughnessy

Denver 80220

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shayne Tennyson

Denver 80219

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Levett

Denver 80113

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alicia Maitland

Denver 80224

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Greyson Wilson

Denver 78758

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gail Smart

Denver 80204

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

margaret byrne

Denver 80209

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacque Pohl

Denver 80247

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Quinn

Denver 80222

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anabel Ramirez

Denver 80224

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathy Nguyen

Denver 80231

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

victoria lenihan

Denver 80209

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Summers

Denver 80249

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Martinez

Denver 80202

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

julian miller

Denver 80249

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hannah Katz

Denver 80224

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Velasquez

Denver 80219

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steve Elenich

Denver 49930

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Perry

Denver 80218

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mickey Ferguson

Denver 78731

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lavanya Bose

Denver 95129

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura Johnson

Denver 80239

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Gerner

Denver 80220

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sophia Gonzales

Denver 80214

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gracie Smith

Denver 80249

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hedrick Jaurigue

Denver 91761

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jay Thies

Denver 80205

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Da’Monique Duclair

Denver 27265

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jerry Covill

Denver 80123

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marsha Trelstad

Denver 80231

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rod Allen

Denver 80206

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jac Reynolds

Denver 80211

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Fuller

Denver 80123

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hector Reyes

Denver 80231

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lydia Buchmann

Denver 80207

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

- **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

- **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

- **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

- **allow unlimited cars** per household

- **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

- **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

- **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pam Fuller

Denver 80123

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Luis Garcia

Denver 80239

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kelly Hernandez

Denver 80209

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Derick Gomez

Denver 80203

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Houston

Denver 80249

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Valentin Nunez

Denver 80219

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diana Rosas

Denver 80249

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sofia Cortes

Denver 42001

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Crystal Andrews

Denver 80220

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Wilson

Denver 80237

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Young

Denver 80218

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tim Schuetz

Denver 80235

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kayla Smith

Denver 80211

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mariana Gutierrez

Denver 80236

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rosie McDonald

Denver 80205

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Claudia Jasper

Denver 80227

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Thomas

Denver 80219

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Caleb Smith

Denver 80237

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Lockhart

Denver 80260

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Morgan

Denver 80210

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rachael Weaver

Denver 80205

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Peggy Lortcher

Denver 80209

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amalia Torrez-Hayes

Denver 80227

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hallye Behm

Denver 80210

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angie Rossi

Denver 80439

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kim Davis

Denver 80209

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marty Carmichael

Denver 80123

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Lucas

Denver 80123

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Justin Behm

Denver 80123

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Annie Pineda

Denver 80123

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Erik Stark

Denver 80207

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Van Cise

Denver 80220

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patrick Culp

Denver 80222

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ethan Gilbert

Denver 80209

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura Garabedian

Denver 80206

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kaelyn Grinstead

Denver 80220

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Aowna Akter

Denver 80249

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tyler Picco

Denver 80220

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eric Lightle

Denver 80206

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

SUSIE ZEYLMaker

Denver 80220

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kylie Pumphrey

Denver 80222

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lalana Coughran

Denver 80220

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elisa Morales

Denver 80229

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chris Fisher

Denver 80238

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mariana Reyes

Denver 80239

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lori Lampe

Denver 80224

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brandon Lucero

Denver 80220

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

helena nguyen

Denver 80219

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Isabella Lopez

Denver 80234

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sam Smith

Denver 80218

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Dreyer

Denver 80206

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Ramirez

Denver 80204

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anthea Ewert

Denver 80224

8/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alec Grumet

Denver 80210

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Weber

Denver 80224

8/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Cady

Denver 80123

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Keith Sibley

Denver 80226

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Jeanne DeMarie

Denver 80231

8/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michele Wildt

Denver 80123

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maricela Cherveny

Denver 80211

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anna Swayne

Denver 80218

8/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Lacey

Denver 80210

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Peggy Shaw

Denver 80203

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessie Hickam

DENVER 80231

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeannine Schultz

Denver 80123

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Faith Whittington

Denver 80123

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carl Eklund

Denver 80209

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Burseth

Denver 80123

8/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Frate-Sicard

Denver 80210

8/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Georgine Sparr

Denver 80212

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

JENNIFER HILGER

Denver 80237

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Nazzaro

Denver 80122

8/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Moran

Denver 80209

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tami Skinner

Denver 80210

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shannon Sauro

Denver 80209

8/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Helm

Denver 80123

8/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Buchanan

Denver 80210

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stan Kobayashi

Denver 80123

8/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gary Stark

Denver 80220

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tom Montoya

Denver 80220

8/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Phil Wade
Denver 80223

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Lacey

Denver 80220

8/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Valerie Luna

Denver 80206

8/22/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Caroline Richardson

Denver 80205

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Randy Avalos
Denver 80204
8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeremiah Taylor

Denver 80231

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

jason stafford

Denver 80216

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

esther castillo

Denver 80219

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katie Carter

Denver 80207

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lois Feinstein

Denver 80206

8/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tim Hartman

Denver 80220

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alice Rosales

Denver 80223

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Soto

Denver 80218

8/22/2020
The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alexander Haney

Denver 80205

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Fearon Perry

Denver 80218

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mia Lopez

Denver 80231

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daisy Gutierrez

Denver 80216

8/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley Allen

Denver 80204

8/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Travis Robinson

Denver 80207

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nina Sisk

Denver 80206

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rita Bouzoubaa

Denver 80205

8/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rayma Ford

Denver 80212

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Prince

Denver 80220

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jenny Martinez

Denver 80226

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Panagiota Sietos

Denver 80210

8/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Larum

Denver 80123

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Helen Spiegel

Denver 80207

8/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sheila Gordon

Denver 80237

8/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hiram Welton

Denver 80202

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Hill

Denver 80227

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Grey

Denver 80220

8/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kiley Freeman

Denver 80206

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Clayton

Denver 80220

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Greg Vacca

Denver 80220

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charlene Cohrs

Denver 80206

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rod Becker

Denver 80237

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Catherine Boren-Pluss

Denver 80220

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alex Robinson

Denver 80203

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Veronica Hall

Denver 80204

8/23/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patrick Foley

Denver 80219

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Smith

Denver 80222

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

elisabeth fleming

Denver 80216

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

samantha villa

Denver 80204

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emily Ruiz

Denver 80229

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angelina Aguirre

Denver 80223

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Gomez
Denver 80223

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

jiamain zheng

Denver 80219

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Autumn Beamon

Denver 80206

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Grace Felt

Denver 80211

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angela Manzanarez

Denver 80223

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brenda Vacca

Denver 80123

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Tafoya

Denver 80235

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Florentin

Denver 80203

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Barbara Holme

Denver 80235

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sharyn Monroe

Denver 80235

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Riedy

Denver 80211

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Juan Martin Enos Tafoya

Denver 80249

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Debera Criss

Denver 80235

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Collins

Denver 80235

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Lewis

Denver 80235

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tim Vacca

Denver 80230

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jaime Kafati

Denver 80220

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Chacon-Powell

Denver 80123

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Freilich

Denver 80210

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brianne Murphy

Denver 80123

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Morales

Denver 80210

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicolas Esquirol

Denver 80210

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Darlene Diehl

Denver 80211

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kate Smith

Denver 80220

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Montague

Denver 80210

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jose Franco

Denver 80238

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elijah Wright

Denver 80210

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Thomas Martin

Denver 80227

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Victoria Bell

Denver 80246

8/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anthony Paris

Denver 80204

8/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Simpson

Denver 80204

8/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Raina Kochevar

Denver 80209

8/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michele Lawonn

Denver 80231

8/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Dabney

Denver 80231

8/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Simpson

Denver 80204

8/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Daniels

Denver 80231

8/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lorin Kling

Denver 80238

8/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Boehm

Denver 80207

8/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dwayne Talton

Denver 80219

8/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Padilla

Denver 80219

8/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

jasmine lam

Denver 80205

8/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley White

Denver 80202

8/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Plunkett

Denver 80209

8/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul Maggiore

Denver 80123

8/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kristi Coffin

Denver 80231

8/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joy Lewis

Denver 80204

8/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Dickinson

Denver 80237

8/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sheila Jenkins

Denver 80206

8/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Glenn Cuerden

Denver 80209

8/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicole Riedy

Denver 80123

8/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Round

Denver 80207

8/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tina Davis

Denver 80206

8/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Guidera

Denver 80123

8/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Inselman

Denver 80123

8/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

stacie knapp

Denver 80210

8/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emily Jost

Denver 80204

8/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stacy Pahl-Tichy

Denver 80236

8/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

deborah justiss

Denver 80220

8/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Young

Denver 80220

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dana Lachance-Wittman

Denver 80202

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marie Nussbaumer

Denver 80231

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Kelley

Denver 80123

8/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gregory Sheehan

Denver 80204

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Englehardt

Denver 80239

8/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Olivia Flores

Denver 80239

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melanie Scott

Denver 80231

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jack Gray

Denver 80231

8/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ricardo Macias

Denver 80221

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anne Sanchez

Denver 80219

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tyler Willis

Denver 80205

8/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Oscar Reyes

Denver 80219

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lizzy Walker

Denver 80210

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Renee Alvarez

Denver 80224

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

laura johnson

Denver 80204

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tina Goodluck

Denver 80219

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy McCabe

Denver 80238

8/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathy Farias

Denver 80207

8/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rafael Flores

Denver 80219

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rose Hudson

Denver 80219

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jean Maxwell
Denver 80238
8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Howard Price

Denver 80123

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Price

Denver 80123

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jo Daley

Denver 80218

8/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Harkey

Denver 80210

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Angelina Bunker

Denver 80206

8/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

wesley vondenkamp

Denver 80207

8/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Kling

Denver 80238

8/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Westlund

Denver 80123

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Boswell

Denver 80218

8/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** – from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Frances Jimenez

Denver 80211

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bailey Brooks

Denver 80206

8/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patrick Mulligan

Denver 80231

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Trey Ripley

Denver 80209

8/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from
  2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time
  of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and
  infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with
  expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential
  neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy
  limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver
is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods
for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lenore Hoops

Denver 80209

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Isaiah Reyes

Denver 80219

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Gonzalez

Denver 80235

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anthony Perez

Denver 80223

8/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carrie Ethier
Denver 80238
8/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paige Primmer

Denver 80236

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Skip Scarlett

Denver 80123

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Luke Thilgen

Denver 80211

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maurine Boling

Denver 80123

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

olivia cooper

Denver 80216

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John maki

Denver 80237

8/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kaitlyn Price

Denver 80229

8/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Morris

Denver 80202

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amisha Samaroo

Denver 80231

8/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dana Thomas

Denver 80205

8/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Wellso

Denver 80206

8/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jill DeLano

Denver 80123

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katherine Rodriguez

Denver 80204

8/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Swartz

Denver 80230

8/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Desiree Perez

Denver 80236

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Gibson

Denver 80221

8/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emilio Perez

Denver 80220

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Audra Mills

Denver 80210

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Martha Villanueva

Denver 80239

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hannah Walker

Denver 80218

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Lopez

Denver 80220

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katherine Duffy

Denver 80220

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katherine McConnell

Denver 80223

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Cable

Denver 80222

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Javier Quintana

Denver 80239

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beth Myers

Denver 80206

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Debra Nowlen

Denver 80231

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tiffany Federico

Denver 80123

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul Morrison

Denver 80123

8/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Allen

Denver 80202

8/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Loretta Hernandez

Denver 80216

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Hunt

Denver 80218

8/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kennen Cohen

Denver 80209

8/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adam Densmore

Denver 80231

8/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Densmore

Denver 80218

8/27/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Fugier

Denver 80237

8/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Knutson

Denver 80220

8/27/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sara Lewinski

Denver 80237

8/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cathleen Mchugh

Denver 80211

8/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Miller

Denver 80202

8/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anne Miller

Denver 80202

8/27/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jane Norton

Denver 80237

8/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lori Osenbaugh

Denver 80123

8/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Phillip Quintana

Denver 80212

8/27/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

C Singleton

Denver 80249

8/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Stoa

Denver 80224

8/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Reed

Denver 80205

8/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Reed

Denver 80205

8/27/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patrick Hamilton

Denver 80203

8/27/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anne Aguirre

Denver 80206

8/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Beck

Denver 80220

8/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melanie Clark

Denver 80220

8/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Gonzales

Denver 80219

8/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lynne Greenwood

Denver 80231

8/28/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katherine Huner

Denver 80123

8/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,
Michael Long
Denver 80205
8/28/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Patton

Denver 80224

8/28/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joyce Pratt

Denver 80237

8/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Reilly

Denver 80222

8/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Curt Reimann

Denver 80206

8/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Heather Reimann

Denver 80206

8/28/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley French

Denver 80238

8/28/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jenica Smith

Denver 80210

8/28/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Strom

Denver 80210

8/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joshua Acevedo

Denver 80204

8/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nathan Williams

Denver 80218

8/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Smith

Denver 80123

8/29/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Allen

Denver 80205

8/30/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charlene Davey

Denver 80238

8/30/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margarita Kontny

Denver 80237

8/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mario Kontny

Denver 80237

8/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eric Ma

Denver 80123

8/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Clayton McCoy

Denver 80216

8/30/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Keri Moran

Denver 80211

8/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Morgan Olson

Denver 80237

8/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Peterson

Denver 80220

8/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Wendy Cuvelier

Denver 80123

8/30/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elissa Tucker

Denver 80123

8/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Wendy Cuvelier

Denver 80123

8/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ingrid Bendzsa

Denver 80231

8/31/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carla Fox

Denver 80123

8/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Mcclure
Denver 80219
8/31/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Mcclure

Denver 80211

8/31/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Morton

Denver 80231

8/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alexxy Roelfson

Denver 80224

8/31/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Storey

Denver 80211

8/31/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dorane Subjack

Denver 80231

8/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda West

Denver 80210

8/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jack Clark

Denver 80210

8/31/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alicia Ramirez

Denver 80123

8/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Shanahan

Denver 80238

8/31/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andres Hernandez

Denver 80203

8/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley Garcia

Denver 80205

8/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chris Jackson

Denver 80231

8/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Martinez

Denver 80205

8/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jack Clark

Denver 80210

8/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jasmine Singh

Denver 80222

8/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Magana

Denver 80221

8/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maria Juarez
Denver 80219
8/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Preston Smith

Denver 80239

8/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Tyler Polzin

Denver 80123

8/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vicki Boesel

Denver 80231

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Virginia Bryant

Denver 80237

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Burns

Denver 80249

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Hargrove

Denver 80247

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brenda Kelsch

Denver 80219

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Manus

Denver 80206

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Miller

Denver 80123

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lois Nadorff

Denver 80237

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eric Nelson

Denver 80204

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alex Roelfson

Denver 80206

9/1/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Salz

Denver 80231

9/1/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Simms

Denver 80237

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Solberg

Denver 80231

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bryan Thompson

Denver 80205

9/1/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Tollari

Denver 80231

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elaine West

Denver 80220

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Wilkins

Denver 80206

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Aaliyah Herrera

Denver 80239

9/1/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Abigail Silva

Denver 80235

9/1/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brenda Castillo

Denver 80205

9/1/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carlos Ortiz

Denver 80212

9/1/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Denise Gonzales

Denver 80210

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jasmine Ramirez

Denver 80216

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Nguyen

Denver 80210

9/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maria Diaz

Denver 80203

9/1/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Doug Andrews

Denver 80218

9/2/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Krysten Crews

Denver 80231

9/2/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Nelson-Douglas

Denver 80222

9/2/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amanda Bergman

Denver 80249

9/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Davis
Denver 80210
9/3/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jj Gorsuch

Denver 80220

9/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ellen Retchin

Denver 80206

9/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christine Richmeier

Denver 80207

9/3/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Wilson

Denver 80207

9/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Adams

Denver 80211

9/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Massiel Rivera

Denver 80231

9/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alondra Rodriguez

Denver 80223

9/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angelica Medina

Denver 80220

9/3/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Scott

Denver 80205

9/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Esmeralda Murillo

Denver 80239

9/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods.

* allow unlimited cars per household.

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities.

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only.

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lesly Garcia

Denver 80229

9/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Miguel Lopez

Denver 80231

9/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Victor Romero

Denver 80221

9/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Massiel Rivera

Denver 80231

9/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Adams

Denver 80211

9/3/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Baum

Denver 80209

9/4/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rachel Baum

Denver 80210

9/4/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brewster Boyd

Denver 80220

9/4/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Gregg

Denver 80204

9/4/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beverly Howell

Denver 80210

9/4/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Patterson

Denver 80205

9/4/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joyce Redwillow

Denver 80210

9/4/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jay Velinder

Denver 80210

9/4/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lori Velinder

Denver 80210

9/4/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beth Sturges

Denver 80209

9/4/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beth Sturges

Denver 80209

9/4/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nora Burns

Denver 80210

9/5/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Kohner

Denver 80209

9/5/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Kops

Denver 80204

9/5/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Scott Peterson

Denver 80211

9/5/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

June Schiff

Denver 80237

9/5/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Sharp

Denver 80229

9/5/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alyn Park

Denver 80247

9/5/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Cox

Denver 80205

9/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

George Heffernan

Denver 80220

9/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Lowe

Denver 80220

9/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alice Sidwell

Denver 80249

9/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Betty White

Denver 80204

9/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cindy Young

Denver 80238

9/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Wayne Barnes

Denver 80210

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Berglund

Denver 80210

9/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bryan Biel

Denver 80231

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lyndal Brookhart

Denver 80206

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Grace Busch

Denver 80206

9/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Greg Davis

Denver 80123

9/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Davis

Denver 80211

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sara Dimanna

Denver 80209

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Courtney Forman

Denver 80231

9/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Abby Gailey

Denver 80219

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Summer Gibbons

Denver 80218

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melanie Griggs

Denver 80231

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Choice Johnson

Denver 80231

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cindy Lampner

Denver 80204

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beth Lyford

Denver 80238

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Morris

Denver 80203

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adam Neville

Denver 80231

9/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Clara Oxley

Denver 80206

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gary Pasicznyk

Denver 80231

9/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ryan Peters

Denver 80231

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mike Retzke

Denver 80237

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cathy Roper

Denver 80220

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sandra Sage

Denver 80231

9/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

C. Shea

Denver 80231

9/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Creighton Smith

Denver 80231

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lana Smith

Denver 80222

9/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Stewart

Denver 80123

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Aliza Rothman

Denver 80210

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Abby Miller

Denver 80206

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Mckenzie

Denver 80223

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Allison Dixon

Denver 80246

9/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alyssa Hall

Denver 80211

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Robinson

Denver 80203

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angel Cooper

Denver 80249

9/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Derrick Smith

Denver 80205

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Thomson

Denver 80237

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emma Johnson

Denver 80206

9/7/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jamie Lee

Denver 80205

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Martinez

Denver 80123

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lindsey Garcia

Denver 80204

9/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maria Alvarez

Denver 80210

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melanie Ochoa

Denver 80204

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mia Hernandez

Denver 80219

9/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Hall

Denver 80205

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Perez

Denver 80219

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Monique Washington

Denver 80239

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Olivia Munson

Denver 80203

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Miller

Denver 80202

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Morris

Denver 80209

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tammy Clark

Denver 80206

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Taylor Snyder

Denver 80202

9/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Yolanda Brown

Denver 80247

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Aliza Rothman
Denver 80210

9/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katherine Anderson

Denver 80203

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Anderson

Denver 80204

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Darlene Benavidez

Denver 80219

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lynn Coluccy

Denver 80210

9/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Crawley

Denver 80231

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Curran

Denver 80231

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Breanne Duty

Denver 80237

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Coy Ebell

Denver 80202

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Walter Edgerly

Denver 80231

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul England

Denver 80231

9/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kaz Hashigami

Denver 80231

9/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Holly Knor

Denver 80231

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul Nelson

Denver 80203

9/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Nordstrom

Denver 80210

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Armando Rios

Denver 80219

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gregory Smith

Denver 80202

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joe Trevino

Denver 80204

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Savannah Trevino

Denver 80219

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christine Van Sickle

Denver 80236

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christina Wheaton

Denver 80231

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jill Dipasquale

Denver 80218

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises "equity" but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robin Rios

Denver 80219

9/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Reyes

Denver 80206

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deanna Smith

Denver 80203

9/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tiffany Butler

Denver 80227

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jill Dipasquale

Denver 80218

9/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Aimee Anderson

Denver 80203

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Matt Capecelatro

Denver 80206

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carsten Goff

Denver 80236

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kelli Kingsbury

Denver 80231

9/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Navarro

Denver 80212

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Garry Wolff

Denver 80236

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Martha Ramirez

Denver 80211

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alexander Barnes

Denver 80209

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angel Ortiz

Denver 80204

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley Gonzalez

Denver 80211

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bailey Martin

Denver 80207

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carlos Garcia

Denver 80123

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Martinez

Denver 80202

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Derek Ramos

Denver 80229

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jamie Martin

Denver 80205

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Gonzales

Denver 80218

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Leticia Garcia

Denver 80211

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Skinner

Denver 80219

9/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mackenzie Smith

Denver 80205

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pedro Claudio

Denver 80210

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Chambers

Denver 80123

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Martha Ramirez

Denver 80211

9/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Cook

Denver 80209

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brittany Kindgren

Denver 80224

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Teresa Wilson

Denver 80237

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colton Zimmerman

Denver 80239

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alex Garcia

Denver 80204

9/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amanda Fox

Denver 80123

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Hernandez

Denver 80204

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anna Berry

Denver 80219

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Audrey Garcia

Denver 80203

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jamie Coleman

Denver 80205

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Bell

Denver 80236

9/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jose Silva

Denver 80239

9/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Anderson

Denver 80212

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Brown

Denver 80203

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lacey Boyer

Denver 80206

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Anderson

Denver 80123

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Hull

Denver 80210

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Lopez

Denver 80203

9/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Noelle Miller

Denver 80223

9/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sean Saunders

Denver 80206

9/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Guevara

Denver 80204

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colton Zimmerman

Denver 80239

9/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Ianelli

Denver 80220

9/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anthony Ibarra

Denver 80123

9/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colette Linehan

Denver 80223

9/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Louis Orzolek

Denver 80231

9/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Celeste Paranjape

Denver 80222

9/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paula Pinkerton

Denver 80224

9/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Pomroy

Denver 80211

9/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ellyn Bouts

Denver 80235

9/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Ciarpella

Denver 80235

9/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Gleason

Denver 80230

9/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rachel Hague

Denver 80220

9/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shane Hague

Denver 80220

9/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Becky Knipe

Denver 80202

9/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbra Miller

Denver 80202

9/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Courtney Muir

Denver 80209

9/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adam Smith

Denver 80203

9/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eleonora Yurkevich

Denver 80222

9/12/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chris Bohnsak

Denver 80212

9/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cole Bohnsak

Denver 80212

9/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Bohnsak

Denver 80212

9/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Courtney

Denver 80231

9/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Lewis

Denver 80205

9/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anita Madden

Denver 80235

9/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Powers

Denver 80218

9/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rick Schwartz

Denver 80230

9/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colleen Becker

Denver 80219

9/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Spencer

Denver 80210

9/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adrienne Robinson

Denver 80227

9/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adrienne Robinson

Denver 80227

9/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bartley Case

Denver 80219

9/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Dixon

Denver 80221

9/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Madison Walker

Denver 80203

9/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Armstrong

Denver 80212

9/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Spencer

Denver 80210

9/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colleen Becker

Denver 80219

9/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Asher

Denver 80206

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pam Brendel

Denver 80222

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joshua Burleson

Denver 80223

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ben Callahan

Denver 80210

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Man-Ching Callahan

Denver 80210

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brett Crawford

Denver 80211

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Dee

Denver 80210

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Timothy Foster

Denver 80202

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Frank

Denver 80220

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adam Hostetter

Denver 80209

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dave Link

Denver 80210

9/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carleton Pierson

Denver 80210

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ann Schleve

Denver 80220

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Molly Wass

Denver 80237

9/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dan Winkler

Denver 80236

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Yates

Denver 80205

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Leslie Sanchez

Denver 80123

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Abdallah Mahmoud

Denver 80247

9/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Smith

Denver 80123

9/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carlos Alvarez

Denver 80123

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christian Greene

Denver 80231

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Torres

Denver 80204

9/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacob Holmes

Denver 80235

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Green

Denver 80209

9/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Kramer

Denver 80111

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Martin

Denver 80249

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Leslie Sanchez

Denver 80123

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lucy Bell

Denver 80222

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Melissa Flores

Denver 80202

9/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mohammed Ahmed

Denver 80249

9/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicole Ramirez

Denver 80219

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicole Sullivan

Denver 80220

9/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paola Sanchez

Denver 80219

9/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ryan Booth

Denver 80211

9/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sophia Smith

Denver 80218

9/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sydney Sherman

Denver 80206

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Hostetter

Denver 80210

9/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sandra Adams

Denver 80227

9/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gayle Crockett

Denver 80247

9/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bill Frazier

Denver 80123

9/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Lutz

Denver 80218

9/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tara Nalty

Denver 80236

9/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Arnette Schouten

Denver 80247

9/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Sykora

Denver 80211

9/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Sykora

Denver 80237

9/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Veith

Denver 80209

9/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Matthew Ward

Denver 80203

9/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Wass

Denver 80212

9/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ana Pineda

Denver 80239

9/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Reed

Denver 80205

9/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Javier Morales

Denver 80229

9/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Savannah Brown

Denver 80202

9/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Arthur Alarcon

Denver 80219

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mildred Anderson

Denver 80247

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bruce Baird

Denver 80235

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alan Bemis

Denver 80249

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ryan Bingham

Denver 80209

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Blake

Denver 80224

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Boyle

Denver 80204

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Claire Bulkley

Denver 80237

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Caleb Bury

Denver 80210

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Collins

Denver 80205

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Randall Corbett

Denver 80220

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lauren Costantini

Denver 80210

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Culbertson

Denver 80207

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Eastburn

Denver 80204

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joseph Finkenbinder

Denver 80205

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods.

* allow unlimited cars per household.

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities.

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only.

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Justin Folkestad

Denver 80205

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Garcia

Denver 80202

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beverly Goodwin

Denver 80221

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Goodwin

Denver 80209

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Guggenheim

Denver 80220

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Henry

Denver 80204

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hilger
Denver 80237
9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melanie Hockley

Denver 80223

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dana Jessup

Denver 80212

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gregory Johnson

Denver 80204

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Johnson

Denver 80202

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rob Johnson

Denver 80238

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rebekah Keller

Denver 80238

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patrick Kelly

Denver 80202

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jamie Lee

Denver 80205

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Connie Magers

Denver 80210

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Calvin Markwood

Denver 80205

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ken Meyer

Denver 80212

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

L. Meyer

Denver 80212

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ruchard Meyer

Denver 80212

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Mitchell

Denver 80206

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Claudia Moore

Denver 80207

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Mountain

Denver 80210

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Nesavich

Denver 80210

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Nesiba

Denver 80209

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vincent Pascale

Denver 80209

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Paulson

Denver 80206

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gary Peters

Denver 80231

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Audra Price

Denver 80221

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gregory Ramos

Denver 80210

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lauren Reynolds

Denver 80209

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Richardson

Denver 80209

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Meredith Richardson

Denver 80209

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Annemarie Roberts

Denver 80219

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

April See

Denver 80227

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Timothy Wilson

Denver 80202

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bradley Zieg

Denver 80203

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tova Zussman

Denver 80204

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Judith Gallegos

Denver 80237

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Barrett

Denver 80206

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Walker

Denver 80202

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Mckay

Denver 80204

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Nesavich

Denver 80210

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Judith Gallegos

Denver 80237

9/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Barrett

Denver 80206

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Walker

Denver 80202

9/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ronald Adams

Denver 80220

9/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Christina Beck

Denver 80218

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sharyn Beers

Denver 80202

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joel Bonanno

Denver 80202

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kyle Bradell

Denver 80210

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kelly Burke

Denver 80203

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jill Butterly
Denver 80247
9/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jolene Chan
Denver 80206
9/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ali Chehouri

Denver 80212

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Couzens

Denver 80218

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Culver

Denver 80231

9/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul Dodge

Denver 80210

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patrick Dolan

Denver 80239

9/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Eyser

Denver 80231

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anthony Fierro

Denver 80206

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colleen Fitzgerald

Denver 80219

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sean Fitzgerald

Denver 80203

9/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Garvie

Denver 80247

9/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Haller

Denver 80209

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Henderson

Denver 80205

9/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Allison Hill

Denver 80204

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Jones

Denver 80204

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Johanna Kelly

Denver 80238

9/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Kiser

Denver 80236

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alvin Lucero

Denver 80219

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacquie Marks

Denver 80224

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Marks

Denver 80224

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eric Marquez

Denver 80221

9/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Metiva

Denver 80209

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Metting

Denver 80237

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Novak

Denver 80202

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alison Patton

Denver 80210

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dixie Poppell

Denver 80210

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Larry Ross

Denver 80218

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Selner

Denver 80239

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gregg Siepman

Denver 80209

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adrian Sullesta

Denver 80202

9/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Thompson

Denver 80207

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Thompson

Denver 80220

9/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Trommeter

Denver 80231

9/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Walsh

Denver 80204

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only**

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bruce Wisser

Denver 80209

9/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Yarnell

Denver 80209

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sandra Clinger

Denver 80206

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Conroy

Denver 80204

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alexandria Eyser

Denver 80231

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Baker

Denver 80206

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Todd Larson

Denver 80230

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sandra Clinger

Denver 80206

9/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Conroy

Denver 80204

9/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Aycrigg

Denver 80218

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rodney Barker

Denver 80211

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ann Block

Denver 80220

9/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Brown
Denver 80204
9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Darwin Campbell

Denver 80209

9/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Campbell

Denver 80206

9/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Carpenter

Denver 80204

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elise Fleming

Denver 80231

9/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Gilbert

Denver 80207

9/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Jewell

Denver 80238

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kc Keefer

Denver 80224

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Laird

Denver 80206

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Loan

Denver 80211

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rhandi Lores

Denver 80209

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Macdonald

Denver 80209

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Melnick

Denver 80222

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Meritt

Denver 80123

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elaine Morrow

Denver 80209

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark Neustrom

Denver 80210

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cameron Ponce De Leon

Denver 80205

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Rotella

Denver 80249

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Sloss

Denver 80209

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Sloss

Denver 80209

9/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rodney Soendker

Denver 80209

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emma Hoeschler

Denver 80209

9/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Biruta Siepman

Denver 80209

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emma Hoeschler

Denver 80209

9/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Biruta Siepman

Denver 80209

9/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Baynes

Denver 80210

9/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brendan Buglione

Denver 80211

9/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Davis

Denver 80203

9/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elena Dvorkina

Denver 80237

9/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Aleksandr Finkelshteyn

Denver 80211

9/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janine Hill

Denver 80237

9/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gail Johnson

Denver 80237

9/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

George Johnson

Denver 80123

9/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% --** from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools**

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Lopert

Denver 80211

9/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brett Moore

Denver 80210

9/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tom Murray

Denver 80205

9/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Matthew Shive

Denver 80220

9/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Swanson

Denver 80227

9/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Henry Winkler

Denver 80203

9/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stacy Johnson

Denver 80205

9/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Swanson

Denver 80205

9/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Swanson

Denver 80205

9/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stacy Johnson

Denver 80205

9/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cindy Ambs

Denver 80210

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Baxter

Denver 80237

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Buckley

Denver 80210

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Teresa Buckley

Denver 80210

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ronald Burke

Denver 80221

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Evamarie Denst

Denver 80220

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Harris

Denver 80123

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anna Kluver-Fensler

Denver 80224

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Lockwood

Denver 80209

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Martinez

Denver 80204

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Mcfadden

Denver 80227

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Nation

Denver 80237

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Harper Prendergast

Denver 80222

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alicia Smart

Denver 80237

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dana Williams

Denver 80123

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kelly Nole

Denver 80209

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Baker

Denver 80210

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alicia Keller

Denver 80239

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Albert Albert

Denver 80226

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alexis Logan

Denver 80205

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alicia Bryant

Denver 80206

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alicia Keller

Denver 80239

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alison Ortiz

Denver 80223

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Edwards

Denver 80206

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Arianna Jackson

Denver 80205

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brandon Warren

Denver 80210

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Caroline Meyer

Denver 80210

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Crystal Garcia

Denver 80211

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Derrick Jones

Denver 80206

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Baker

Denver 80210

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jack Carter

Denver 80211

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Espinoza

Denver 80221

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jasmine Jones

Denver 80223

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jasmine Jordan

Denver 80246

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* *allow unlimited cars* per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Martinez

Denver 80123

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new **1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to **3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow **unlimited cars** per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark Watson

Denver 80205

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Megan Bradley

Denver 80218

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Lee

Denver 80202

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Kelly

Denver 80218

9/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tamika Jones

Denver 80205

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kelly Nole

Denver 80209

9/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Caroline Benson

Denver 80210

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Payton Bisso

Denver 80210

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Clark

Denver 80206

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Annette Cole

Denver 80206

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stacey Crossley

Denver 80209

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anita Cunningham

Denver 80210

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Dyer

Denver 80211

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul Gentala

Denver 80237

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Glenn Griffin

Denver 80231

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kelly Hall

Denver 80202

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Hawkins

Denver 80209

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Hayes

Denver 80219

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Genevieve Hovde

Denver 80209

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amie Jaynes

Denver 80209

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Jaynes

Denver 80211

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** – from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children – in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul Jones

Denver 80123

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vincent Kalbach

Denver 80237

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Lieb

Denver 80205

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Lopez

Denver 80237

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lucinda Mcdowell

Denver 80209

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Mitchell

Denver 80123

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stuart Morrow

Denver 80220

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gail Narum

Denver 80210

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rachel Neumann

Denver 80237

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Newpower

Denver 80210

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Arlene Olvey

Denver 80249

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Orr

Denver 80209

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Patrick

Denver 80209

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laney Pitstick

Denver 80209

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robyn Prudhomme

Denver 80209

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beth Rimmer

Denver 80237

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Rosazza

Denver 80210

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Thacker

Denver 80209

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maryann Weil

Denver 80237

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Welch

Denver 80209

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lauren Welch

Denver 80209

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura Whalen

Denver 80220

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steve Wurst

Denver 80210

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brittany Dietzler

Denver 80220

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Mahoney

Denver 80224

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adam Silverstein

Denver 80212

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** --- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adrian Mendez

Denver 80123

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Baron

Denver 80216

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Romero

Denver 80205

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley Grigsby

Denver 80216

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley Murphy

Denver 80123

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Walker

Denver 80231

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jazmin Vega

Denver 80239

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods.

* allow unlimited cars per household.

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities.

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only.

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Roman

Denver 80238

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maria Chavez

Denver 80204

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Anderson

Denver 80204

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sandra Hernandez

Denver 80227

9/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Mahoney

Denver 80224

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brittany Dietzler

Denver 80220

9/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Bean

Denver 80210

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Benson

Denver 80206

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charlene Branch

Denver 80212

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ronald Brown

Denver 80205

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Burt

Denver 80236

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Willie Campbell

Denver 80207

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Fallon

Denver 80206

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Fleischer

Denver 80237

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Fuller

Denver 80210

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Leslie Garland

Denver 80239

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amanda Geske

Denver 80237

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shelley Gill

Denver 80210

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lorie Gordon

Denver 80218

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bruce Granger

Denver 80230

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Guthrie

Denver 80210

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emily Hillegeist

Denver 80210

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adam Hudson

Denver 80203

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Betty Jacobs

Denver 80205

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura Jilke

Denver 80237

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jim Johnson

Denver 80224

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Jones

Denver 80238

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Betty Kane

Denver 80247

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kay Kotzelnick

Denver 80247

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Leonard

Denver 80210

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adriana Lopez

Denver 80203

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Blanca Lucero

Denver 80207

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angela Maher

Denver 80207

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gregg Martin

Denver 80231

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jordan Mattson

Denver 80211

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Clyde Metzger

Denver 80239

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Randie Mosenthal

Denver 80209

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Murray

Denver 80221

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chris Parise

Denver 80203

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Perry

Denver 80205

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ann Phelps

Denver 80222

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Pooley

Denver 80209

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Reed

Denver 80205

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jill Rossini

Denver 80205

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joan Saliman

Denver 80237

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brandi Schimpf

Denver 80216

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gail Schraishuhn

Denver 80209

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angela Sims

Denver 80205

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angelo Spataro

Denver 80211

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sheila Tyler

Denver 80210

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ed Vieira

Denver 80210

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura Voss

Denver 80212

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shannon Wagner

Denver 80207

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maryjo Warren

Denver 80209

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Weiss

Denver 80220

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gary Wright

Denver 80203

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shawn Young

Denver 80203

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gary Zimmerman

Denver 80206

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joyce Brown

Denver 80220

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Gillett

Denver 80247

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alejandro Gonzalez

Denver 80204

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amanda Lytle

Denver 80209

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amelia Lee

Denver 80211

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley Roman

Denver 80206

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Marsh

Denver 80238

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bryan Dunn

Denver 80209

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christian Silva

Denver 80246

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Connor Smith

Denver 80123

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gregory Brown

Denver 80223

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hana Kim

Denver 80222

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Lopez

Denver 80123

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Nguyen

Denver 80210

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Schaefer

Denver 80235

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Martinez

Denver 80203

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Le

Denver 80219

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Norton

Denver 80249

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Wright

Denver 80206

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Gutierrez

Denver 80204

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kris Taylor

Denver 80219

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lindsey Turner

Denver 80222

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Bowman

Denver 80237

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maria Hernandez

Denver 80204

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Matthew Allen

Denver 80205

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maya Vasquez

Denver 80207

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Rogers

Denver 80231

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Rivera

Denver 80205

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Ortiz

Denver 80227

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Samantha Davis

Denver 80203

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Smith

Denver 80202

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Herrera

Denver 80210

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tyler Davis

Denver 80211

9/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Gillett

Denver 80247

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joyce Brown

Denver 80220

9/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nisha Ashley

Denver 80209

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cassandra Atayde

Denver 80110

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anacani Briseno

Denver 80203

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Annie Burke

Denver 80210

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jenine Camins

Denver 80209

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nikki Carpenter

Denver 80237

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alice Caywood

Denver 80209

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Derek Cocovinis

Denver 80224

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christin Grover

Denver 80237

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Hand

Denver 80205

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Corey Hesterman

Denver 80227

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Isbell

Denver 80227

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Berith Jacobsen

Denver 80224

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Terri Johnson

Denver 80221

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adrah Levin

Denver 80209

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bruce Lintjer

Denver 80210

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jenifer Marom

Denver 80209

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Theresa Martin

Denver 80218

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Mcgown

Denver 80237

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Moss

Denver 80209

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kaitlin Moss

Denver 80209

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Genifer Murray

Denver 80204

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carrie Palmer

Denver 80249

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gary Phillips

Denver 80204

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Pomranka

Denver 80249

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Reinhardt

Denver 80249

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Shelley

Denver 80209

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Simmons

Denver 80206

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Sullivan

Denver 80014

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alanna Tanner-Chojnacki

Denver 80209

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christine Verano

Denver 80247

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Voss

Denver 80210

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jax Voss

Denver 80212

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Williams

Denver 80212

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Workman

Denver 80212

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elena Bragg

Denver 80203

9/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anthony Harper

Denver 80209

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura Gill

Denver 80204

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elena Bragg

Denver 80203

9/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Doug Adams

Denver 80205

9/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christina Adamson

Denver 80206

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Andrews

Denver 80204

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Bandy

Denver 80235

9/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Berg

Denver 80231

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Bradley

Denver 80211

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sherrie Cox

Denver 80123

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dan Davis

Denver 80203

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Dreyer

Denver 80223

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Heather Eaton

Denver 80210

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Thomas Fields

Denver 80222

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Curtis Franklin

Denver 80209

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steve Hornberger

Denver 80231

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Judith Hulsey

Denver 80220

9/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Timothy James

Denver 80206

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sophia Kenny

Denver 80220

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Kirk

Denver 80209

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Malone

Denver 80218

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Matthews

Denver 80206

9/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alexandria Molina

Denver 80230

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christine Murray

Denver 80207

9/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gerald Olson

Denver 80239

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Peskin

Denver 80211

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vivian Pollock

Denver 80224

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bette Rehner

Denver 80247

9/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kelly Robertson

Denver 80209

9/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nanette Shelley

Denver 80209

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bernadette Tynan

Denver 80227

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emily Wakim

Denver 80211

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Walker
Denver 80202
9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Len Wegner

Denver 80210

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colleen Wells

Denver 80210

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anna White

Denver 80218

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Debbie Wildrick

Denver 80211

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Debra Woods

Denver 80220

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dave Workman

Denver 80212

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Danielle Yuthas

Denver 80212

9/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Begona Aranda

Denver 80211

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ralph Lidge

Denver 80209

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Martin

Denver 80209

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Mcfadden

Denver 80219

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathy Williams

Denver 80206

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathy Williams

Denver 80206

9/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Martin

Denver 80209

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy McFadden

Denver 80219

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ralph Lidge

Denver 80209

9/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Begona Aranda

Denver 80211

9/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Denis Bensard

Denver 80218

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jerilyn Bensard

Denver 80218

9/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Berkey

Denver 80206

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Bigelow

Denver 80209

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Carlson

Denver 80231

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bernida Chapman

Denver 80239

9/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Annette Davis

Denver 80205

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Davis

Denver 80210

9/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Suni Devitt

Denver 80206

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karen Falk

Denver 80219

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Wendy Fryer

Denver 80206

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Gallegos

Denver 80221

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Gindin

Denver 80209

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Russell Grant

Denver 80249

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Greenman

Denver 80207

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COV-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Harley Jackson

Denver 80209

9/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Kienzle

Denver 80206

9/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bobbie Knight

Denver 80212

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andronik Mamayan

Denver 80220

9/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jayne Marzano

Denver 80206

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patrick Mccullough

Denver 80218

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicole Moore

Denver 80205

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sherri Morgan

Denver 80231

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Morgan

Denver 80123

9/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Nicholson

Denver 80203

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashby Norwood

Denver 80212

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Effrem Norwood

Denver 80212

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kristine Obregon

Denver 80238

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Oppenheim

Denver 80247

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Pelletier

Denver 80209

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley Robinson

Denver 80123

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Erik Robinson

Denver 80210

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Frank Robinson

Denver 80249

9/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Rossi

Denver 80206

9/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Soto
Denver 80219
9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Sutton

Denver 80236

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

John Thomas

Denver 80202

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Thompson

Denver 80206

9/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Erin Turner

Denver 80205

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Whitt

Denver 80218

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark Willner

Denver 80206

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sandra Wojciehowski

Denver 80218

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Erin Wolf

Denver 80206

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicole Yox

Denver 80212

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Allen

Denver 80206

9/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Balstad

Denver 80230

9/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ben Barfield

Denver 80238

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Courtney Brillhart

Denver 80238

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colin Buchanan
Denver 80206
9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Corinne Buchanan

Denver 80206

9/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Erin Clibbens

Denver 80203

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Clarence Ellebracht

Denver 80231

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Flaherty

Denver 80204

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Abe Gallegos

Denver 80204

9/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Gold

Denver 80221

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hachey

Denver 80211

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Warren Halpern

Denver 80231

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hancock

Denver 80209

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lacey Jennings

Denver 80220

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Johnson

Denver 80203

9/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Allison Leech

Denver 80207

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley Lukens

Denver 80202

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Heather Mccoy

Denver 80237

9/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person** 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Phelps

Denver 80224

9/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stacey Redford

Denver 80218

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicole Robertson

Denver 80203

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Victor Smith

Denver 80223

9/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brad Steffen

Denver 80237

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tina Wildes

Denver 80210

9/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chelsea Williams

Denver 80211

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Rodgers

Denver 80238

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kristin Decker

Denver 80210

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

George Marshall

Denver 80203

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paulette Davis

Denver 80249

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kristin Decker

Denver 80210

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Rodgers

Denver 80238

9/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gerald Anderson

Denver 80221

9/27/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Buchanan

Denver 80203

9/27/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Cheri Jones

Denver 80204

9/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kelly Kehoe

Denver 80205

9/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Scott Kilker

Denver 80206

9/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Marom

Denver 80209

9/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Mcgarrity

Denver 80224

9/27/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carmen Rodgers

Denver 80238

9/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Shaffer

Denver 80236

9/27/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods.

* allow unlimited cars per household.

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities.

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only.

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carlton Stoffels

Denver 80210

9/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shelley Tamminga

Denver 80206

9/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hayley Voss

Denver 80212

9/27/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Keith Werkheiser

Denver 80211

9/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jay Thompson

Denver 80222

9/27/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ann Shelley

Denver 80210

9/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jay Thompson

Denver 80222

9/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ridvan Akkurt

Denver 80222

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Irene Avila

Denver 80236

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kristen Condon

Denver 80218

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patty Coughlon

Denver 80206

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Fowler

Denver 80209

9/28/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Ghia

Denver 80209

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Graef

Denver 80209

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anita Grant

Denver 80237

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%  --  from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Thomas Harris

Denver 80211

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Law

Denver 80206

9/28/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** – from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Longo

Denver 80207

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

J Miller

Denver 80218

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Berlynn Moore

Denver 80239

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lenora Moore

Denver 80231

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Park

Denver 80209

9/28/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mahe Rellos

Denver 80206

9/28/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Rodriguez

Denver 80207

9/28/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Rossiter

Denver 80207

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Santen

Denver 80210

9/28/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mallory Sisler

Denver 80211

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sean Southard

Denver 80206

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Swats

Denver 80210

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Vitale

Denver 80238

9/28/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only**

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bennett Thompson

Denver 80206

9/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janine Armatas

Denver 80220

9/29/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Brooks

Denver 80202

9/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bruce Burgess

Denver 80210

9/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Chang

Denver 80212

9/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Aaron Duke

Denver 80239

9/29/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Edward Forbes

Denver 80210

9/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Forbes

Denver 80210

9/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Henry Gordon

Denver 80218

9/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Hand

Denver 80202

9/29/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melanie Harder

Denver 80206

9/29/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Renee Hopkins

Denver 80207

9/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Kirk

Denver 80209

9/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Koehler

Denver 80209

9/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Larson

Denver 80231

9/29/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Marx

Denver 80218

9/29/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Mercado

Denver 80211

9/29/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karyn Oneil

Denver 80210

9/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Padilla

Denver 80231

9/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Pierangeli

Denver 80211

9/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Pollak

Denver 80221

9/29/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Salvato

Denver 80231

9/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Simpson

Denver 80210

9/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dana Wasserman

Denver 80221

9/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Widner

Denver 80224

9/29/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anthony Leuthold

Denver 80220

9/29/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anthony Leuthold

Denver 80220

9/29/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Campbell

Denver 80222

9/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tyler Forster

Denver 80205

9/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Madison Gore

Denver 80237

9/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carrie Krambeck

Denver 80204

9/30/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Luca Molina

Denver 80210

9/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Moriarty

Denver 80206

9/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Noel

Denver 80210

9/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Puster

Denver 80206

9/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Genna Rillstone

Denver 80211

9/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ann Scherzinger

Denver 80207

9/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christina Slater

Denver 80222

9/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dalene Walker

Denver 80212

9/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ryan Kirk

Denver 80220

9/30/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joey Ballew

Denver 80231

10/1/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Craig Becker

Denver 80204

10/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Cordova

Denver 80205

10/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tyler Errickson

Denver 80209

10/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carlos Gandora

Denver 80239

10/1/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Phil Horwitz

Denver 80210

10/1/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christine Hultgren

Denver 80204

10/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Hurley

Denver 80210

10/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Johnson

Denver 80202

10/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eimear Mcguire

Denver 80224

10/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Odalys Zamarripa

Denver 80239

10/1/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Zimmerman

Denver 80204

10/1/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amelia Burns

Denver 80220

10/2/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Harrison Cymbala

Denver 80231

10/2/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alanna Deatly

Denver 80207

10/2/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Foxhoven

Denver 80221

10/2/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jenna Gillard

Denver 80210

10/2/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Hill

Denver 80204

10/2/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christine Iozza-Lukkes

Denver 80209

10/2/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Aaron Kramer

Denver 80206

10/2/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Teresa Mcguire

Denver 80224

10/2/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Morton

Denver 80209

10/2/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathy Reagan

Denver 80220

10/2/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Earl Rudolph

Denver 80237

10/2/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brent Snyder
Denver 80210

10/2/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Darcy Todd

Denver 80203

10/2/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Villarreal

Denver 80210

10/2/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Wolz

Denver 80224

10/2/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rh Elliott

Denver 80238

10/3/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angela Hewitt

Denver 80206

10/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jesica Montgomery

Denver 80210

10/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Mulcahy

Denver 80209

10/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mike Oshaughnessy

Denver 80218

10/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Scott Sellers

Denver 80204

10/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Toomey

Denver 80210

10/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Ramirez

Denver 80202

10/3/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Naomi Smith

Denver 80209

10/3/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Reese Crawford

Denver 80204

10/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Adams

Denver 80203

10/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Borbon

Denver 80227

10/4/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul Caldwell

Denver 80219

10/4/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carol Campbell

Denver 80205

10/4/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carmen Casis

Denver 80239

10/4/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cheri Huff

Denver 80207

10/4/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Arturo Jimenez

Denver 80218

10/4/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chansonette Kisner

Denver 80210

10/4/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ed Levy
Denver 80210
10/4/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dawn Miller

Denver 80224

10/4/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anne Peters

Denver 80210

10/4/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mindae Russell

Denver 80220

10/4/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Kal

Denver 80221

10/4/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jorge Herrera

Denver 80204

10/4/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only**

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Megan Cox

Denver 80224

10/4/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Peter Castillo

Denver 80210

10/4/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Kal

Denver 80221

10/4/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anne Cox

Denver 80220

10/5/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ellen Humphrey

Denver 80210

10/5/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Mccarthy

Denver 80123

10/5/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Silverman

Denver 80237

10/5/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kimberley Silverman

Denver 80237

10/5/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** – from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lindsey Silverman

Denver 80237

10/5/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gregory Thompson

Denver 80202

10/5/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eve Treschitta

Denver 80210

10/5/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cameron Yegge

Denver 80203

10/5/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Betty Barton

Denver 80204

10/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Barton

Denver 80231

10/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Basse

Denver 80222

10/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Morris

Denver 80218

10/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amar Patel

Denver 80209

10/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tyler Webb

Denver 80203

10/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christine Wells

Denver 80211

10/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Will

Denver 80218

10/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Aaron Will

Denver 80220

10/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Romo

Denver 80229

10/6/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Taylor Stone

Denver 80211

10/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Aaron Will

Denver 80220

10/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gabriela Bossy

Denver 80218

10/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tom Dobson

Denver 80210

10/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Sharon Milton

Denver 80249

10/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sandra Moore

Denver 80206

10/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Offner

Denver 80206

10/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anna Owens

Denver 80210

10/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anna Owens

Denver 80210

10/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Crystal Mascarenas

Denver 80123

10/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tirusew Muluneh

Denver 80231

10/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Austin Roberts

Denver 80204

10/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andre Ray

Denver 80218

10/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Curtis Tunson

Denver 80205

10/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emma Rose

Denver 80205

10/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Jackson

Denver 80203

10/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Rager

Denver 80207

10/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Austin Roberts

Denver 80204

10/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hamilton Blair

Denver 80209

10/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Cook

Denver 80205

10/9/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cathleen Ryland

Denver 80219

10/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Dolan

Denver 80219

10/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Dolan

Denver 80219

10/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Thomas Alison

Denver 80237

10/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Don Busi

Denver 80237

10/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Clark Thomas

Denver 80238

10/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christine Barr

Denver 80237

10/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christine Barr

Denver 80237

10/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jasmine Gonzalez

Denver 80211

10/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chris Andrea

Denver 80211

10/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jane Buchanan

Denver 80210

10/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Allison Bushard

Denver 80205

10/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dina Castillo

Denver 80211

10/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Dykstra

Denver 80222

10/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark Haefele

Denver 80231

10/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacob Barnes

Denver 80219

10/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Tran

Denver 80249

10/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Acierno

Denver 80205

10/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laurel Olson

Denver 80219

10/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Rogers

Denver 80209

10/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%**  -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amber Hall

Denver 80203

10/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Isaac Davis

Denver 80239

10/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joshua Cornett

Denver 80247

10/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Evans

Denver 80231

10/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Rogers

Denver 80209

10/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Bailey

Denver 80203

10/14/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Halvorsen

Denver 80209

10/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elsie Halvorsen

Denver 80209

10/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Halvorsen

Denver 80209

10/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brooke Sandoval

Denver 80235

10/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Belinda Zimmerly

Denver 80123

10/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Quinn

Denver 80237

10/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Allen

Denver 80204

10/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eric Johnson

Denver 80202

10/14/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chaniya Boyce

Denver 80239

10/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Connor

Denver 80202

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Enright

Denver 80220

10/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patrick Fitzmaurice

Denver 80220

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Foster

Denver 80220

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Scott Geiger

Denver 80224

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Abby Goodman

Denver 80205

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Darius Jack

Denver 80224

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brenda Johnson

Denver 80203

10/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathy Kappas

Denver 80209

10/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Koch

Denver 80203

10/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carmen Nieves

Denver 80249

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Page

Denver 80224

10/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Catherine Poirier

Denver 80249

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tiffany Shively

Denver 80236

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carly Silver

Denver 80220

10/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Heidi Wagner

Denver 80202

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Wagner

Denver 80224

10/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promisses “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Wills

Denver 80209

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Winter

Denver 80206

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Peter Young

Denver 80205

10/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Hanson

Denver 80210

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carlos Fernandez

Denver 80238

10/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Guzman

Denver 80247

10/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Hanson

Denver 80210

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joel Thomas

Denver 80216

10/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Madison Taylor

Denver 80210

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Natalie Moreno

Denver 80206

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tanya Morgan

Denver 80249

10/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Courtney Simmons

Denver 80219

10/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Aloe

Denver 80220

10/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Beth Bogan

Denver 80219

10/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Carney

Denver 80212

10/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods.

* allow unlimited cars per household.

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities.

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only.

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lara Dawson

Denver 80224

10/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Annette Garza

Denver 80221

10/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lavada Harmon

Denver 80231

10/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Casey Herbst

Denver 80220

10/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Renee Ratliff

Denver 80221

10/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tim Ryan

Denver 80231

10/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sharon Schneider

Denver 80238

10/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anna Green

Denver 80211

10/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashlyn Williams

Denver 80207

10/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cara Martin

Denver 80202

10/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Ramirez

Denver 80211

10/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Luke Kennedy

Denver 80229

10/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bob Goodman

Denver 80224

10/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Schoen

Denver 80204

10/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Thaxton

Denver 80211

10/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacob Sherman

Denver 80123

10/17/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Crowley

Denver 80238

10/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Colleen Kay

Denver 80231

10/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Levin

Denver 80202

10/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Ottaway

Denver 80222

10/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Otte

Denver 80216

10/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Leah Stewart
Denver 80123

10/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kirk Mills

Denver 80220

10/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Abigail Taylor

Denver 80205

10/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Frederick Jones

Denver 80220

10/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Isaac Burton

Denver 80218

10/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katie Lane

Denver 80238

10/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Luis Ortiz

Denver 80205

10/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Leah Stewart

Denver 80123

10/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kirk Mills

Denver 80220

10/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Claire Benson

Denver 80202

10/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Svea Berry

Denver 80206

10/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cody Fox

Denver 80123

10/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christine Hammond

Denver 80204

10/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Mcconnell

Denver 80222

10/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Gutierrez

Denver 80203

10/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brandon Winters

Denver 80219

10/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dan Wilson

Denver 80229

10/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Riesenman

Denver 80236

10/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Henry Ripley

Denver 80209

10/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Schotters

Denver 80210

10/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Albert Hernandez

Denver 80209

10/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alex Martinez

Denver 80203

10/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Annie Thai

Denver 80221

10/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dominick Lee

Denver 80220

10/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adam Lenhardt

Denver 80231

10/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Norman Vick

Denver 80224

10/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rachel Hesterman

Denver 80227

10/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Linda Davis
Denver 80230
10/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Sauer

Denver 80205

10/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Fatimata Diallo

Denver 80230

10/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hanna Le

Denver 80220

10/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Murphy

Denver 80202

10/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Tyler

Denver 80210

10/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Allen Vean

Denver 80204

10/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Austin Watson

Denver 80123

10/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Austin Watson

Denver 80123

10/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lauren Blake

Denver 80123

10/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shannon Calhoun

Denver 80210

10/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

George Evans

Denver 80219

10/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Kennedy

Denver 80223

10/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Wilson

Denver 80211

10/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alex Rodriguez

Denver 80110

10/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ava Smith

Denver 80206

10/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Campbell

Denver 80206

10/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Latoya Willis

Denver 80205

10/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mayra Garcia

Denver 80014

10/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Kelly

Denver 80209

10/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Summer Henderson

Denver 80246

10/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Wilson

Denver 80211

10/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Drew Eberly

Denver 80202

10/25/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Douglas Lee

Denver 80231

10/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Billy King

Denver 80211

10/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% – from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children – in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Adrian Soto

Denver 80223

10/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alex Murphy

Denver 80203

10/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Hernandez

Denver 80204

10/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Billy King

Denver 80211

10/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christian Robinson

Denver 80210

10/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diana Hernandez

Denver 80216

10/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Brown

Denver 80110

10/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rachel Mcdaniel

Denver 80207

10/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shannon Smith

Denver 80206

10/25/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Harold Fireman

Denver 80237

10/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Ludington

Denver 80230

10/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Abigail Nicholas

Denver 80237

10/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carrie Printz

Denver 80210

10/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Craig Roth

Denver 80216

10/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Sheehan

Denver 80239

10/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of **150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow **new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow **up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Steele

Denver 80123

10/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dyan Wilcox

Denver 80212

10/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patrick Wilcox

Denver 80212

10/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lori Winter

Denver 80220

10/26/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amanda Gregory

Denver 80218

10/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sonya Michieli

Denver 80237

10/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tracy Smith

Denver 80212

10/27/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Georgia Kristan

Denver 80222

10/28/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Janet Manning

Denver 80210

10/29/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Tubb
Denver 80210
10/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Norman Solomon

Denver 80224

10/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angelina Lopez

Denver 80206

10/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Burton

Denver 80211

10/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Caitlyn Cook

Denver 80207

10/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Norman Solomon

Denver 80224

10/29/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marika Christopher

Denver 80237

10/30/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sheila Lyons

Denver 80206

10/30/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ricky Ruiz

Denver 80211

10/30/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Munoz

Denver 80202

10/30/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ricardo Ramirez

Denver 80221

10/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Samantha Kennedy

Denver 80204

10/30/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alejandra Gonzalez

Denver 80206

11/2/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kyle Pratt

Denver 80202

11/2/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maria Silva

Denver 80249

11/2/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ray Martin

Denver 80210

11/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kelly Nichols

Denver 80210

11/3/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mark Espo

Denver 80207

11/6/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Samuel Allen

Denver 80203

11/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bobbie Ferrari

Denver 80220

11/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ariella Allen

Denver 80212

11/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Donald Harvey

Denver 80212

11/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Erin Davis

Denver 80230

11/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gina Hansen

Denver 80219

11/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gloria Estrada

Denver 80221

11/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Thompson

Denver 80203

11/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Scott Patrick

Denver 80209

11/7/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Brooks

Denver 80207

11/8/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

April Horace

Denver 80123

11/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christie Mochoruk

Denver 80247

11/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashleigh Rankin

Denver 80239

11/9/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gary Seib

Denver 80222

11/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gloria Chavez

Denver 80221

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dillon Denardo

Denver 80221

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Eisinger

Denver 80220

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Kuessner

Denver 80246

11/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Miller

Denver 80111

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Fitzgerald

Denver 80216

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Anderson

Denver 80221

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Abigail Flores

Denver 80219

11/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Arthur Robinson

Denver 80204

11/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Augustus Johnson

Denver 80210

11/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters,** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bradley Edwards

Denver 80219

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brianna Johnson

Denver 80210

11/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carson Allen

Denver 80203

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Timm

Denver 80207

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christy Johnson

Denver 80212

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cindy Taylor

Denver 80220

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dale Carter

Denver 80229

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dale Johnson

Denver 80221

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Roberts

Denver 80202

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Baker

Denver 80204

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Duncan

Denver 80203

11/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Denise Williams

Denver 80247

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Iris Moon

Denver 80211

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

James Hale

Denver 80202

11/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Valentin

Denver 80224

11/10/2020
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Anderson

Denver 80221

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jesse Brown

Denver 80123

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Perez

Denver 80223

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Courtney

Denver 80219

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Justin Moore

Denver 80204

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katelyn Fox

Denver 80212

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lauren Fox
Denver 80223
11/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Liem Nguyen

Denver 80204

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Logan Davis

Denver 80202

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maria Mendoza

Denver 80205

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Matthew Rivera

Denver 80205

11/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nicole Allison

Denver 80210

11/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pamela Smith

Denver 80204

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Phu Tran

Denver 80203

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Reginald Coleman

Denver 80231

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Miller

Denver 80209

11/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Thai Nguyen

Denver 80123

11/10/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Fitzgerald

Denver 80216

11/10/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Ford

Denver 80206

11/11/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ben Stapleton

Denver 80218

11/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Zoellner

Denver 80221

11/11/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jean Wallace

Denver 80218

11/12/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Fanning

Denver 80235

11/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Calvin Nguyen

Denver 80231

11/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Brown

Denver 80218

11/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Lopez

Denver 80206

11/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Fanning

Denver 80235

11/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sam Barfield

Denver 80210

11/15/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Johnson

Denver 80205

11/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Wing

Denver 80220

11/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Bentley

Denver 80204

11/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Flood

Denver 80249

11/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Stapp

Denver 80202

11/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Collins

Denver 80206

11/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Dowling

Denver 80212

11/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christina Saetta

Denver 80207

11/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jasmine Sandoval

Denver 80219

11/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ian Navarro

Denver 80207

11/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jill Cooper

Denver 80211

11/22/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Antonio Campos

Denver 80203

11/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lori Becker

Denver 80207

11/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Clark

Denver 80219

11/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Thomas

Denver 80202

11/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Courtney Long

Denver 80220

11/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Gardner

Denver 80210

11/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Devin Watts

Denver 80249

11/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emma Fuller

Denver 80209

11/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jose Rodriguez

Denver 80123

11/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Williams

Denver 80219

11/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Jones

Denver 80205

11/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Thomas

Denver 80202

11/23/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Thomas Brown

Denver 80203

11/23/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Bast

Denver 80212

11/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kelly Harrison

Denver 80216

11/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Olson

Denver 80207

11/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patrick Wallace

Denver 80204

11/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Smith

Denver 80202

11/25/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Louise Firth

Denver 80220

11/30/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Skelton

Denver 80237

12/4/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kristin Macarthur

Denver 80210

12/4/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nina Cashman

Denver 80207

12/7/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Olson

Denver 80210

12/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emily Olson

Denver 80204

12/8/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Estrada

Denver 80207

12/9/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emiliano Lakota

Denver 80238

12/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chad Dreier

Denver 80210

12/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Greg Lorenz

Denver 80203

12/13/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods,** with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mike Devlin

Denver 80210

12/13/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emily Foster

Denver 80202

12/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jeff Probst

Denver 80220

12/15/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Scott Nelson

Denver 80220

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Juan Moreno

Denver 80239

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Hernandez

Denver 80204

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Nguyen

Denver 80206

12/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shelby Goode

Denver 80203

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Sanchez

Denver 80204

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** – from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children – in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alexis Robles

Denver 80247

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brandon Ramos

Denver 80205

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Timothy Smith

Denver 80202

12/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jose Perez

Denver 80212

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Marcos Hernandez

Denver 80205

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jose Ibarra

Denver 80221

12/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Mccoy

Denver 80205

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Reyes

Denver 80249

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emma Wright

Denver 80214

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pablo Gonzalez

Denver 80219

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Esmeralda Velazquez

Denver 80218

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary McCoy

Denver 80247

12/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jordan Hunt

Denver 80224

12/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Kim
Denver 80218
12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Emmanuel Gonzalez

Denver 80221

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chad Anderson

Denver 80203

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cecilia Duran

Denver 80207

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christian Martinez

Denver 80123

12/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Flores

Denver 80221

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Donald Riley

Denver 80222

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jared Blank

Denver 80210

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Judy Williams

Denver 80210

12/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Matthew Laird

Denver 80220

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ray Defa

Denver 80222

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Yungclas

Denver 80206

12/16/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Walt Smith

Denver 80209

12/16/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters;** notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diane Clow

Denver 80209

12/17/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Roman

Denver 80202

12/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Johnson

Denver 80202

12/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Abigail Rodriguez

Denver 80204

12/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Moore

Denver 80203

12/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Gonzalez

Denver 80239

12/18/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley Anderson

Denver 80123

12/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Crystal Wilson

Denver 80205

12/18/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hannah Higgins

Denver 80205

12/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Salazar

Denver 80210

12/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Simon Sisneros

Denver 80205

12/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brailey Plaisance

Denver 80205

12/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Diane Raber

Denver 80205

12/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Luke Daniel

Denver 80220

12/19/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Lea

Denver 80211

12/19/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ali Win

Denver 80209

12/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Catherine Irving

Denver 80203

12/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kendra Paschall

Denver 80205

12/20/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Walter Walker

Denver 80205

12/20/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Brooks

Denver 80205

12/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Newberry

Denver 80203

12/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Pastor

Denver 80205

12/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jamie Salazar

Denver 80204

12/21/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Ostrow

Denver 80206

12/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michele Trybus

Denver 80210

12/21/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mewatee Pooran

Denver 80202

12/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alicia Jackson

Denver 80203

12/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Abigail Gonzalez

Denver 80207

12/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Ingram

Denver 80205

12/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Fareis

Denver 80222

12/22/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Courtney Freismuth

Denver 80205

12/24/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bethany Lovinski

Denver 80239

12/24/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jill Mozer

Denver 80209

12/26/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Kelly

Denver 80206

12/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jamie Roth

Denver 80206

12/30/2020
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Chad Johnson

Denver 80205

12/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Peggy Vonburg

Denver 80209

12/30/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pamela Connolly

Denver 80207

12/31/2020
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Peterson

Denver 80209

1/1/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Peter West

Denver 80237

1/3/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Muggli

Denver 80206

1/4/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brendan Dawes

Denver 80205

1/5/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gail Bell

Denver 80249

1/5/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jillian Cole

Denver 80203

1/6/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Samantha Black

Denver 80202

1/6/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

David Thomas

Denver 80202

1/6/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Timothy Jones

Denver 80211

1/6/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Heather Young

Denver 80236

1/6/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Green

Denver 80204

1/6/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bryce Morgan

Denver 80221

1/6/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Victoria Ibarra

Denver 80229

1/6/2021
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maryann Mccarthy

Denver 80207

1/6/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rick Skurulsky

Denver 80123

1/6/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Foster

Denver 80207

1/7/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maria Ruiz

Denver 80219

1/7/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley Taylor

Denver 80123

1/7/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Weeks

Denver 80246

1/7/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alicia Perry

Denver 80222

1/7/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Gentry

Denver 80206

1/7/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Vy Ngo

Denver 80236

1/7/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jim Cortney

Denver 80211

1/7/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Trybus

Denver 80218

1/12/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Grafton

Denver 80223

1/12/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley Gonzales

Denver 80224

1/12/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Isaiah Garcia

Denver 80223

1/12/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christian Thomas

Denver 80206

1/12/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Karina Perez

Denver 80249

1/12/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Burke

Denver 80231

1/12/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Levi Hysell

Denver 80209

1/12/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lynne Rasey

Denver 80228

1/12/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Denice Reich

Denver 80220

1/13/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jodie Rhodes

Denver 80224

1/13/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Thomas Baskowsky

Denver 80204

1/13/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jacob Taylor

Denver 80205

1/13/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jesus Robles

Denver 80229

1/13/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christina Spencer

Denver 80238

1/13/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Isaac Meyer

Denver 80227

1/13/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rachel Cruz

Denver 80222

1/13/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods.

* allow unlimited cars per household.

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities.

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only.

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amanda Smith

Denver 80123

1/13/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Parker

Denver 80123

1/13/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eli Mcgrath

Denver 80234

1/13/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hale Davis

Denver 80211

1/13/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lee Rudofsky

Denver 80247

1/13/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Louis Belegratis

Denver 80224

1/13/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sherri Wolin

Denver 80249

1/13/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Terry Thoeming

Denver 80247

1/13/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Thomas Carllon

Denver 80210

1/13/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Platt

Denver 80206

1/14/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Erika Gonzalez

Denver 80219

1/14/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Matthew Crawford

Denver 80111

1/14/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

August Limon

Denver 80231

1/14/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Craig

Denver 80204

1/15/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Ann Espinola

Denver 80223

1/16/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dorwin Peterson

Denver 80247

1/17/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Andrews

Denver 80218

1/18/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Erin Rasey

Denver 80221

1/18/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Howard Harris

Denver 80218

1/18/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Judith Long

Denver 80238

1/18/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Sederberg

Denver 80224

1/18/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sara Mirelez

Denver 80209

1/18/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steve Mast

Denver 80206

1/18/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Douglas Andrews

Denver 80218

1/19/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Glenda Hudson

Denver 80237

1/19/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Megan Faber

Denver 80210

1/19/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Papner

Denver 80206

1/19/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Wilson

Denver 80210

1/21/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Sharon Nicholas

Denver 80249

1/21/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jessica Montoya

Denver 80211

1/21/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Susan Barton

Denver 80211

1/21/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Caroline Anderson

Denver 80211

1/21/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Josh Martinez

Denver 80219

1/21/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Doug Holcombe

Denver 80211

1/21/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alissa Greenholt

Denver 80211

1/22/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katherine Keltner

Denver 80221

1/22/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

David Tobias

Denver 80238

1/22/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angela Wilson

Denver 80202

1/22/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Michael Toth

Denver 80211

1/22/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Clark

Denver 80209

1/22/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ashley Crawford

Denver 80210

1/22/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Shannon Bishop

Denver 80216

1/22/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Samuel Cook

Denver 80211

1/22/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bianca Medina

Denver 80210

1/22/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Hickey

Denver 80221

1/22/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pamela Smith

Denver 80204

1/22/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Bob

Denver 80219

1/22/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lyle Jones

Denver 80211

1/22/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ariana Hurtado

Denver 80241

1/22/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

William Sarsona

Denver 80237

1/24/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anna Hanley

Denver 80207

1/24/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Banaszewski

Denver 80210

1/25/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Autumn Hurd

Denver 80209

1/25/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Snyder

Denver 80247

1/25/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Anderson

Denver 80209

1/25/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Ridenhour

Denver 80209

1/25/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ana Quintana

Denver 80216

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Belinda Nelson

Denver 80237

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Catherine Collier

Denver 80247

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Debra Perry

Denver 80210

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Haley Kammeyer

Denver 80202

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Brennan

Denver 80222

1/25/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Brown

Denver 80202

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Tara Littell

Denver 80211

1/25/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christopher Jackson

Denver 80204

1/25/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Allen Brown

Denver 80206

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Greg Robinson

Denver 80246

1/25/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods.

* allow unlimited cars per household.

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities.

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only.

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robert Hardy

Denver 80211

1/25/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Martin Garcia

Denver 80110

1/25/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Charles Graham

Denver 80203

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brent Mcgibbon

Denver 80211

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Carolina Garcia

Denver 80237

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Jenkins

Denver 80211

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anna Freeman

Denver 80205

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Angie Swanson

Denver 80210

1/25/2021
The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Danielle Vitale

Denver 80210

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Faye Alexander

Denver 80220

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Hugo Bruciaga

Denver 80202

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jaime Livaditis

Denver 80209

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Culhane

Denver 80230

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Neva

Denver 80206

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Katherine Keeley

Denver 80220

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Murray

Denver 80238

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Maeline Barnstable

Denver 80210

1/25/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Ricketson

Denver 80220

1/25/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Susan Planalp

Denver 80224

1/25/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Wyck Brown

Denver 80210

1/25/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Freeman

Denver 80224

1/26/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Howard Brown

Denver 80237

1/26/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amanda Ayres

Denver 80205

1/26/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Matthew Ellis

Denver 80205

1/26/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Von Thun

Denver 80206

1/26/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ceil Ingram

Denver 80207

1/26/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Helen Nortnik

Denver 80231

1/26/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Paul Dowling

Denver 80210

1/26/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Richard Nortnik

Denver 80231

1/26/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Trina Craig

Denver 80220

1/26/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Victoria Eppler

Denver 80206

1/26/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Eric Hammell

Denver 80222

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Jensen

Denver 80203

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amy Macfarlane

Denver 80236

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrea Tenenbaum

Denver 80210

1/27/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Celeste Archer

Denver 80205

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christine Hager

Denver 80204

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Soultz

Denver 80205

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** – from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laurel Mills

Denver 80249

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Miller

Denver 80219

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Veronica Gutierrez

Denver 80123

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Samantha Smith

Denver 80123

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Owen Smith

Denver 80207

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Raul Garcia

Denver 80203

1/27/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hostetler

Denver 80206

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Evan Johnson

Denver 80205

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brad Thomas

Denver 80211

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Isabella Rodriguez

Denver 80204

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ricardo Flores

Denver 80219

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Aaron Maldonado

Denver 80204

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lori Johnson

Denver 80205

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alana King

Denver 80202

1/27/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Anna Chan

Denver 80212

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Barb Rigel

Denver 80224

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems.

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools.

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods.

* **allow unlimited cars** per household.

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities.

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only.

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock.

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Betsy Snyder

Denver 80220

1/27/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dan Goettge

Denver 80237

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Mousolite

Denver 80237

1/27/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Delia Stewart

Denver 80222

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ginger Rataczak

Denver 80209

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Heather Weldon

Denver 80238

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Heidi Hundahl

Denver 80222

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Irenka Hammell

Denver 80222

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jackie Frazin

Denver 80204

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jenna Katsaros

Denver 80207

1/27/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Qualteri

Denver 80204

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**, notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Joe Albers

Denver 80222

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Liz Cameron

Denver 80220

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lori Goldman

Denver 80220

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Mary Langford

Denver 80211

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Morleen Cohen

Denver 80211

1/27/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Elletson

Denver 80220

1/27/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Noreen Harris

Denver 80220

1/27/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Olga Shvaibovich

Denver 80237

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Stacey Schill

Denver 80231

1/27/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Allison Galligan

Denver 80210

1/28/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Dominic Larusso

Denver 80206

1/28/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Virginia Gobeli

Denver 80222

1/28/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Scott Zimmerman

Denver 80202

1/28/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Lori Moore

Denver 80204

1/28/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Andrew French

Denver 80203

1/28/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alan Horner

Denver 80220

1/28/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Gonzalez

Denver 80206

1/28/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Isaiah Wilson

Denver 80219

1/28/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Christian Castillo

Denver 80229

1/28/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amanda Larusso

Denver 80206

1/28/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Julie Rule

Denver 80220

1/28/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Liz Eliassen

Denver 80209

1/28/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Johnsen

Denver 80209

1/28/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ned Rule

Denver 80220

1/28/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Norbert Stotko

Denver 80210

1/28/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ron Heywood

Denver 80220

1/28/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Skye Griffith

Denver 80222

1/28/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Stephen Canges

Denver 80206

1/28/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Steven Surprenant

Denver 80211

1/28/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elaina Johannsen

Denver 80206

1/29/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Holli Sparks

Denver 80206

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Sawyer

Denver 80231

1/29/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ali Hayes

Denver 80203

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.


Sincerely,

Anthony George

Denver 80211

1/29/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Bernard Nilson

Denver 80220

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Robin Levy

Denver 80206

1/29/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alex Gomez

Denver 80204

1/29/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** — from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children — in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Brian Mcginnis

Denver 80216

1/29/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Laura Williams

Denver 80204

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Valerie Miller

Denver 80224

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elaine Ly

Denver 80247

1/29/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Alyssa Franco

Denver 80211

1/29/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Jason Cole

Denver 80223

1/29/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pamela Herrera

Denver 80220

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Summers

Denver 80207

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Amber Peterson

Denver 80123

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Heather Smith

Denver 80123

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Ethan Robinson

Denver 80239

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

John Russell

Denver 80211

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Hogan

Denver 80210

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Erica Concordia

Denver 80205

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Erik Dyce

Denver 80231

1/29/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Florine Nath

Denver 80207

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Garrett Neustrom

Denver 80210

1/29/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Gus Robatto

Denver 80206

1/29/2021
NO to Denver’s Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* **allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150%** -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* **allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods**, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* **allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius** in single family residential neighborhoods

* **allow unlimited cars** per household

* **remove buffer zones** between schools and community corrections facilities

* **prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters**; notification only

* **commercialize single-family neighborhoods** as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Haley Shea

Denver 80209

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Kirsten Forrest

Denver 80202

1/29/2021
NO to Denver's Group Living Zoning Code Amendment

The revised changes will:

* allow density in all single-family homes to increase a minimum of 150% -- from 2 to 5 unrelated adults plus unlimited minor children -- in any size home, during a time of COVID-19 crowding concerns resulting in increased trash, noise, parking, and infrastructure problems

* allow new 1-10 person 24/7 homeless shelters in all neighborhoods, with expansion to 100 guests for 130 days, and no buffer from schools

* allow up to 3 homeless shelters within a 1 mile radius in single family residential neighborhoods

* allow unlimited cars per household

* remove buffer zones between schools and community corrections facilities

* prohibit ability of neighbors to object to homeless shelters; notification only

* commercialize single-family neighborhoods as service providers and investors buy limited, existing single-family housing stock

The Group Living Zoning Code Amendment promises “equity” but over 20% of Denver is exempt.

We have serious concerns about the impact on, and using single-family neighborhoods for, this big experiment.

Sincerely,

Pete Meersman

Denver 80231

1/29/2021
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

Let's reverse the historically racist policies of the past and move Denver forward.
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

As all members of City Council know well, we have a severe housing crisis in Denver that will take years to address. This crisis has its roots in explicit and deliberate racist housing policies implemented by Federal, State and Local governments starting in the 1930’s and continuing through at least the 1960’s. While current zoning policies are no longer explicitly racist, Denver remains strongly segregated and the cost of housing is out of reach for far too many Denverites, both of which evidence the ongoing inequities and racist impacts caused by our zoning policies.

Changing Denver's group living policy is one of several zoning policy changes needed to create housing equity in Denver. The originally proposed group living changes would add flexibility in how existing housing can be occupied so that more individuals can be housed within our existing housing stock. With thousands of evictions expected this winter as a result of job losses resulting from COVID 19 the group living changes originally proposed would provide opportunities for individuals to share housing to reduce costs and will reduce the number of people made homeless as a result of evictions. The proposed policies would also permit more social services to be provided in group living situations, including rehabilitation services in community corrections settings. Please remember that nearly all prisoners will be released eventually and that our communities are made safer when we provide services that allow former prisoners to receive services and gain skills needed to successfully re-enter society.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."
The zoning code, as currently written, is a tool privileged groups use to maintain and expand discrimination in our neighborhoods, particularly in higher income neighborhoods, which are the worst offenders.

In view of Denver's long term housing crisis, which has been made suddenly and dramatically worse by unemployment resulting from COVID-19, continuing with the proposed changes to the group living ordinance is the right thing to do.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

Regards,

Greg Holm
1325 S. Downing St.
Denver, CO 80210

Gregory Holm
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

Jorgina Saab
I support the upcoming group living amendments

Denver's zoning historically has been based in bias against marginalized people. We need to change that, and now we have an opportunity to do that.

I live in the West Washington Park neighborhood. The zoning changes done in my neighborhood by Washington Park at the last zoning change were written to create a white upper class enclave. The history of WWP was to provide housing for factory workers at Gates. We should honor that heritage. The proposed zoning changes in the BluePrint will move in that direction significantly. We should move now in that spirit to provide higher density housing that is inclusive of folks that need a hand economically or socially.

Please do not restrict residential care facilities to commercial corridors, including specifically community based corrections: they are supposed to be in the community to support restorative justice. Help that happen with the zoning regulations. Don't buy into classist fears.

Thanks,

john Ferguson

901 S Downing St
Denver, CO
john ferguson
I moved to Denver 26 years ago. I work at Denver Public Library and my wife is a nurse. I now live in a small duplex half a block off Colfax with my wife and two kids - a place we could barely afford 7 years ago and now would be unattainable for our family. In both our personal and professional lives we've seen the impact of Denver's housing crisis. The refugee families who used to live in the apartment complex next door have been replaced by Air BNB guests. Friends and family moving father out of town because there's no place they can afford to live. And the devastating human cost of our city constantly pushing services for those who need them the most out of the way to build yet another expensive development.

I want people to be able to live together and share resources, whether that's people sharing rent or a group home where people share treatment and accountability. I want them to live next to me, because I love this city and I believe it can be a place for everyone, not just those with $600k mortgages.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Joe Szuszwalak
Support the Original Intent of the Group Living Code Change

Denver Council,

Please forgive the impersonal nature of this letter, as I am filling out a form that sends this to all of your inboxes- which will save me a lot of time. I have a 3 week old baby and barely have the time to write one letter, let alone 13! :)

While I understand the need to compromise in government, the current iteration of the Group Living Code Change misses the intent of the proposal. It has taken a perfectly good idea to remove unenforceable discriminatory language from our zoning code and morphed it into a "compromise" where we only have LESS discrimination instead of NONE. Keeping the term "unrelated adult" in the code is a capitulation discrimination and still unconstitutionally targets people based on their familial status. It would be analogous to the Federal Government "compromising" on gay marriage by only allowing a set number to happen...

I truly believe that CPD, LUTI and City Council as a whole have the imagination and will to find a way to compromise on the nuts and bolts of this code change with out surrendering the original intent of removing outdated sentiments from our code.

Please put me on record in support of everything in the original Group Living Code Change Proposal.
Thank you, and have a great weekend!

-Jason Hornyak

Chaffee Park Neighborhood Association
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes.
Kirstin Michel
43 s sherman st
DENVER
kirstinmichel@gmail.com

2021-01-22 10:28:43 EST

Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Jolon, I am very discouraged in the outcome. I support the zoning changed as originally written and have sent several letters to that effect. To hear that none of those count is in a word, infuriating. Please, we must all do better and we do not get to pat ourselves on the back for doing the minimum and maintaining segregated communities.

---

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Kevin Matthews
1020 Madison Street
Denver
kevin.r.matthews@gmail.com

2021-01-22 09:45:35 EST

Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

Kevin Matthews
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Corey Wiggins
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

Julia Wcislo
Vote “no” on group living

Dear City Council Members:

Please vote “no” on any of the group living proposals. The unfortunate hype from urbanist race-baiters sounds compelling, but none of it will improve housing affordability. Thank you,

Tim
Hello,

As a woman of color in my late 20s, I want to express my thoughts around the amendments to the Group Living Code, and more specifically the proposed Household Regulations. I lived with six roommates in an intentional community in City Park West for over a year. It was a group of young professionals, graduate students, nonprofit directors, artists, educators, storytellers and activists. The seven of us all came together to live under one roof to create positive social change in our community, and we were able to save money with affordable rent. We held regular house meetings, shared a chore list, grew a community garden, and hosted public events like panel discussions and film screenings on refugee issues and political advocacy.

It still amazes me that people with such diverse interests could not only coexist under one roof, but thrive and collaborate. Our house was like an organism, a space where each of us had a role and function to play, and we were stronger together than separate. It was such a privilege and opportunity to be able to learn from and collaborate with each other.

Although I no longer live in this house, these housemates were my chosen family and have become some of my best friends in Denver - the foundation of my community here. It is shocking and disappointing to know that the way we were living is currently illegal, and it is also exciting and hopeful to know that future groups of individuals wanting to make our city better through living in
community or cooperatives may be permitted to do so depending on the outcome of the proposed Group Living Code amendments.

I recently bought a home in Athmar Park and experienced first hand the lack of housing affordability and gentrification that is sweeping through our city. I genuinely believe that amending the Group Living Code to be more sustainable, equitable, and anti-racist can provide solutions to the housing crisis, especially during an economic recession. I urge you to please undo and reconsider the LUTI changes and instead amend the zoning code to regulate safety by allowing up to ten residents in large homes, as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

Thank you for your efforts, consideration, and service to our city!

Lauren Howe
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

My name is Lindsey and I'm a person with a Master's degree. Recently, I was working three jobs and barely making ends meet. My landlord decided to sell the condo we were living in and we started looking for housing in district 5. Since we had three unrelated people in our home, the landlord did not allow me to move in. Please, this needs to change for the sake of housing our community members.

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise." The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

Lindsey Earl
Don't allow watered-down group living reform

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate against those of low income and people of color.

I will be honest: As a residential property owner myself, my initial response is sometimes to fear these types of changes. However, I care about equity and quality living spaces for all more than property values which, frankly, are outrageous and make it increasingly difficult for folks to afford decent housing in Denver. Allowing more folks from different households to cohabitate goes a long way toward remediating this problem.

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods. I am concerned that many of the objections being raised were already accounted for in the initial proposal, e.g., requiring a certain number of parking spaces and limiting the number of people per home based on square footage. I fear that the objections are simply examples of NIMBY-ism and that there is nothing the City can really do to make these folks happy--other than to nix the proposal altogether. Giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

I urge you to look past the naysayers at the benefits of the group living proposal as initially drafted. Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes, as well as ensuring that residential care facilities can operate in Denver. Thank you for considering my comments.
Catherine Shea
Please, undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

I understand there has been pressure from a small number of homeowners who have complaints about the group living changes. While we do have a duty to listen to those complaints, we also have a duty to govern in the best interests of ALL people in the city, not just the loudest and most privileged. We must differentiate petty complaints from evidence of real harm to people and communities. A neighbor who doesn't "like" the idea of 5 people sharing a house is a petty complaint, no real harm is done to that person. A Denver resident who can no longer afford housing because restrictive housing polices have priced them out has had real harm done to them. You're much more likely to get letters from the former, but your responsibility as elected officials is to the real harm done toward persons in the latter situation.

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Mat Trostle
Hello City Council,

I live in District 10, Congress Park. I am concerned about the language in the Group Living Proposal that was passed out of the LUTI Committee.

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

Regards,

Bryan Wilson
Bryan Wilson
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

I live in a single family zoned neighborhood near DU that doesn't allow for multiple units or even ADU's. I am surrounded by construction of new houses whose size could easily house multiple families that are being bought by childless wealthy retired couples. I hear the pounding of hammers of two new ones as I send this letter.

This single family home building boom is occurring as Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Juan romeroju@gmail.com
I urge you to undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate. While we can't go back and fix that issue, we can take the needed steps to fix the results.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for the privileged to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Personally, I live in a two-household single family home with my mothers. I'm very lucky to have the opportunity for intergenerational living that does not run afoul of zoning codes, but not everyone has that privilege. When I was younger I lived in community houses for many years. These homes were far healthier, more nurturing, and more economically and ecologically sustainably than when I lived alone. From a purely economic perspective, single-family zoning makes it impossible for many people to have a yard or garden, have a full kitchen, or have access to a car. The space and resource sharing that comes with community living can dramatically improve quality of life for low-income folks.
Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.

Mary Donachy
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Victor Sobrado
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Clay Mosby
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Hannah Jones
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Housing was unaffordable for far too many before a global pandemic. Once eviction moratoriums end, scores more will become homeless and experience having their belongings destroyed by DPD and being forced to move from street to street as the city continues its brutalization of the unhoused.

The group housing changes should be passed unanimously, and I will do my best to ensure that anyone who cannot support a change which helps Denverites is no longer a city council person after the next election.

Sincerely,

Nick Storter
Denver Resident
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Mark Hettig
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Abbey Winter
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Patrick Sawyer
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.

PLEASE DO THIS. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE. WE SHOULDN'T HAVE TO BEG BUT HERE WE ARE. PLEASE DO THIS.
this is one easy way to address the housing affordability issue in this city. splitting rent can allow more folks to stay housed. please please please listen.

ailyn havens
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a longrunning affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
David Pardo
Betty Shuttleworth
901 Madison Street
Denver
shuttleb@comcast.net

2020-10-18 11:25:06 EST

Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Betty Shuttleworth
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Brian Ross
2805 E 16th Ave, #4
Denver
heltilda@gmail.com

2020-10-01 12:54:54 EST

Please support changes to group living code

Please support the upcoming rule change to allow up to 8 unrelated adults to live in one household. Group living arrangements have allowed me to live affordably and build up my savings throughout my graduate education and postdoctoral stints. I can tell you that most other science workers (students and postdocs, the backbone of our scientific workforce) do the same.

It was only because I moved in with my girlfriend that our landlord was willing to count us as one, so we could split a 3-bedroom house. But it's ridiculous we have to twist our 'family' arrangements to suit these absurd laws. In fact I'd never lived in a city until coming to Denver that outlaws the most common non-family living arrangements.

Please update the rule ASAP to allow people to live affordably close to where they work!

Brian Ross
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Hello -

I have recently purchased a home in Denver, after years of renting in apartments and a duplex. It was a nerve-wracking process even for someone as fortunate as I am, to have a good job and to split expenses with a similarly employed partner.

We need to make housing more affordable and accessible for everyone in Denver. The rate of building has not kept pace with the amount of people moving. Denver is NOT full, we just need new zoning.

I am in full support of measures that bring density and affordable housing in every neighborhood, including my own (Berkeley, and soon to be West Highlands). That includes group living. It is the humane and just path forward, and it's only the beginning.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Annie Rice
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Group living is also more sustainable which fits with Denver's climate protection goals.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Shawn Lindabury
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, which is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Aishwarya Krishnamoorthy
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

City Council Members,

We've been talking about and studying updating group living rules for almost 3 years. The proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.

Thank you,

Bryan Blakely
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Max Nardo
650 Pennsylvania St
Denver
maxnardo@gmail.com

2020-09-24 13:11:37 EST

Support Group Living

Please pass the group living amendment unchanged or with minimal changes.

The affordable housing crisis is the biggest long-term problem in town. Having a couple of room mates makes it possible for people from all walks of life afford to live here.

The fears around the residential care piece seem overblown. I heard there are only 33 halfway houses in all of Colorado. The type of economic segregation we're seeing where most inner neighborhoods are super out of reach for almost everyone is really bad.

Thank you.

Max Nardo
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
John Hersey
1750 North Gaylord Street, C
Denver
john.hersey@gmail.com

2020-09-23 14:25:48 EST

Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denver City Councilors,

For too long, Denver has needed regulatory relief to address the city's affordability crisis. The proposed Group Living ordinance is a step in the right direction, particularly for those who need the most help getting back on their feet. Denver is only as strong as its weakest link; strengthening our local society's links through affordable, accessible housing will benefit the entire city.

Thank you for your service and representation. ~ John
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

I support updating the group living rules to allow for co-ops and multiple unrelated adults to share housing.

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Michelle Sturm
1060 Adams Street
Denver
meshe11@mac.com

2020-09-22 21:36:48 EST

Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Michelle Sturm
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Crystal Middlestadt
Group Living Changes Are Destructive Vote No

While an admirable set of goals, there is nothing in this change that will accomplish those ends, only make it worse.

Tried in SF and Seattle, and housing costs increased. Homelessness there keeps increasing despite these changes.

Felons in my neighborhood? NFW. Period. A plan for disaster all the way around. Is this all because of your political stand about the Feds, detention and ICE? Ridiculous that you would put the burden on us for some half-baked political moment that was not thought through. Put them in the neighborhoods and I predict people will start arming themselves.

Now the economics, the city is what, 270 million short? When you need to pay for things associated with this, who is going to pay for it? Definitely not me or my family.

The only group that wins are real estate speculators. Let's see, I rent a house to a couple for 1500. Now 9 people move in, all paying 800 per month. That is a cool 7200 per month, quite an increase. Affordable? Not really and just think what it does to trash and the sewer system.
Didn't you address this with the 30,000+ apartments that have gone up in Denver in the last 3 years? Oh yeah, rents have already gone down 10% and another 9% down is predicted by February.

Now to the worst part, the planning department orchestrated this and deliberately, I say deliberately left out critical input. They packed the group with people that were for this from the start. Democracy at work? Can you say USSR?

I could like 9 more reasons to vote no, yet I am sure that was enough to tell you where we stand.

Niles Walker
Please! Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

I believe that Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Please Pass Group Living Changes ASAP

I lived the last two years in a group living situation in St. Paul, MN, before returning to Denver. Living in a duplex with eight other people (four in my unit, five in the other) made housing affordable. Without the option to live with multiple friends, housing would have been far more expensive.

The Twin Cities is widely considered to be an affordable, live-able city, largely because of its housing policy. Voting for the group living changes is a first step toward building a more equitable Denver. The racist and classist restrictions on Denver’s housing market make it difficult for many kinds of people to find affordable housing. Even with a middle-class background, I am having a hard time finding housing that would not make me cost-burdened.

Do not let folks in single-family residential neighborhoods convince you that the group living restrictions would harm their neighborhood. Many families in South Park Hill, where I currently live with my parents, claim to be "liberal," but when it comes to actually protecting Black lives or poor lives, they have a harder time showing up. Diversifying the housing options around the city would also integrate neighborhoods and force higher-income neighbors to actually live alongside and take care of their low-income neighbors. I can say from experience in the Twin Cities that mixed housing options improve a single-family residential neighborhood.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. In a
time when housing is healthcare, people need to be able to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation. Vote to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.

Emma Heth
Dylan Souza
476 University Blvd
Denver
dylan.souza.az@gmail.com

2020-09-22 12:03:09 EST

Please Pass Group Living Changes

I am writing in support of the group living changes. The group living regulations are extremely outdated and not made for today's Denver.

Living in a group situation is often the only affordable way to live in this city. Today those that are living in a group situations have the additional stress of being evicted on those grounds.

Also I have been concerned with the rhetoric being used throughout the community to oppose these changes. It is classist at the least and xenophobic and racist at it's worst. That sort of attitude is not what Denver is all about!

Thanks for reading!

Your friend,

Dylan Souza
Hannah Duggan
2220 S St. Paul St
Denver
hd80210@yahoo.com

2021-01-14 19:59:00 EST

Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don’t just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

In addition, Denver is pricing us out of the city we contribute to and live in. We need affordable housing, and this change will create some in Denver.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Will Thompson
Please Pass Group Living Changes - especially now

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis, which has only been exacerbated by covid-19. Is now really the time to be putting people out onto the street, where they are at high risk of both infection and spreading the disease? Show some compassion for people besides wealthy property owners. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Jamie Anderson
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Hi Councilmembers,

I know there is a lot going on lately. However, I did want to reach out about the Group Living here in Denver. Please consider this proposal! Group living will create an environment for financial stability and community here in Denver.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don’t just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.

Thank you!
Zhulieta Stoyanova
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Jonathan Oswald
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

During the pandemic, I and my friends in our late 20's and 30's have experienced layoffs, reduced hours, and uncertain futures.

By moving in to a 4 bedroom rental house with roommates we've been able to save money - we saw it as a fiscally responsible decision.

We were shocked to discover that our living situation isn't actually legal in Denver. At a time when housing shortages make the city unaffordability expensive for workers, it's unacceptable that people moving in with roommates isn't legal. If street parking or noise or other concerns are the problem, restrict the parking or the noise, not the ability to live together.
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

As the saying goes, "perfect is the enemy of good." This proposal is good and takes steps to address a problem that isn't a hypothetical. It's a real, ongoing problem that Denver faces, right now.

Denver is in a long-running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Robert Queen
Hello,

I am writing you in support of Denver's group living changes because I support affordable housing and in general believe in our rights to do what we want with our homes.

We are facing unprecedented times, I personally have family members that have lost their jobs, one of whom is going to run out of cash at the end of September and could face eviction. It is imperative that we move quickly to ensure that the up to 100,000 people facing evictions in our city have somewhere to live, which absolutely includes group housing.

I have been proud to call Denver my home and want to see us to continue to make practical progress. Other cities in our peer group, like Seattle, have not faced issues in their neighborhoods due to group living.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
Paul Franco
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Steve Benchik
Piep Van Heuven
2545 Bellaire Street
Denver
Piepvh@yahoo.com

2020-09-21 08:18:45 EST

Please Pass Group Living Changes

Please remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community by passing these changes without delay or separation.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Thank you.

Piep Van Heuven
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Aleiya Evison
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don’t just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Hannah Williams
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don’t just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Jessica Wilkinson
Hello council members

I am 91 years old and lived in Denver 70 years.

I’d like you to pass the group living changes. I have earned the right to decide who I want to invite into our large house- to live with my husband and myself.

The city should not have the right to determine who or how many people We can share our house with.

We have paid city taxes for 70 years.

We enjoy people and they appreciate the opportunity.

These zoning laws are outdated.

We have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.
Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need.

Thank you

Betty C Shuttleworth-Allen

Betty Shuttleworth-Allen
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Richard Traylor
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Karen Walton
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Karen Kennedy
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don’t just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Alex Wolff
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don’t just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Lauren Bradford
Kyle Buss
1347 Josephine Street
Denver
witchdoctor_03@yahoo.com

2020-09-17 21:25:17 EST

Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Carlos Cruz  
24964 Lucien Way  
Hayward  
cruz_cab@yahoo.com

2021-01-14 15:30:05 EST

Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.

Allow more than 5 people to live together please!

Thank you!
Carlos Cruz
Megan Johnson
2858 Jasmine Street
Denver
emailmeganjohnson@gmail.com

2020-09-17 20:23:45 EST

My Group Living Story

I lived most my adult life with roommates. Let me tell you, we are the artists and musicians that make Denver feel Denver-ish. We are the sound technicians running your church services, the jr managers at the local pool, and the interns just out of college. We are the waiters cleaning up after the restaurant closes then going to the bar next door for drinks. If we are welcome in Denver, the jr manager will, in ten years’ time, run the aquatics division of the Rec Center; the sound technician will teach you how to play bass in her music school, the intern will become the general contractor who remodels your home, and the waitress, after spending twenty years in Denver, will open a distinctly Denver vibe cafe.

If these individuals who split $2500 rent five ways, are treated like weeds in a garden, then Denver’s future will miss out on their reinvestment into the community when they mature in their careers. Instead of developing and retaining local talent, they will move somewhere cheaper where they can afford rent on their own; this city’s business owners will be out of town chain businesses, leaving the 95% minimum wage workers they employ, because home grown talent was uprooted like a weed and not allowed to grow.

It is not because you give affordable housing choices that you get poor people, it’s because you run poor people out of town instead of letting us grow in this city that creates a revolving door of poor people in and poor people out before we ever start to make good money. That drains the future Denver of its flavor and it’s small business base.
Additionally, now that I personally have a family, the reality is that I spend a lot less “small” money than I did as a single person. When my social life was not in my house, I met friends at restaurants and the gym and movies and concerts. I was out spending money all the time. Now I save money for a house and my child’s future.

The young and the solitary are vital for the work and economic impact they contribute today, but we need to not just scrape by, but instead actually feel a little economic elbow room, so that after a few years, we make a little more, and we dream a little more, otherwise, we leave, before we could make our best impact.

Megan Johnson
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Hello! Thank you for your service to our community. I am a therapist who often works with people who are struggling with affordable housing. I have also worked with people with disabilities and addictions for whom group living is an essential part of their quality of life.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Elizabeth Knox  
1395 South Navajo Street  
Denver  
elizabethjknox1@gmail.com  

2020-09-17 18:54:01 EST  

Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay  

Dear councilmen and women  

It is extremely important to pass the group living changes for zoning. Well it is presently discriminates against poor people, people of color, people with disabilities, anyone who could not afford the high cost of housing. Plus it discriminates against someone like me who is a single female with a six bedroom three bathroom house. Yet I’m only allowed to have one Housemate.  

People who object to this are mainly the wealthy and upper middle class Cara mainly about themselves and don’t care about others who also need housing.  

Please do the right thing and pass this.  

Thank you elizabeth j Knox  

Denver city resident. I was born at Denver as well as my father we are long term Denverites. My Father Was Wayne , Knox Colorado’s longest state representative.  

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.
Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.

Elizabeth Knox
Dear [Name],

Please pass group living changes without delay.

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don’t just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.

Sincerely,

Joey Clay
7593 e Technology Way, Apt 211, Apt 202
Denver
joey.clay1@gmail.com

2020-09-17 17:01:38 EST
Joey Clay
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

I hope that you can support this change, which would grant more opportunities for people faced with the rising cost of living in Denver.

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don’t just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Iris Kolberg
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
johanna wood
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Tyler Griffin
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Alanna Shetter
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
MATTHEW FAUBLE
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Devon Horntvedt
Please Do Not Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

I live in Chaffee Park. A home at the end of my block houses many people who are not related. It is a rental house. They race up and down the alley at all times of the day and night. They park on the lawn as well as in front of the house. They have loud parties. I am opposed to more people living in one house. The only person profiting is the home owner by charging them each rent to pay. I feel that vulnerable people will get stuck in unsafe living conditions with having a house with more people than it can handle. Kind of like a slum lord. We just passed the ADU zoning. How much do we have to give up. Also with COVID-19 it is extremely dangerous to have so many living in close spaces. It is dangerous for our community as well because they are renters and don’t respect the neighborhood.

Many say they bought their homes and cannot afford the payments now. Same excuse they used for ADU. It is not the community’s responsibility to supplement someone who purchased a home they cannot afford. RNO participants do not speak for our community.
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Evan Orth
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
David Brown
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
S D
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Max Kauffman
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Sean Garvey
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Sean Green
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Laura Messier
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Daniella Sloane
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership.

When I first moved out on my own, there was no way I could have afforded to live on my own. With my entry level income, the only way to afford to live in Denver was to live with roommates. That is the norm for many young people. Because I was able to live with roommates, I was also about to save some money over time and now am a homeowner in Denver.

Especially in the wake of the covid pandemic, it should not be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, which is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.
Please pass these changes without further watering down to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.

Nikki Roth
Zhulieta Stoyanova
1403 E 22nd Ave
Denver
stoyan10@msu.edu

2020-09-17 10:38:45 EST

Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Hi Councilmember,

There is a great opportunity in front of you to increase affordable housing in Denver! Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

I have lived in housing cooperatives in other states and it was one of the greatest financial and community decisions I have ever made! I hope I get the opportunity to do that in Denver!

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Zhulieta Stoyanova
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
David Pardo
Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Amy Murin
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
catherine vitagliano
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code. In any time, but especially during these uncertain times, we should be easing regulations, not finding ways to keep imposing on people who are struggling.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Liza Varnum
Sharon Cairns Mann
3701 E Florida Avenue
Denver
sharonmann@kw.com

2020-09-17 09:40:47 EST

Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Dear City Council: Regarding Group Living.

As you know, currently, zoning codes say no more than two unrelated adults may share a house. This is very discriminatory. There are many people who would benefit by increasing the number. I think 10 is too many, but 4 or 5 are reasonable, especially if that number includes kids.

For example, I’m an older single woman with a beautiful apartment in my basement, but I can only rent it to one person. When I purchased this home, I thought I would be able to supplement my income by having roommates, but I am hamstrung by the current rule. I could easily accommodate a family, which would help them and me. I have off-street parking and would not impact the neighborhood in any way.

I believe that the zoning code should NOT define a family and that I should be able to have whomever I want living with me. The current rule creates a financial hardship for me and for my potential roommates.

We need affordable housing, and this change will help create some much-needed housing relief in Denver, especially right now when it is so desperately needed.

I am not opposed to the residential care facilities in neighborhoods, but I also believe that you should UNCOUPLE this proposal from the proposal for residential care in neighborhoods. These are really two different subjects and you will have more success in getting one or the other passed if you uncouple them. As long as you keep them together, you face an uphill battle.

Respectfully submitted,

Sharon Cairns Mann
Sharon Cairns Mann
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

Denverites have been discussing updating group living rules for nearly three years, and the proposal in front of you is a compromise based on thousands of pieces of feedback.

Denver is in a long running affordable housing crisis. Co-ops don't just provide affordable housing, but a path to growing equity and homeownership. Voting against these changes means you think it should be illegal for people to take in their unrelated friends and neighbors who fall on hard times, this is currently banned under the code.

Residential care serves many populations in our community and streamlining these rules will help them serve people fleeing domestic violence and those with disabilities.

Please pass these changes without delay or separation to create affordable housing, remove discrimination from our zoning code, and serve those in need in our community.
Please Vote YES on Group Living Code Changes

When I first moved to Denver in 2008, I was a fresh college graduate with out a penny to my name. I had a low-paying internship lined up with the State DNR and the only way I could afford housing at the time was to live way out in the suburbs or to split rent with several roommates. The ability for me to live with 3 other people within a reasonable distance of my employment set me on a path of success and opportunity that I probably would not have otherwise had. Twelve years later I am an extremely productive and engaged in this economy and in our civic institutions. I wouldn't be where I am today with out that first foothold, which was living against occupancy code.

So no, Group Living does "create" affordable housing, but it does create opportunities for individuals to live more affordably by splitting their resources with others. As my story indicated, this is already happening throughout the city- almost entirely by people who have no idea they are doing anything wrong. The passage of these changes won't create a mass influx of group living scenarios because the majority of people who would live this way (young people, the working class) aren't plugged in enough to the minutia of city code. By NOT passing this code, you will be in effect condemning these people, who are already struggling to get by, to fines and evictions in the middle of a housing crisis and global pandemic.

The attention that this code change has received has also shined an unwelcome spotlight on those that have bravely spoken out about their non-compliant living situations. This has placed a target on their back for retaliatory complaints from those who spitefully oppose this code change. It is currently happening, and your inaction will perpetuate this discrimination.
As far as the other pieces of the code change, I live within walking distance of a community corrects facility that exists in residential Sunnyside. The fear mongering about these facilities regarding how they "don't belong in residential neighborhoods" is really saying "they don't belong in MY neighborhood, but I have no problem with them existing in YOUR neighborhood, because my safety is more valuable than yours." If these facilities are allowed in my neighborhood, they should be allowed in yours as well. The equity concerns by those who live in, and represent, districts that don't have any of these facilities appear to be nothing more than crocodile tears to those of us with these facilities.

I understand the equity concerns surrounding Chapter 59, and rather than delve into a rant about how I think our zoning code is far too messy, I will urge you to use your power as Council Members to find a solution that will enact the code changes citywide, similar the Marijuana Laws. I know you will be able to find an easy and equitable solution for this issue.

What this truly boils down to, for me, is that our government should have no place in telling us with whom we can or cannot live, as long as we follow health and safety codes. Why would we give our government the power to define "family" for us? We are not all lucky enough to have blood relatives in this city, or in this life, and many of us must seek alternate familial relationships. It pains me that a compromise was made on the original Group Living Code Change that re-inserted the term "unrelated adult," however I will not allow the perfect be the enemy of the good on this issue.

I will leave you with a light analogy about the potential for "overcrowding." Yes, it is possible for up to 40 people to live under one roof with these code changes, but it is also possible for me to eat 40 hotdogs in one sitting.... however I would certainly never do so. Just because something is possible (and it is already currently possible as long as people are related) doesn't mean it will happen. Our government should have other things to worry about than micromanaging every potential choice we can make. It's like making a law stating that no person shall bathe in orange juice.

Thank you for your time and consideration on this important issue.
...and yes, our RNO was well informed throughout this entire process. those that claim otherwise were not paying attention and were derelict in duty.

Jason Hornyak
Austine Luce
4875 Stuart Street
Denver
bansheekwe@gmail.com
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**Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!**

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

Austine Luce
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

In many of our communities, we are hearing explicit calls for housing discrimination against immigrants and individuals earning lower incomes. Please do not allow this to become an opportunity for those who have historically held the decision making power (White, property owning, older folks) to continue to discriminate against already marginalized peoples.
Mayra Gonzales
Please Pass Group Living Changes Without Delay

The city has no business telling us whether we're allowed to have multiple roommates in a city with multiple college campuses, skyrocketing rents, and a global pandemic impacting the economy and housing affordability. Let people live with whomever they want, and let residential care facilities operate without all the red tape.
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Regarding the Group Living Code Amendments bill before City Council, I would like to see revisions to make it more equitable. The current version keeps high barriers for co-ops and uses zoning as a tool of discrimination. I would like to see the best version of Group Living Reforms passed. The number of unrelated adults who can share a home should be increases. Halfway homes should not be barred from areas currently zoned for single-family, duplex and row house homes.
Stephen Benchik
1974 S University Blvd #7
Denver
stevebenchik@gmail.com
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Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Hello,

I am a Denver resident who, like many others in this city, has recently moved here. Denver has experienced a massive surge of people moving into the city for the economic opportunities and quality of life it offers, but with that has come a rising cost of living. More people moving into the city means there will be more demand for the limited housing stock, and Denver's extremely restrictive occupancy laws only makes the problem worse.

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Stephen Benchik
Patty York
100 Park Ave West, Unit 205
Denver
pmyork0714@gmail.com
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**Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!**

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

Patty York
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
In Favor of Fewer Group Living Restrictions

If the stated concerns about neighborhood character are to be believed then increasing the number of people allowed in a house is a non-issue and shouldn’t be restricted. If the new concerns are really about overcrowding then we should end exclusionary zoning and allow apartments throughout Denver. Having it both ways is a perpetuation of injustice, classism, and white supremacy.

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
John Riecke
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

I am writing to express my support for moving full-speed ahead on the Group Living Amendment to the Denver Zoning Code, with support for occupancy that scales with the size of the dwelling.

I recognize that there are health and safety concerns with over-crowding, but detaching the occupancy limit from the size of the dwelling actively ignores health and safety concerns.

While you may have received notes of opposition concerned about potential nuisances that will come with the changes, there are mechanisms to manage nuisances that might disturb neighbors.

People should never be considered a nuisance just because they exist.
Undo the weakening of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has strained everyone.

We have the ability to help many people immediately by undoing the recent LUTI changes to Group Living and allowing more residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

The zoning code and other ordinances already regulate health and safety in neighborhoods, like excessive noise, trash disposal, parking times, potential nuisances, and that is enough. The code should not discriminate against people who live together. Zoning must no longer be used as a tool for exclusion and discrimination. I urge Council to undo the recent LUTI changes and pass the Group Living Code Amendment.
Kevin Donegan
8802 E 24th Pl Unit 102
Denver
kevincdonegan@gmail.com
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Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

Kevin Donegan
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

Greg Schlenker
Undo the watering down of Group Living reform and pass it!

Denver is in the midst of a housing crisis that has put a strain on service providers, renters of all incomes, and vulnerable communities. There is even a shortage of housing in Denver, and it's been a buyers market for years. It's not an easy place to be a first time home owner, something I want to do. I want to have roots in this great city.

This crisis has its roots in the use of the zoning code in the 20th Century to discriminate.

Conceding to prejudices and giving up on environmental and equity goals is not "compromise."

The zoning code should regulate safety, not be a tool for privileged groups to force discrimination in neighborhoods.

Please undo the LUTI changes and allow up to ten residents in large homes as well as ensuring residential care facilities can operate in Denver.

Sincerely,

Laila Amerman
Laila Amerman